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al nasikh wa al mansukh 

Abstract of the argument s

The principal sources of the Islamic shari®a are 
traditionally held to have been the Qur°an and ’the Sunna 
of the prophet* * The main elements of the sharica had 
thus been established during Muhammad*s lifetime.

Schacht has, however, shown that this attitude to the 
system dates only from the late second century A.H., when 
its earliest consistent formulation was set out by Shafici .

Islamic scholarship further argued the determination, 
during the very course of its formation, of the ultimate 
content of the shari®a by the operation upon the continuing 
validity of numerous Qur0an and Sunna statements of certain 
phenomena known collectively as * al nasikh wa al mansukh*, 
which include abrogation.
Acceptance of the reality of these phenomena - which amount 
to a modification of Muhammad’s legislation - allegedly 
derived in turn from QurDanic and Sunna statements. The 
modifications were thus also attributed to Muhammad.

Apart from polemic exploitation, the principle of 
abrogation has attracted little serious non-Muslim attention. 
Orientalists have concentrated upon the Qur0an almost ex
clusively as a document to whose analysis purely literary 
techniques /
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techniques were applicable. Limiting his celebrated 
enquiry to the claim that several revealed verses had been 
omitted from the collected Qur®an - a reflection of only 
one aspect of the term 'naskh* (omission) - Noldeke failed 
to perceive that it was for the Qur®an as source that the 
'naskh1 principle held its main significance for the Muslims. 
Ihe latter, in their prolonged quarrels over the question 
of the abrogation of the Qur®an by the Sunna primarily 
emphasised another meaning of the term.

Comparative examination of both meanings in detail 
establishes that the 1 omission1 component of the term is 
secondary to the ' abrogation1 element, while the latter 
derived from embarrassment at the recognition of conflict 
between the alleged sources of the sharlca when both were 
held to have been revealed.
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prophet himself. The QurDan-~hadith conflicts were resolved by 
the development of the concept of 'the Sunna of the Prophet', 
while the Qur3an-Sunna of the Prophet conflict stimulated the 
origination and development of the theories of abrogation, in 
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The Islamic theory of abrogation 

CHAPTER OHEs The sharica and its sources*

The First Source. The Books

The consequence, alike for the Muslim, and the non- 
Muslim scholar, of Islam's claim to he a divine revelation, 
is that the entire definable content of what is held to 
have been revealed from God to the prophet is accessible to 
the scrutiny of scholarship* The documents of that reve- 
lation now consist, in part, of the Qur0an, where have been 
collected together, into a single slight volume, the texts 
of the individual revelations, brought down by the angel of 
God to Muhammad during the course of his prophetic career. 
The Book, thus constituted, contains, in the Muslim view, 
not one single word contributed by Muhammad himself, nor, a 
fortiori, by any other human person - it is, in strict 
literal fact, the Book of God (Kitab Allah)* Its contents, 
built up, phrase by phrase, sentence by sentence, over the 
twenty™*three years, occupied by the formation of the nev̂r 
social order of Islam, presided over visibly, here on earth, 
in /

1. Q*II,97: fIIe, Gabriel, brought it down upon your heart
by permission of God,..'
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in seventh century Arabia, by the prophet, invisibly, in
Heaven, by Hod Most High, represent the final and the fullest
revelation to Man of His divine will by the Creator and Lord
of the Universe. The religion inculcated in Hod's Book is
that religion, in which G-od Himself has personally instructed
His creatures, and by which alone, He desires them to know

2Him and to serve Him. The laws, whether in the private, 
ritual, penal, civil and commercial spheres which the Book 
established, are the blue-print of that constitution, on 
whose basis, at Hodfs direct command, and under His personal 
day-to-day supervision, was constructed, at a point in 
historical time, the ideal human society most pleasing to the 
divine legislator. Islam, both in its internal creature- 
to- /

1. Shafi°r, Risalah, p.3* !,Muhammad was Hod's choice as seal 
of the prophethood, and as recipient of the fullest 
message..cf. ibid. p.9s nBy him Hod sealed the prophet
hood, and to him revealed the latest (and last) of His 
books."

2 . ibid* p.4* cf. also Q.V,3* ... wa raditu lakum al °islam 
dinan *

3* Risalah, p.4s The religion which Hod delighted in, amd for 
the communication of which lie selected His angels and the 
Blessed one(s) of His Creatures, cf. Sh. Muhd. °Abu Zuhra 
»Usul al fiqh, p.74- The Qur^an was revealed, as the need 
for clarification, and a ruling arose. The occasion of the 
individual revelations clarifies, in turn, the objects 
aimed at, in the rulings revealed.
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to-creature relationships, and in its cosmic creature-to- 
Oreator relationship, represents the perfection to be achieved 
in the ordering and governing of human affairs, only when, 
and whenever men acknowledge that the sole source of all 
authority, religious, and secular, is vested in the will of 
God, eternally operative throughout the universe, which it 
created, and which it continues to maintain in existence, 
from moment to moment.

- 1For Sunni Islam, good is conformity with the revealed
divine willi evil is ignorance of, heedlessness towards, or,
at worst, defiance of the divine will. But, since, in this,
His own Book, God has made clear to all His Holy Will, no man

2henceforth will have any excuse.

The Second Source. The Prophets

Post-Muhammadan scholarship has made two important 
historical assertions. First, that throughout the twenty- 
three years of Muhammad's ministry to make known the divine 
will on Godfs behalf, there had arisen, in the ordinary day- 
to-day affairs of the earthly community of God, problems of 
individual, or corporate conduct, concerning which the faith
ful would naturally look to their prophet for advice and 
guidance. /

1. i.e. as opposed to the Muctazila. doctrine that good and 
evil can be partly apprehended by unaided reason.

2 . Umm. VII, p.246."
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guidance* Some of these difficulties, it is asserted, had 
been resolved by the ad hoc revelation of a direct divine 
ruling on the matter in question. The texts of these 
heavenly replies have survived to this day, with their 
original wording, in the Holy Book. Other, similar diffi
culties might be settled by the prophet, acting either upon
the basis of his inspired prophetic judgment, or, even, on

2his own human initiative*

Alternatively, it might well be that such problems did
not arise in the prophet’s immediate environment, and that
the decision would fall to the responsibility of his appointed 

3local agent. Or again, perhaps, the question did not even 
cause any anxiety until after death had removed the prophet 
froxa his people, and the requisite solution must be sought 
from one who had been sufficiently close to the prophet, in 
life - one of his wives, 4 possibly, or one of his most faith- 
ful /

1 . vide the ’asking verses’; e.g. Q .II, 189, 21 5,219, 220,222 ;
Q.IV,127,176; Q.V,101; Q.VI,57; Q.VII,187; Q*VIII,1.

2. This distinction is itself the subject of debate. See 
below, p . 2 3 8; 24b; 2 55~b*

3 * Risalah, p.57; Mu°adh b. Jabal; Qais b. cAsim; al Zubarqan 
b. Badr; ibn Muwaira; ibn Sacd b. al cAs.

4* Shafici: Ikhtilaf, pp.232-3; ’’This being a private matter, 
his wives would be better informed on it than some man 
dependent upon hearsay.” (cf. The jizya of the Majus in 
cUmar*s day; Ikh., p.21).
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ful adherents, best acquainted with Muhammad’s day-to-day 
behaviour, and thus, in a position to describe in detail 
how the prophet himself had acted in the given circumstan- 
ces* In the same way, it was also asserted, any difficul
ties in understanding the divine revelations reaching the
community, or questions of disputed interpretation on

2matters of detail had satisfactorily been resolved* Prom 
the records of all such questions and answers, there had 
thus grown up, in the Muslim view, both dixring, and after 
the prophet’s lifetime, alongside the Book of God, a parallel 
documentation of the demeanour and practice of the prophet of 
God, whether in the observance and performance of the details 
of the ritual required of Man by God, or in the conduct of 
his daily secular relations with his fellows in the community 
at large, or with the members of his immediate household, in 
the privacy of his home.

There are, thus, in the Muslim view, two primary sources
for /

1* cf. IayalasI, Sunan, p.64, Hof 474. ” *Abu Bharr is able to 
answer a question Shaqiq would have asked Muhammad if he 
had ever met him.”

2* cf. H. Birkeland: The Lord Guideth; Horske Videnskaps-
Akademi i Oslo, II Hist-Pilos IClasse, 1956, Ho.2, pp.49-50* 
Por a marfu® Tafsir-Hadith. (cf. Tab., on Q.IX,5)»
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for our knowledge of the evolution of Islam between the 
years 610-632 A.D.s the direct revelation (al wahy'al matlu) 
exhibited in the records of the gradual communication of the 
Will of Grod, as conveyed from the throne of the Almighty to 
His prophet, at Mecca or Medina, by the angel entrusted with 
the revelation* This is the revelation of the Book, 
collected, and published in the Qur3an*

iWe possess, in addition, the indirect revelation 
(al wahyu ghair al matlu) exhibited in our records of the 
words and actions of the Messenger of God, or reflected in 
those words and actions attributed to him by his lifelong 
companions and followers. This is the revelation of the 
person, collected and published in the Sunna. This last 
11 collection” was, however, a somewhat slower process and was 
not fully accomplished until some two centuries later than 
the period when the Qur3an was thought to have been published*

The Islamic Sciencest

It is the duty and responsibility of all men, having 
been thus summoned by G-od's prophet to partake in the work 
of constructing the Kingdom of G-od on earth, to identify and 
to study the contents of these twin revelations, where will 
be /

1. See foot-note 2 9 p»16. cf • infra p* 239, n.1; pp. 379-80*
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be discovered all the principal materials necessary to the 
completion of this Heaven-imposed task* In these two 
sources, the complete statement of the revealed will of the 
G-odhead is made available for the taking* fo win the 
glittering prices promised by Qur0an and prophet, is for men, 
but a matter of choice * They simply have to decide whether 
to listen and accept, or to turn away, and give no heed*
Islam is essentially a bargain held out to the passing indi
vidual* The first step is merely an exercise of the will, 
of deciding whether to accept the proffered transaction; to 
enquire what is required in the way of general discipline, 
and to give or withhold one1 s assent* Do this, and paradise 
will be yours* Refuse, and an eternity of torment awaits 
you. Hollowing the initial act of volition, all else is 
purposive action, directed at the faithful fulfilment of the 
norms of behaviour set out in the revelations. Such fulfil
ment will lead to the establishment, in this world, of the 
perfect God-designed society, and in the.hereafter, to its 
continuation in em eternity of felicity* lo be able to 
acquit oneself of one’s side in this bargain, the basic re
quisite is knowledge of the contents of the documents of the 
dual /

1. Risalah , p.4s Ho problem confronts a member of God’s
religion but that an indication can be found in God’s Book,
pointing the way to the revealed solution*

2* cf* e.g* Q*X3jVTII, 10, the use of the words fbaica’ .
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idual revelation* Such are the presumptions of second 

century Muslim thinking, and they explain why the character
istic activities of the Muslims are referred to by their 
practitioners as 1 sciences1, and why the various Islamic 
sciences, as these developed in the generations following 
the age of revelation, are viewed as ultimately, more or less
closely related aspects of a general, although unco-ordinated

2effort of exegesis*

The /

1 * IJmm, YII,p.246s “Knowledge is of various grades: the first 
is the Book and the Sunna if the individual Sunna he 
authentic*** No account is taken of aught else when Book 
and Sunna are available.f! Muhamniad Abu Zuhra, Usui al Fiqh, 
p.71s ... “the one source, the document, i.e. The Book
and the Sunna.*1

2* Zuhra, op.cit* p. 8 6. The Qur0an is the compendium of this 
sharica. cf. Ghazzali, Mus.pt.I,p. 100: It is clear that 
the source of the Islamic regulations is one.*.the word of 
God. This is because the word of the prophet is neither 
decisive nor binding per se but informs us on Godfs behalf 
that He has decided so and so* The imposition is thus God*s 
alone. The ijmac indicates that the source is the Sunna, 
and the Sunna points to the divine decision* But if we 
consider our knowledge of any decision, it is, seen that 
for this, we depend upon the prophet, since we do not hear 
the voice of God, nor yet of Gabriel, for we are aware of 
the Book of God solely by means of the communication con
veyed by the prophet. Thus in this sense, as far as we are 
concerned, the source is the prophet.
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" / - " \The function of the scientists (culema°; fuqaha5) is
conceived to be one of derivation (istinbat? istikhrag) sc* 
to review, in their entirety, the documents of the revela
tion, and to extract from their texts, for the guidance of 
their contemporaries, and their posterity, a clear state™ 
ment of the ideal behaviour revealed to them, and required 
of them by God* To the sum of the prescriptions resulting 
from these labours, was given the name sha.rica - the path to 
be followed, the normative Muslim way of life, which the 
commands, prohibitions, exhortations and recommendations of 
the documents could be shown to embody*

The processes of derivation1 and definition were pro
longed and belated - how prolonged and how belated is clear 
from the consideration that the great names of Islamic fiqh 
span the hundred years from the mid-second to the mid-third 
centuries of the Islamic era. The century and a half gap 
between the oldest surviving monuments of the science of fiqh 
and the age of the revelation is bridged by the formula that 
the scholars merely made explicit what had always been 
implicit in both ^ur&an and Sunna*

The verification of this last principle is the function
of /

1. Zuhra, op.cit* p.6 6* !A11 the defining techniques are a 
means to the knowledge of Godfs decisions. 1
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of a secondary science - the science of the bases of the
fiqh - whose origin is traditionally attributed to the great
late second century scholar Shafici (d* 204 A.H.). Merely
human premisses are thus held to have been excluded from
participation in these processes of extraction and formula™

2tion of the Islamic system of definitions*

Modern western scholarship has, however, so effectively
questioned the elegant simplicity of this picture of the
Muslim faithful patiently constructing Islam from the
materials provided by God and His prophet that it is now no
longer tenable* Specifically as the result of the funda-

3 4mental works of Goldziher and Schacht, it is now clear that, 
far from being the end-product of a prolonged process of 
scholarly deduction1 from the inherited texts of the two 
primary sources, the sharica appears, in fact, to have largely 
preceded /

1. Zuhra, op*cit* p.13-14*
2 , ibid. p,7 0. la taklif bil caql innama al taklif bi 5awamir 

al sharic wa nawahihi,
3* Muhammedanischen Studien, pt.II, pp. 1-274, on the develop™' 

ment of the hadith5 hie Zahiriten for the struggle between
m i  ■■ i. i. i iiii n i  .!■ m u  !■■■! l . n rtl

hadith and ra°y, pp.3-1 9*
4. The Origins of M̂ ĥaInmedan Jurisprudence!, Oxford 1950, the

effective verification of Goldziher1s main thesis by 
testing it against the individual conclusions of the fiqh.
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preceded its alleged sources in many particular conclusions# 
Once this view of the historical evolution of the system is 
grasped, the realisation becomes inevitable that (at least) 
the Sunna, stands to the system of doctrines, not in the 
relation of source-to-product, but, rather, in the reverse 
relation of a body of materials introduced, a posteriori, to 
verify doctrines previously derived from quite other bases. 
G-oldsiher has isolated two principles of the highest histori- 
cal significance; the uncertainties and hesitations on the 
most elementary questions which prevailed in the early period? 
and the fact that the hadith movement was later in date than 
the speculative techniques in opposition to which it

2 3  4originated* Both he^ and Schacht doubt whether the evi
dence of legal traditions will carry us back beyond the

5beginning of the second Islamic century#

The most significant feature of the struggle between 
the speculative and the hadith movements is that it repre
sented /

1 , Muh.St., pt.II, p.74*
2. ibid, II, p*77*
3# ibid# II, p.74-5«
4 * op.cit. p .5 *
5* The same appears to be true for Tafsir also. cf.

Birkeland, p.11*
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sented a contest of fundamental theoretical principle, and
one must seek to enquire whether there was being felt in
second century Islam some novel impulse which provoked the
equally novel doctrine that the system must be clearly seen
to be based upon the pronouncements of the prophetf Despite
the brilliance of Goldziher’s discoveries, as these affect
the Sunna, the very plausibility of the classical Muslim
version of the derivation1 of the sharica has aided, (one
might almost think, guaranteed) its nearly general acceptance,
even in our own day# One does not intend to exclude from
this statement western non-Muslim scholarship* This is
particularly true of the role in the derivation processes
ascribed to the Qur°an, the persistent acceptance of which
has been not a little reinforced by the homage rightly paid
by western scholars to the monumental study on the Qur*an by
the other great luminary of nineteenth century European

. . .Islamology, Th. Noldeke* Should the materials examined m
this present enquiry requix̂ e us to suggest solutions to
basic questions of Islamic development, in the sphere of the
Qur°an!s role at variance with those advanced by Holdeke in

2his Deschichte des Qorans, the demands of the evidence now
m  m m  n h n  ■ i i Efl n m u i u m w

available /

1* vide Blachfcre, Intro*, p.xxvii# Le Coran est bien la 
source principale de la loi Islamique mais il n'en est 
pas la seule•

2* On Abrogation, vide GrdQ. pt.I, pp.234-256? on the collec
tion of the QurDan, vide GrdQ. pt.II, pp. 11-62.
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available, will be deferred to, in no frivolous spirit of 
eager hastening to disagree with the great, but rather, from 
sober scientific curiosity to follow where the indications 
appear to lead* ho greater homage may be paid to the 
founders of European Oriental studies than to adhere to the 
principal guidelines they established for those who should 
follow after them. If observation of their greatest canon - 
unbiassed faithfulness to the evidence - should lead to the 
partial modification of certain individual conclusions they 
propounded, this in no way reflects upon the greatness of 
their personal achievements, which remain secure and continue 
to excite admiration*

Among such indications we refer to, is the question 
which must arise from Goldziher^ contribution to our under
standing of the r61e of the Sunna£ if this causes us to 
modify our response to the classical Islamic view of the 
!derivation* of the sharica from the inherited revelations of 
the Qur^an and the Sunna, in respect of the function of the 
Sunna, is it scientifically legitimate to continue to give 
up our unquestioning allegiance to the orthodox view of the 
historical r6le alleged to have been played in the same 
processes of * derivation* by the Qur^an? If the part exer
ted by one of two traditional sources of the sharica is 
impugned, what implications, if any, will this tend to have 
for /
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for our view of the alleged historical rdle of the other?
The question arises more especially if it is possible to 
attempt, in historical terms, an explanation of the introduc
tion of that principle that a fundamental rSle in the con
struction of the doctrine must of necessity be seen to have 
been played by the Sunna. This is the same as saying that 
it had at one point come to be recognised that a r61e in the 
definition of Islam should be assigned to the prophet - a 
conclusion imposed upon the Muslims by internal polemic 
pressures. The appreciation of this nuance leads to the 
further questions may not the same explanation, or one 
closely related to it, serve to account also for the urge 
evinced, at a certain stage, by Muslims, to assign a role 
in the jjrocesses of ‘derivation1 to the Book of Islam - 
again as the result of polemic prompting?

Only the clarity of thought to be sought by exercise 
of the severest self-discipline and vigilance, in matters 
of the meanings and use of words will extricate us, in the 
following /

1 . cUmarfs personal decision to create as a waqf the con
quered territories of Syria and Iraq could not be referred 
back to Muhammad. Everyone recognised it had occurred 
after his death. It was therefore made to appear, by use 
of a quite spuriotis tafsir, to derive from Q.LIX,10. cf. 
°Abu Yusufs K. al Kharaj, p.23. cUmar!s tafsir was in a 
sense Hinspired11, vide op.cit. p.2 7.
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following study, from the confusions inherent, and endemic, 
in the Muslim discussions on sources•

The Sunnas

The first step to this end, is to distinguish sharply, 
in the way pointed out hy G-oldziher, between the terms 
'hadith* and 'sunna1 "Hadith ist eine auf den Propheten

*t *4 *4zuruckgefuhrte mundliche Mittheilung. Sunna ist, ohne
**  • •  #■Rucksicht darauf, ob daruber etwas mundlich Mitgetheiltes

vorliegt oder nicht, der in den alten muhammedanischen
*•G-emeinde lebende Usus mit Bezug auf ein religioses oder

2gesetzliches Moment. Aus einer in einem Hadith enthaltenen 
Horm folgt nach der Natur der Sache dass dieselbe als Sunna 
zu gelten habe? es ist aber nicht nothwendig dass der Sunna 
ein Hadith entspreche, durch welches dieselbe ihre Sanction

t t  * •erhalt. Vielmehr ist es wieder ganz gut moglich dass der
«•Inhalt eines Hadith mit der Sunna, oder, wie wir sagen moch- 

ten, dem ius consuetudinis, in Widerspruch stehe und da ist 
es Sache der spitzfindigen Theologen und Harmonistiker sich 
zurecht zu finden."

A / .

1 . Muh. St., II, pp.11-12.
2. Bor this definition of the pre-Shafici use of the term

"sunna" cf. Schacht, op.cit. p.3, para.3- of. op.cit*p.20. 
"Shafici's preference as a matter of principle for the 
traditions from the prophet is his great systematic 
innovation. 11
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A further distinction is necessary, occasioned by the 

gradual narrowing down in Islam of the semantic "burden of 
the word 1sunna1, which originally bore reference to ’all 
that the tribal tradition transmitted of the approved customs 
and manners of preceding generations to serve as the un
questioned basis and sanction of the conduct of the living 
generation’.

Since the Islamic entity which produced the Islamic 
sunna represented a much vaster population, of much more 
heterogeneous character, scattered over a far wider terri
torial extent than any pre-Islamic tribe, or Indeed, than 
the compact, although considerably mixed community presided 
over historically by Muhammad, that close-knit social 
integrity and homogeneity of outlook which the institution 
of adherence to the sunna of the ancestors both bespeaks, and 
at the same time fosters, and preserves, cannot possibly 
have been achieved, except on a narrow local scale* Indeed, 
the outstanding psychological feature exhibited by the very 
men engaged in laying the foundations of the Islamic fiqh 
is the diminishing range of their geographical and historical 
perspectives* Representative of the former, is the content
ment /

1. cf. the story of Harun’s alleged wish to impose Malik’s 
book on the Muslims, as cUthman had imposed on them the 
Qur°an* Quoted by Groldsiher, Die Zahiriten, p.94*
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-  iment of Malik b, 5Anas to limit his description of the sunna,

to the contemporary and immediately past practice of a single
2 -  -city, of the latter, is ShaficiTs attempt, arising out of

the severely static view he took of the documents he had 
inherited, to foreshorten the historical lines, by compress
ing the content of those documents to which alone he was 
prepared to assign the highest degree of authority, into a 
composition period covering only the 'twenty-three years of 
Muhammad’s ministry* Schacht*s achievement in separating 
and contrasting the different starting-points and differing 
techniques of the main regional fiqh centres has rendered the 
classical formula on the bases of the fiqh finally indefen- 
sible* The Hijazis and the Iraqis, in any given generation, 
once the demand for documentation had arisen, had tended to 
cull from, or to add to their respective local literatures 
those materials which appeared to them best fitted to supply 
the documentary pedigree of the usus and cultus in vogue in 
their respective regions, content that stxch hadiths as they 
defensively introduced would induce the passive assumption 
that the exegesis of the fathers must derive ultimately from 
the /

1, Or rather, the Malikis, cf. Shafici, Umm,.VTI, pp.240 f f.
2* Schacht, op.cit. p.3, para.3.
3. IMm, YII, p.246. cf. Schacht, op.cit. pp.62-3*
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ithe prophet’s generation, f_0he practice of attributing the

current doctrine to the fathers, informal at first, hut
still, indicative of a demand for such retrojection, becomes,
when challenged, more formal, and, as the challenge acquires
greater precision, carries the attribution accordingly,
beyond the fathers to the Companions, and, finally to the

2prophet himself, The responses to the demand for documen
tation were still, in the late second century, sporadic and 
inconsistent, which, of course, argues that the challenge 
itself was hot yet regularised,

Shaficis The clearest individual evidexice for these 
developments is afforded by the writings of 8hafici himself, 
who was provided with his opportunity to be scathingly 
persuasive in his attacks on his contemporaries by their 
inability to furnish clearly defined Islamic criteria of 
evidence.^ It was to this end that he strove single-mindedly 
to /

1* Schacht, op.cit* p.79*
2. ibid, p. 13* “The Medinese, and the ancient schools of law, 

in general, had already used traditions from the prophet 
as the basis of many decisions, but had often neglected 
them in favour of the reported practice or opinions of his 
Companions, not to mention their own established practice."

3# Schacht, loc.cit.#, contrasting Shafici Tr. VIII ,5 with Ikh. 
1 3 8 .

4* hmm, VII, p.246; only the Kitab and the Sunna provide
binding information and it is incumbent upon every Muslim 
to obey them implicitly.
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to impose his own more rigorous, (and recent) formal dis
tinction "between the 1 sunna of the prophet’ and the more 
anonymous ’sunna’ of others, especially where these two 
’sources’ appeared to clash*

The activities of Shafici, therefore, represent no less 
than a radical change of direction in the theoretical devel
opment of the Islamic sciences, which would he all the more 
striking if these sciences were to continue to he considered 
as a phenomenon provoked hy stimuli purely internal to Islam, 
The change, it must he emphasised, was to all appearances, 
dictated hy a novel tone, a completely fresh way of express
ing the uniqueness of the figure of the prophet, which cannot 
fail to suggest implications for the history of Islamic 
theory in its external relations to other systems of belief. 
Shafici / ;;

1, Thus, one source of contradiction between hadiths and
«

Sunnas was removed hy Shafici*s principle of distinguish
ing between a hadith from the prophet and a hadith fromSi
any other. Tide Ikh. p.19* UA report from the prophet is 
self-supporting requiring reinforcement from no other 
quarter. It is neither strengthened nor weakened hy a, 
report from any other source. If (there he a report to the 
effect that) one of the Companions acted otherwise, it is 
only incumbent upon people to follow the report from the 
prophet ignoring all else that may speak to the contrary 
for it is possible that one of the earliest of the 
Companions, having a vast acquaintance with the prophet’s 
ways, he yet unaware of some particular element of his 
practice, which is known to some other Companion.”
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Shafici!s efforts provide also a clue to a firmer apprecia
tion of the nature of the activities of his predecessors*
They had been occupied in labours essentially different in 
assumptions from those which were to engage ShaficI. Malik, 
in his Muwaqbta0, is concerned to detail, and account for 
the practice, actual, and ideal, approved by the Muslims of 
his generation in the Hijaz* It is thus natural that, 
showing, where he can, the theoretical grounds on which the 
contemporary practice was thought to rest, his documentation 
will include materials traced to a variety of individual 
authorities in various preceding generations. His purpose 
being chiefly, however, descriptive, and only secondarily 
historical, his techniques are not exclusively literary and 
interpretative, but contain a considerable speculative 
element. He aims to prescribe, but also partly to describe 
the behaviour of Muslims, ' 3hafici, on the contrary, is 
interested, solely (at least, theoretically) in deriving 
the Law of Islam* As Malik aims mainly at the local and the 
contingent, Shafici regards only the universal and the eter
nal, and is thus the first major figure in Sunni Islam who
can properly be said to have concerned himself with the docu-

2mentation of the revelation* This, it ought, perhaps, to be
emphasised, /

1, Schacht, op.cit, p.68.
2. Hmmx I, p. 110: "When the Messenger of God died, God's 

impositions ceased. They will neither be added to, nor 
subtracted from, during all stibsequent time*1'
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emphasised, occurred in the latter half of the second century1. 
Some idea of the informality of the earlier scholarship is 
provided by the fact that before Shafici, there did not even 
exist a theory of sources. The science of Dusul al fiqh - 
sc, the rules for determining what materials the Muslim 
scholar might properly draw upon for the ’derivation1 of the 
doctrine, 'the identification and authentication of those 
materials, and above all for defining their relative primacy 
as sources, did not exist, as a formal discipline, until 
Shafici laid down the basic definitions and rules of the new 
science in his Hisalah, towards the end of the second 
Islamic century. Similar principles and rules, had of 
course, it is believed, governed the ’deductions1 of the pre- 
Shafici scholars * Shafici is therefore seen by Muslims not 
as ’inventing* the rules of 5usul al fiqh, any more than 
Aristotle ’invented* the rules of logic, but rather as 
extracting and codifying them. It nevertheless remains 
true that on the basis of the rules he drew up Shafici found 
much to criticise in the techniques of both the earlier and 
the contemporary schools, and equally true that the schools, 
adopting the new tool, employed it as they had already 
employed /

1, Zuhra, op.cit, pp.13-14*
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-  1 ■ employed the hadith principle to justify and preserve thexr

main doctrines, Malik had outlined the situation which was 
tacitly supposed to he the natural organic development of 
Medina’s historical connection with the society constructed 
between the years 622-632 by Muhammad, That society had, of 
course, not ceased to function on his death, but hah con
tinued to operate and evolve daily along the lines determined 
by its particular identity. Shafici was concerned with the 
implications for his own, and for all succeeding generations, 
of the supernatural irruption of the voice of God at a known 
date into human affairs, Muhammad, or rather, his genera
tion, is for Malik, the ultimate, putative historical 
terminus ad quem; for Shafici, not Muhammad, but the 
’prophet figure’ is the universal, necessary terminus a quo. 
Malik’s view is vaguely, and sporadically retrospective; 
Shafici’s prospective, at any rate, in theoretical intent, 
and to him, the classical view of the shari°a, as derived 
by the Muslim scholar from the twin revelations of the Book 
of G-od, and the prophet of God, is certainly applicable, for 
the /

1. Schacht, op.cit# p.80s ’’The continuous development of
doctrine in the ancient schools was outpaced by the deve
lopment of traditions, particularly those from the prophet 
in the period before Shafici and the ancient schools were 
already on the defensive against the rising tide of tradi
tions when Shafici appeared#11
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the reason that it mainly derives from his work. It is 
doubtful whether it has consistent relevance to any earlier 
figure.

Scholars have characterised the fiqh as the ’islamisa- 
tion* of the system obtaining at the end of the Umayyad

iperiod* It may be that we should speak, rather, of two
processes, the earlier of which might be regarded as the
desecularisation of the doctrine, and only the later as its

2 - -self-conscious islamisation proper* For Sha,fici’s principal 
achievement was the reduction of the meaning of the vague
term 1sunna’ until it invariably implied only the ’sunna of

■3the prophet’

In another direction, his more lasting, and perhaps 
even more significant contribution, was his imposition of a 
formal theoretical distinction - (although, paradoxically, 
this was far from being the effect he had intended) - between
the ’sunna of the prophet’ and the QurDan qua sources, again,
especially where these fundamental sources apparently 
clashed.

But, appearing at a relatively late stage In the 
processes /

1. Schacht, op*cit* p.5*
**2* Bergstrasser, Islam, (XIV, p*78-80*

3* Schacht, op*cit, p.20*
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processes of definition, Shaf±ci was not prepared, nor, 
indeed free, to initiate his own programme of derivation ab 
initio, by rejecting the entire work of the previous century 
and a half, and returning direct to the QurDan and Sunna 
sources. His scholarly activity could not be interpreted 
as construction ex nihilo, but rather must be viewed as 
confined to correction through polemic* Even more, he was 
concerned with documentation. Much that had already been 
determined had achieved widespread recognition - such as, 
e,g. the number of the daily ritual prayers, and the times 
at which they should be offered, the nature and the timing 
of the Fast, the timing of the pilgrimage and the minimum 
rites involved in Its complete performance, the amounts of 
the zakat on various items, and when these payments fell 
due, the penalties for certain felonies and so forth.
Such conclusions he recognises as ntransmitted from the 
countless to the countless1’, and, as such, to be accepted. 
The inevitable acceptance of the status quo is the seed of 
the Islamic °ijmac doctrine. But, on matters of practical 
detail, where considerable ikhtilaf was still possible, and 
still prevalent, he set out to review the bases from which 
the scholars, both before him and contemporary with him, had 
derived their individual opinions and the methods by which 
they /

1 . Risalah, p.50.
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they had drawn their conclusions, To these two elements he 
applied the incisive critique which he had perfected, 
building up from his simple novel theoretical starting-point,

'Isc, that Islam was a revelation.

Those conclusions which had before his emergence, 
achieved general assent, he similarly reviewed and justified. 
In this sense, his method is thus, both retrospective and 
narrowly normative. The most striking of its features, is, 
however, that it is largely verificative and self-consciously 
Islamic.

The function of =usul al fiqh, in his hands, is thus, 
two-folds to tidy up the loose ends of detail such as yet 
remained determinable by the individual scholar, and both 
for these, and for the broad lines of the doctrine, as it had 
developed in the previous century and a half, to provide the 
justification of an exclusively Islamic documentation.

The actual broad history, therefore, of the second 
century Islamic sciences, is ultimately reducible to the 
record of the shifts and changes in men’s attitudes on the 
one single major methodological questions the relative 
status /

1 , Umm, I, p ,110s "When G-od took His prophet the divine 
enactments ceased; they will never be added to, nor 
subtracted from. The ‘'practice’* is meaningless,"
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status qua ’source1 to be accorded to the Book of God, on 
the one hand, and on the other, to whatever passes, at the 
given moment, for the ’sunna’,

Shafici*s significance is that to him chiefly Islam 
is indebted for the elevation of the second of its alleged

isources to revealed status.

1. See further, infra p*239»
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CHAPTER TWO: The theories of abrogation:

(a) The general theory:

As those processes which, it was thought, had led to 
the patient elaboration of the fiqh were reviewed in retro
spect in the light of the assumptions of its late-born 
daughter science, &usul al fiqh, instances of conflict 
between the sources were noted and in consequence a signi
ficant methodological role necessarily came to be allotted 
to a variety of phenomena referred to, collectively, by the 
scholars as: *al nasikh wa al mansukh* *

These phenomena, it will be shown, were originally 
quite unrelated one to another, but, the fact of their 
independent origins soon became, progressively, because 
imperceptibly lost sight of, owing to the historical acci
dent of their gradual assimilation within the vocabulary 
developed in the course of scholastic discussions extending 
over several generations, and their accommodation, in the 
end, under the cover of a single comprehensive technical 
term, "naskh". Indeed, these 'phenomena*, it will also be 
shown, were not originally phenomena at all, so much as 
merely assumptions, but assumptions of such attractive and 
proven theoretical utility, as led, gradually to their 
constant /
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constant employment as problem-solvers, within a science 
devoted to the retrospective elucidation (sc. verification) 
of the Islamic history of the development of the doctrine.
It was not long before the Muslim scholars had grown so 
accustomed to relying upon them that they ceased at first, 
to remember, and finally, even to be aware that they might 
have no objective validity outside the school.

By 'naslch', the scholars understood, in the most 
general terms, that revelatory process by which certain of 
the divine decisions, enacted at a given date, had been 
overtaken, and superseded by other divine decisions, enacted 
at a later date. We shall return later to the considera
tion of the consequences for the Muslims of the undoubted 
existence of these ideas at a date earlier, not only than 
the establishment of the Islamic sciences, but before even 
the foundation of Islam itself* The term !naskhT has, 
therefore, when used without further qualification, this 
meaning of supersession, but, in the quite strict sense, 
that it is G-od alone, whose prerogative it is to repeal one 
of /

1. Bor reasons which will become clear as we proceed, it is 
extremely difficult to quote a satisfactory representa
tive Muslim definition. Bor our present purposes the 
following will serves "The repeal of an enactment by
means,, of a (later) indication (dalil)l vide Muhammad

-  _  _  *  _cAbdtQ. cA2im al Zurqani, Manahil al cUrfan fi Culum al
QurDan, pt.II, p*72.

n  i ii.'fiw n n 11
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of His decisions, embodied in one of His divine revelations, 
by the provision of another revelation, embodying a quite 
different decision. It must be clearly appreciated from 
the outset, however, that there was not necessarily to be 
found in the documents, in all such instances, a formal 
explicit divine announcement of abrogation. The fact alone 
of the simultaneous co-existence of two divine enactments 
was held by the scholars to provide sufficient warrant for 
the inference that only one of the two was intended to be 
acted upon. It will also be clear that, by definition, the 
later /

1. Burhan al Bin Ibrahim b, clTmar al Jacbari; K. Rusukh al 
°Ikhbar fi Mansukh al 3Akhbar, ms. Taiimur, Hhdith, 152? 
fol*5* tlIt is not a condition of *naskhf that any specific 
word should indicate it. Generally it may be inferred from 
the documents, where it may be explicitly, apparently, or 
implicitly stated. (In the last case, it is derived by 
interpretation). cf. Mafatih al Wusul: uBoth the Hasikh 
and the Mansukh do not require to be specific provisions. 
The phenomenon can be deduced from the sense of the 
utterance if not from its explicit statement, or from its 
apparent meaning, or, from the behaviour of the prophet.” 
Balchr al Razifs definition is; ”The repeal of a provision 
by a later indication (dalil) (Tafsir ad 0.11,106). cf. 
ibn Hazm al Zahiri, Muhalla, XI, p.230; ”It is absolutely 
unacceptable to say of any part of the Qu.r°an that it is 
abrogated by so-and-so or that it abrogates so-and-so, in 
the absence of complete certainty. This is because such a 
declaration concerns what God intends, which cannot be 
ascertained /
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later of the two decisions was invariably considered by the 
scholars to be the sole legally operative requirement - the 
nasikh - while the earlier - the mansukh - was regarded as 
quite void.^

The elements required to be identified, in all instances 
of alleged abrogation, are therefore, three;

(a) the divine origin of both enactments,
(b) conflict,
(c) the relative dates of both enactments.

The singular usefulness, in scholarly dispute, of this theory 
of abrogation will be sufficiently clear, if we word it in 
the following manner; within the body of the Qur°an and the 
Sunna, whose formation extended, at the least estimate, over 
some twenty odd years, of which roughly half pertains to the 
period of the prophet1s activities in Mecca, the remainder to 
the /

ascertained other than by an explicit Qur°an statement, or 
a sound hadith from the prophet - which is a divine reve
lation - or by an indubitable consensus reported from the 
Companions, reporting in turn from the prophet, or by 
unavoidable intellectual compulsion. By this last is meant 
that one is absolutely certain that one of the two texts 
is later than the other, and that it is quite impossible 
to implement the two jointly. From this we are aware that 
G-od has nullified the injunction of the earlier by His 
revelation of the later.1’

A  ^ w1. vide: Muhd cAbdul cAKim al Zurqani, op.cit. p.76.
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the period he spent in Medina, there are to he found, 
occasionally, statements occurring in one context, and deal
ing with some particular topic, which appear to be at 
variance‘with other statements, occurring in other contexts, 
which, however, treat of precisely the same topic* That 
sometimes such parallel statements are so seriously diver
gent, as to be incapable of reconciliation, had led the 
fathers, according to the theory, to the necessity to choose 
one of the conflicting statements to be identified as the 
basis of the Islamic practice, to be applied exclusively to 
the 'derivation* of the doctrine, and hence to ignore the 
other, in its entirety. Nor need the ancient Muslim 
scholars be criticised for having adopted this procedure, 
since G-od, in His Holy Book, and the prophet of God, in his 
inspired Sunna, and the Companions after the prophet, are 
all alleged to have testified to the legitimacy of the 
principle *

To regularise the unavoidable choice between any two 
conflicting statements, only one of which is to be identi
fied as the source, the theory of abrogation, as we have 
seen, decrees that the preference, in every instance, had 
been given by the fuqaha9 to that ruling, which they had 
ascertained /

1. Shafici, Ikh. p.2 5 3: "That which is later abrogates the 
earlier, if it differs from it*'1
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ascertained to be the later in the date of its revelation. 
"Conflict and contradiction between the Qur°an source and 
the Sunna source is impossible, since they are the marks of 
fallibility, which obviously cannot be posited of God 
Almighty. Such conflict comes about solely on account of 
our ignorance of the relative dates, which makes it im
possible for us to distinguish between the nasikh and the 
mansukh. But, given knowledge of the relative dates, 
opposition between them can in no wise occur, since the 
later is the nasikh of the earlier. Thus, our primary 
task is to determine the dating, without knowledge of which, 
conflict will obtain, although only as far as we are con
cerned, since it simply cannot happen that there should be

iconflict in God's utterance," The theoretical necessity 
for documentation purposes to determine relative dating 
goes therefore very far to explain the Muslim cultivation 
of historical and biographical sciences, and should provide 
ample warning against too trusting an attitude to any 
Muslim observations on dating, whether in the form of the 
isnad of the hadith, or of the 'occasion of the revelation’ 
of any particular statement in the Qur9an.

The theory of abrogation itself, whose origins might 
appear to lie in a concept of development, and which slight 
thus appear, superficially, to impute mutability to the 
divine /

1, Sarakhsi, °Usul, II, p.12,
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divine will, is clearly attended with the gravest meta
physical or theological implications. Of these, the 
Muslims shoy/ed themselves fully aware, and, hence, it 
should not he conceived, as some western apologists appear 
to imagine, that merely to mention these problems will
cause the entire structure of the theory to come crashing

1 -to the ground. The whole theory pre-dates Islam and
the original solutions to these problems having been dev
eloped elsewhere were then taken over into Islam and added 
to the scholars1 armoury. Furthermore, and more interest
ingly, the Muslims clearly did not choose to incur, in 
their turn, such potentially embarrassing theoretical 
liabilities, save on the basis of evidence, in their view, 
so compelling, as to override such metaphysical scruples 
as might be apprehended.

The intellectual difficulties, we shall have, in 
course, to take note of, but, as the original field within 
Islam o*f the genesis, application and elaboration of the 
Islamic principles of fnaskh’ was thought to lie in the 
legal sciences, where they certainly achieved their widest 
discussion, it is proper, for the present, to defer their 
consideration and resolution, in other fields of scholarly 
endeavour, /

1, Sweetmans Islam and Christian Theology, Lutterworth 
Press, London, 1945-67, pt.I, vol.2, pp.137 ff* It ill 
becomes a Christian apologist to point out these diffi
culties to the Muslims1.
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endeavour, addressing our attention, in the first instance, 
to two concrete historical questions:
(i) How did these principles of abrogation, in the Muslim 

view, originate within the context of the elaboration 
of the legal sciences?

(ii) "What was the nature of that compelling evidence on 
which unhesitating acceptance of these principles was 
thought to rest?

Before proceeding, however, to these enquiries, it remains,
for reasons of clarity, first to distinguish two aspects of
the methodological principle, which might conveniently be
referred to as, respectively,
(a) the general theory of abrogation, and
(b) the special theories of abrogation.

The definition, and the practical application of the
general theory are neatly summarised by 5 Abu cAbdallah
Muhammad b. Haziu: ,fThis branch of science is one of the

© ©

indispensable complements to ijtihad, since the main prop of 
ijtihad is the knowledge of what has been handed down to us - 
an integral part of which is the knowledge of the nasikh and 
the mansukh. The handling of traditional reports, as they 
stand, is easy, and to assume the burden of their charge is 
not difficult. The difficulty lies in the techniques of 
deriving legal principles from the body of the documents.
Part of the art of this type of investigation ... is the 
determination of the earlier and the later of two situations.*1
Hie /
1. K . fi macrifat al nasikh wa al mansukh, pr. on margin of 

Tafsir al Jelalain, Eissa al Bab al Ealabi, Cairo, 1924- 
1342, pt.II, p. 149* The attribution of this work is in 
fact doubtful, cf. al HamdhanI, K. al Ictibar, p.4.
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The twin keys to the knowledge of the divine revelation, in
its final form, ̂ are thus, the kno?/ledge of the documents
which have been handed down; and the discrimination, within
the body of the documents, of the later from the earlier
statement. For °Abu cAbdallah, our knowledge, both that the
principle of !naskhT has been in operation throughout the
history of the Islamic revelation, and of the precise loci
of its operation, is, as for all scholars engaged in this
field of activity, derived from, and guaranteed by our know™
ledge of what has been handed down - the Tradition, in its
broadest sense, sc. both the Qur5an tradition, and the extra-
Qui°anic tradition, the Sunna - in a word, by everything
that has come down from the earlier generations of the 

2Muslims.

Western scholarship, hitherto, when touching on these 
Muslim theories of abrogation, has unnecessarily confined its 
attention to only one aspect of the whole principle, and has 
thus considered only one element - the question of abrogation 
in /

1o Zuhri, who is credited with a book on al nasikh wa al
mansukh is said to have uttered the following dictum: man

--y -lam ya.clam al nasikh wa al mansukh khalat fili din. vide: 
Jacbari, op.cit., fo 1.4* P

2. cf. Shams al Fin ®Abu Muhammad b. 0 Ahmed al Maws all, K. 
Safwat al Rasikh fi cilrn al mansukh wa al nasikh, laimur 
coll. Tafsir lTo.225 - Shurut al naskhs- hninha al ta^akhur:

% * S. ' '•wa huwa °an yakun al nasikh muta°akhiran can al mansukh wa
•o b «*ola yu°raf dhalik »illa bi mujarrad al naql faqat."
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“ 1in the Qur&an. This has, in the main, led to a failure 

to understand that it is in the very unity of the undifferen
tiated Tradition that the solution to many otherwise 
intractable problems is perhaps to be sought* For the 
purposes of the present enquiry, it is important to bear in 
mind constantly, that it would be dangerously misleading to 
separate artificially the Qur-°anic from the extra-QurDanic 
component of the Tradition, and to treat them as if to the 
research workers of that stage of Muslim scholarship within 
which the theories of *al nasikh wa al mansukh1 were 
originated and given their first elaboration, they represen
ted two recognisably distinct streams of evidentiary 
materials. This is not only an unhistorical oversimplifi
cation, it is also unhelpful, since it obscures the reasoning 
processes of those scholars, perhaps even distorts them, and 
raises unnecessary psychological barriers to our own compre
hension. of the techniques they had developed and brought to 
bear upon the problems presented by their ’sources*, As it 
may be necessary for our purposes of analysis, occasionally, 
to separate our consideration of the theories of abrogation, 
in their application to the Quraan tradition, from our con
sideration of the theories in their application to the ’Sunna1 
tradition, so also, it was necessary, within Islam, and 
usually /

1. holdeke, MQ.pt.I, p.234-56. cf. R.Bell, An Introduction 
to the Qur°an, pp.99-100. cf. Blach&re, Intro, p.17*
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usually, for the same reasons of analysis, as also for 
pedagogical reasons, to treat separately of these comple
mentary aspects of a single principle. It would be 
unfortunate if we were therefore misled, as Islamic scholars 
became misled, by our own investigatory procedures, into 
supposing that we were examining two independent phenomena, 
or into facile judgments, based upon a too complaisant 
acceptance of Muslim reports, that the application of the 
theory of abrogation in one field was.but the natural 
development of its earlier successful employment in another. 
We must constantly remind ourselves that we have but 
elected, merely for our own mental convenience, to investi
gate, the one apart from the other, the two aspects of what
is, demonstrably a single methodological technique. If 
we would properly understand the procedures adopted by the 
scholars of the second and third Islamic centuries, we must 
be prepared to concede that where they separate these 
aspects of the discussion, this is because, usually, they, 
like ourselves, have simply found it more convenient to do 
so. We ought to guard against any inclination on our own
part, to draw from such mechanical procedures, premature
conclusions, unwarranted by other support evidence, about 
Islamic /

1. cf. holdeke GdQ. pt.I, p.54, ftnote 3* t!Vom Qur°an aus 
ist diese Vorstellung dann auch auf IJadithe angewandt
worden.11
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Islamic methodological theories, especially where no explicit 
statement of such theory is advanced*

Early attempts hy Muslims themselves to impose a clear 
formal distinction between the Qur3anic and the extra- 
Qur3anic elements in the Tradition, may, indeed, appear to 
be discernible. These indications offer valuable clues to 
the successive steps in the internal Muslim discussions, 
and, indeed, one such attempt may possibly be datable to the 
first half of the first century, although, it seems more 
likely, that like so much material in Muslim sources, this 
represents a backward projection of a latter generation's

iquarrels* With the literature of the second century, we 
are on harder ground, and evidence is not lacking that, at 
an early stage in the development of Muslim opinions, some 
groups adopted a fundamentalist stance, and, mistrusting 
the 'Sunns,', refused to accept as binding all statements 
not found in the texts of the Qur°an. There are, of course,
fine gradations of opinion on these matters, and the range

«  -  2of views is illustrated by Shafici's reports. One group,
arguing, that the prophet, qua, prophet, had legislative 
'carte blanche', recognise the 'sunna' as a body of material 
independent /

1. Minqari, Waqcat Siffin, pp.510 and 515-
2. Sis o p.16.
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independent of the QurDan, self-subsisting, and equally
sovereign with it, especially on matters on which the Qur5an
is silent* Another group, on the contrary, would not accept
a sunna on any matter not previously adumbrated in the
Qur°an -(i.e. the only hadiths they are prepared to counte-
nance, are 1 tafsir-hadiths * ) . A third more rigorous
opinion rejects, out of hand, all sunnas on matters not

2explicitly mentioned in the Qur°an. The first group can 
be recognised as f °ahl al hadith1, and the last group 
might perhaps with justice be thought of as 1&ahl al Qur®anf, 
vigilant against any attempt to introdBice, from whatever 
source, additions to the provisions contained in the Book 
of G-od, Diversity of opinion of the sort alluded to here 
by Shafici, lies at the very point of emergence of the 
theories of !al nasikh wa al mansukh1. Some of the opinions 
reviewed by Shafici represent, for the later scholarship, 
such an uncharacteristic attitude to the 1 sourcesf that it 
might be thought to be of the highest historical value to 
attempt to date and to locate geographically the differing 
views, with some precision. It seems, however, doubtful 
that this will be possible, in the present state of our 
knowledge, and, fortunately, for the immediate purposes of 
our present enquiry, it may not even be necessary to attempt 
more /

1. laha ^asl fil kitab.
mm w2. laisa fihi nuss kitab.

*  •
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more than a general stratification of attitudes. The 
reason for such hesitation is partly the custom of the 
scholars to attribute doctrines, to which they are them
selves opposed, to groups, whose very name raises a shudder 
of horror in Muslim breasts for reasons unconnected with 
those doctrines, as such, e.g. the Khawarij and the 
ICuctazila are both represented as opponents of various

r-i  _ /  ^

aspects of the discussions on Naskh, see below y? .259* One 
such purported attempt to resist the growing demands made 
for the evidentiary claims of extra-Qur®anic materials is 
documented in the hadith literature?

Sufyan b. °Uyaina^ - Salim Abu al iladr - whose patron was 
cUmar b. cUbaidallah, and who heard cUbaidallah b. 3 Abu 
Rafic, from the latterTs father, report that the prophet 
had said? ’’Let me find no one of you reclining on his couch, 
and, when confronted with an order of prohibition or of per
mission from me, saying? !I do not know - (sc. whether 
this is binding or not.) We will follow only what we find 
in the Book of God.1 "

Musa b. Da^ud^ - ibn al Mubarak - Macmar - cAli b. Zeid - 
3 Abu Nadra. nWe were at cImran b. Husein's, and those

*  * o o  *

present were exchanging hadiths, when a man said? ’Enough 
of this’. Bring us the Book of G-od 11 To this, c Imran 
replied? ’You are a foolI Bo you find the ritual prayer 
explained /

f  ' J f  ■ " T "  u  III I . . .  I W  I I . »'I *l If .  'lT  1 * 1 llVi  . '" . l l  - * — y

1. ibn Maja, Sunan, Tacsim Hadith Rasul allah, Ho.2.
Mfiv.ŵ  iirr>

2. Muhammad b. Musa b. Hazim al Hamadl̂ ani, K. al ictibar,
p. 2 4-5* of. Baron, op . cit .vol .V, p. 181... ’’the oral Torah, 
which is the explanation of the written Torah.”
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explained in detail (mufassara) in the Booh of G-od? Or 
the Bast in detail? (mufassar). # On such matters, the 
Qur°an speaks in a general way, and it is the Sunna. which 
clarifies the details (tufassir)*1 n

The hadiths, the second of which is dependent upon the 
first, which it expands upon, and whose drift it elucidates, 
are both redolent of the propaganda of ’°ahl al hadith', who 
wore down and broke the resistance of the ancient schools 
against the rising flood of spurious traditions from the 
companions and the prophet, which had been sent into circula* 
tion by the traditionists who had the deliberate aim of
iCountering the ancient doctrines, and of affecting the out- 
come of uncompleted legal discussions, and who are here 
seen as turning their attack upon those who would seek to 
reject a sunna by arguing the sufficiency of the QurDanic 
revelation. The first of the hadiths presupposes the 
assumptions of the later traditionists, sc. that the produc- 
tion of a decision, purporting to be traced back to the 
prophet will automatically decide the course of the discus
sion, by diverting it in the direction of the prophet*s 
alleged opinion, and further purports to document this doc
trine by attributing these very assumptions to the prophet 
himself* The report, in short, representing not a discus
sion of positive law, but of legal theory, is clearly 
•typical /

1. cf. Schacht, op.cit* p.80.
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typical of a secondary stage of development. Opposition 
views of the kind alluded to in the edited discussions re
presented in these hadiths, which would appear to seek to 
distinguish the Qur°anic from the non-Qur°anic component of 
the Tradition - which would, in fine, counter extra-Qur3anic 
‘evidence1, with Qur^anic evidence, in the processes of the 
‘definition* of Islam - (more properly, for the purposes of 
the documentation of the existing doctrine) - are counter to, 
and thus, later than the explicit doctrine of 1°ahl al 
hadith*, hut were finally unsuccessful, owing to the inevi
tability of the success of the main thesis of the tradition
ists. These latter, borrowing the techniques of their 
opponents, embarrassed them by quoting the Qur®an back at 
them, in support of the claims of the Sunna. This type of 
discussion, as we shall see hereafter, was still unresolved 
as late as Shafici*s day.

The first of our two hadiths came to be improved upon
—  i —  —in the version quoted by °Abu cAbdallahs Miqdad b. Macdx 

Karib - the prophet saids nI have been given the QurDan 
and its like.** This he repeated thrice. Mat any moment 
now, a man, seated on his couch - (this means, * on his 
sarir') - will says ‘Keep to the Qursan; whatever you find 
to be declared lawful there, consider it to be lawful, and 
whatever /

1 . op.cit. p.151 ♦
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whatever you find to he declared unlawful there, then con
sider it to he unlawful.1 11

—  i —Compare this with the ihn Maja version; Miqdad h. 
Macdi Karih reported that the Messenger of G-od said; "It 
will not he long before a man, lolling on his couch will he 
informed of one of my hadiths, and retort; 'There is between

9us and you, the Book of God"' - what we find in it to he 
lawful, we shall deem to he lawful; what we find in it to 
he unlawful, we shall deem to he unlawful.' ” Yet, what 
the Messenger of God declared unlawful is like what God 
declared to he unlawful.

The apologetic approach of the traditionists is even 
- 5clearer in ihn Mama's; "let me not hear one of you,

h —esconced in his couch, and when informed of a hadith fromA 9
me, say; 'Recite a Qur°an'. Whatever good doctrine is 
enunciated, I originated it I"

The tell-tale use of the word 'mithl' in these versions,
alerts us to the use made by '°ahl al hadith' of Qur°anic
texts /

1. hah Taczim Hadith Rasul Allah, Ho.1.
2 . cf. Minqari, op.cit• p.478.
5. op.cit. Ho.10, This is directly contradicted by; bah al

Taghlia fi tacammud al kidhb, Ho.5. Both hadiths are,
however, attributed to °Abu Huraira.
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texts in evidence to siipport their thesis. The reference 
is to Q,II,106; ma nansakh min Daya Daw mmsi ha na°ti hi 
khairin minha paw mithliha, the full exploitation of which 
will he examined in detail helow (see p.350). The dispute 
underlying the use of these hadiths, is thus, in reality, 
concerned with the delicate technical question of whether 
the Sunna can abrogate the Qur°an.

This is borne out by the hadith, as it appears in 
Heanadhani« where we are ushered into the very midst of a 
typical methodological squabble; Miqdad b. Macdi Karib 
said; nThe Messenger of God prohibited certain things, at 
the time of the conquest of Khaibar; then he said; 'There 
will soon come a time, when a man, esconced in his couch 
will he informed of a hadith from me, and will say; 'There 
is between us and you the Book of God. What we find to he 
declared unlawful there, we shall deem to he unlawful.
What we find to he declared lawful there, we shall deem to
he lawful.' " But, what the Messenger of God prohibited, 
is like what God has prohibited'.

The solicitude for dating, typical of a discussion on 
'naskh' will he apparent in the hadith. What will not he
obvious is that the hadith is part of the apparatus, on the
basis of which, the credentials of PAbu Huraira, as a 
favourite /

1 • op. cit. p .24-.
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favoiirite musnad of the traditionists, is "based, in view of
the lateness of his conversion to Islam. The ‘unsuccessful*

*1contrary view-point is represented in the formula; “He 
shall he imam who hest recites the Book of God, and whose 
knowledge of the Book of God goes hack furthest in date.
If two men he equal in respect of their knowledge of the 
Book, then he shall he imam whose hejira predated the 
other*s.“ That this view was dislodged precisely hy the 
doctrine of *naskh* will he established hereafter.

The curious word * °arika* is another reference to the
-  2Qur°an, and may have heen introduced as a deliberate 

archaism, as well as to lend an air of verisimilitude to the 
hadith. That ihn Hasm thought it might sound strange in 
the ears of his fourth century public, is suggested hy his 
providing a gloss. This is, regrettably, not the place 
to enquire whether the hadith might not also have political 
overtones/1’ The hadiths are thus not simply concerned with 
separating the Qur^anic from the extra-Qur^anic tradition, 
hut /

1. DAbu Baud al Tayalasi, Musnad, Bo.618.
2. Q.XVIII,30; XXXVI,56; LXXVI,13 5 LXXXIII,23,35•
5* Even more interesting is Shafi^i's having to provide a 

gloss in the second century. Ri_s. p.1 5*
4. cf. Hasr h. Musahim, op.cit. p.478; HHadha Kitab Allah 

hainana wa hainakum.*'
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but represent differing attitudes on the relative priority 
to be accorded to each, in the event of a. clash appearing 
between them. The situation they envisage is typical of 
the concerns of mid-second century scholarship. The first 
hadith pre-dates Shafici - it occurs, and with the same 
isnad, at p.15 in his Risalah. There is also a second 
version, a mursal, from Muhammad al Munkadir. The other 
hadith, concerning itself with the functional role, as 
this would be regarded within the science of °usul al fiqh, 
of alleged statements, or actions of the prophet, on 
specific matters also mentioned in the Qur°an, represents 
an even more advanced, since more detailed type of dis
cussion, on an important point of methodological theory, 
and, as here formulated, is probably at least contemporary 
with, and possibly even post-Shafici, since it betrays an 
acquaintance with his °usul theories, and the examples it 
uses in support of its thesis, are among those employed by 
8hafici himself.*5

It is the very completeness of the failure of the anti- 
Sunna position, which makes it so very difficult, generally, 
to identify the opponents of the traditionists and to 
chronicle their activities. 3?or they have sunk, with 
hardly a trace, in the noisy literature which preserves for 
us /

1. Ris. p.5? UiTim, VII, p.271.
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us only a partial, and heavily edited, documentation of 
squabbles that once raged fiercely among the emerging 
opinions of Islam, and such infrequent references to them, 
as we do come across in the polemic writings of their 
vanquishers, are too vague and too anonymous to enable us 
to do more than dimly perceive the outlines of struggles 
waged, and lost in a remote distance. This does not, 
however, prevent us from speaking profitably of the several 
trends discernible. In the light of the view which 
ultimately prevailed, therefore, oiir study of the phenomena 
of abrogation in Islam must take account of two sets of 
constituent documents - the Qur3an, and the extra-Qur5anic 
sunna - within a context of prolonged disputes on the 
question of the evidentiary status of the one relative to

ithe other.

By appeal to the general theory of abrogation, the 
legal and exegetical scholars were thought to have been 
enabled, in their handling of the Tradition, to pick and 
choose their several ways through the labyrinths of not- 
seldom conflicting materials which, in the Muslim view of 
things, /

1. vide the curious hadith, Mus. Babs Tark al wasiyya, last 
in bab, in which Muhammad's alleged dying wish to pro
vide his community with a book, possessing which they 
would never stray, was thwarted by cUmar. The corres
ponding hadith in Buchari lacks this mention of cUmar. 
(K. al Jihad).
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tilings, they had inherited, in an undifferentiated mass 
from the foregoing generations* That they were thus able 
to select as relevant to their supposed task of codifying 
the sharica certain elements from among this vast corpus 
of materials, accumulated over the years, while ignoring, 
or rejecting others, without exposing themselves to charges 
of arbitrariness, and without apparent prejudice to the 
consistency of their claims that the conclusions they were 
publishing, in the course of their researches, and acting 
upon, in the course of their practice, were demonstrably 
based upon the eternal verities enshrined in the inherited 
documents of the Islamic revelation ~ the Qur°an and the 
Sunna - was thought to have been in no small measure due 
to the sanction of the general theory of 1 al nasikh wa al 
mansukh1*

That individual scholars, nonetheless, arrived at 
differing conclusions, although all were ostensibly working 
from the same 'sources1 was likewise, explicable, in the 
Muslim view, at least in part, in terms of the differences 
between the special theories of abrogation which it was 
assumed had been devised by the scholars to serve as tools 
for the working of the raw materials extracted from their 
sources* These differences were apparent, not only between 
the adherents of rival schools, but even between scholars 
working within the same school, at different periods*

a) /
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a) Mekkis "Here also there is ikhtilaf and the followers of 

Malik are disagreed, °Abu'l1 Faraj and other Malikis 
thought that the sunna coiild abrogate the Qur^an. On the 
same question, Malik had found the nasikh in the QurDan,1! 
(K. a.l ilasikh wa al Mansukh, ms. Istanbul, Shahid cAli, 
305.)

b) Baghdadis (ms. Berlin, Pet,555)s reports disagreement 
among the Shaficiyya. Some of them thought the abrogation 
of the Qur°an by the Sunna intellectually feasible only 
not having found an instance in which this had occurred, 
would not declare that it had historically happened, cf. 
however, al G-hazzali, infra, p. 379-80*

By the practical application of the general theory of 
*naskhf is meant, that if within the body of the source 
documents that have been handed down, the scholar was con
fronted with two apparently conflicting statements on one 
and the same point of legal or ritual regulation, his first 
concern was thought to have been to enquire closely into
the total meaning of each statement. Skilful exegetical

-]techniques could remove Biany an apparent difficulty. If 
satisfied /

1. A striking example, Sarakhsi, DUsul, II, p.20. cf. Dr.
I'u°ad Tawfiq Sidqi in al Manar, 1912, p. 172. "The occur
rence of naslch in the Qur°an would be contrary to the 
expectation aroused by its revelation. Thus where Tafsir 
is capable of circumventing an assumption of naskh, 
resort to such tafsir is obligatory. And what aya in the 
Qur3an is incapable of Tafsir?"
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satisfied, however, that even exegesis could not solve his 
problem, and that the two statements really did treat of 
precisely the same aspect of a single obligation, he must 
continue to prosecute his exegetical endeavours, with the 
aim of achieving an interpretation which would permit of 
the reconciliation, and thus, of the application of both 
regulations. For, since each came from dod, neither was

'Ilightly to be set aside. Where any degree of reconcilia
tion, however slight, was feasible, the principle of al 
nasikh wa al mansukh might not be invoked.^ This was en
shrined in the tags al Jam0 yamna0 al naskh. Should 
reconciliation prove, however, beyond the wit of scholarship, 
and providing the two statements really were irreconcilable, 
to the point of mutual exclusion, in all respects, and, 
hence, impossible of simultaneous implementation, it became 
the scholar’s responsibility to enquire minutely into the 
circumstances of the ascertained enunciation of each of the 
parallel, but incompatible enactments, in order that their 
relative dates might be determined. It was this demand 
which was met by the institution of yet another science - 
°asbab /

1. Itqan, vol.II, p.40.
2. Hamadl̂ ani, op.cit. p.7, 1.14* Jacbari, fol.5*
3. vide Umm, I, p.108, for an example of close examination 

of relative dates for this very purpose.
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^asbab al nuzul.^ The ancient scholar was thus thought, 
in the light of these theories, to have been bound, by the 
principle of fal nasikh wa al mansukh1, to pronounce in 
favour of the sole validity of the later of the two state
ments - the nasikh - abandoning the earlier - the mansukh -
on the grounds that it had clearly been seen to have been 

2superseded.

Shafici illustrates, in simple form, the application 
of these general principles in each of the following cases:

Q*VIII,65 reads; ,f0h prophet 1 incite the believers to 
fighting. If there be of you twenty patient believers, they 
will overcome two hundred. If there be of you one hundred 
they will overcome one thousand of those who have disbelieved, 
for that they do not understand,™

The immediately following verse 66 reads, however;
"How G-od has alleviated your burden, knowing that there is 
weakness in you; if there should be of you one hundred, 
patient (believers) they will overcome two hundred; and if 
there should be of you one thousand, they will overcome two 
thousand, by permission of God. God is with the patient.™

Shafici comments; Then G-od made it clear, in His 
Book /

1. Itqan, I, p. 12, "wa min fawa°id macrifat dhalilc [macrifat 
al mekki min al medani min al qur°an] al cilm bil muta*-

■w* RW 1akhir fa yakun nasikhan,™
2. Sarakhsi, Ûsul, pt.ll, p.20.
3. Risalah, p.20.
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Book, that He had relieved the believers cf the obligation 
to fight the unbelievers in the ratio of one against ten, 
and had imposed upon them the obligation to fight, one 
against two*

ibn 0Abbas said; ’When the first verse was revealed, 
it was enjoined upon them that twenty should not flee from 
two hundred; subsequently, G-od revealed the second verse, 
by which it was enjoined that one hundred should not flee 
from two hundred,'

11 The matter1', concludes Shafici, "is, if G-od please, 
as ibn cAbbas has said, and G-od has made it explicit in the 
verse itself, which requires no exegesis*"

It is, of course, worth drawing attention here, to the 
point that Shafici employed, as his whole apparatus on which 
to base his conclusion, not only the two allegedly conflict- 
ing Qur°an statements, but also the exegesis of these state
ments embodied in the tafsir-hadiths attributed to ibn cAbbas * 
That both these elements taken together, constituted for 
Shafici the Tradition, emerges from his remark that 'the verse 
requires no exegesis' . The Zahiri scholar, ibn I;Iasm, a

v

fierce opponent of the above conclusion, has this to say of 
1it; "Some have alleged concerning G-od's words; 'No?/ G-od 

has /

 ̂e 9-1 °Ihkam fi °Usul al 0 ahkam, pt. IV, p • 462 .
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has alleviated your burden's that they abrogated His words; 
'If there should be of you twenty patient (believers) they 
will overcome two hundred's This is an error, since this

immview is not an °ijniac, nor is there any indication of an 
abrogation*. The verses concern the obligation to go out 
against the mushriks; but, when the two forces meet, it is 
not permissible for any Muslim to turn his back upon the 
entire mushrik population of the world* Is there any men
tion in the verse of fleeing? The verse merely announces, 
in advance, (future) victory, conditional upon patience, and 
promises divine assistance to the steadfast*n

It was, of course, naturally, not open to either of 
these eminent scholars to see these verses in the light of 
Muhammad's campaign to incite his followers to secure their 
political position by resort to violence against their 
opponents, and to circumvent their natural reluctance to 
fight, based upon a prudent assessment of their own relative 
numerical inferiority, and reinforced, in certain cases, by 
ties of blood or political connection. We need not treat 
Shafici's use of these verses as seriously as ibn IJazm did, 
For him they did not support any specific doctrine, but in 
his Risalah, and other works, they are merely part of the 
highly elaborate apparatus he exploits, in order to establish 
the fact that abrogation has affected, and can be shown to 
have /
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have affected the texts of the Qur9an.

The following example is similarly adduced hy him to 
establish the fact of the occurrence of the abrogation 
phenomenon within the documents of the Sunna.

-  i *Malik - ibn Shihab - °Anas b. Maliks 11 The prophet mounted 
a horse, and was thrown, his right side being grazed* He 
prayed one of the ritual prayers, seated, and we prayed 
behind him, likewise, seated* When he turned round, after 
the prayer, he saids 1 The imam has been appointed that the 
lead might be taken from him* When he prays standing, then 
do you, likewise, pray standing. When he prostrates him
self, prostrate yourselves. When he raises his head, raise 
your heads; and when he says; !May G-od hearken to him who 
praises him1, respond; 1 Our Lord art Thou, and to Thee be 
praise,1 When he prays seated, then pray, likewise, every
one of you, seated*11

Malik - Hi sham h* cUrwa - his father; 11 The Messenger of God 
came out, during his illness, and went over to °Abu Bakr, who 
was standing, leading the people in the ritual prayer*
®Abu Bakr moved back, but the Messenger gestured that he 
should continue, as he was. The Messenger of God, then sat 
at /

■ [M M|- ■tiihi imi i*ii i»p a* ■ ‘11*1111 iiimi* i i * 11» i * i 11 ii i ii fiTffi i. 1111 ■■■ iiiiiM tw n iw»n rn ti i |Vi i»~»r*i i.h■ ti'Jiutw

1# Hisalah, p.36*
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at the side of 3Abu Bakr, who was praying, taking his lead 
from the prayer of the Messenger of God, and the people 
prayed, taking their lead from 3 Abu Bakr."

"Whereas the praying of the prophet", comments Shafici, 
"during his final illness (sic) was performed, in a sitting 
position, while the men behind him, prayed standing, we find 
in this an indication that his having commanded the people 
to sit, at the time of his having fallen from his horse, 
preceded the illness which led to his death; and his per
forming the prayer during his final illness, seated, whereas 
the people behind him prayed standing, is the nasikh to the 
regulation that the men should sit, in imitation of the 
sitting of their imam*"

The two hadiths are clearly no more than the discussion
.  -jof the role of the imam, in general catechism-like terms, 

only Shafici seeing in the second example he quotes some 
evidence for abrogation. Shafici has another version of

*T 2 *"*the first hadith from cA°ishas "The Messenger of God. prayed, 
in /

1. cf * Malik; K. al Salat; babs rna yafcal man rafca ra°sa hu 
qabl al imam, "innama ju°il al»imam li yu°tama bihi fa la 
takhtalifu calaihi." The last words I take to mean; "Do 
not act otherwise than he does."

2. Ris. loc. cit..
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in his house, once when he was ailing. He prayed seated.
Some of those behind him prayed standing, and he gestured
that they should sit* When he turned round, at the con
clusion of the prayer, he said: ’The imam has been appointed
simply that the lead might be taken from him* When he 
prostrates himself, prostrate yourselves; when he raises 
his head, raise yotir heads, and when he sits, at prayer,
then you should pray seated*1 11

Shafi°i states that this is the same as the °Anas version 
although, when 3 Anas1 hadith is elucidated, it is, he asserts, 
more explicit* An interesting point of comparison between 
the two versions is that for: 11 the prophet prayed seated,
and we prayed behind him, seated11 s the 9Anas version uses 
the root q 0 d, the cA°isha version, the root j 1 s * A

- i _ 1parallel °Anas version given by Tayalasi, for : 11 and when 
he prays, seated, then pray, likewise, all of you, seated*1 % 
has the root q c d, whereas, Shafici, at this point, has
* n 23 1 s.

The cA°isha version, in Shafici uses the root j 1 s 
exclusively throughout the report. The root does not 
however, /

1. Musnad, Ho* 2090.
2* cf. Shafici; loc. cit. wa 0i<Uia salla jalisan fa sallu 

j ulus an Da;jmacuna* ^Abu baud: wa °idha salla qacidan fa 
sallu qucudan 0a;jmacina*
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-  i -however, occur in the Tayalasi version, which employs q c d

> *throughout. In a second version in Tayalasi, from 5 Abu 
Huraira, it is inescapably clear that the form of words 
attributed to the prophet, in all these versions, represents 
general instructions to a congregation on how they should 
perform the ritual prayers behind an imam, and it is there
fore suggested that the Shafici versions originated at a 
point when the root j 1 s was beginning to be differentiated 
for its role as a technical liturgical term from the root 
q c d. There is no conflict whatever between the °Anas- 
cA°isha versions and the Risham version of the report, since 
in the latter, the people Ts imam was °Abu Baler, This reso
lution of the apparent discrepancy between the two versions 
was not open to Shafi°i, for the theoretical consideration
that Muhammad, (for him, the imam par excellence), happened

2also to be present*

Each of the examples of abrogation he has quoted,
Sha.fi ci /

1. ho, 2577 ” the imam discussed here is not Muhammad, but
mmany imam,

2. Umm, VII, p.185, shows that this instance of naskh is 
inferential? nBut that it was abrogated, the men behind 
him would have sat," He rejects the Maliki view that DAbu 
Bakr was the imam on this occasion and characterises their 
hadith from Rabica to this effect as mursal* On the sub-
0

ject, he has more hadiths than they.
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Shafici would have us understand, is perfectly straight
forward, offering no difficulty to the scholar. Of the 
first example, he alleged that exegesis was unnecessary.
It is clear that the subject-matter in each verse was 
alleged to be identicals in the first, the number of un
believers against whom the believer was to be required to 
stand fast; in verse 65 that number was ten; in verse 66 
it had been reduced to two. In the second series, the 
subject was held to be the relation between the actions of 
the imam, and the actions of those following his lead, in
the performance of the ritual prayers. In one statement,

- 1if the imam were seated, owing to some indisposition the
congregation were to remain seated; in the other, if the 
imam were seated owing to some indisposition, the congrega
tion should, nevertheless, pray standing. Ten and two are 
mutually exclusive, as also are sitting and standing. In 
each of the ‘two examples, furthermore, there is held to be 
evidence of disparity of date? in the first, this is 
thouight to have been stated explicitly and unequivocally by 
G-od's own words? 'low G-od h a s . w h i l e , in the second, it 
is hardly less explicit, since one of the two statements 
makes specific mention of the prophet's illness, when °Abu 
Bakr /

1, his, P*36, in the cA&isha version, the words !vm huwa
shakin1 have the appearance of being a doctrinal interpo
lation. This is the version with the technical term 
'julus'.
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Bakr was claimed to have led the faithful in the prayer.
This we gather^ from other evidence, was said to have 
occurred during the prophet's last illness, a detail 
Shafici was quick to seize on. Moreover it is argued in 
the Qur°anic example, the reason for the variation intro
duced into the enactment "by the revelation of the later of 
the two statements, has likewise been explicitly stated:
'G-od has alleviated your burden1 ......

Thus, in both cases alike, no difficulty was thought 
to have faced the scholars the texts, it is urged, treated 
of a single topic, they are in conflict, and there is evi
dence on their relative dating. The scholar was bound, in 
each instance, to apply exclusively the later of the two

ttrrtexts, declaring, as we have seen Shafici declare, that it 
is clearly the nasikh of the earlier - the mansukh - text.

The word 'now1 in v#66 of the first series, may 
certainly be argued with Shafici to be in contrast with the 
concept 'heretofore', i.e. 'now* as opposed to 'then'; i.e. 
from henceforward. It may equally, with ibn Ha.zm, be 
argued to be in contrast with the concept, 'hereafter', i.e. 
'for now', for the time being, for the present. That 
Shafici was hypnotized by the presence in the verse of the 
word /
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word 'alleviated* which, as we shall show, had, by his day, 
become a quasi-technical term, synonymous with the techni
cal term 'naskh* is certain, given the consideration that 
this had led him to overlook the wider implications of his 
conclusion. If 'now* is to be thought of as introducing 
a regulation in alleviation of a prior regulation, then what 
the Qur°anic verse is stating is that G-od has now introduced 
His second regulation, having now realised what He had not 
realised on the occasion of the previous revelation: viz.
the current weakness of the Muslims. The second revelation 
would thus indicate development in the divine knowledge,
which Muslim scholars are unanimously of the view is not

2only a logical absurdity, but frank unbelief. Our conclu
sion is thus justified that only a mind bent upon finding 
documentary evidence of the occurrence of abrogation in the 
Qur»an texts quoted, and informed of the technical vocabulary 
of the theory of 'naskh* would have construed the word 'now* 
in the sense in which Shafici interpreted it. Shafici* s 
choice of examples may therefore, in this instance, be 
thought /

1. i.e. Takhflf. cf. Umm, I, p.109* "God used to reveal His 
impositions to His prophet, one after another, imposing 
upon him what He had not previously required. He would 
likewise alleviate some impositions previously revealed."

2. Ghaz^ali, K . al Mustagfa min °ilm al =>usul, 1st impr. 
al sAmiriyya Press, Bulaq, 1322, v.I, p.110.
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thought to have been, for him, uncharacteristically inept 
and unfortunate. But, taking his general argument, no 
other course was open to him, nor to post-Shafici scholar
ship, than to posit the recognition by their predecessors 
of such operation of the phenomena of abrogation, given the 
then state of the doctrine, and its relation to its alleged 
sources. The alternative would have to have been to 
concede that the divine revelations, (as the divine revela- 
tions were now defined), admitted of self-contradiction.

What is instructive about these examples taken from 
Shafici's armoury of evidences that we have just been examin
ing, is that his desperate need to adduce instances of the 
operation of the phenomena of abrogation, in order to 
establish the fact of abrogation, (a rationalisation, in the 
absence of which, we would indeed, be faced with the 
apparent self-contradiction of the divine revelations, and 
in consequence, would be left, as he argues, with no means 
to achieve an assured knowledge of the divine will), is just 
that in each of these cases, his theoretical parti pris has 
induced him to import into the texts a non-existent element 
of conflict. A typical cliche of Shafici's argument tech
nique is to declare that, were we unable to discover in the 
Tradition some indication pointing to a sure distinction 
between /

1. i.e. QurDan, Sunna and Sharica.
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']between two conflicting revealed statements, this would 

lead us into doubt, confusion and anxiety, and would be 
contrary, in turn to the express statement of (rod in His

2Holy Book, that He has not left Mankind without guidance. 
Another such cliche is his statement that without such an 
indication from the Tradition, the scholars would have in 
many cases applied the regulation revealed in the Qur^an\
If a scholar of the eminence of ibn Hasm, who does not 
doiibt the objective reality of the phenomena of abrogation, 
can consider the two verses of Sura VIII, without being con
vinced of the operation of abrogation at that point in the 
divine revelation, the most profitable course we can pursue, 
in this enquiry may well be to ignore the alleged objective 
reality of the phenomenon in every single instance in which 
it has been appealed to by Muslim scholarship, with the aim 
of rationalising alleged conflict. As the scholars insist, 
such conflict of sources is invariably illusory. Pro
ceeding in this way, it will become apparent that the 
1phenomenality1 of abrogation dissolves, leaving no histori
cally /

1. Ris. p • 131 p.16.
2. Ris. p.5* The tafsir of the word 1sudan1 is secondary to

theoretical theological positions on the relations
between revelation and reason.

3. cf. Risalah, p.13* The doctrine, in such cases, had
established conclusions at variance with the statements
of the QurDan.
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cally objective instance of the operation of abrogation 
within Islam. All that will then remain will be conflict 
of ’sources1? to be confidently identified as the origin of 
the entire structure of theory.

A modern opponent of the alleged operation of naskh, 
at least in the Qur*an source, asks some very pertinent 
questions; u That there is abrogation in the Qur»an, is not 
an article of Muslim faith, but is merely a technique of 
the mufassirs, and generally, had its rise in the first 
century. When one of them was faced with a problem in the 
understanding of certain verses, between which there sub
sisted a quasi-conflict, he would grasp at this principle, 
in order to remove his difficulties# But the interpretation 
of a verse by a companion is not binding. Were it so, the 
mass of scholars would not have disagreed with ibn cAbbas, 
who was the most learned of the companion-mufassirs, nor 
would certain of the companions have rejected the basic 
principle of naskh itself. °TJbayy, for example, did not 
accept the doctrine, and refused to abandon anything he had 
heard direct from the prophet. The Qur°an nowhere announces 
that such and such a verse abrogates such and such another# 
Nor do the scholars possess an undeniable indication that 
any one verse is earlier or later then any other, in any of 
the numerous particular questions they discuss. They merely 
assert without proof that one verse is later than another.
We /
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We do not know why some verses, in their view are mansukh, 
as opposed to being nasikh, nor how it is possible to 
distinguish the verse which is the source for obligatory 
action from that whose ruling has been abandoned, given the 
absence of such indications in the Book itself. Even more 
surprising is the absence of a single agreed hadith from 
the prophet which might be considered a certain documentary 
provision that verse so and so abrogated verse so and so. 
Why are they not even agreed on the actual number of verses 
held to have been abrogated, and why do they abandon their 
insistence on abrogation in cases where they come to

iascertain the absence of real conflict between verses ? M

1. hr. Muhammad Tawfiq Sidqi ; al Manar, 1912, pp. 150 ff.
for 3Ubayy see further; pp. 87-9; 124? 127? 130? 396-7? 411*
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CHAPTER THREE

The special theories of abrogations

The examples selected by Shafi°i to illustrate the 
occurrence of the phenomena of abrogation, which we studied 
in the foregoing section, represent something other than 
merely the application to specific cases of the general 
theory of abrogation.

It may have been observed, in each of his two series, 
that not only were the two allegedly conflicting texts 
thought to refer to the same topic, but that, in each case, 
each pair of texts was quoted from a common source. In the 
first series, both were statements adduced from the Qur°an; 
while in the second, both came from the £adith, as testify
ing to conflict in the Sunna. Shaficifs examples represent, 
in other words, one of the special theories of abrogation - 
sc. that the Qur*an and the Sunna, being of essentially 
differing function, the principle of *al nasikh wa al mansukh1 
should operate exclusively within the documents of each 
source, without reference to the documents of the other*
This at any rate is the theory. In its more usual formula
tion, this special theory of abrogation states, not merely 
that the Qur»an, on occasion, abrogates the Qur*an, but that 
only /
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only the Qur*an may abrogate the Qur®an* The corollary 
theory states that not only does the Sunna, on occasion, 
abrogate the Sunna, but that only the Sunna may abrogate 
the Sunna* The two-fold nature of both statements is 
clear, and their complexity points, in the Muslim view, to 
a late origin within the context of a general discussion, 
on the status, relative the one to the other, to be accorded 
to the Qur»anic source and the extra-Qur®anie source 
materials, within a tradition, now, apparently, consciously 
regarded as bi-lateral, rather than unitary*

Two stages within the development of that discussion
are discernible: that the Qur*an and the Sunna are each
susceptible to abrogation. This broad principle Shafici
is concerned (but only incidentally) to establish in his
Risalah on the basis of secure Qur»anic •proofs1 against
some anonymous opposition, although it is clear from the

-  2composition, by his contemporary °Abu *Ubaid, of a separate 
book on the subject of *al nasikh wa al mansukh1, that the 
general principle had originated before Shafi°i*s day. To 
judge /

1• Ris., p.17*
2* &Abu °Ubaid al Qasim b . Sallam. His fNasikh wa al Mansukh1 

survives, in an Istanbul ms* Aljmed III, Ho*143* Its sur
vival was unknown to Brockelmann. The work is mentioned 
by Sezgin but with no reference to its whereabouts* vide

c ' . \F. Sezgin, G-eschichte des Arabischen Schrifttums, E* J* 
Brill, Leiden, 1987, v.I, p.48*
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judge however from the quality of Shafici's definitions and

iarguments, it could not have originated much before his time. 
He is, however, rather more concerned to establish his 
special theory of abrogation, which he appears to have de
veloped for the first time consistently, and which, in re
cognition of this its first unambiguous formulation has, 
ever since, been linked with his name* This Shaficite 
special theory provides us, therefore, with one useful 
starting-point for our enquiries. Being by nature, a 
negative statement, it implies reaction against a positive, 
itself the expression of an earlier, looser treatment of 
the source documents. Whereas there is the appearance, at 
least since the beginning of the literary stage of the dis
cussion, of a tolerable consensus on the general theory,
there has never existed unanimity among the Muslims at this

—  2level of the special theories* al Halvas, (d. 338 A.H.) 
for example, lists, in his introduction, five views:
i) both Qur»an and Sunna abrogate Qur»an. This theory 

he ascribes to * the Kufans* . (sc. the I-Eanafl^ya).
ii) Qur*an abrogates Qur®an; Sunna may not abrogate Qur®an. 

This view he ascribes to 1Shafi°i and a group who 
follow him*.

iii) /

1* See below pp. 241-3.
2. »Abu Ja°far Muhd. b. »Ahmed b. Ismacil al §affar. Kitab 

al Nasikh wa al Mansukh fi al Qur°an al Kerim, pub. Zeki 
Muja^id (o.o.o.d.) SvO.A.S. SG.V.88.3. Acc. 79821, pp.6-7.
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iii) Sunna abrogates both Qur3an and Sunna*
iv) Sunna abrogates Qur*an; Qur®an does not abrogate Sunna.

(of. ^adiths from Hamadhani, infra, p. 150 ).
v) The view he ascribes to Muhammad b. Shujja* is appar

ently a cautious refusal to adopt the restrictions of a 
consistent doctrine. ''Doctrines,11 he said, !lhave 
clashed, and I do not Judge one of them by means of the
other.11 This presumably means that the relative status
of Qur&an and Sunna qud source is to be reviewed in 
every individual case arising.
If Nahhas had seen the connection between theories ii 

and iv he might have avoided understating 8hafici*s position* 
But the differences he highlights in these theories, ex
pressing the approaches thought to have been adopted in the 
earliest period when judging of the relative merits of a 
Qur»an and a Sunna source, are of a fundamental and far- 
reaching character, and go far to account, in Muslim eyes, 
at least in part, for the visible differences in the con
clusions that had been reached by the scholars of antiquity*

When, however, compared to the volume of literature 
that has been devoted to the discussion and vindication of 
these rival special theories of abrogation - understandably, 
in view of their critical importance in the eyes of the 
later generations, in the context of establishing the metho
dology underlying the derivation, codification and documen
tation of the minutiae of the inherited law and the cult - 
relatively /
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relatively little attention, has been devoted, and con
sequently, little fresh thinking has been directed, since 
the beginning of the literary age, to the evaluation of the 
general theory. Such lack of discussion might tempt the 
historian to supposes not only that the formulation of the 
general theory was historically prior to the formulation of 
these special theories, as it is alleged to have been 
logically prior, but also that the general theory had been 
accorded widespread acquiescence at an early stage in the 
development of the discussions on sources within Islam, far 
in advance of the literary stage, whose documented squabbles 
over these special theories merely underline the more 
strongly the absence in the literature of sharp divisions 
over the general theory. These would appear to be natural 
and reasonable assumptions; but we must, nonetheless, make 
certain that they do not carry us beyond the available 
evidence•

We have noted the existence of a quarrel on the question 
of the relevance of the alleged Sunna on topics not referred 
to in the Qur^an, and of another on the question of the 
relevance of the Sunna on those matters dealt with in the 
Qur°an. There had been some who considered that where the 
Qur*an made any statement, this, as a divine revelation, was 
sufficient. The triumph of the general thesis of the 
Traditionists had put an end to such disputes, but only to 
give /
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give rise to another and more acute quarrel over the problem 
of the relative status to be accorded to the Qur9an and the 
Sunna in cases where both had a statement to offer on one 
and the same topic. What is abundantly clear from the 
demeanour and arguments of Shafi6i, a member of the Tradi
tion party, is that his major polemic effort was directed 
against the view that in all such instances, the ruling of 
the Qur»an must prevail* His development of a special 
theory of abrogation was thus provoked in opposition to the 
earlier non-technical argument that a relevant Qur°an 
rendered a relevant Sunna redundant. This he recognised 
as the reactionary impulse that it was. Since the Sunna 
had been the creation of those whose task it had been to 
furnish the Islamic documentation of those elements of the 
prevailing doctrine, not adumbrated in the Qur°an, any 
appeal back to the Qur®an now must necessarily represent a 
threat to the very doctrine itself. Thus, in order to 
preserve the doctrine, ShaficI was compelled to separate the 
Sunna source from the Qur9an source, and to regard the 
former, where it agreed with the doctrine, as invariably the 
later of the two statements# This view he defended on the 
basis /

1« For a case where the Qur°an, and not the Sunna, supported 
the eventual doctrine, vide Bis# pp.26-27 where the Qur»an 
abrogates an alleged Sunna on the postponement of the 
ritual prayers in times of danger.
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"basis of considerations which he elaborated into a special 
theory of abrogation, using, as his evidence, certain 
Qur®anic statements, the point of which, both he, and all 
succeeding Islamic scholarship failed to comprehend, 
although, properly understood, those same verses from the 
Book might have served as legitimate elements in the con
struction of a general theory of abrogation, but a general 
theory which would have borne little resemblance to the 
general theory actually worked out by the Muslims* The 
function of the general theory of abrogation was thus to 
vindicate the individual instances of the alleged phenomenon. 
If naskh were impossible, it would not occur, argues one of 
the scholar-theorists. The function of the special 
theories was partly one of documenting the doctrine, but 
mainly they were designed to guarantee the preservation of 
the doctrine. (Che common impulse which produced both sorts 
of theories was the recognition of serious conflict between 
the doctrine and its alleged sources.

The Science of ^askh1

A sense of the consciousness that this particular 
branch of Islamic science is of a crucial character, is 
inculcated /

1* vide Muhammad b. cAli al Hashimi al !Jaba» taba°I, Mafatih 
al wugul fi Pugul fiqh al Shica. Alex. B 1031. bab: 
al naskh.
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inculcated by means of a series of hadiths, inserted at the
forefront of most of the books devoted to the science of
abrogation. Such hadiths serve also the incidental purpose
of establishing the high antiquity, and thus, in Islamic
terms, the authenticity of the science, by projecting its
cultivation backwards into the generation of the prophetfs
oldest, and most confirmed supporters. As &Abu cAbdallah
says, f!the reports under this heading are very numerous,11
and thus he has quoted 0only a small selection in order to
show the solicitude evinced by the Companions for the science,
both in its Qur®anic and in its Sunna aspects, which are but
a single concern0. The starting-point of this science for
Hibat Allah is adherence to what has been handed down from 

2the fathers. fhe works of G-oldziher and Schacht, as has 
already been observed, have taught us to perceive in such 
procedures, the activities of 1 =>ahl al hadith1, and to detect 
in such documents, the stratification of opinions deposited 
at the various historical levels. fhe principle enunciated, 
commonly, in these introductory biadiths is that none may 
occupy judicial or religious office in the community who is 
not /

1. op.cit* p.151. cf. al Hamadhani, op.cit. p#5*
2. DAbu al Qasim Hibat Allah b, Sallama, °Abul Ha§r (d* 410), 

K, al Nasikh wa al Mansukh, pr. on the margin of ^Abu al 
Hassan «Ali b. DAhmed al Wahidi, K. °asbab al Huzul, 
Hindiyya Press, Oairo, 1315, pp.4-5»
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not equipped with this indispensable knowledge. Thus, we

i *find in the work of ibn §azm, already noticed, as from ®Abu
cAbdul Ragman al Sulami: "cAli passed by a qad.i> and said:
’Do you know the nasikh from the mansukh?' The man replied
that he did not, whereupon cAli said: ’You have lost your
soul, and caused others to lose theirs1** 11 Nahhas devotes

2an introductory chapter of his book to such traditions, 
under the very suggestive title: "stimulating the desire to
acquire the knowledge of ’the nasikh and the mansukh'."
That the desire had to be stimulated by exhortations to 
imitate the companions, suggests the presence of resistance 
to acquisition of the science, and fears for its neglect#
In one version of the foregoing liadith, Hahhas, for the

- - 3person rebuked by cAli, has a preacher, in place of a judge,
and, on admitting, as before, that he did not know the
nasikh from the mansukh, the man is expelled by °Ali from
the mosque, and forbidden to preach there again. Ha^as
gives, in addition, the 9Abu<&bdul Rahman version, ’You

4have lost your soul, and caused others to lose theirs 1'
He /

1. op*cit# p.150.
2 . p.5*
3* p#5* rajul yukhawwif al nas.
4 • p • b #
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He has a third variant, in which the hero is no longer cAli, 
but cAbdallah b. cAbbas, who rebukes, not a qadi, but a qa§s*^ 
Hibat Allah preserves yet other forms of the hadlth, whose 
hero is, however, neither cAli nor ibn cAbbas, but another 
cAbdallah - ibn cUmar.^ Such uncertainties in the identi
fication of the central character of the hadiths of this 
category suggest that we do well to be on our guard against 
taking the stories too literally, and making too much of the 
authenticity of the information they purport to convey*
They do not, however, inspire similar hesitation in the Muslim 
reader, whose usual reaction to what we should regard as 
that confusion and contradiction indicative of uncertainty 
and doubt, is to regard these reports, not as alternative 
attributions of a single experience, whose hero cannot posi
tively be identified, but as several reiterations of a common 
experience met with, in historical reality by each of the 
characters /

1* p.6. marra ibn eAbbas bi yaci^. cf. ibidem, rajul
muhaddith#

2* op#cit* P*.7* The man rebuked is named by Hibat Allah* He
mmwas * Abdul* Ragman b. Da^b - but it is clear that school 

°a§abiyya is at work here since the man is identified as 
an associate of *Abu Musa al aAshcari* Part of the wording 
of the report derives from Jabarl (d*310) see below p# 90 * 

Ibn Hazm (p.150) calls him ®Abu Yaljya al Mucarrif - perhaps 
confusion with »Abuolcrafuni (vide Hibat Allah, p.7 top.) 
§azimi (p*4) says he was *>Abu Yâ iya al Mu«arcLib.
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icharacters named in the individual reports. We are

probably justified in recognising that what these conflicting
reports have to tell us, is that a view, first propounded
in a later generation, which was concerned to promote the
study of ’naskh* - sc. to vindicate the theory - has been
attached by its proponents to the name of an acceptable
eponym of antiquity, with the aim of ensuring its acceptance.
For preference, a companion would be selected to be the
bearer of the doctrine, and it would be immaterial, with
certain reservations, which we have already hinted at, and to
which we shall return later, which of the companions was hit
upon to serve as the patron of the doctrine. »Ubayy b. Ka°b,
for example, would be a disastrous choice, since, for other
reasons to be considered more fully below, it was alleged of
him that he rejected the Qur^anic aspect of the theory of 

2abrogation. Yet the companion who is chosen as champion 
of the doctrine was generally intended to represent his en
tire generation* The defection of T̂Jbayy is thus an 
unfortunate breach of the alleged »ijmac of the companions 
on the doctrine of abrogation, which is so strongly insisted 
upon /

1. cf. Hibat Allah, op.cit* p.7»
2. cf. Bucharl, K* al Tafsir on Qj.II, 106. videque supra,

p.75* From the Buchari report, it is clear that we have
to do with the rationalisation of yet another doctrine*
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upon elsewhere in the discussion; But it was necessary
to posit *Ubayyfs stubborness in the one central aspect of

- 2the Qur9anic discussion. In connection with a different
aspect of the Qur*anic discussion,^ however, precisely the 
opposite doctrine is also attributed to him#

Buchari quotes from ibn cAbbas; cUmar said: The 
Qurftan expert among us is ^Ubayy: The acknowledged legal
expert among us is eAlI: But we have abandoned elements
in frUbayy^ doctrine since he maintains that he will never 
give up anything he heard direct from the prophet, although 
Grod Himself has said: "Whatsoever verse we abrogate or
cause to be forgotten we shall bring one better than it, or 
one similar to it#" (Q.II,106).

The concern here is with the QurDan as a source#

*Umarts words, as reported in al Ba£r al Muhi$ are:-
But we have abandoned elements in »Ubayyfs text, since 

he maintained that he would never give up anything he had 
heard /

1# One is expected to suppose also from the Hibat Allah ver
sion that °Abu Musa had not heard of the doctrine# The 
mention of his name suggests, perhaps, tardiness at Bagra 
to accept what Nahhas indicates to have been the doctrine 
of ICufa?

2# sc. The collection of the Qur°ans qira°at ^Ubayy. la£n 
oTJbayy (Mas. p.32).

3# sc# The Qur®an qua source: qawl &IJbayy. (Buchari, loc.cit.)
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heard direct from the prophet, although Grod Himself has said: 
"Whatsoever verse we abrogate or cause to be forgotten, We

ishall bring one better than it or one similar to it#"
(Q.II,106).

The concern here is with the Qur°an as a document and 
the words of €Umar are exploited to explain why the alleged
codex of °Ubayy was said to contain two suras not to be
found in our present texts.

9Ubayy nevertheless figures in Ijadiths which purport to
explain the absence in our Qur»ans of certain verses, which 
are held to have been the "source" of certain elements of 
the doctrine, on the grounds that they had not been included 
in the collected texts, (vide infra p. 124 ).

The significance to us, however, at this point of our
enquiry, of such targhlb £adiths, resides in their purpose,
rather than in their forms# The ability to distinguish the
’nasikh* from the ’mansukh1 has come to be regarded, at least

1as early as the end of the second century, after barely a
2century of literary treatment, as not merely a desirable 

academic attainment, but, as an indispensable requisite for 
salvation, as being the sole key to that knowledge by which 
alone /

1* The cAli Ijadith occurs in ®Abu «Ubaid, fol#2b#
2. vide supra p. 47 n. 1*
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alone we can recognise and identify with certainty the will 
of Grod, in its final expression# This knowledge alone, can 
indicate those of the divine revelations which men must re
gard as having an enduring validity, as against those which 
may confidently he considered to have heen either abandoned, 
or even, forbidden. Knowledge of the Book of God is not 
enough. That such is the implicit reasoning behind the em
ployment of these Ijadiths, becomes explicit in the comment by

_ iHibat Allah that the rebuked man had set up as an authority
to instruct the people, but, that in his responsa, he had
confused divine commands with divine prohibitions, and matters

2legally indifferent with matters legally prescribed. It 
goes without saying, in the light of Bergstrasser*s reminders, 
that the strength of the ethical tone of these Ijadiths is 
enough to prevent us from regarding them as true reflections 
of the ancient situation* Abrogation enters upon discus
sion only when Islam is recognised to be a revelation, when 
law (Sunna) becomes commandment (Fard).

Another Ijadith-series,^ used in the same interest, 
features Hudhaifa, who, on being approached for a fetwa on 
some /

1 • op*cit# p*6.
2# For this wording see below, p. 333*

• i  «»3. cf# Bergstrasser, Anfange, p#78.
4* ibn Hazm, op#cit, p#150#
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some matter, replied: ‘Only three classes of persons give
*  _  1out fetwas: he who knows11 the nasikh and the mansukh11;

They said: **Who knows that?11 He replied, ltcUmarn# [cf*
the words of ®Umar above, p#88 * One is thus not free from
school bias# The name ®Umar represents cUmar - attributed
i^adiths;] l!a sultan, who finds it inevitable, in the course
of his duties to hand down a decision; and an officious
pedant*11 * I am,* concludes ^udhaifa, disarmingly, *in
neither of the first two categories, and decline to place

2myself in the third.1 In Hibat Allah*s version, the 
categories are now fours an emir; one deputed by an emir; 
he who knows ’the nasikh* and the ’mansukh*, and a brainless

3 *officious pedant. In both Ijadiths the reference is to the 
theories of abrogation. There can be no doubting the grave 
view reflected in these reports# The civil authorities, by 
giving fetwas, may be incurring the displeasure of the 
culema9, but they do at least have the excuse of necessity 
of office# Anyone else, who not having such excuse, under
take s /

1. Naijdj.as* version, op.cit# p.6 has: ,!A man who has acquired 
the knowledge of the mansukh of the Qur9an and that means 
®Umar. A qadi who finds no escape from rendering deci
sions... 11 The expression t!the mansukh of the Qur9an,! 
leaves open the question of the origin of the nasikh#

2. op.cit# p.7#
3# Baghdadi projects the doctrine to a higher authority - ®Ali

b. 9AbI Talib. ms. Ber. Pet. 555 > fol#1#
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takes to make public pronouncements on the law for the
Muslims, without having expert knowledge of the science of
1naskh1 must expect to expose himself to the wrath of the 

*1schoolmen* We are therefore dealing with inter-school 
rivalry* We find here also, the same parallel versions, 
which accompanied the other Ijadith-series, and referring,
besides the giving of fetwas, to the imparting of religious

2 —  *5knowledge* 'It was,1 says Hibat Allah, "the woeful
ignorance of this science displayed by the exegetes of his 
day that induced him to compose his book on 'al nasikh wa al 
mansukh* in the Holy Qur^an." Both in this title, and in 
one version of the Hudhaifa hadith, 'the mansukh' is expli
citly qualified as pertaining to the Qur^an. fhe reason 
for this restriction, in the case of Hibat Allah, is clearly 
the pedagogical necessity we have referred to above* In 
the case of Hahhas* version of the Hudhaifa Ijadlth, the 
source from which the nasikh is supplied has been left un
stated* His concern is with the non-application of Qur®an 
statements - whether this is justified by appeal to the Sunna 
or to other Qur®an statements. We have already argued that 
the /

1* 0Ahmed b# §anbal and 3Ishaq b. Ibrahim al §anzali said:
"He who knows not the sound from the unsound hadith and 
the nasikh from the mansukh is no scholar*" Baghdadi, ms. 
Pet.555, fol*1.

2* Hibat Allah, op.cit. p.7.
3* ibid. p.8*
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the pre-Shafici scholars did not make that sharp distinction 
between the Qur°anic and the extra-Qur»anic components of 
the Tradition, which is such a commonplace in the post- 
Shafi°i literature that later generations seemed naturally 
inclined to assume that it had always been recognised.
1 »Ahl al hadith1 used the Qur9an, as we saw, to impose upon 
their opponents the claims of the Sunna to participate in 
the establishment of the doctrine, and when this occurred, 
the theoretical discussions on sources on the relative status 
to be accorded to Qur^an and Sunna respectively, later to 
merge into discussions on abrogation, had already begun. 
Attention has been drawn to the Qur»anic origin of the key
word !mithlf which was exploited in hadiths in favour of the 
Sunna. This same word occurs in another hadith quoted by 
Hamadhani: 11 The hadith of the prophet is like the Qur°an -
one part abrogates another The interpretation of this 
formula is at least open to discussion: it could just
possibly be argued that it means: 11 the hadith of the prophet,
being like the Qur°an, the one may abrogate the other.n That 
this is not, however, the construction put upon the wording
by Hamadhani himself, is shown by his placing this hadith

1 —  together with the following report: “Part of the Ijadith
of the prophet used to abrogate another part, just as part
of /

1. op.cit. p.23#
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of the Qur®an abrogates another part of the Qursan*" This 
statement is supported by another hadith traced to cUrwa b* 
al Zubeir: "I testify that my father told me that the
Messenger of Grod would make a statement, and then, after a 
while, would abrogate it by means of another statement, as 
the Quraan abrogates in certain places, other parts of the 
Qur°an*" An interesting, but unsuccessful attempt was made 
to project the doctrine back to the prophet himself:
Muhammad b* cAbdul Rahman, al Bailamani reported, from his 
father, that ibn °Umar handed down that the prophet had said: 
"Some of my ljadiths abrogate others*”1 Both hadiths place 
the effort to justify the doctrine that ’naskh1 operates in 
the Sunna as in the Qur°an, within the generation of «Urwa 
and /

1* This last l^adith is known in no other version, ibn al 
Bailamani, who is the author of other repudiated reports, 
is not followed: "huwa §ahib manakir la yutaba® fi 
hadithihi." His grandfather was reckoned among the mawali 
of the caliph cUmar. Jacbari, (fol*4) accepts the ^.adith 
as from ibn oXJmarl Abrogation occurs both in the Quraan on 
account of what Grod says in Surat al Baq,ara: "Whatsoever 
verse we abrogate," and in the Sunna on account of what 
ibn °Umar relates to the effect that the prophet said: 
"Some of my hadiths abrogate others*" Thus not only were 
certain Quraan verses seen as rendering sunnas redundant, 
or vice-versa, certain sunnas were rendering other con-_ * 
flicting sunnas redundant* This was explained by resort 
to the alleged phenomenon of abrogation which could be 
vindicated by appeal to the Quraan.
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and ibn cUmar, sc* the age of the Successors, rather than 
that of the Companions* The doctrine as such therefore 
presumably originated even later, perhaps at about the time 
of Zuhri* However, the question at issue in the reported 
discussion is clear: far from rejecting the Sunna in
favour of the Qur*an, it concerns, rather, the rejection 
by scholars of parts of the Sunna in favour of other parts 
of the Sunna* The fact of the existence of such £adiths 
is a strong indication that the argument they embody is 
novel. It would not in fact arise until reference to 
^adiths from the prophet, having become the general rule, 
drove out reference to the Companions, and with it, easy 
access to a ready means of harmonising conflicting liadiths* 
The proponents of the view that abrogation indeed occurs 
within the documents of the Sunna, are shown as presenting 
their opponents, projected as resisting the doctrine, with 
a reminder of that doctrine which both parties are envisaged 
as holding in common: sc. that the phenomenon of abrogation
is admitted to affect the documents of the Qur°an. Hothing 
however requires us to assent to the apparent logical and 
historical implications of this special pleading, sc.that 
the acquiescence in the doctrine of the occurrence and 
legitimacy of abrogation within the Qur*an source was his
torically prior to, and conditioned acquiescence in the 
corollary doctrine of the occurrence and legitimacy of 
abrogation /
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abrogation within the Sunna source, (here presented as a 
qiyas based upon the recognition of the phenomenon as 
legitimately operating upon the Qur3an)• Reference to 
I^adiths from the prophet did not become the general rule 
until after Shafici's time and we have seen that his appeal 
to the operation of the abrogation phenomenon in the Qur*an 
was designed to support his effort to prevent appeal from 
the Sunna to the Qur°an and to restrict the comment upon 
any one Sunna to another Sunna, The hadith already noticed, 
in both ibn Hazm and Shafici, as employed there to legiti
mise, in theory, from Muhammadfs alleged words, the use of 
the Sunna alongside the QurDan, occurs also in ^amadhani,^ 
but, in a form which shows, unmistakably that it had been 
exploited to verify certain positive enactments additional
to those of the Qur®an, either on the dietary laws, or on

2the law of marriage, or both, (The status that had been 
won for the Sunna as a source, by Shafici's day, is shown
fcy /

1# op.cit. p.24*
2. cf. ibn Hazm, &Ihkam. pt.I, p.151* quoting ^Abu Da^ud:

"The prophet addressed the Muslims saying: fDoes one of 
you reclining on his couch suppose that God has not de
clared forbidden other than what is mentioned in this 
Qur^an? By GodI I have commanded and admonished and for
bidden things as numerous as or, having the same force as, 
the statements of the Qur^an." ^innaha la mithl al -Qur°an*
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by his quoting the hadith: UI have neglected nothing that
Grod has commanded you, but that I have commanded it, and
nothing that G-od has forbidden you but that I have forbidden

1 2 it*u Schacht has pointed out that here, too, the musnad
for this alleged utterance of the prophet’s is a late 
Successor. Leaving aside Shaficifs polemic pro-Sunna inter
pretation, the utterance could very well refer to the Qur»an 
itself, the issue of whose completeness, or incompleteness 
formed the subject-matter of one of the earliest stages in

*5the entire series of Islamic debates on abrogation. What, 
at this point, can be suggested, is that the hadiths we have 
just reported, seek to place before us a view of Islamic 
history, according to which, the doctrine of the abrogation 
of the Sunna by the Sunna had arisen only as a consequence 
of the realisation and the general admission that abrogation 
of the Qur»an by the QurPan had, indeed, been seen to occur. 
It had not only been seen to occur, but had in fact, from 
the very revelation itself, been promised, in an utterance 
of /

1. Umm, VII, p.271; His. p.16.
2. op.cit. p.53-4«
3. So also, it could be argued, that the mention of cUmar and 

the reference to the mansukh of the Qurpan in the Hudhaifa 
hadith could adapt it for use on a discussion on the 
extent of the Qurpan, as we have seen done in the case of 
°UbayyTs testimony, cf. below, p.411.
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iof the divine Lawgiver Himself, oust as, in ibn al

Bailamani*s report, the occurrence of the phenomenon in
the Sunna was alleged to have been verified by an utterance
of the prophet himself. Thus, the authors of both the
Islamic sources, have each, independently, been made to
allege that abrogation would occur in each of the sources*
If the Muslims accepted the notion that abrogation was a
procedure resorted to, on occasion by God Almighty, there
was, surely, nothing repugnant to their susceptibilities in
accepting the notion that it could also, on occasion, be
resorted to by the Messenger of God, This is but another
aspect of the appeal that is made to the Qur3an in support
of the thesis of the traditionists. The effect intended
was to guard against the rejection of the Sunna in toto on
the excuse that too many Ijadiths were contradictory and that
therefore their use involved dangers of error. This we
know to have been the attitude of the Mu°tazila who further
complained that many hadiths contradicted not only each other

2but were in conflict even with the texts of the Book of God. 
As with Shafi°i, appeal to the General Theory of abrogation 
arises, not prior to, but in defence of a special theory*

The /

1. sc. Q.II,106; Q.XVI, 101; Q.XIII,39.
2. cf. ibn Qutaiba, K, Mukhtalif al Hadith, passim*
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The Modes of abrogations

Yet another aspect of the Muslim discussion of the
phenomena of * al nasikh wa al mansukh* concerns itself with
the identification of what might be termed the modes of
abrogation• The view that ultimately prevailed, but only
with the majority, was that *naskh’ has been seen to operate
upon the documents of the revelation in one of three possible 

1ways:
i) naskh al hukm wa al tilawa: the abrogation of both the 

original ruling, and the text which had embodied it#
ii) naskh al hukm duna al tilawa: the abrogation of the 

earlier ruling alone, the text embodying the replaced 
ruling surviving in the documents, alongside the later 
text, revealed to embody the substitute, solely valid 
ruling.
It was examples of this phenomenon which concerned 
Shafici in his examination of both Q.7111,65/66, and the 
question of the rdle of the imam, noticed above.

iii) naskh al tilawa duna al hukm: the abrogation of the 
original text alone, the ruling it had embodied con
tinuing valid and operative, despite the withdrawal of 
the revelation text which had once embodied it#

This expression of the three-fold operation of the 
phenomenon of abrogation may well, at first hearing, present 
merely the appearance of the development of an originally 
simple /

1. Hibat Allah, op.cit.p*9# HThe mansukh in Kitab Allah is 
of three kinds.#.11 cf* ibn §azm, op.cit.p. 155, "Haskh is 
of three sorts#..11
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simple principle, at the hands of scholars with a marked 
penchant for theoretical tidiness, and a horror of the 
'unexplored avenue'. On the contrary, we shall find, on 
investigating the evidence, that it is precisely this three
sided structure which most easily falls to pieces and 
reveals its retrospective construction from materials, not 
originally connected in any respect. Ihis threefold view
of the phenomenon was hotly debated, and has never been

2unanimously admitted. It will be for us to trace all the 
developments leading up to this admirably articulated theory 
as we review the arguments for and against it, in the litera
ture, in our attempt to uncover there the bases on which 
these various doctrines were supposed to rest, and to iden
tify the separate stages of accretion by which they were 
finally brought together into the unifying concept of athree 
mode operation. This investigation will enable us to pro
pose a suggestion concerning the choice of the word 'naskh' 
itself to express the technical sense which represented and 
united these fascinating academic allegations.

1. of. Dr. Muhammad lawflq. Sidqi, loc.cit# p#15ls "And in 
order to complete the sections of this independent science 
they alleged that there were three aspects to the opera
tion of the phenomenon."

2. Naljhas, op.eit., p.9, rejects the third mode out of hand. 
It is also, most recently rejected by Dr. Mustafa Zeid, 
al Naskh fi al Qur°an al Kerim, Dar al Dikr al °Arabi, 
Cairo, 1963-1383, v.I, pp.284-5.
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CHAPTER POUR

1• Naskh al Hukm wa al Tilawa

By the first of the three inodes of abrogation - the 
abrogation of both the text and the ruling it had embodied - 
reference is made to the loss of some part of the revelation 
documents. But, if material which had once formed part of 
the documents of the Islamic revelation has been irrecoverably 
lost, neither its wording, nor its ruling surviving, there 
would, presumably be no certain means of our knowing that it 
had been lost, or, indeed, that it had ever existed. We 
shall be concerned to ask at what period in the history of 
the community this loss was conceived as having occurred, and 
since it is clearly not a question of total absolute loss - 
(for otherwise, how should we be able even to discuss it?) - 
whether there are thought to be degrees of loss, and how 
these are differentiated. finally, can we identify the 
origin of the lost elements of the source materials of Islam, 
so that we may consider what, if any, significance they bear 
for our study of the phenomena of abrogation.

The first observation that may be made with complete 
confidence /
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confidence, even apart from the choice, in the rubric of the ; 
word 1tilawa* is that this particular mode of naskh can have 
relevance only in a discussion of abrogation, as it affects 
the text of the Qur®an. Neither the root 'tala* nor the 
root 1qara®* is restricted by the scholars to Qur®an recita
tion, but it is patent that this non-restriction, where

•tinsisted upon, is always tendentious. But, if both word
ing, and î ukm of a hadith were conceived to have been 
abrogated, the hadith itself, would quite simply be non
existent, and hence, there could be no occasion for any 
discussion. IJadltbseither exist, or not, are either accepted 
or not. If a hadith text survived, yet the sunna it em
bodied were not accorded general recognition, this would be 
rationalised as arising from some dissatisfaction with the 
degree of support which was thought to be available to the 
hadith in respect of its supposed connection with the 
prophet; the number of *t;uruq by which it had been trans
mitted, or the number and quality of the rawis by whom it 
was alleged to have been related. Both these considerations
were applied to the ibn al Bailamani hadith we reported

2above, and on both grounds it was rejected. The extreme 
example /

1. vide Nabthas, op.cit. p.9* cf* Shafici: JJmm, VII, p.251.
2. cf. above p. 94 for rejection of a prophet-hadith from 

ibn al Bailamani.
i
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example of this sort of dissatisfaction is the disputed 
status quit source of the khabar al wâ id-, the precise 
meaning of which is not always clear to the scholars.
But, to attract any discussion in the literature, a hadith 
must at least exist. No hadith can therefore be said to
satisfy the conditions of the first mode of naskh - naskh
al hukm wa al tilawa - which must, in consequence, refer 
exclusively to Qur°anic materials. As we have seen, 
various criteria of soundness or weakness are applied in 
the classification of hadith materials, but, per contra, a 
qur®an is either admitted to be a qur®an or it is not.
The test of a qur*an must therefore, one might suppose, be
inclusion in the promulgated text. Naskh al ljukm wa al 
tilawa can therefore have gained recognition as a mode of 
abrogation, only within the context of a discussion on the 
extent of the text of the Qur®an, as this has been handed 
down. Allegations would have been made that such and such 
a form of words, not now present in our inherited text, had 
once stood in the Qur®an, having been acknowledged to be a 
divine revelation, but had been, for some reason, either 
omitted upon the collection of the individual texts into the 
canon of the Qur®an, whether by inadvertence, or by delibe
rate /

1. Ibn Hajar al cAsqalani, Fath al Bari, Cairo, 1348, vol. 
ix, p.12.
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irate act, or if once admitted into the canon, subsequently 

suppressed, again, by inadvertence, or deliberate act* 
Inadvertence would imply that the verses in question had 
failed to survive to the date of the collection. Post
collection failure would imply neglect, or disagreement* 
Deliberate act would imply that certain verses had been with
held, or even removed from the text, during the course of 
the editing and collection of the individual verses into 
the recension(s) from which our present QurDan’s stem, or 
even at some date subsequent to the completion of the first 
stage of the collecting processes. The implication of the 
existence of this first mode of naskh is clear. Q?he 
majority of Muslims have traditionally regarded our Qur°an 
texts as incomplete. No other construction may be put upon 
their development of a theoretical rationalisation of the 
Qur^an*s incomplete condition than the discovery, at a 
certain point in time, that the contents of the Book and the 
doctrines alleged to have been derived from the Book were 
visibly not co-terminous. The historical significance of 
this discovery is considerable. It was an admission by the 
Muslims themselves that the Quraan in their hands was not 
one /

1. As, e.g. the deliberate omission by his rivals of numer
ous verses providing for the succession as head of state 
of Muhammad’s son-in-law, cAli b. °Abi Talib. vide 
Sarakhsi, ®Uful, II, p.69* cf. P.B. IX, p.53*
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one of two complete sources of their doctrine. The date of 
the collection of the Qur®an thus took on obvious significance 
for the question of its confessed incompleteness. Various 
suggestions were advanced by the Muslims as to when the 
revelations to Muhammad had first been collected into a 
single volume* Three notions, not necessarily mutually 
exclusive, yet, withal, reconcilable only by the expenditure 
of considerable ingenuity, predominate in the literature:

a) that the Qur5an was organised, and collected already in 
the lifetime, and under the supervision of the prophet 
himself*

b) that it was not collected by the prophet, nor yet by his 
first successor, until he was bullied and pressured into 
it by cUmar b. al Khat$ab.^

c) that it was collected, not by Muhammad’s first successor,
*- - 3but by his third successor, cUthman b. cAffan*

If we were justified in our earlier surmise, that plurality 
of attribution is the very hall-mark of doubt and uncertainty,
then, here too, we should have to conclude that, amazingly,
the Muslims simply did not know when the Qur^an, as we know
it to-day, was first assembled, and by whom* The suggestion
that the Qur*an was already collected in the lifetime, and
under the personal supervision of the prophet, considered in
association /

1• vide infra p. 401 *
2. do *
3. do*
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association with the majority view that our present Qur^an 
text is incomplete, leads naturally to the view, or equally 
naturally derives from the view that loss of Qur3anic matter 
had already occurred before the prophet’s death* On this 
topic, we find two classes of hadith material, devised to 
represent what are, in effect, two distinct orders of 
phenomena, which in turn, are dependent upon two opposing 
views of the nature of the prophet figure* These phenomena 
are, respectively, the removal of Qur3anic matter from out of 
the possession of the prophet and his immediate circle of 
adherents hy simple natural failure of the human memory? and, 
a similar loss of Qur^anic material, only, in this second 
view, brought about by the direct, miraculous intervention 
of the deity* The intimate connection between Muhammad’s 
memory and the phenomena of abrogation is established by our 
finding both the subject of a single study before the end of 
the second century* This occurs in al Farrar’s examination of 
the verse of Surat al Baqara, which already had apparently 
long served as a basis for the ’proof* of the reality of 
abrogation; Q II 106; (ma nansakh min aya 5aw nunsi ha)*
’’the majority of the qurra® view this (nunsi ha) as derived 
from the root nasiya-_’to forget’* cAbdallah read it ; ma 
nunsik min aya. Salim, mawla of 3Abu Hudhaifa read it : ma
nansakh min aya Daw nunsikaha »•*« which reinforces the

/  1*'

/ 1 '’forgetting1 /

1. Macani al Qu£Dan, volT,pp, 64-5 •>
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’forgetting1 tafsir. By ’naskh* is meant: that the
practice he based on a verse, and then subsequently, another 
verse is revealed, on which the practice is based, the first 
verse being abandoned* (taraka). ’Forgetting1 in this sense 
occurs in two ways: (i) abandoning, or leaving: sc. We 
leave it, and do not ’naskh* it, as in Q.IX,67: ’they 
abandoned God, and He has abandoned them1; and, (ii) for
getting proper: Mention your Lord when you have forgotten ..
(Q.XVIII,24).2

Qais - Hisham b, ^Urwa.*...(he gave an isnad, going 
back to the prophet, which Farra0 does not reproduce): The
Messenger of God heard a man recite, and said: 11 God will 
have mercy on this man who has reminded me of verses which I 
had been caused to forget.” (&unsituha).

Tafsir was clearly already exerting pressure on the 
reading of the Qur°an verses, as instanced by the two 
"ancient readings" quoted, which surely exclude meanings 
other than ’forgetting’* At the same time, we can see the 
diversion, in support of this tafsir, of a hadith which 
originally could not have had any connection with the pheno
menon of abrogation. To forget verses, and then be reminded 
of them, while it may reinforce the ’forget* interpretation 
of /

1. i.e. naskh al liukm duna al tilawa.
2. i.e. naskh al Ijukm wa al tilawa.
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of those Qur^anic instances, in which the prophet is 
addressed by means of the root *nasiya*, does nothing to 
strengthen the belief in the forgetting irrecoverably of 
some Qur°anic material. The hadith is inimical ultimately 
to the ’forgetting* tafsir-readings with which it is juxta
posed. The exploitation of the Qur Dan in support of the 
theories is not yet become the skilful art that was to 
develop in the following century*

The isnad

In the field of the Sunna, a customary practice which 
enough Muslims did not care to abandon, would, when the 
challenge was issued by an opposition group that it justify 
its continuation in Islam by producing its documentary 
credentials, be equipped with a report showing that it had 
already existed, in the days of the prophet. Much care 
wotild have to be taken, as critical skills developed, with 
the passage of time, in the selection of the guarantors of 
each report, attention being especially given to dates of 
birth and death of the links in the chain of authorities, 
to ensure an uninterrupted continuity from the lowest to the 
highest authority. Equally important, in this respect, is 
the date of a man's conversion to Islam, and on this question, 
two distinct attitudes are detectable in the sources.
Compare, for example, the detailed discussion by Shafici 
(Umm /



TJmm I, pp. 108-109) of the arguments marshalled by his 
anonymous interlocutor against Shafici*s own ’proofs1. The 
opponent begins by accepting that the dhul Yadain hadith is 
ascertained to be authentic, arguing that nothing has been 
more widely reported from the prophet, only it happens to 
have been abrogated. Shafici aslcs what had abrogated it, 
and the other replies with the Jjadlth of ibn Mascud.
Shafici asks the man whether he agrees that if two hadiths

2are in conflict, it is the later of the two which abrogates. 
The opponent assents to this view. Shafici then reminds 
him that ibn Mascud explicitly mentions in his hadith that 
the event he was discussing occurred at Mecca - i.e. before 
the Hejira, whereas cImran reported that his story occurred 
in the prophet’s mosque - therefore, at Medina, after the 
Hejira. The latter report must be the later, in which case, 
ibn Mascud’s report could not have abrogated °Imran*s.
Shafici then introduces, in support, »Abu Huraira. The 
opponent protests, however, that he does not know when »Abu 
Huraira became a Muslim. Shafici replies that ^Abu Huraira 
did not join the prophet until Khaibar, which he verifies 
with /

1. The primary stage in the history of abrogation is the mere 
assertion that something has been'abrogated.

2. from the monotonous frequency with which ShaficI exploits
v .1 ,this principle of ta^akliur, it is tempting to suggest that 

within Islamic discussions it too is novel. This much is 
clear from the carelessness in these matters of his oppo
nent •
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with a saying, quoted from 3 Abu Huraira himself that he was 
a follower of the prophet's in Medina for at least three years* 

The prophet, says Shafici, spent several years at Medina, 
apart from the years he had remained at Mecca, following 
ibn Mascud's return from Ethiopia, and before °Abu Huraira's 
conversion to Islam at the time of Khaibar* Hoy/ then, could 
ibn Mascud!s hadith abrogate what is clearly later than it ?

The role played by &Abu Huraira in the isnads of numerous 
hadiths is too notorious to require emphasising, and it did 
not go unnoticed nor unquestioned among the Muslims*
Given the date of his conversion, his probativeness is 
obvious* Since he is such a latecomer to Islam, his authority 
was much sought after to secure the reports on many doctrines 
against the allegation of their abrogation* The opponent
returns to the charge* 'But your view,' he argues, 'is that(
dhul Yadain was killed at Badr. This battle occurred some
sixteen months after the prophet's arrival at Medina, and

p ~ -cAbdallah b* Ma,scud survived all the fighting* Shafici, 
however, insists that cAbdallah had mentioned in his report 
that the event had occurred at Mecca* 'But,' persists the 
other /

1* cf* Bu* Ko al buyuc, babs fa °idha qudiyat al salat*
2. i*e* he would have witnessed prophetic behaviour after 

the death of dhul'Yadain*
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other, fis the dhu£ Yadain you relate from the same who was 
killed at Badr?1 fHof, replies Shafici, cImran called him 
al IChirbaq, or qasir al Yadain, or madid al Yadain, whereas, 
the man killed at Badr was called dhuL Shamalain. Perhaps

r - O

both men were referred to as dhul Yadain. This would 
merely be a coincidance of names, not an uncommon occurrence. 
Finally, the opponent, returning from another angle, refers 
his hadith to Mucawiya b. al Hakam.

Technical consideration of the isnad was thus already 
operating in Shafici!s day, and as this branch of science 
burgeoned, the great series of biographical studies of 
individuals occurring in the isnads began to appear. But 
the development of skills was uneven and Shafici himself 
could be called to question on occasion*

A widespread custom would naturally attract numerous
reports, rather than one less widely favoured, and another
device in polemic was to count the hadiths which could be
marshalled on either side. The technique is not infrequen-

- * ptly exploited by Shafici. There grew up, in this way, the 
material distinction between three general classes of 
reports: the mutawatir - a report transmitted from countless
sources /

1. cf. his confusion over Hitman al Raqashi. Ikh. p.252.
2. e*g. on "bequests", Ris. p.22. cf. supra, p* 69, n,2.



sources by numerous isnads; the mashur - a wellknown, wide
spread report, but somewhat less heavily sponsored than the 
first* The wahid - the isolate; - theoretically, and, as 
Shafici uses the term, it apparently refers to reports which 
are traced back to a single ancient authority# There is 
evident, however, some uncertainty in the later scholarship,
as to its precise definition, which, as we shall see, has

1important doctrinal moment* As to the date of a man's con
version to Islam, there are two distinct attitudes, which 
seem, on closer examination, to represent two distinct 
phases, within the sunna science# For matters of the extent 
of the Qur3an, for example, earliness of conversion appears 
to have been considered material. This same consideration 
appears also to have had, at one time, significance for the
legal tradition, but seems to have been eventually dislodged

2by lateness of conversion. In the sunna on the extent of 
the Qur°an texts, the preference seems to have been given, at 
one point, to earliness of conversion, and this is borne out 
by the significant r6le sought for the names of prominent 
companions such as; cAbdallah b. Mascud, »Abu Bakr, cUmar, 
cUthman, and cAli. This, in turn, however, appears also to 
have been finally dislodged in favour of lateness of conver
sion, /

1. vide below p#444,n#3-
2. cf. ft.note 1, p.57 above.



sion, and it may be that this change in preferences, is to 
he explained in the same manner as the marked preference for

-  -  ilate conversion in the isnad of legal hadiths. When the 
Qur°an, as a document, is the subject of discussion, earli
ness of Islam, and length of companionship is emphasised.
When, however, the Qur^an, as a source, is the pre-occupation,
lateness of conversion prevailed in the estimation of the 

2scholars. There is, however, considerable overlapping, and 
no little consequent confusion in the reports on the various 
aspects of the Qur^an which merited discussion. Bearing in 
mind, however, throughout our examination of these reports 
that earliness of conversion was finally driven out by late
ness of conversion, in both aspects of these discussions - 
the Qur^anic and the Sunna - just as consideration of the 
QurDan as a document, never really of serious interest to 
Muslims, was overtaken and displaced by consideration of the 
Qur»an as a source, yet countered by seeking to exploit a
quite extrinsic device, the so-called annual review of the 

- 3Qur°an, we may perhaps be justified in concluding that it 
is now no longer possible to disengage the reports on the 
history of the Qur°an text from the requirements of the legal 
theories of abrogation.

1. Q?ayalisi: Sunan, p.92 ,No .668: Ibrahim said: This hadith de
lighted the scholars, since the conversion of Jarir was 
later than the revelation of Q.V. cf. Mekki,on Q.V,8; ^Abu 
Yusuf, K. al Athar. (Bab: al mash cala al khuffain.)

2. Blach&re, Intro., p.32 foot, misses this subtlety.
3. See below p. 422,ff.
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CHAPTER EIVE

The Collection of the Qur°an

The discussions on the content of the promulgated 
Qur°an text, reduce themselves to all appearances, in the 
literature, to retrospective consideration of the respective 
and relative merits of several rival ‘codices* - those 
attributed to the companions; cAMallah b. Mascud, DUbayy 
b. Ka°b, °Abu Musa al »Ash°ari, the khalifa °Uthman b. cAffan 
and others. In fact, these discussions really relate to 
the alleged evaluation of the so-called ‘variant* Qur®an 
readings ascribed to the authority of these eminent Compan
ions* That such discussions were even possible, makes two 
conclusions abundantly justified:
a) that the generation conducting such discussions believed 

(or claimed) that the prophet of Islam had not bequeathed 
to his community a text of the Qur°an, collected under 
his personal supervision, and promulgated under his 
divinely guaranteed imprimatur to be the sole, complete 
and authentic record of the revelations, ne varietur, and

b) they further believed (or claimed) that with the removal 
by death of the prophet, the earliest generation of the 
Muslims had not been unanimous on the precise extent of 
the contents of the Qur°an.

This is a most astonishing state of affairs to prevail 
in respect of the alleged primary source of the revealed 
religion /
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religion and Law of the Muslims. The discussions featured, 
as we shall see, assertions that having already perished, 
much of the material originally revealed to Muhammad had, of 
course, failed to survive him, and hence the reports, pur
porting to describe the circumstances of the earliest deci
sion to promulgate an official text of the revelations, 
normally contain a story to illustrate the belief that fear 
of even further loss was the chief motive for the decision
of the companions to collect the remainder of the revelations.
Certain minorities in the later generations, looking back 
incredulously, as well they might, at these candid admissions 
of loss, from their position of considerable separation in 
time, and in space from the historical Muhammad and his 
companions, in the Arabia of the seventh century, were psy
chologically incapable of reading them at their face value, 
more especially, as they involved conflict, both with their 
own idealised picture of the prophet figure, constructed on 
the basis of their doctrine of the perfection of the prophets,
and also with certain, to them, clear statements in the 

—  1Qur5an itself. The development of the dialectic skills 
however enabled the majority to interpret the details of
these reports to themselves, in a fashion more in keeping
with the highly elaborate atmosphere of doctrine, in which 
the /

1. e.g. Q.XV,9* cf. the use made of this aya by the opposi
tion, vide "inEra P* 5.5-7*<cf * also R.B.IX, p.70.
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the later discussions were conducted * The intervention of 
advanced, highly articulated sophisticated doctrines such as :
cisma, iktisah and abrogation in the discussion on Muhammad's

1 -memory is obvious,, The prophet of cAbdkllah's ; 1 I am but
2human, I forget as you forget’ with his alleged ordinary 

human memory had long since faded into a remote past, and by 
a continuing process of dehumanisation had been stripped of 
all his human frailties, bereft of his historical personal 
identity and replaced by the automaton of theory, predictable 
not only in his behavioural responses to those around him, but 
determined also even in his weaknesses. Such a figure is 
obviously no historical reality but merely the latest cipher 
in a series of abstract beings - the prophets, mere symbols 
intended to represent their respective ummas* There is an 
impressive disparity between the paucity of hadith material 
on Muhammad's memory and the massive proportions of the 
Islamic comment literature devoted to the arguments surround
ing the various constructions which might be placed upon the 
meagre reports* The sheer weight of the commentary and tafsir 
matter which can be assembled, testifies to the intensiveness 
and/

1, vide F.B. IX pp. 69 ff«
2. Bu. If. al Salat; babs fadl istiqbal al qiblas al tawajjuh. 

The hadiths assembled ostensibly concern Muhammad’s memory 
but in reality are ’prooff“documents adduced to harmonise 
conflicting doctrines on forgetfulness at prayer. Both the
hadiths and the comments presuppose abrogation.
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and extensiveness of the debates within the community, on what 
for Islam, is an important question for both internal and 
external polemic, for all this is in reality a question of no
mere biographical interest, but a discussion, understood by all
who participated, to refer, obliquesly perhaps, but none the

\

less directly, to the integrity of the Muslim revelation - and,
what is much more important, to the integrity of the community
of that revelation. The seeds of all these developments were 
visible already in the second century, in fairly advanced form 
when indeed the central allegation that parts of the Qur3an 
had perished was already in circulation. There was division 
on the interpretation of the verse ; "We shall instruct you 
in the reciting it, and you will not forget, except what God

'Iwills" ; from which it was possible to derive and to defend 
two contrary theses : that this verse establishes beyond all 
doubt that the prophet could, and most probably did, forget 
parts of the Qur°an; that the verse establishes beyond all 
doubt that the prophet could not, and hence did not forget 
any part of the QurDan*

The tafsir discussion naturally was never intended to be an 
end in itself, but was merely a means to furnish from the 
QurDan evidence either in support of, or in rebuttal direct 
of /

■ ■ I | III.  ililPl.im <f imnil III IHIIlia I '■ lUI 1rr̂ |-Ml|Qin7»TnTT7Tf̂ ™**— *» — »— ■nT7LUl|ll1 W~XHl

1 • Q LXXXVII 6“7*- reference to the verse is subsequent to 
the demand for reference to the Qur^an in substantiation 
of any doctrine*
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of one of two rival views of the prophet the significance of 
which in turn reaches far beyond the person of the prophet to 
buttress doctrinal positions originally erected on a found
ation of almost total disregard for the texts of the Qur3an. 
for, of the two fields in which this question of whether or 
not Muhammad was capable of forgetting the Qur°an - the 
discussion on the integrity of the so-called fcIJthmanicf 
recension of the Qur^ans and the campaign in the field of the 
fiqh, or rather, of the ^usul al fiqh, to establish the 
ultimately divine, and thus Islamic origin of certain legal 
conclusions nowhere supported by, nor even referred to in the 
Qur°an texts, the first was but the logical consequence, a 
subsidiary, but perhaps for all that a more subtle technique 
developed to neutralise certain initial objections within 
Islam to these extra-Qur^anic conclusions. We have seen that 
the verse in Q LXXXVII provided both comfort and documentary 
supports to disputants on both sides of the debate as to 
whether Muhammad might be regarded as having been capable of 
forgetting Qur°an matter. Those who rejected the very notion 
as inconceivable, relied upon the negative statement expressly 
selected by God in this very text, and explained away the 
expression % Dilla ma sha° allah i as a formula of becoming 
humility signifying the subservience of all creatures, angels 
and prophets, in all matters, to the all-determining will of 
the Godhead; the majority, on the contrary, united on their 
insistence /
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insistence that the appended utterance really did express an 
intended exception, and that therefore, part of the QurDan 
could well have been forgotten by Muh.amma.d, nevertheless, 
emasculated this interesting viewpoint of any real histori
cal significance for us, and showed their determination not 
to allow this concession to interfere with, but, rather to 
turn it to the support of their views on the nature of 
prophets, by pointing to the Qur5an!s emphasis on the will 
of G-od. This is, however, merely a verbal dispute, since 
both arguments reached the same material conclusion - sc. 
that the extent of the surviving revelations will be deter
mined by the will of G-od* The agreement on the central 
issue that the Qur=>an is incomplete, emphasises that all 
other aspects of the discussion affected other doctrines 
and were irrelevant to the question of the Qur^an as a source. 
This in turn demonstrates the total laclc of interest in the 
Qur°an as a document. What the prophet may have forgotten, 
must not be considered as the outcome of ordinary human 
frailty, or of inattentiveness to the preservation of the 
revelations, but, has to be seen as having occurred under 
effective divine control. Ifabarl, in a discussion with
anonymous opponents, quotes their views; "Some have dis-

- 1approved the reading: 9aw tansa-ha: if by this, the
reference is to (ordinary human) forgetting. They say:
"It /

1. In Q.II, 106, vide Taf .II,p *479 •
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"It is not possible that the Messenger of Grod could have 
forgotten some part of the Qur^an which had not been 
abrogated, unless that is, he were to forget something of it, 
and then remember it again."

This dispute localises the previously studied hadiths. 
What is clear is that what is being denied is ordinary human 
inadvertence. Throughout all the subsequent discussions we 
shall be quoting, the word ’forgetting1 must be regarded as 
having two functions: where 'forgetting1 is conceded, this
must be regarded as having its basis in divine causation; 
where 'forgetting1 is denied, this is not the same as what is 
being conceded, but is merely human forgetting, arising from 
Muhammad's human nature. Ho group in Islam has admitted the 
possibility of the occurrence of this latter kind of forget
ting. Whatever Muhammad is admitted to have forgotten, he 
forgot because Grod willed It to be forgotten, and hence God 
had caused the prophet to forget that which He designed to 
'naskh', purposing that it should not form part of the final 
promulgated text of the Qur°an. There is, in this con
cession, no danger to faith from a candid admission by the 
scholars that Muhammad had forgotten some of the revelation 
passages, so long always, as one bore in mind that anything 
that he had forgotten, was precisely that which Grod had 
caused him to forget - no less, and no more. Any other 
view of the matter, must inevitably, introduce the possibi- 
lity /
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lity that the divine purpose in the act of the self
revelation could he frustrated•

Reported Loss of Qurdanic materials:

Suyu'Jji quotes from al Jabarani the following hadith
i -related by ibn cUmar: “Two men recited a sura which the

pprophet had taught them to recite, and which they were in 
the habit of reciting. One night, they stood up to pray, 
but could not recall a syllable. In the morning, they 
went, first thing to the prophet and informed him of that.
He replied: 1 The sura is part of what has been abrogated,
(nusikha) so pay no further attention to it.* n The final 
clause suggests that, in such hadiths, one is not merely 
discussing the Quraan as a provider of prayers, but as a
source of doctrine. An extreme development of the attitude
that certain passages of the Quraan had not indeed, merely
been mislaid, or otherwise, naturally lost, but had been
calculatingly removed by divinely controlled forgetting, 
finds expression in several reports that some Quraanic pas
sages had been removed in a less round-about way, by 
immediate, and spectacular divine intervention. cAbdallah 
b. /

1 . Itq. II, p.42.
2. Baqra° - the wording of these biadiths depends upon, and 

hence represents a Tafsir to Q.LXXXVII, 6-7.
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— 1Mascud is credited with authorship of the following: ‘The

2Messenger of God instructed me in the recitation of a 
particular Qur°anic passage, which I then got by heart, and 
wrote out in my mushaf. When night came, I went to my room, 
where I discovered that I could not recall a syllable of the 
aya. I went first thing in the morning to check my mushaf, 
only to find the page blank! I went, and informed the 
prophet, who said: fibn Mascud! that verse was withdrawn
last night.*

uThe cAbdallah version represents a daring advance on 
other versions of this type of occurrence, introducing, as 
it does, explicit mention of interference, not only with 
!the breasts of men1, but also, with the written records of 
the revelations.

The term employed by Hibat Allah and translated here 
‘withdrawn* is *rufciatf, i.e. ‘taken up*, ‘raised*. In the 
foregoing version of the event ascribed to the other 
cAbdallah, - ibn cUmar, - the term used is ‘nusikha* 
‘nasakhed*, abrogated, (above, p. 121 )* The alternation 
in the literature, of these two words, which are not synony
mous /

1. Hibat Allah, op.cit. p .11 *
2. aaqra9 - the wording of these hadiths depends upon, and

hence represents a Tafsir to Q•LXXXVII, 6-7*
3. We are therefore now dealing with the Quraan both primar

ily as a source and as a document*.



mous, will provide us, when we come to the discussion of 
the vocabulary of 'naskh1, with a useful key to the under
standing of the processes by which the various theories 
developed, converged, and finally coalesced into the classi
cal theory of abrogation. The ibn *Umar version is more 
emphatic in one sense, in that it states specifically that 
the two men to whom the strange experience occurred, had 
been in the habit, for some time, of reciting the Qur°anic 
passage before it was lost to them by its miraculous 
removal; equally striking was the prophet's admonition that' 
now that it had been abrogated, they should dismiss all 
thought of it from their minds, and no longer take it into 
consideration. It had, then, apparently, not quite gone? 
Alternatively if it had quite gone, they should not waver 
in their faith on that account?

There is a noteworthy progression in the materials 
which have been handed down on this important question, in 
the hadith literature; similar to the above, are the 
following reports which, however, restrict themselves to 
quite uncircumstantial statements:

- 1°Anas b. Malik is stated to have said: “In the life
time of the prophet, we used to recite a sura, which we 
compared, /

1* Hibat Allah, op.cit. pp.10-11. Q*IX, now consists of 129 
verses.
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compared, for length, to surat al Tawba - but all I remember 
of it now, is one single verse.’1

iHudhaifa reported: “You don't recite today one
quarter of Surat al Bara3a.“

The most striking of this hadith type, is that state-
vment ascribed to cAbdallah b. cUmar: “Let none of you say:

'I have got the whole Quraan* - How does he know what all of
it is? Much of the Qur3an has gone! (dhahaba)* Let him

2rather say: 'I have got of it that which is extant!'

Identification of Qur°an materials alleged to have been lost

A further stage in the development of this hadith-type 
is marked by the identification of the wording of the verses 
supposed to have been omitted from our Qur3an texts: 3Ubayy
b. ICa°b said to Dhirr b. Hubaish^ “How many verses do you 
reckon in surat al 5Ahzab?“ Dhirr said: "Seventy two, or
seventy three." °Ubayy said: “It used to equal in length
Surat al Baqara, and we used to recite in 3Ahzab the 'ston
ing verse'." Dhirr asked: “What is the 'stoning verse'?”
sUbayy /

1 . Itq. II, p.42 •
2. Itq. loc*cit. p.40-41* cf. ibn Hajar, vol.IX,p.54, in 

whose version the final word reads rufica, (not dhahaba).
3. Itq. II, p.41* Elsewhere 3Ubayy is specifically regarded

as the chief enemy of naskh al tilawa. cf. supra p. 75*
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3Ubayy said: 11 If the sheikh and the sheikha fornicate,
stone them outright, as an exemplary punishment from God#
God is mighty, wise1*"

-  1The aunt of ^Umama b# Sahl said: "The Messenger of God
2instructed us in the reciting of the 'stoning verse*:

'The sheikh and the sheikha, stone them outright, in requital 
of the pleasure they enjoyed#* **

aAbu Waqid al laithi said:^ *It was the Messenger of
God's habit when revelation was made to him, to instruct us 
in some of what had been revealed to him. I came to him 
one day, and he said: God says:^ "We sent down property
for the keeping up of prayer, and the giving of zakat; were
ibn °Adam to possess a wadi, he would dearly like a second;
were he to have a second, he would dearly like a third - 
nothing fills the maw of ibn aAdam, but dust. But God is 
relenting to him who relents#" *

°Ubayy b. Kacb said:^ 'The Messenger of God said to
6 —me: 'God commands me to teach you the Qur°an#' He then

recited: /

1# Itq._loc#cit.
2. °aqra®#
5# Itq. loc*cit#
4. The formula suggests a hadith Qudsi, rather than a 

qur°an, but the hadith attempts to suggest a qur°an#
5* ibidem. 6* ^aqra®.



recited: "The ingrates of the people of the Kitah, and the
polytheists" - the verse continues: "Were ibn aAdam to ask
for a wadi of property, and were given it, he would ask for 
a second, and if he asked for a second, and were given it, 
he would ask for a third. Nothing will fill the maw of 
ibn °Adam except dust I But God is relenting to him who 
relents. The very religion, in God's sight, is the 
Hanifiyya, not Judaism nor Christianity. Whoso does good, 
it will not go unthanked." '

aAbu Musa reported*^ that a sura similar to Baraga was 
revealed, and subsequently retracted (rufica,t) • He 
recalled however: "God will assist this religion with folk
who have no share in the hereafter; were ibn °Adam to have 
two wadis of property, he would hanker after a third - 
nothing will fill the maw of ibn °Adam, but dust*. God is 
relenting to him who relents."

In a work known as the Jawab of al Naji^ the following 
information is purveyed: "al Bazzar relates a hadith from
Buraida, who said; "I heard the prophet recite 'ibn aAdam!

■3 - \ _at prayer." The men in the isnad are thiqqat. The aya
\

was /

1. Itq. II, p.42.
2. Burhan al Bin al Naji: Bar al Kutub, Majami0 Taimur No. 

207. (begins at fol.10).
3# To leave no doubt that it had been a qurDan. of* P* 411-2.
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was said to have been in Surat Yusuf.

The imam °Ahmed relates, in an ibn cAbbas hadith a 
tale, in the course of which ibn cAbbas says: "Were ibn
&Adam to have two wadis of gold, he would desire a third, 
but nothing will fill the maw of ibn °Adam, but dust. God 
relents to him who relents." cUmar said: What is this?
ibn 0Abbas replied: "5Ubayy taught me to recite it."
cUmar took me and we went along to °Ubayy, to whom °Umar 
said: "We don't say this#" But aTJbayy answered: "This 
was taught me by the Messenger of God." cUmar said:
"Shall I write it into the mushaf, in that case? aUbayy 
said: "Yes."

This incident occurred before the copying of the 
cUthman mu§4afs, on the basis of which the practice has 
come to be established# [Ubayy was represented as more 
zealous to collect all the Qur°an than was any other 
Companion]. aUbayy is more persistent than any of us in

othe reciting of what has been abrogated. (GdQ. I, p.92, n.2) .

Buchari says: °Abul Walid said: Hammad b. Salama
told us, as from Thabit, from °Anas, from aUbayy: 'We were
of the opinion that ibn aAdam was part of the Quraan, until 
'alha /

1. °aqraa. 2. cf. supra, pp. 75,124.
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'alha kum al takathur1 was revealed,1

-  _  2Also ascribed to &Abu Musa is the following: We used
to recite a sura, which we^likened (for length?) to one of 
the Musabbihat, but we have forgotten it - (or have been 
caused to forget it?) - yet, I have remembered the follow
ing from it: 11 Oh ye who believel ho not say that which ye
will not perform, lest there be written a testimony about 
your necks, and you be asked about it on the hay of judg
ment I"

°Umar declared:^ We used to recite: "Turn not away
from your fathers - that would be ingratitude on your part*" 
°Umar then said to Zaid b. Thabit: 'Is that not the case?1
Zaid confirmed that it was#^

cUmar^ said to cAbdul Rahman b* cAwf; nhonft you
find, among what was revealed: 'Strive, as you strove at
the first1 - for we cannot find it.!l cAbdul Rahman replied:
"That /

1* This counter-hadith reduces 'ibn °Adam' to a tafsir of 
' °alhakum* . cf. Bu., IC. al Tafsir on *5alhakum*.

2, Itq. II, p.42.
5* ibidem.
4« The reason for the presence of Zaid, collector of the 

officially promulgated Qur°an, in such a hadith will be
clear. *

5. Itq., II, p.42.
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1"That has fallen away, among those elements of the Qur^an 

which have fallen away*"

3Abu Sufyan al KalaDi said^ that Maslama b„ Makhlad al 
5Ansari said to them one day ; "Tell me of two ayas in the 
Qursan which were not included in the written text*'1 
They could not* Among their number was 3 Abu al Kunud,
Sacd b. Mali3c. Maslama went on : "Those who have believed,
and have left their tribe, and have striven in God’s cause 
with their property and their lives, hear then, the glad 
tidings I Ye it is who have succeeded* And those who 
sheltered them, and assisted them, and strove in their defence 
against those who have incurred the wrath of God - soul can™ 
not divine what has been treasured up for them of joys for 
what they have done*"

3 -3 Anas is reported^ in the two Sahih’s as saying s
"There was revealed concerning those slain at Bi3r Macuna 
a qurDan which we recited until it was retracted (rufica) ; 
"Inform our tribe on our behalf that we have met with our 
Lord, and He has been well pleased with us and has satisfied 
our wantso"

al /

1 o 3usqitat - passive [ cf. supra, p. 107, 3unsituha.
2. Itq., II,p. 42*
3. ibidem* (cf. Tab., taf., II, p, 479)*
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al Hussein b. al Manari says,^ in his book on fal 

nasikh wa al mansukh*: "Among those parts of the Qur3an,
whose writing has been retracted (rufica), yet whose 
remembrance has not been retracted (rufica) are to be 
reckoned the two suras of supplication, in the witr, known 
as Surat al Khalc and Surat al Hafd." cf.supra pp. 75,124,127

This is the rationalisation of reports that 3Ubayy!s 
"codex" contained these two suras not found in the cUthman 
"recension"• If a scholar is considering the Qur°an as a 
document, he quotes cUmarfs alleged dictum: We have not
adopted ^Ubayy^s "reading". If the Qur3an is considered 
in its capacity as source cUmarfs dictum reads: We have not
adopted cUbayy,s "doctrine". Both hadiths conclude: for
3Ubayy has said: 11 shall never abandon what I heard from
the prophet direct.1 Bu., K. al Tafsir, Bab: Qaulihi: ma
nansakh.

That some sunni scholars re serve c|/fcheir judgment on this 
mode of abrogation, is shown by a remark of Mekki's: "It
is conceivable that God abrogate the entire Qur°an, by re
moving it from the memories of His creatures, rescinding 
the regulation, without any replacement. There are many 
reports to this effect, from the prophet, which is further 
indicated /

1. Itq. loc.cit•
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indicated by God’s words; ’Did We wish, We would remove 
that which We have revealed to you.’ [Q.XVII,8b]. Something 
of that order did occur, according to what has been reported 
about Surat al ®Ahzab. The knowledge of this sort of 
thing is derived solely from reports, and God knows best, 
whether it is sound.’’

The dating of the alleged loss

Differing from the above reports, is the following 
group, which are marked by yet a further progression, in that 
they undertake to specify the period during which the loss 
of certain Qur3anic materials was alleged to have occurred:

2 -cUrwa b. al Zubeir reported cA°isha as saying: "Surat
al DAhzab was recited, in the lifetime of the prophet, as 
having two hundred verses, but when oiTthman wrote the 
mu^hafs, we could not produce more than the Sura now con
tains."

- - 3ibn ®Abi Hamid reports his having been informed by 
Humaida, the daughter of 3 Abu Yunus as follows: "My father
recited, to me, in his eightieth year, from the codex of 
cA°isha, the verse: "God, and His Angels bless the prophet.
Oh /

1 . op.cit., fol .2.
2 . Itq. II, p .41•
3. ibidem.
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Oh. Ye who believe! Bless him also, and give him a. pure
greeting, and greet also those who pray in the front ranks.”
(cf. Jeffrey, Materials, pp.231-233). Humaida added:

1 -"This was before cTJthman changed the mu§hafs.n

Another report of the kind, by placing the loss of 
Qur°anic material expressly into the period following the 
prophet’s death, has been the source of considerable conster
nation in scholarly circles, and the serious embarrassment 
provoked by it, has called forth prodigies of ta°wil.

cA Disha said: "Among the revelations was the ruling
that ten separate attested sucklings set up a bar to 
marriage; these ten were later replaced by the rule that 
five attested sucklings constitute the bar, and the five 
sucklings were still being recited, as part of the Qur^an, 
when the prophet died.”

As it stands, this statement apparently means, says 
_ -pSuyuti that the verse on the five sucklings actually sur

vived the prophet, which cannot be the case. What in fact 
is /

1 . Two versions of the hadith are known; the above re
presents the version which reads: "qabla °an yughaiyira 
cUthman al masahif.” Jeffrey, M.W.Ho.28(1938),p .64, trans
lated from Abu cUbaid!s Fada°il al Qur°an a version 
reading: qlla °inna °Uthman - it is said that cUthman

0A-altered the li((û haf s .
2. Itq.. II, p.35*
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is meant, is that the prophet’s death drew near; alterna
tively, it could mean that the reciting of the five had 
been abrogated., in the same way as had been that of the ten, 
but that the news of this ’naskh* did not reach all the 
people, until after the prophet’s death. When he died, 
some of the people were still, apparently, reciting this 
verse, and it is °Abu Musa’s view that the verse was re
vealed, but subsequently retracted (ruficat). Mekki is 
able to note this as an unusual instance in which both the 
mansukh and its nasikh, are each in their turn, abrogated,

'Iand that in consequence, neither is any longer recited.
This occurrence is unique in the history of the phenomenon 
of ’naskh al hukm wa al tilawa’ for the Maliki view is 
that both verses are mansukh; whereas, the Shafici view is 
that the five represent naskh al tilawa duna al hukm, for 
five is the Shafici minimum ruling, although the words 
indicating the five are no longer extant in the Qur°an.^

11 The cA°isha hadith occurs in a version from Yahya b. 
Sacid, which does not have the words: "the prophet died,
and this verse was still being recited in the Qur°an."
The scholars and the »usulis regard this form of the hadith 
as §ahih, since there can be 'naskh’ only before the death 
of /

1. Mekki, op.cit. fol.4. 2. vide infra, p. 287 ff.
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of the prophet. It is not acceptable that the prophet die, 
and there be a recited qur3an which the Muslims subsequently
agree to drop, except in the doctrine of those who hold

_ othat *naskhf by the ^ijma0 is possible.” If the words
omitted by Yahya are an interpolation, the academic motive 
for their insertion is perfectly clear.

The removal of Qur°anic material, in this manner, after 
the death of the prophet, would once more represent the 
frustration of the divine purpose in the revelation, and 
both those who are prepared to accept with equanimity its 
full implications, as also those who reject them, are united 
in their efforts to explain away cA Disha,s startling state
ment:- "We were too pre-occupied with the preparations, in 
the prophet's sick room to give any thought to the safe
keeping of the sheets, on which the revelations were written, 
and while we were attending to our patient, one of the 
household animals came in from the courtyard, and gobbled 
up some sheets which were below the bedding."

Those who would account for all occurrences here below, 
in terms of divine agency, could see in this unfortunate 
mishap, /

1. »isqat.
2. Mekki, op.cit. fol.4*
3. ibn Qutaiba: Ta»wll Mulditalif al ijiadith, p. 398.
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mishap, nothing incongruous; here indeed, was the working 
of the hand of God. Those others, who failed to seize 
this point, were driven in another direction to disarm the 
words: "were still recited at the time of the prophet's
death": as shown, by ta»wil. In either event the removal
of the words was determined by God and occurred under 
effective divine control.
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PART TWO 

CHAPTER SIX

The second mode of 1naskh' - "naskh al hukm duna al tilawa"»
||M||||||,   ■■■IIHH III I I ■ ■ ■ I .1 ..._x .11 I-L--J L II I II II II Ill illlM f. ■. ..............................................

The second mode of naskh envisages the abrogation of a 
Qur°an ruling. The wording of the text embodying the 
original ruling, alleged to have been abandoned and super
seded by a substitute ruling survives, however, in the texts 
of the revelations9 alongside the wording of the later ruling. 
This is, as IJazimi points out, the 'classic mode of naskh'.

Of the three modes spoken of in the theory, this form alone 
is common to both Qur^an and Sunna and undoubtedly was the 
internal starting-point of all subsequent abrogation theoris
ing. This aspect of abrogation it is, and in its Qur°anic 
aspect alone, which has chiefly attracted such attention as 
western scholars have given to the Muslim discussions on the 
abrogation principles, and it consists, as we see, in the 
continued simultaneous presence in the inherited documents 
of two or more statements thought by the scholars to have 
been recognised by the fathers as in conflict to the point 
of being mutually exclusive. The standard example of this 
classic mode of abrogation phenomena, adduced by Hazimi, 
and by countless other Muslim commentators to prove the 
fact /
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fact of abrogation, and of abrogation in the Qur°an in 
particular, concerns the °idda - the waiting period imposed 
by God upon widows before the expiry of which they may not 
legally contract a valid re-marriage. The Qur=>anic law 
is held to have derived originally from Surat al Baqara, 
v. 240: "And those of you who die and leave widows, a
bequest in favour of the widows of maintenance for a twelve
month without their being turned out." This we shall see, 
conflicts with the legal doctrine, 
v. 234 of the same sura reads:
"And those of you who die and leave widows, such women 
should keep themselves in waiting for four months and ten 
nights." This, it will be seen is the cidda verse proper.

The rulings imposed by the two verses were alleged to 
be in total conflict, but whereas one verse appears to 
state that the °idda should be for a whole year, it could 
also be argued that there exists no present conflict, for 
although that had once been the case, it was so no longer, 
since the other verse so clearly states that the waiting 
period is merely one of four months and ten nights. The 
verse to this effect, had, on its revelation, superseded the 
earlier verse, replacing its ruling by imposing in its 
stead, the new lighter ruling.
It might not perhaps be clear why there should have been 
such widespread concern as is indicated in the literature
on /
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on this question, since there appears to be nobody in Islam 
who insisted, in the working out of the positive law that 
the widow should be required to wait for a whole year be
fore being declared free to re-marry. What can it have 
mattered that the cidda in the distant past had once been 
for twelve months, if all are now agreed that the present 
period is limited to four months and ten nights? There 
could of course have been this theoretical difficulty that 
the Book of God appeared, on this topic, to be divided 
against itself. This might have been relevant internally 
if the Law had in fact been derived from the Qur°an texts. 
Another difficulty of even greater, because practical 
significance to the Muslims for the definition of the °idda, 
occupied the attention of the scholars. This was not the 
question of the length of the cidda, but the question of 
those financial and maintenance provisions understood to 
have been assigned to the widow from the estate of her late 
spouse, under the terms of Q.II,240 and deductible from the 
benefice that might be anticipated by the man's heirs.
Were those provisions to continue for a whole year, as can 
be argued from the QurDan texts? for four months and ten 
days? or could they be shown to have been repealed in toto? 
for this last was the grounds of the widow's treatment in 
certain places.

The scholars, by the simple expedient of linking the 
financial /
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financial provision (matac) to the waiting period (cidda) 
were able to effect, as a first stage in their retrospective 
argument, a Qur^anic origin for the considerable reduction 
that had been achieved in the post-Muhammedan period in 
the claims against estates.
further, by assimilating the bequest (wasiyya) mentioned
in Q.II,240 to other bequests mentioned elsewhere, e.g.
Q.II,180, they could set this aside by declaring all bequests
overtaken and abrogated by the revelation of the Qur^an's

1detailed inheritance regulations in Q.IY.
The first point to be established in a chain of incredibly
complex argumentation was that the °idda had, as a matter
of historical fact, been originally observed for the twelve
months, in order to show that this burden had subsequently

2been abolished.
"The majority of the °ulema!> consider that Q.II,234 is the 
nasikh of Q.II,240, on the grounds that for a brief period 
when a Muslim died and left his widow pregnant- he would 
make a bequest in her favour to finance and accommodate her 
for twelve months on condition that she did not remove from 
his house nor re-marry. This situation was subsequently 
abrogated by the imposition of the four months and ten 
nights 1 /

1. Uahhas, op.cit. p.74*
2. Jas§as, °Ahkam, I, p.498.
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nights* cidda and by the inheritance regulations♦11

The tafsir element in this statement becomes clear, 
when we consider that Q.II,240 speaks of widows in general, 
without reference to whether they be pregnant or otherwise. 
But the unwarranted interpolation of that qualification 
was necessary to prepare the ground for a further assertion 
of abrogation.

The two verses in Q.II, occur, moreover, in an environ
ment of references to many different aspects of marriage 
including such matters as:
the avoidance of sexual intercourse with menstruant women 
(v.222); the regulation of the »ilaD institution, with the 
waiting period for men of four months (v.226); the cidda 
of divorced women (v*228); general divorce definitions 
(w,229-232); regulations on breast-feeding (v.233); the 
°idda of the widow (v.234); proposals of re-marriage to 
widows (v.235); the compositions payable to divorcees 
(vv.236-7); those payable to widows (v.240), and the main
tenance payable to divorced women (v.241).

It is not surprising that a .connection should be easily 
formable between the topics treated of in vv.234/240 which 
affect only widows and the regulations established in Q.LXV 
which, /

1. Nahhas, op.cit., loc.cit.
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which, however, concern not widows, hut divorcees. It is 
from Q.LXV that the qualification of pregnancy has heen 
borrowed, ibn °Abbas is reported to have said that 
Q.II,240 is a reference to the practice of expecting the 
widow to observe the cidda for a whole year, her wants 
being provided for from her late husband's capital. Q.II, 
234 was revealed later imposing a four months and ten 
nights' period on all widows who were not pregnant. 
Subsequently the inheritance verses were revealed in which 
God detailed the individual shares, including the widow's 
and hence, following that revelation, the maintenance and 
the bequest by the dying husband to the widow were abandoned 
(taraka). Here again, the reference to Q.LXV is 
unmistakable.

Those from whom it was reported that Q.II,240 had been 
abrogated included cTJthman. The connection of the collec
tion of the Qur°an and the principles of abrogation is 
clear in an unsuccessful protest that was raised against 
the whole theory of naskh al hukm duna al tilawa shown in
a hadith introduced to document the view that Q.II,234

2 \a _abrogates Q.II,240. cAbdallah b. al Zubeir is said to 
have confronted cUthman and demanded to know why he had 
recorded /

1. Hahhas, loc.cit. p.75*
2. Itq. I, 105.
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recorded in the Qur3an the text of Q.II,240 when he knew it
to have been abrogated (withdrawn/suppressed/replaced)•
cUthman replied that he would on no account alter any part
of the Qursan from the place which he knew it to occupy
in the Holy Book. Even if the ruling be suppressed or
replaced, the words having once been revealed, ai*e quite
properly to be recorded as part of the Qur?an texts. The
dispute is both methodological and semantic. The form
this hadith takes alters with the purpose it serves. It

- 1re-appears in Hahhas1 version in concern over the anomaly 
that an abrogating verse precedes (sc. in the text) the 
verse it abrogates. Again cUthman replies that he would 
on no account interfere with the order of the verses in 
their suras. This is intended to suggest that the arrange
ment of the verses in the suras was revealed, and not the 
work of the Companions. The Muslim sciences, depending 
upon the atomisation of the revealed texts, established the 
rule following the settlement of the principle that in 
abrogation, the later abrogates the earlier, that the 
arrangement of the verses in the Qur^an bears no relation 
to the chronological order of their revelation. The 
protest that Q.II,234 precedes Q.II,240 is thus neutralised. 
cUthman had set down the Qur®an in the order he had learned 
from Muhammad, without regard to the fact that he knew a 
particular /

1. Madias, op.cit. pp.74-5*
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particular verse to have been abrogated (replaced) or that 
its abrogand preceded it in the text order.

The arbitrary nature of all assertions of abrogation 
is shown by the claims of other scholars that no abrogation 
is involved in this matter of the cidda, but that what had 
happened was merely that the 'original cidda* of four 
months and ten nights had been increased by the addition 
of seven months and twenty nights to make up the complete

iyear. This flies in the very face of the doctrine, and
-  2whilst Tabari might seem to favour it, he predicated it,

not of the actual °idda, but of the financial and accommoda
tion provisions. The reverse doctrine is also held: 
that there was no abrogation, but merely a reduction from 
twelve months to four months and ten nights, in the same 
way as the ritual prayers are reduced, for travellers, from
four to two rakcas. This doctrine was documented on the

—  3basis of a transparent tafsir. The opinion is mentioned 
by Bahhas as palpably erroneous, since, if the rule had 
clearly stated that the widow should observe a twelve
months' cidda, providing that she did not leave her
husband's home (at this point, the concept of the cidda 
has /

1. cf. ibn al cArabi, op.cit. I, p. 207*
2. Tafsir, V, p.258, p.261.
3. Hahhas, op.cit., p.76.
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has been confounded with that of the matac) but that, if
she did leave, she was not to be prevented, and the rule
was then abolished in favour of the four months and ten
nights' cidda, during which she might not go out, (at this
point, the law affecting widows has been confounded with
that affecting divorcees.) this was indisputably an instance
of abrogation. ibn al cArabi commits the like confusion:
"It was affirmed under Q.II,240 that the widow might either
elect to leave the husband's home, or remain. This liberty
to choose was abrogated (withdrawn) by God in Q.II,234*"
The alleged restriction is based not on the Qur°an but upon
a tendentious tafsir. The traveller's prayers have,

-  2according to Nahhas, no connection with the cidda.
Besides, it is reliably reported from cA 3isha that she held 
that prayers had originally been imposed as only two rakacas 
which were subsequently increased to four for non-travellers 
only, and remained at the original two for all travellers. 
This, which is the doctrine of a number of scholars, had 
been challenged on the grounds that cA°isha, in spite of 
her alleged doctrine, never shortened the prayers, but 
always, even when travelling, completed four ral£ĵ ®as. i.e. 
there was a counter-hadith. The fuqaha® replied that 
there was no contradiction: ^A^isha's statement as to the
two /

1 • loo.cit.
2. loc.cit.



two rakacas is attested, only, being the Mother of the 
Faithful, she was always among her children, wherever in 
Islam she might alight. Since always and everywhere at 
home, cA°isha was never a travellerI Her doctrine there
fore, could never apply to herself, i.e. the hadith 
conflict had been harmonised.
What finally clinched the abrogation of Q.II,240, was the 
following hadith reported by Zeinab bint °Abi Salama: "I
visited &Umm Habiba, the widow of the prophet, when her 
father, 9 Abu Sufyan b. Harb died. She called for some 
perfume containing cosmetic matter, and smeared a slave- 
girl, and then her own cheeks, saying: !I don't really need
perfume, only I heard the Messenger of God say: It is not
proper for a woman who believes in God and in the Last Hay, 
to mourn a dead man for more than three nights, save only 
her husband, - him she should mourn for four months and ten 
nights.' "

_ -|Hahhas introduces three hadiths, but gives only two. -
Shafici gives all t h r e e N a h h a s *  third (Shafici's
second) is the same as the above, except that instead of
9TJmm Habiba, it features another widow of the prophet,
Zeinab bint Jahsh on the occasion of the death of her
brother, /A

1. Hahhas, op.cit. p.77*
2. Umm, I, p .212.
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brother, cAbdallah. Zeinab smears herself. The prophet's 
words are made the more solemn by being delivered from the 
pulpit. This last is a common device in hadith verifica
tion.
The alternative Zeinab also reports her own mother, °TJmm 
Salama, widow of the prophet saying: "A woman came to the
prophet and said: 'My daughter has just been widowed.
Her eyes are troubling her, may I treat them with kohl?'
The prophet said she might not, repeating his prohibition 
once or twice and adding: 'It is only four months and ten 
nights'. One of you women in the Jahiliyya used to throw 
a handful of dung only on the first anniversary of her 
husband's death.' '*

-  1In 9 Abu °Ubaid, Zeinab reports from three widows of 
the prophet: °Umm Habiba, 9Umm Salama, and Zeinab bint
Jahsh.

Tabari adds to the growing list of Muhammad's widows:
-  2Hhfsa and cA°isha, both of whom are also mentioned by 

-  —  *3Shafici. This gives us a total of five widows of the
prophet'. There was clearly in documenting the Sunna a
determination /

1. op.cit. fol. 87b.
2. Taf. V, p.81.
3. loc.cit. p.213*
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determination to attach, a doctrine affecting widows to a 
widow of the prophet. In such a discussion they would of 
course, be doubly qualified and to three of their number 
a personal qur°an has also been ascribed.
Shafici has inserted these hadiths not in his chapter on the 
cidda but under the Mourning rubric. The confounding of 
mourning with °idda is doctrinised by Shafici, who holds 
that 'all required to observe the °idda of widowhood are 
bound likewise to observe mourning* • The liadiths had 
little to do with the questions we are discussing, but 
represent the attempt to introduce into Islam a notion that 
mourning is an additional obligation of the widow, an idea 
said to have been resisted by al Hasan al Basri as ground- 
less. But because they mention two periods, one of twelve 
months, the other of four months and ten nights, they are 
exploited to identify mourning with cidda and thus to con
vey the impression that the cidda had at one stage been for 
a whole year. The reference to the Jahiliyya, a common
place device in tafsir, is deliberate and designed to give 
the impression that by implication, it represented, by
inclusion, the early days of Islam. The point is well

— ^taken by ibn al cArabi: the widow's cidda in early
Islam, /
1. Urnm, V, p .214.
2. Hahhas, op.cit. p. 77*
3. op.cit. I, p.207.



Islam, as it had been in the Jahiliyya, was for twelve 
months.11
The Qur9an's mention of a twelve month period was unhelpful 
as to dating, as was also the position of the verse in the 
Book, and the hadith was introduced to supply the defi
ciency, by showing that the 'older* twelve-month °idda had 
been shortened by none other than God Himself, as His 
prophet explained, to only four months and ten nights.
Thus, and only thus is the claim that v.24-0 has been abro- 
gated, documented. Nahhas observes that this one hadith 
is "full of fiqh", and from it he derives some eight legal 
propositions, of which two are of immediate interest: that
mourning is obligatory, but that mourning is not imposed 
upon the pregnant widow, for she was excluded by the 
prophet's words 'four months and ten nights' which is the 
6idda of the widow who is not pregnant.

The hadiths exhibit another familiar device in their 
oblique references to Qur9anic expressions, as a means to 
their own verification.
Thus far, the concept of the cidda has been confounded 
with that of the mata°; widowhood with divorce, and mourn
ing with observance of the waiting period.

It would perhaps be helpful before proceeding, to 
clarify /

1. op.cit. p .75•
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clarify the frequent confusion between the pregnant and the 
non-pregnant widows. Neither Q.II,234 nor Q.II,240 makes 
a single reference to the pregnancy of the widow. The 
two verses may therefore be regarded as general, in both 
wording and sense, bearing upon all widows; or, general in 
wording only, but restricted in sense, and to be inter
preted as specific to non-pregnant widows. This last was 
the view of a scholar mentioned by Nahhas who himself 
accords it a measure of approval. If the view were 
justified, the cidda for the pregnant widow would be found 
to be established elsewhere. Only the insistence on 
treating these two Q.II verses as dealing with a common
topic led to this division of opinions. Other scholars,

2under the impression that Q.LXV, v.4, despite its evident 
restriction to the case of the pregnant divorcee, was 
general in both wording and sense, and noting the different 
rule it established, asserted that if Q.II,234 had been 
originally general to 8.11 widows, its application to the

3pregnant widow had been abrogated by Q.LXV,4.
The /

1. op .cit. p .74 •
2. The cidda of the pregnant divorcee is co-terminous with 

her pregnancy.
3. cf. ibn al cArabI. op.cit.I,p.208: if it be objected that 

Q.LXV,4 applies restrictively to divorcees, our reply is
that its connection with pregnant divorcees, does not 
hurt its general application to all pregnant women.



The cidda of the pregnant widow was held, "by analogy, to 
be determined by the birth. This one slender connection
between the qur0an,fs dealing with the widow and those on

*

the divorcee, once forged, fanned out until it had permeated 
the entire field of discussion on the various implications 
of widowhood which are thereby rendered intolerably complex.

-  iSarakhsi argues: "If a widow be pregnant, her cidda in
our view is determined by the childbirth. This was the 
doctrine of ibn cUmar and of ibn Mascud. cAli held that 
she should observe whichever of the two waiting periods was 
the longer - either Q.II,254, or Q.LXV,4* This was because 
the words: 'and those women who are pregnant', of the
latter, imposed upon her the period of the entire pregnancy, 
whereas Q.II,234 imposed only the four months and ten nights. 
The sources ought to be jointly observed so that if she were 
to give birth beford the end of the four months and ten 
nights, she might still not re-marry, since her cidda is 
the longer of the two periods and one should preserve the 
letter of the Qur3an. But it is soundly reported from both 
ibn cUmar and cAbdallah that Q fLXV,4 is "qadi^ya cala,!
Q.II,234* cUmarfs doctrine was that were a widow to give 
birth while her husband still lay on his bier, she had 
quitted her cidda obligation."
Once again, a point of dispute was settled by appeal to the 
hadith./

1. Mabsut,VI,p.30. 2. vide Hamadhani, op. cit. p. 24-5*
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hadith.
ibn Mascud said: 111 challenge whosoever wishes to engage
in mutual oath-taking,^ that the shorter Surat al Nisa3
(i.e. Q.LXV) was revealed later than the words of Q.II,234*n

Il- —The 'proof1 of °Abdallahfs contention and of lcUmarfs
doctrine1 is that Subaica bint al Harith of 3Aslam gave
birth nine days after the death of her husband. She asked
°Abul Sanabil b. Backaka whether she was free to re-marry.

2He replied: fNo, not until the Book shall have expired.1
She then went to the prophet and told him what 3AbuJL) ;A-

6- '•Sanabil had said. The prophet replied: 1°Abul Sanabil 
has not told the truth. The Book has already expired.
If you wish to re-marry, do so.1

-  *5Nahhas tells us that the view that the verse m  
Q.LXV abrogated - or elucidated - Q.II,234 was the opinion 
of the majority of the Companions, the Successors and the 
fuqaha3 including: cUmar, ibn cUmar, ibn Mascud, 3Abu
Mascud, 3 Abu Huraira, ibn al Musayyab, Zuhri, Malik,
3Awzaci, Thawri, °ashhb al ra3y, ShaficI, °Abu Thawr.
The /

1. Mabsut,VI,p.31 has bahaltu; Nahhas, p.75, la cantu.
2. i.e. Q.II,235* Again the verification device of reference 

to the Qur3an.
3. op.cit. pp.75-6.
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The contrary doctrine, that the cidda of the pregnant widow 
was' the longer of the two periods is attributed to cAli, 
between whom and the Companions there occurred an acrimon
ious dispute. cAli accused the younger Companion 3 Abu 
Mascud of lack of knowledge, but he produced the hadith of 
Subaica, which cAli had not heard. The cAli doctrine is 
attributed also to ibn °Abbas, who together with 3 Abu 
Salama, was asked for a fetwa on the question. ibn cAbbas 
replied: ’Her cidda is the longer of the two periods.1
The other said: ’VYhen she gives birth, she is free to
re-marry.* ®Abu Huraira joined in. and agreed with 3 Abu 
Salama. They sent ibn cAbbas’ freedman Kuraib into 3Umm 
Salama, the prophet’s widow. She seht word that Subaica 
had given birth only nights after her husband1s death and 
mentioned this to the prophet who said: ’You are free to
re-marry. *
The view of the younger Companion fails in the face of the 
view of Muhammad. Nahhas concludes that, when instructions 
from the prophet on a disputed question reach us, the 
doctrine of any other is of no account, not least, when, as 
here, there is a text in the Qur3an. Moreover, all the 
scholars are unanimous that if a widow be pregnant after the 
completion of the four months and ten nights she is still 
not free to re-marry. This shows that pregnancy is the 
major consideration.

The /
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The tendency of the Subaica hadith was to propound the 

view that the application of Q.II,234 was unstable: ibn
-  i -Kathir states that the view of ibn cAbbas that she observe 

the longer period, being designed to secure observance of
both ayas, would have been an excellent position but for

- 2the Subai°a report. ibn al cArabi goes further: "Even
if the Subaica hadith were not sound, the ibn cAbbas 
opinion would still not stand up, since pregnancy is dealt 
with at Q.LXV,4* With the childbirth, the object for 
which the cidda was instituted, sc. observation of the 
condition of the womb, has been accomplished. What then, 
would be the point of the additional months? If she 
completed the months, and remained pregnant, no scholar 
would agree that she would be free to re-marry. The 
Subaica hadith removes every anxiety and tops every whim 
and ra°y.u

The scholars had, by application of the distinction 
between pregnant and non-pregnant, improved upon the 
Qur^an1s silence and sown the seed of the idea of the 
conditional nature of even Q.II,234*
cAli and ibn cAbbas conceded, with all other scholars, that 
if still pregnant at the end of the four months and ten 
nights, she was not yet free to re-marry. Their raDy was 
that /

1. Taf *,I,P .284•
2. op.cit. I, p.208.
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- 1that Q.II,254 had not been abrogated* Sarakhsi considered:

that *what muddled °Ali was that childbirth makes it plain
that the womb is unoccupied; whereas, in tarrabus, the
womb is not considered, so much so, that in respect of the
cidda of widowhood, minors and elderly ladies are held to
be under the same obligation as fertile women, as opposed
to their respective positions in the matter of the °idda 

2of divorce* We hold that the cidda was established 
basically to determine that the womb is unoccupied, which 
consideration is manifestly satisfied by childbirth, and 
in the case of the pregnant widow, no further consideration 
applies *1
The inconsistency of this view is clear* If the cidda is 
not merely a period of observation, the only other attribute 
it can have is that of a religious obligation. Neither 
minors, nor non-Muslims have religious obligations, nor do 
elderly ladies have problems with pregnancy. If the womb 
is not considered in tarabbus why should tarabbus be 
determined by the childbirth? cAlifs alleged view was that 
tarabbus and pregnancy were totally independent phenomena, 
neither determining the other, and his qiyas was based on 
the reflection that tarabhus was imposed on women whose 
pregnancy was impossible.

The /

1. Mabsut, YI, pp.31.
2. cf. Q.XXXIII,48.



The artificiality of the connection of mourning with 
the cidda becomes apparent in another dispute on the extent 
of the obligation of a woman widowed without her knowledge. 
cAli is said to have held that her cidda commences when 
she receives news of the husband's death. The Hanafis, 
urging the alleged opinions of ibn cAbbas and ibn Mascud, 
hold that the cidda is reckoned from the actual moment of 
death. The effect of this is that if she does not become 
aware of the death until four months and ten nights have 
elapsed, she observes no cidda. cAli was said to have 
argued that she is required to mourn during her cidda, which 
she cannot do, until she learns that her husband is dead. 
Besides, the cidda is a religious duty to perform which, 
the woman must be aware that it is due. The Hanafis held 
the cidda to be the mere passage of time and time passes 
independently of her knowledge or ignorance of a particular 
fact. The most that would happen in such circumstances, 
is that she would omit to mourn, which has no effect upon 
the ineluctable passage of four months and ten nights.
The ciddafs being a religious obligation is a subsidiary, 
not a primary attribute; it is, for example, imposed upon 
the kitabi widow, although no Islamic religious duty is 
expected of her. (Mabsut, YI, p.32).
Shafici fs view is that mourning is a duty imposed upon 
widows by the Sunna. If unaware of the time of the hus
band ' s /



husband's death, the widow should reckon her cidda from the 
time she became aware that the husband was dead. Should 
the report of his death not reach her until four months and 
ten nights have elapsed from the actual time of death, her 
cidda is accomplished. She need not then embark upon either 
cidda or mourning.
It has not been made clear how childbirth before the expiry 
of the obligatory four months and ten nights * tarabbus 
affects the ineluctable passage of time*

Doubt on the essential connection between the cidda
and the observation of the condition of the womb is likewise
provoked by the doctrine that the cidda is to be observed
regardless of whether the marriage had been consummated or
not* This view was supported by a hadith featuring
cAbdallah b. Mas°ud, whose fetwa, admittedly based on ra°y
was subsequently and happily verified by a report coming

2from the prophet.
- 3Sarakhsi returns to the problem from the linguistic side;

Consummated or not, the institution is known as 'marriage1,a 
participating woman as 'wife'. Q.II,234 specifies 'wives' -
a term which embraces minors, elderly ladies, virgins and 
non- /

1„ Umm, Y, p.208.
2. ibn Kathir, Taf., I, p.284* of. M.St.II, p.147 for an 

assessment of this hadith.
3. loc.cit* p.30.
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non-virgins * The °idda is thus a legal claim residing in 
the institution and aroused by its dissolution.

ibn Kathir informs us”1 from °Abu cUmar b. cAbdul Barr
—  2that ibn cAbbas retracted his alleged earlier opinion in

favour of the doctrine embodied in the Subai°a hadith, as 
is evidenced by the fact that his followers based their 
fetwas on this hadith.

The cidda. of the slave widow is also disputed. Her 
waiting period is held to be half that of the free woman's 
on the analogical consideration that the penalties for any 
infringement of the laws governing marriage would be half

•5those exacted upon the person of a free woman, 
ibn Sirin and some of the Zahiris have objected both that 
Q.II,234 is general in its application to the free and the 
unfree and that the cidda is a physiological matter which 
does not vary with the widow's status.
Another hadith ascribes to ibn Mascud the information that 
the foetus is quickened in the womb after one hundred and 
twenty days from conception. The extra ten nights added 
on, in the cidda, allowed for the shortness of some of the 
months./

1• loc♦ cit.
2. Another harmonisation technique where conflicting hadiths 

are attributed to the same man*
3. Umm, V, p.198.



1581months. This is an interesting example of scientific 
rationalisation. The physiological considerations doubtless 
also underlie the opinion from 0Ahmed that the cidda of the
umm walad is the same as that for the free woman. But it
is also related from °Ahmed that he repudiated this view, 
together with the hadith which had induced it. The * equal 
idda doctrine1 is reported from: ibn al Musayyab; Mujahid;
Sac3db.'Jubeir; al Hasan al Basri; ibn Birin; DAbu Ayyad; cHmar
b. 0Abdul cAziz, and it is said that during his caliphate,

- 2Yazid b. cAbdul Malik had applied it.
£>Awzaci, &Ishaq b. Rahawaihi, ^Ahmed, Tawus and Qatada had 
held that the cidda of umm al walad is two months and five 
nights.
»Abu Hanifa and his followers; Thawri; al Hasan b. Salih b.• * * • *

Hayy; cAli; ibn Mascud; cAta!>; * Ibrahim - are all said to 
have held that her cidda is for three menstrual cycles.
Malik; Shafici and 0Ahmed said one menstrual cycle, which is 
held to have been the doctrine of : ibn cUmar, Shacbi;
Makhul; al laith; °Abu cUbaid; °Abu Thawr and the 'mass of 
the scholars*.
Malik said: If she is non-menstruant, her cidda is three
months.
Shafici and the 'mass of the scholars* held one month.

Others /

1, ibn Kathir, loc^cit. p.285*
2. ibid.
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Others argued that Q.II,234 and Q.II,240 continued

_ iindependently valid but, In Nahhas' view, they were speak
ing nonsense, for they based their view on the argument
that a widow may not spend the night away from the matri- 

2monial home* He argues that were this the sound view, 
they would have to linger under this ban for a whole year# 
But, in any case, there is no reported ^ijma0 on the question 
of the widow1s having to stay indoors* The first generation 
of Muslims, as also those who followed them, were divided 
on this question. Those who insisted that she must stay 
at home, included: °Umar; cUthman; T̂Jmm Salama; °Abdallah
and ibn cUmar. In this view they were followed by the 
majority.
Malik holds that the widow might pay calls after the night 
prayer, but might on no account spend the night elsewhere 
than in the matrimonial home. This was also the doctrine 
of: Laith; Thawri; ^Abu Hanifa and ShaficI. Shaibani
said: Neither the widow, nor the woman divorced absolutely

3may leave the matrimonial home in any circumstances.
Sarakhsi distinguishes between the divorced and the widowed 
in this respect:^ No woman, either absolutely divorced, or 
under /
1 . op.cit. p .78.
2. The matter is not mentioned in Q.II,234; it is alleged to 

be in v.240. This has however, been confused with Q.LXV,1.
3* Shafici describes this as the view of a 1 so-called scholar 

Umm,V,p.217-
4 . Mabsut, 71, p.32.
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under only one pronouncement of divorce, whether final, or
retractable, may leave the matrimonial home, by night or by
day, until the expiration of her °idda, since God says:

- 1"They will not go out." ibn alcArabi says: There is no
possibility of the widow’s removing from the husband’s home. 
This is the view of all scholars, except ibn cAbbas, cAta=> 
and Thawri, who were under the misapprehension, he says, that 
Q.II,240 had not been repealed. There is here, a further 
confusion between ’going out* and ’removing’, for both of 
which, the Arabic uses: kharaja. ibn al cArabi qualifies 
the word by saying: khuruj intiqal.^ On ’khuruj al cibada’, 
he reports that ibn cAbbas and cA$ad, again, held the view 
that widows might perform the obligation of the pilgrimage 
and the c umra.
Both °Umar and ibn cUmar took the opposite view, and cUmar 
used to intercept women in cidda who intended the pilgrimage, 
and sent them home.
Sarakhsi, reporting this attitude from both °Umar and 

iV — ^cAbdallah, specifically states that the intercepted ladies 
were widows. We are thus again face to face with a con
founding of QurDanic regulations. In Q.II,240, governing 
widowhood, /

1 . op.cit. I, p.209 *
2. Bor Shafici’s discussion consult Umm, V, pp.209-12.
3. loc.cit. p.36.
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widowhood, occur the words; ghair °ikhraj; they shall not be 
evicted. In Q.LXV,1: la tukhrijuhunna wa la yakhru^na;
You shall not evict them, nor shall they go out. Much 
depends, however, on the punctuation.
This last ruling, we have already pointed out, has been 
transferred from the divorced to the widowed by, e.g. ibn 
al °Arabi; The widow’s liberty of choice to remove was 
abolished by the imposition of the tarabbus in Q.II,234*
This explains his statement that ibn cAbbas was under the 
impression that v.240 had not been abrogated.
Those who held that widows might go out, even for the pil
grimage, included cAli. This is attested as his opinion 
from the report that when cUmar was murdered, cAli removed, 
the victim’s widow, his own daughter, °tJmm Kulthum, from
cUmar’s house, before the completion of her cidda, to his

1 -  2 own house. Sarakhsi, in a single sentence, both reports
this of cAli and of 3Umm Kulthum, and relates an identical
hadith reporting this of cA^isha and her sister, (who also
has the name °Umm Kulthum), and whom cA°isha removed on the
death of the husband, Talhah b. cUbaidallah. The opinion

3 -is also reported^ from ibn cAbbas, who argued that God had
imposed /

1. Kahhas, op.cit. p*78.
2. loc.cit. p.36.
3. Tab., taf., V, p.86.
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imposed upon the widow merely the requirement to observe 
the cidda, without stipulating where she should do this.
She could, in his view, keep the cidda where she pleased

Thawri relates, via ibn Juraij, as from cAta0, as from
- 1ibn cAbbas:

"Neither the widowed, nor the divorced is required to remain
in her'house, nor is either entitled to maintenance
This * required to remain in her house1 acquired a shift in
meaning.

- 2Tahawi says: "The widow, pregnant or not, is entitled to
neither accommodation nor maintenance♦" Sarakhsi1 s ability 
to distinguish the divorced from the widowed is explicitly 
derived from this question:
11 The women who lost their husbands complained of loneliness 
to ibn Mascud, and he granted them, exceptionally, permission 
to exdhange visits in daytime providing that they did not 
spend the night away from their homes.11

Shafici knows this hadith,^ but from the prophet:
"The women widowed at »Uhud, complained of loneliness to the 
prophet, /

1* Nahhas, loc.cit. p.73.
2. Mukh. P.220.
3. loc.cit. p.32.
4* Umm, V, p.217.
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prophet, who permitted them to visit by day, providing they 
returned to their homes by nightfall."

Sarakhsi argues that the principle involved is that 
in the widow's cidda there is no entitlement to financial 
support and they have to go out to earn their living, as 
opposed to the divorced, who are financially provided for, 
and hence have no occasion to leave the house. One there
fore worked back towards the source of these conclusions, 
from these consequential modifications in the derived 
details. In addition to cAli and ibn °Abbas, cA°isha and 
Jabir are credited with the opinion that the widow need not 
keep to her house. This makes four companions advocating
this view, some of whom employed the Qur°an in evidence,

-  2 -but, says Nahhas, the Qur^an is against them since the
3word., tarabbus means: they must shut themselves away.

Tabari holds that the word m e a n s t h e y  must shut themselves 
away for the period of the cidda, from seeking re-marriage; 
refrain from the use of perfume and cosmetics and pretty 
clothes; and desist from removing from the matrimonial home. 
All this they must do for four months and ten nights.

ibn /

1 . loc.cit #
2. Nahhas, op.cit. p.78.
3. i.e. the Tafsir is against them'.
4. ^ab., "taf., Y, p. 79*
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—  iibn al cArabi: the word means waiting, and its

referents are three: marriage; perfumes and beautification
and going out# i.e. widowhood, divorce and mourning are now 
all three confounded in a single statement.
An additional evidence against the four Companions, is

2furnished by the prophet himself, when he said to Buraica: 
Remain in your house, until the Book shall expire- The 
hadith represents for ibn al cArabi,^ conclusive evidence 
that the liberty to choose whether to remain or to remove 
had been repealed. This further suggests to him that she 
is therefore entitled to her accommodation.

Bor Nahhas,^ it provides evidence, against ibn cAbbas,
that the widow may not go out, but is obliged to remain at

- 6home. Sarakhsi sees in it evidence that the widow may go 
out by day, for he observes that the prophet did not scold 
Buraica for leaving her house, which she must have done, to 
come and consult him. The widow may not, however, spend a 
single night away from the matrimonial home. Travelling, 
whether for the purposes of the pilgrimage or otherwise, is 
banned /

1 . op .cit * I, p.208.
2. Nahhas, op.cit. p.76.
3. cf. Q.II,235.
4. op.cit. I, p.207.
3. loc.cit. p.78.
6. op.cit., YI, p.32.
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*1banned for the period of the °idda.

Those who had sought to resist the view that Q.LXY 
abrogated Q#11,240 were finally defeated.

■ These discussions are fascinating, hut are purely
academic, departing as they do, to a greater or lesser
extent, from the wording of the Qur3an which, however, they
affect to employ. All are directed at the ulterior question
of the widow's entitlements. Apart from the hadith we

2looked at above, the sole authority for the assertion that
there had ever been a twelve-month cidda, and that there had
been an acknowledged restriction on the widow's freedom of
movement, occurs in an isolated tafsir-hadith attributed to * •
ibn cAbbas: Commenting on Q.II,240, he is alleged to have
said: "When a man died, leaving a widow, she observed her
cidda for a whole year in the husband's home, her expenses 
being met out of his capital. God subsequently revealed 
Q.II,234 which is now the cidda of the widow, unless she be 
pregnant, in which case, her cidda terminates when the preg
nancy terminates. G-od, in Q.IY,12, detailed the widow's 
inheritance and so abandoned (taraka) both the wasijfyah and 
the maintenance." The allegation is then, that Q.II,234 
concerned /

1. Sarakhsi has: hatta tanqadi ciddatuki.
2. vide supra, p. 146.
3. Tab., 1;af. Y, p.2 5 5.
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concerned only the non-pregnant. The pregnant widow is 
dealt with at Q.LXV,4.
Tabari’s isnad: cAbdallah b. Salih - Mucawiyah - cAli b.
»AbI Talha - ibn °Abbas.
Nahhas1 isnad? 5 Abu Salih - Mucawiyah - cAli b. °Abi Talha -

— — 2 -ibn °Abbas. °Abu °Ub8,id, a century earlier than Tabari, has
the same hadith, with an isnad identical with Tabari's.♦ ^ •

Of the three versions, Nahhas* lacks the words: in the
7 * •

husband’s house. The position of the words: unless she
be pregnant: betrays their origin in tafsir-disputes,

lA —exemplified in the ’assertion* of cAbdallah that Q.LXY had 
been revealed later than Q*11,240. The tafsir-hadiths
would be posterior to theoretical disagreements. In the

- - 3same section, Tabari quotes, as from Qatada: ’’When a woman
was widowed, she was entitled to both accommodation and 
maintenance for a year from the husband’s capital, so long 
as she did not r e m o v e T h i s  was subsequently abrogated by 
the revelation of Q.IY in which God stipulated her specific 
share of the estate. The °idda is four months and ten 
nights. God revealed Q*II,234. This abrogated the previous 
situation of the twelve-month arrangement 
While /

1 . op.cit* p.75 *
2. fol.87a.
3. loc.cit. p.2 5 4*
4• ma lam takhruj.
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While it may be possible to infer from this that Q.II,234 
abrogated v*240, Qatada does not actually say that the °idda 
had ever been twelve months. (The old twelve-month arrange
ment had two aspects: throughout that period maintenance
was payable out of the estate, providing the widow did not 
remove herself voluntarily from the matrimonial home, in 
which the heirs were obliged to provide her with accommoda
tion. No particular °idda is mentioned. If, even at that 
stage, it had been four months and ten nights, the two verses 
are reconcilable with ease. The widow might not re-marry

ifor four months and ten nights, but beyond that period, if 
she wished to avail herself of it, accommodation and finan
cial provision must be made available to her, up to a period 
of one year from the husband's death. If, during the course 
of the year, but, after completion of the compulsory cidda 
of four months and ten nights, she chose to remove to alter
native accommodation, there was nothing in the Qurdan to 
hinder her, nor would any blame attach in that case to the 
heirs. But her maintenance rights are alleged to have been 
superseded by the Qur°an's allotting to her a specific share 
in the dead husband's estate.
A comparison of the Tabari version with that of Nahhas, 
suggests that there may have been some misunderstanding of 
Qatada1s /

1. Nahhas, p.74, has: ma lam talchruj fatatazawwaj.

________________________________________________________________________________________ I
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Qatada's reported views, possibly facilitated, by the

-  1absence of punctuation symbols. Nahhas gives:
"Q.II,240 was abrogated by Q.II,234. Provision for a year
without eviction was repealed and replaced by the inheritance
shares. The cidda is four months and ten nights.” There
is no assertion that the cidda had ever been twelve months,
and to this extent, the hadith differs from the one ascribed
to ibn 6Abbas. What seems to have been held abrogated by
the inheritance shares, is the 'provision for a twelve-month'.
What seems to have been thought abrogated by the four months
and ten nights is 'not evicting her for a year.' It is,
however, unfortunately, not clear whether Qatada thought
there was any obligation to provide accommodation for the
shorter period. The scholars show two views on this:
neither provision nor accommodation need be offered; no
provision, but only accommodation should be offered.
Shafici seems somewhat uncertain on the obligation to provide

2accommodation. "Since her accommodation is mentioned in
the same verse as the financial provision, it is possible
that it too, has been abrogated, whether for the year, or
for the shorter period, as the financial provision for the
year, and for less, had been abrogated. It is also possible 
that /



that the accommodation was abrogated from the year, but 
endorsed for the shorter period and that the widow is 
included in the general category of women observing cidda.
On divorced women, G-od says: 'Do not evict them and they
shall not go out*1 Since He imposed an obligation to 
accommodate the divorced, and as the widow has at least this 
much in common with the divorced, that she has to observe 
an °idda, it may be that the widow is also entitled to 
accommodation. If this be not the case, then the obligation 
to accommodate her was contingent upon the longer twelve
month regulation. What I recall from the scholars is that 
the widow is entitled to accommodation but not to maintenance.” 
Tabari quotes1 al Rablca as having commented on Q*11,240s 
"This was before the revelation of the inheritance verses. 
Originally the widow was entitled to accommodation and 
maintenance for the whole year if she desired it. This was 
abrogated by Q#IV which laid down her specific settlement 
from the husband's property. The cidda was prescribed in 
Q .II, 234 *
This statement encourages the strong impression that the 
final sentence in Tabari's version of the Qatada opinion may 
have become displaced and probably should follow immediately 
after the mention of Q»IV. A suggested alternative reading 
would /

1. loc .cit. p .255 *
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would be: "G-od appointed her a specific share: one eighth 
if he had had offspring; one quarter in the absence of off
spring. This abrogated the previous arrangement of the 
twelve-month. Her cidda is four months and ten nights, for 
God said: 'They will keep themselves in waiting for four
months and ten nights.' "
This gives an interpretation to which the Nahhas' version 
lends itself without difficulty especially since his: wa
nasakha al hawl : appears to be verbal, it is masculine, and 
probably also passive : wa nusikha al hawl.

—  —  -iAnother Tabari hadith from Suddi, perhaps makes this 
clearer :
"When Q.II,240 was revealed, a man would make a bequest in 
favour of his widow, in order to provide her with accommoda
tion and maintenance for a year. Her cidda was four months 
and ten nights. If she left his house on the completion of 
her cidda, her right to the maintenance lapsed. This is 
referred to in God's words : 'But if they go out* : This
was before the revelation of the inheritance verses. The 
share, specifically allotted to widows, supplanted the 
maintenance provisions. Thus, after the revelation of Q.IV 
the widow had the right to neither accommodation nor 
maintenance•"

Again /

1. loc.cit. p.256-7-
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Again no attempt is made to insinuate that the cidda 

had ever been for a year. The hadlths to the effect that 
it had been come immediately under suspicion, as being in 
support of only one interpretation, and that not the most 
obvious - an interpretation, indeed, which has every 
appearance of being an after-thought, a posterior defence 
of a prior view which we might be convinced only with the 
greatest difficulty had its origin in the Qur^an.

What is more interesting is that there is also no 
attempt to.argue that Q.II,234 abrogated Q. 11,240. The 
abrogand is thought to have been Q.IV,12. This clue makes 
it .quite definite that the doctrine does not originate from 
Q.II, an impartial reading of which makes it obvious that 
each of the verses concerns a quite different topic. v .234 

established the °idda of widowhood and was followed imme
diately by v.235: 'Nor is there any harm in your indicating
clearly your wish to marry women; nor in your doing so in 
the secret of your heart. God is aware that you will 
mention it to them hereafter; but make no secret promises 
to them, unless it be that you employ acceptable speech and 
make no firm engagements to marry until the Book shall have 
expired.'
The hadiths had not hesitated to go to the Qur°an and exploit 
this final phrase to render themselves more genuine-sounding.

v.240 required the heirs to provide one year's mainte
nance /



nance and accommodation in favour of the widow, as a right 
to which she was entitled, and expressly forbade them to 
turn her out of the matrimonial home during the twelve 
months. Tabari realised that this 'remaining in the home1 
and the mourning the husband over that long period had never

ibeen an obligation divinely imposed upon the widow, but was 
merely something God had declared lawful, if she chose to do 
it. But if she chose to leave the home, no responsibility 
thereby accrued to the heirs, nor to the widow, in respect of 
her own lawful behaviour. If she chose to leave freely, 
and with no pressure from any quarter, that was her perfect 
Qur°an-given right, and no guilt would attach to the heirs 
for not seeking to hinder her.

There being no topic in common between the two verses, 
there can be no conflict, and hence no talk of abrogation.
One naturally asks why it was apparently so important to the 
scholars to assert this abrogation. A serious practical 
difficulty in the matter of the widow's rights to both 
financial and accommodation provision was that this benefit 
was /

1. Tab. loc.cit. p.261.
2. cf. Mishnah, Ket.,12 : "If a widow said: 'I do not wish to 

leave my husband's house', the heirs cannot say to her:
'Go to thy father's house, and we will maintain thee', but 
they must maintain her in her husband's house and give her 
a dwelling befitting her condition."
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was seen to have been established in her favour by the Boole 
of God (Q.II,240). An obvious clash of material interest
had arisen between the widow and her fellow-heirs, for it 
could be legitimately argued on her behalf by those acting 
for her, that hers was a dual entitlement: under Q.IV and
Q #11 - once as widow, and again as beneficiary. By linking 
the financial entitlements under Q.11,240, to the cidda, one 
could defend the considerable reduction that had been imposed 
against the widow's claims as widow. This was achieved by 
'showing' that the cidda had once been for a whole year, and 
that the financial and accommodation provisions had been 
intimately linked to it. V/hen this had been subsequently 
reduced to only four months and ten nights, the provision 
had been affected accordingly. Iiadiths introduced to make 
this case, gave plausibility to the assertion that Q.II,240 
had been seen to have been repealed on the revelation of 
v.234- Abrogated, Q#11,240 would cease in its entirety to 
be valid. Q*11 ,234 mentioned only the cidda and was now 
silent on the provision and the accommodation. The accommo- 
dation and the maintenace, it was argued, had both been 
withdrawn by God. Purther hadiths about keeping to the 
house had obscured the issue, for if this were an obligation, 
it might perhaps be tenable that the provision ought in 
justice to be made for it. There was thus a reserve ration
alisation of the practice. Q.II,240 had spoken of the 
provision as a bequest (wa^ijryah)♦ This bequest was assimi-1
lated /
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lated to all other "bequests mentioned in the Qur°an and 
declared, like them, to have been abrogated on the revelation 
of the inheritance regulations. The difficulty that it 
might have been arguable that, with the cidda now reduced 
from twelve months to four months and ten nights, the 
financial•and accommodation provisions had been similarly 
curtailed, and thus were still in force for the shorter 
period, could be evaded. That this difficulty is not in 
fact referred to with any frequency in the literature, 
suggests that the actual mechanism of reasoning had operated 
the other way round. The validity of the widow’s bequest 
(wasi|ya) had been the first to be questioned in the working 
out of the complex rules governing inheritances, and 
assertions about the abrogation of Q.11,240 appended supple
mentary reinforcement of the settled doctrine that inheri
tance rights disqualify all other rights to benefit.
I!I know of no one,11 Shafici tells iis,̂ rrwho has expressed a 
view other than that the financial provision in favour of 
the widow, whether for the whole year, or for the shorter 
period, has been abrogated.”
To support this doctrine, the scholars, significantly, were 
forced to go outside the Qur3an. We know that Malik’s 
position was that the inheritance verses had abrogated the 
bequest to the parents, whereas some of his followers had 
found /

1. Umm, IV, p.28.



found the abrogand in the Sunna. Shafici's thinking on the
-  1question is outlined in the Hisalah: "God says; 'Enjoined

upon you when death comes to one of you and he possess 
property, is the obligation to make a bequest to both parents 
and to the nearest of kin.' (Q.II, 180). G-od also says;
'And those of you who die, and leave widows, a bequest in 
favour of the widow of provision for a twelve-month.' 
(Q.II,240). G-od further revealed the inheritance shares 
of the parents, the nearest of kin and of the spouses.
The two verses, are therefore capable of being read so as 
to confirm, as an obligation, the bequest to the parents, 
the nearest kin and the spouse, over and above the inheri
tance rights. In effect, they would benefit twice. 
Alternatively, they could be read so as to show that the 
inheritance rights abrogated the bequest obligation. The 
Qur°an's ambiguity has forced the scholars to seek an indi
cation elsewhere in the Book of God, which however, they 
failed to find. They turned to the Sunna, where, whatever 
they accept from the prophet, they accept, as from God, 
owing to His having imposed upon them the explicit obliga
tion to obey His Messenger. We note that the muftis and

PA
the Maghazi scholars, both of Quraish, and of other tribes, 
are not in disagreement on the view that in the year of the 
conquest of Mecca, the prophet said: 'There is to be no
bequest /

1. vide His. pp.21-2; cf. Umm, IY, pp.27 ff.
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bequest in favour of an heir.'
This they have transmitted from the maghazi scholars, with 
whom they were in contact. It is therefore, a, universal 
transmission which is in some respects, stronger than an 
isolate tradition. We have also noted that, on the basis 
of this hadith, the scholars were united on this question. 
Some Syrians relate the hadith, but in a manner unacceptable 
to the hadith party, and hence we relate it from the prophet, 
munqatic, but we accept it, by reason of its transmission 
from the maghazi specialists and by reason of the general
unanimity. Although we have mentioned the hadith, we have

1 -  -relied, instead, upon the maghazi specialists at large, and
upon the unanimity. This leads us to conclude that the 
revealed inheritances abrogated bequests to parents and 
spouses on account of the general maghazi tradition, the 
munqati0 tradition from Ifujahid and the unanimity in favour 
of the doctrine I1- the °ijmac is the decisive criterion.

"The majority hold that the bequest to the nearest of 
kin is likewise abrogated - where they are heirs, by reason 
of their inheriting; where they are not heirs, by reason 
of there being no obligation to make a bequest in their 
favour. Tawus, and a few who follow him, hold that the 
bequest /

1. An appalling dereliction from the standards he requires 
in the hadiths of others1.
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bequest is abrogated in respect of parents, but persists in 
favour of such of the nearest of kin as are not heirs. 
Bequests to persons quite unrelated, are, he held, not 
however, permitted. Since the QurDan is certainly capable 
of being interpreted in the sense of Tawus* doctrine, (for 
the maghazi hadith says no more than that there is to be no 
bequest to one who inherits) scholars, in our opinion, 
should seek an indication which shall be contrary to Tawusf 
interpretation of the verse. In fact, we find that the 
Messenger of God, in the case of six slaves, possessed by 
a man, who owned no other property, and who bad declared 
them to be manumitted on the event of his death, judged that 
two only should go free, and the rest continue in slavery. 
This shows clearly that the prophet deemed that the manu
mission on death was in the nature of a bequest. The owner 
of these slaves was an Arab, and an Arabian possesses only 
mamlukes of non-Arab stock with whom he has no blood 
relation. The prophet endorsed the legitimacy of that 
bequest, which argues that bequests in favour of quite 
unrelated persons are quite permissible. The self-same 
hadith also established that no bequest may exceed one-third 
of a man's property. Given this restriction, bequests in 
favour of persons unrelated, and a fortiori of persons 
related - providing they be not heirs - are lawful."

This is a fair example of the way in which the Qur°an, 
declared /
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declared to be ambiguous, is to be interpreted in the light 
of the Sunna, declared to come from the prophet# The 
hadith: la wasijjyah li warithin - which is clearly a legal 
maxim, did not extend to the disqualification of the Qur°anfs 
mention of ’the nearest of kin’. This, therefore, unless 
one was prepared to accept Tawus1 interpretation of the 
Qur^an, in the light of only the one hadith, must be sought 
in a second hadith, itself posterior to the doctrine that 
bequests are limited to one-third.

-i“There are three views on the matter: that the obli
gation to make a bequest is abrogated in toto. That was
the view of ibn cAbbas who said, fThe bequest to parents and 
nearest of kin is abrogated*1
Mujahid said: ’The issue used to inherit. The ascendants
and the kin benefitted only by ad hoc bequests. Subsequen
tly the parents, on gaining the right to inherit, were
denied the right to benefit by bequest. The son of Tawus 
reported his father as saying: ’Bequests to parents are
abrogated, and assigned to the nearest of kin.’

All heirs are excluded from benefit by bequest; such
of the kin who are not heirs may benefit by bequest. This
is reported by cIkrimah as from ibn cAbbas, and is the
doctrine /

1. ibn al Jawzi, Nawasikh al Qur°an, f. 26.



doctrine of; al Hasan; Bahhak, and DAbul cAliyyah.

Qatada said: Inheritance bars from bequest. Bequests
are permitted to non-heirs, related or not."
Tawus1 reported opinion that non-inheriting kin might, as 
of right, continue to benefit by bequest, under the terms of 
the aya is unexceptionable, if the Qur°an is to be treated 
as an independent sovereign source. It was set aside by 
the majority, without reference to either Qur°an or Sunna.
The hadith on the slaves merely 1 establishesf that unrelated 
persons may benefit, not that related persons may not benefit. 
The Sunna is, to this extent, deficient. Shafici re
instated the Tawus opinion, not however, after consideration 
of the Qur°an, but by reasons of conclusions he reached 
privately (and by istihbab) from the negative deriving from 
the hadith.

The Hanafis argued that both Q.II,240 and Q.II,180 had 
been set aside by the Sunna, but Sarakhsi was clearly 
embarrassed by this view of his predecessors and is at pains 
to polish their unsophisticated argument.

"In the QurDan, there was textual provision for 
obligatory bequests to parents and kin. This was abrogated 
by the Sunna: la wasiyyah li warith. This is a mashhur
sunna. /

1. =>Usul, II, p.69.
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sunna. It may not be held that this Qui°anic obligation 
was set aside by the QurDanfs imposition of the inheritance 
rights, since the Qur°an, in Q.IV, concerned itself with 
imposing a second right in their favour. Their rights, 
under the inheritance laws are not in conflict with further 
rights which might be established in their favour elsewhere 
by some other revelation. Where there is no conflict, 
there is no abrogation. Nor may any assert the possibility 
that one right was abrogated by a Qur°an, revealed to that 
end, but subsequently abrogated, as to its wording alone, 
with only the ruling continuing operative. For, to open 
that door, would lead to hesitation concerning the entire 
shari0a, since it could be said that there is no rule but 
might have been abrogated by a qur°an revealed, and subse
quently abrogated, as to its wording alone. This would 
lead straight to what the Rafidls assert concerning numerous 
verses alleged to have contained the divine appointment of 
°Ali to the imamate, whose wording however, has not come 
down to us# They also contend that the apparent sense of 
what has been revealed, carries an esoteric sense, which, 
however, we do not apprehend. The prophet did, as also did 
the Holy Family. They assert that many rules are hidden 
to us, for knowledge of which, only reference to the Holy 
Family will avail. The Muslims have unanimously rejected 
this doctrine.
The inheritance verse expressly mentions, after the inheri
tance /
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tance, an undefined bequest. The bequest which had been 
earlier imposed was, however, defined by the article*
If this last had still been operative, at the time of the 
revelation of the inheritance verses, these must surely 
have spoken of an acknowledged, and hence a defined bequest! 
The later lack of definition, proves the abrogation of the 
earlier rule. Moreover, abrogation is of two sorts : the 
establishment of a ruling in such a way as to indicate the 
termination of a ruling hitherto in force; and, the trans
ferring the same ruling from one object to another, as 
occurred for example, when the direction of prayer, although 
remaining an obligation, was transferred from Jerusalem to 
the Kacba. The abrogation of the bequest to the parents 
and kin by the revelation of the inheritance verses was of 
this sort# God had originally delegated to men the desig
nation of the share He wished to be passed on to each of the 
two groups, according to the degree of the relationship 
between the legator and the legatee. Subsequently, however, 
God took personal charge of specifying the share due to each 
in an unambiguous manner. Thus the rule 011 bequests to 
parents and kin was determined; its object being now 
attained in the most efficacious manner. This is what was 
alluded to by the prophet when he said: fGod has appointed
to every claimant his due right - there will be therefore no
bequest to any heir.*
Abrogation /

1. cf. Mekkis op.cit. Qauluhu: al wasiyyah lil walidain.



Abrogation, effected, in this manner, is equivalent to 
transfer. We hold that the termination of the obligation 
to make the bequest in favour of parents and kin is ascer
tainable from the Qur°an, but that the abrogation of the 
legitimacy of making such bequests is not so ascertaanable, 
since the termination of the obligation does not necessarily 
imply, the termination of the legitimacy of doing so. We 
come to learn that the abrogation of the obligation implied 
the termination of the legitimacy solely from the Sunna.
In this sense alone, is it proper to refer to the Qur5an in 
proof of the abrogation of the bequests in favour of the 
parents and the nearest kin*11

Shafici preserved "from more than one specialist in 
QurDan science the assertion that Q.II,240 was revealed 
earlier than Q*IY. Some held that Q.II,240 had been 
revealed simultaneously with Q.II,180 and that the bequest 
to the wife was restricted to the year's maintenance. This 
meant clothing her, accommodating her and that the husbandfs 
kin were prohibited from evicting her from the matrimonial 
home, although she was not forbidden from voluntarily 
removing herself, which, if she did, reflected no guilt upon 
the husband's heirs, nor upon the husband, if they had no 
hand in her removal, nor indeed, upon the widow herself.
But, if she did remove, she would simply relinquish a right 
to which she had a proper and valid claim. The scholars 
held /
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held that the bequest covering her needs for the twelve 
months had been abrogated, God declared her to be entitled, 
instead, to a specific inheritance allotment. He imposed 
upon her the four months and ten nights1 cidda, during which 
period, she is not to go out, even voluntarily, and before 
the expiry of which, she is not free to re-raarry. The Sunna 
has indicated her obligation to remain in the matrimonial 
home until the Book shall have expired, unless she be 
pregnant, in which case, her cidda is determined by the 
childbirth, be this late or soon, the termination of the 
pregnancy superseding the four months and ten nights. That 
the bequest of the year*s maintenance had been set aside
by the inheritance laws of Q.IY is a matter on which, to my
knowledge, there is neither discussion nor disagreement 
among scholars. Nor is it disputed that the widow must 
observe a four months and ten nights1 cidda. The doctrine 
of the majority of scholars coincides with the Sunna, to the
effect that the cidda of the pregnant widow, and of all
pregnant women required to observe an cidda, is determined 
by the childbirth. The same is true for the majority 
doctrine that she must observe her cidda in the matrimonial 
home and has no liberty to remove. That also coincides 
with the conclusions to be derived from the Sunna,"

ShaficI showed himself no more able than his predeces
sors /

1. Umm, Y, p.205.
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sors to rid his mind of this confusion between *without 
evicting them* of Q. II,240 and *do not evict them, nor shall 
they go out* of Q.LXY. A mind unburdened by any necessity 
to see abrogation as between Q.II,240 and Q*11,254 would 
have had no difficulty in reading both Baqara verses, and 
Q.LXY, and appreciating that all three treat independently 
of their respective topics, with no need of ever being 
brought together for comparison. Shafici's constant habit 
of referring, on the question of financial provision and 
accommodation rights from Q.II to Q.LXY, on the plea that 
both concern women obliged to observe an cidda, would have 
similarly been quite unnecessary if his earliest predecessors 
had taken the QurDan as their starting-point, and had kept 
in view the essential distinction between the divorced and 
the widowed, for each of which the Qur5an had legislated 
separately. Shafici himself failed to resolve the problem 
of the accommodation rights. It is clear that scholars 
who transfer the obligation to remain in the matrimonial 
home (if there be such an obligation) from the divorced to 
the widowed, likewise transfer from the husband of the 
divorced, to the husband of the widowed, the obligation to 
provide that accommodation. But the husband of a widow, 
Shafici ruefully observes, is already dead. This essential 
distinction between him and the husband of the divorced, 
raises fundamental theoretical questions on property rights.
It is perhaps natural that the distinction made between the 
cidda /
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cidda of the widow who is pregnant, and of the widow who is 
not pregnant, should arise, especially after the widow, 
pregnant or otherwise, had been denied her Qur°anic right 
to the yearfs financial support and accommodation. Although 
the Qur°an does not allude to pregnancy, the possibility of 
its occurrence may well underlie the generous provisions of 
Q.II,240, which would allow for any normal pregnancy. Once 
however made, the distinction was exploited to reinforce the 
connection alleged to exist between Q,11,234 and Q.LXY,4 and 
thus provide another link in the chain of arguments urging 
the fact of the abrogation of Q.11,240. The Muslim exegete, 
observing that the right to remove, mentioned in v.240, and 
unrestricted by any minimum or maximum time-limit, and 
assuming - on the basis of mere assertion - that v .234 had 
been revealed later, concluded e silentio, that that right, 
since no longer mentioned, was no longer valid, and so forged 
yet another connection to his reading of Q.LXY,1: *You shall
not evict them, nor shall they remove.1

- 1"Q.II,240 contained four 3ahkam: the year, later reduced
to four months and ten nights; the financial and accommoda
tion rights, abrogated by the inheritance regulations; God 
had originally awarded these to her as a bequest, as He had 
provided for the parents and the nearest of kin. All were 
abrogated by the inheritance regulations. There was also
mourning, /

1. Jassas, °Ahkam, I, p.498.
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mourning, indicated by the aya, but endorsed by the Sunna. 
Fourthly, her right to remove, the prohibition of which is 
endorsed (by not having been abrogated in v.2 34)«"

If one reads the whole Baqara passage from v.234 to 
v.2 4 0, on the assumption that the verses dealing with both 
widowhood and divorce were revealed as a unit, in which 
v.234 stipulated the minimum period that must elapse before 
the re-marriage of the widow is permissible, and v .240 the. 
financial and accommodation arrangements to be made in her 
favour for that period, it is clear that she retained, 
because she had never lost her right to remove, if she 
wished to do so. The doctrine that she had lost that right, 
is the residue of an argument that the cidda had been 
reduced from an original twelve-month, alleged to have been 
imposed by v*240, That argument was secondary to the 
assertion that the bequest in her favour had been abrogated.

The cidda of v*234 according to ShaficI, is ambiguous;^ 
for it is capable of being read as imposed generally upon 
all widows, free and slave alike, pregnant and non-pregnant. 
It is also capable of being a reference restricted to free 
women to the exclusion of slaves; or to the non-pregnant, 
to the exclusion of the pregnant. Apparently only the Sunna 
indicates /

1. Umm, V, p.205.
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iindicates that the reference is to the non-pregnant, and 

that in respect of pregnant women who must observe an cidda, 
divorce by the husband and death of the husband, as dissol
vents of marriage, and attracting the incidence of the cidda 
are identical.

nI know of no scholar who would dispute that the slave- 
spouse, who is pregnant, has the same obligation as the 
free woman, in respect of the minimum period to be observed 
before she is accounted free to re-marry, whether following 
divorce, or the death of the husband.
Malik - cAbd Rabbihi b. Sacid - 3 Abu Salama b. cAbdul Rahman: 
ibn cAbbas and 3Abu Huraira were questioned about the cidda 
of the pregnant widow#
ibn cAbb,as said: frfhe later of the two terminations #1 
But 3Abu Huraira said: !When she has given birth, she is 
free to re-marry.1
°Abu Salama went in, and asked °Umm Salama, the prophet*s 
widow, who told him that Subaica of B. 3Aslam, had borne a 
child fifteen days after her husband*s demise, and that two 
men sought her hand in marriage# One was youthful, the 
other middle aged. She accepted the court of the younger 
at which the older suitor insisted that she was not free to 
re-marry. Her kin were not present, and he hoped that on 
their /

1# Umm, loc#cit. p.206.
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their coming, they would prefer him. But she went to the 
prophet, who told her that she was free to re-marry, and 
might choose whom she pleased."
Shafici repeats the hadith in a second version, similar to 

_ __ r d
that of Nahhas. via ibn Mascu<3, he quotes also the 3Abul

- 'Sanabil version. Yet another version, attributes to ibn
cUmar a fetwa to the effect that the pregnant widow is free 
to re-marry on giving birth. He was then advised that his 
father, the caliph, had taken the view that, if the widow 
were to give birth while her husband lay on his bier, she 
was free to re-marry. In this hadith, there is no mention 
of the prophet.
The widow, whether pregnant or not, is entitled to no 
financial provision. Jabir b. °Abdallah held that the widow 
was entitled to nothing, she already received her due under 
the inheritance allotment.
3hafici considers this to hold good, even if the widow, 
being a mushrika, or a slave, were entitled to no inheritance 
share.
The systematic reasoning underpinning this doctrine, is that

2a man’s property rights die with him. Gross-reference to 
regulations on the divorced had not contributed to this harsh 
conclusion. Compare, Q.LXV,6:
"If /

1. Umin, loc.cit. p.206.
2. ibid. p.208.
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"If they be pregnant, maintain them until they have given 
birth
Clearly, the references back to Q.LXV are arbitrary, 
selective, and hence, artificial. They operate only so long 
as they appear of use in documenting doctrines, of which they 
are visibly not the source.
Q.LXV,! reads; ’Do not evict them nor shall they remove, 
unless they commit an open abomination.1 The verse, says 
Shafi°i, treats of the divorced. But widows, like divorced 
women, must observe an cidda. It is thus possible that, in 
respect, both of the obligation to provide the divorced with 
accommodation, and the prohibition of their eviction, this 
verse indicates that widows are in the same situation as the 
divorced, just as they are in the same situation as divorced 
women, in the matter of the obligation to observe an cidda. 
The Sunna had indicated that the widow is obliged to remain 
in the matrimonial home until the Book shall have expired.
It is thus possible that, ill the matter of the obligation to 
provide the accommodation, the reference is restricted to 
the divorced woman’s husband since he still retains rights 
in his property, but that no such obligation falls upon the 
husband of the widow, since, once he dies, his rights in 
property are lodged in other persons, and that the accommoda- 
tion of the widow lies in the discretion of his heirs(?)
Malik /

1. There is a gap in the published edition at this point.
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Malik - Sacd b. 3Ishaq - M s  paternal aunt, Zeinab ; al 
Furaica bint Malik, the sister of °Abu Sacid al KhudrI, told 
her that she had gone to the prophet when her husband was 
killed by runaway slaves, to ask if she might go home to 
B. Khudra. He had left her without either accommodation 
or funds. The prophet at first granted her permission, but 
shortly after, changed his mind, and called for her again, 
to say: ’Remain in your house, until the Book shall have
expired.1 ’So,’ she says, *1 observed my cidda there for 
four months and ten nights* Later, when cUthman was caliph, 
he sent to ask me about this point. I informed him, and 
he adopted the same doctrine, and ruled accordingly.1 "

The same doctrine Shafici adopts, and concludes that if 
the house be rented, for example, the rent is to be paid by 
the divorcing husband, or out of the estate of the dead 
husband. The husband may not evict the divorced wife from 
the house, whether he is the owner or not since she has the 
same legal right and title against him as the tenant against 
the owner, providing the rent is regularly forthcoming. If 
one, is however, discussing widows, two views are possible: 
that what applies to the divorced, applies in exactly the 
same terms to the widowed; those who held this view asserted 
that the prophet’s words to Burai°a indicate that the widow 
is entitled to her accommodation, the cost to be met from the 
husband’s estate. The house in which she is lodged may be 
neither /
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neither sold, nor cast into his divisible property for the 
benefit of the heirs, until her °idda is accomplished.
The second view is that her accommodation is at the discretion 
of the heirs. If they do not choose to accommodate the 
widow, they it is who own the property, the husband retain
ing no property rights beyond death. She will have no 
right to accommodation, as she equally has no right to 
financial provision. The advocates of this doctrine held 
that the prophet1 s words to Duraica can be interpreted:
’Remain in your house [so long as you are not turned out, 
if it belongs to another]. Ruralca had explained to him 
that the house was not her husband’s. If the widow owned 
the house, or if the husband’s kin owned the house, and did 
not turn her out, she may not lea/ve it, until her cidda has 
expired.
Muzani considered this view to be the one more in line with 
Shafici*s general views,^ since the widow receives no 
financial provision, pregnant or not, and since the husband’s 
property rights had expired with him. The accommodation 
would cease to be his to dispose of. The Muslims are 
unanimously of the view that those whom a man is obliged to 
support and accommodate in his lifetime - the parents and 
the offspring - cease to enjoy their claims on his death, . 
since /

1. Mukht. V, p.31.
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since his property passes beyond him to his estate, which 
now becomes the property of his heirs. This applies equally 
to his widow, who with the man’s issue, and other heirs, 
jointly inherits the whole of the property.

The doctrine that neither maintenance nor accommodation 
need be provided even when the widow is pregnant is attri- 
buted to the Companions:
cAbdallah b. cAbbas; ibn al Zubeir and Jabir; to the 
Successors: al Hasan al Basri; ibn al Musayyab; and cAtaa; 
to the scholars : Malik; 5 Abu Hanifa; Zufar; ^Abu Yusuf; 
Shaibani, and Shafici. A most impressive list of 
’authorities’.

On the question of maintenance, the contrary view is 
attributed to: cAli; ibn Mascud; ibn °Umar; Shuraih; Jalias 
b. °Amr; Shacbi; Nakhaci; 3Ayyub al Sikhtfani; Hammad;
Thawri and °Abu °Ubaid, all of whom are held to have agreed 
that maintenance should be provided out of the undivided 
estate.

Qubaisa b. Dhucaib thought that it should come from the 
share due to the child she is carrying.

The ’proof* of those who argued that the widow is 
entitled to no financial provision is the °ijmac on the loss 
of /

1. Hahhas, op.cit. p.79*
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of maintenance rights by the man’s related dependants on his 
death.

The systematic concept that a man’s property rights are 
extinguished on his death is encountered in an unexpected 
quarter. This is in the context of Tabari’s efforts to 
resolve the ’reading’ of Q.II,24-0: Some read the word
'wasiyyah* in the nominative; others prefer the accusative. 
The interpretation of the accusative reading is: [the 
husbands must make] a bequest in favour of the widows; or,
[it is incumbent upon them that they make]. Various con
structions have been placed upon the nominative reading.
Some say it is the equivalent of: a bequest [is imposed
upon you].•. This is reported to have been the actual 
’reading’ of cAbdallah b. Mascud. Its interpretation would 
be: A bequest in favour of the widow [is enjoined upon]
those of you who die and leave widows ....
Others, although employing the !cUthman’ text, argue for the
nominative, on the grounds that the declension is notionally
nominative, given the immediately foregoing interpretation.

Q -This argues that the so-called ’cAbdallah reading’ is merely 
a tafsir, based on the so-called ,cUthman text’. Yet others 
who read a nominative, justify it on the grounds that 
’wasiyyah’ is a post-placed mubtada0.* 5
Tabari /

1. Taf. V, pp.251-2.
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Tabari declares his personal preference for the nominative, 
not only on the basis of the first of the two linguistic 
arguments, - i.e. he has accepted cAbdallah,s tafsir, but 
insists on cUthman!s text - but also on the basis of his own 
doctrinal position that before the revelation of Q,II,234, 
the right of the widow to remain in the matrimonial home for 
an entire year had been her legal due, irrespective of 
whether the husband had made out a bequest in her favour or 
not. This he based on the principle that the meaning of 
the term 'bequest1 is the arranging, during one's lifetime, 
for the posthumous disposal of one's property. Such arrange
ments can, however, be given effect, only after death, yet 
it is absurd to suppose that after death any man can dispose 
of anything. God had nevertheless granted the widow her 
right to a year's accommodation, after the husband's death. 
This therefore must have been a right guaranteed to the 
widow by God, direct, and without reference to the husband, 
who had ceased to exist.
The accusative reading, which pre-supposes that the bequest 
is dependent upon the act of the husband, envisages a,n 
absurdity - the ability to act after death. Furthermore, 
were the widow's right dependent upon the act of the husband, 
and he neglected to act, it would be lawful for the heirs to 
evict the widow, which, however, God had expressly forbidden. 
Tabari adduces, in favour of his conclusion, hadiths from: 
Qatada; /
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Qatada; Rabic; ibn 0Abbas; Dahhak; cAt;ai>; Mujahid and °Abdul
Rahman b. 2eid b. °Aslam.
Those holding that the benefit depended upon the husband1s 
act included: Qatada; Suddi. But it is the Qatada hadith
which brings out very clearly the juxtaposition of the
Q.II,240 bequest, with the other bequests mentioned in the

- 1 QurDan. "A man w ould make a bequest in favour of his wife
and whomever else he pleased. This was abrogated by the
inheritance regulations .... the faculty of benefitting by
bequest was then restricted to the nearest kin who were not
entitled to inherit.'*
Tabari concluded that God had granted the widow direct, the
accommodation and the financial provision for twelve months
and had prohibited the heirs from interfering with her rights.
The widow herself was, however, free to abdicate her claims.
The financial provision had later been abrogated outright;
her rights to accommodation had been reduced by seven months
and twenty nights. It might be worth quoting in this

12connection the words of Mishnah, Ket.,4 ;
"If the husband had not written for her: 'Thou shalt dwell
in my house and receive maintenance from my goods so long as 
thou remainest a widow in my house,1 he is still liable, 
since this is a condition enjoined by the court.*1 Also 
of /

1 . loc.cit• p.256.



of interest for the whole sphere of these questions is; 
Mishnah, Ket., 12̂ s "If a widow say: 'I do not wish to
leave my husband's house,' the heirs cannot say to her:
'Go to thy father's house, and we will maintain thee*'
They must maintain her in her husband's house, and give heir 
a dwelling befitting her condition.
If she said: 'I do not wish to leave my father's house,'
the heirs may say: 'If thou continuest with us, thou wilt 
receive maintenance; but if thou continuest not with us, 
thou wilt not receive maintenance.' "

This wording is closer to the regulations of Q.II,240 
than is the doctrine of the Muslim °ulema® and fuqaha®.
The hollowness of Tabari's conclusion appears from the mere 
consideration overlooked by him, that the four months and 
ten nights is not the widow's right, but an obligation 
imposed upon her, which she is not at liberty to neglect.
The twelve months he does not consider as ever having been 
such, an obligation and, hence, on his own terms, could not
be said ever to have been abrogated. Bor Tabari had

1 —declared In his lost work: "There can be no nasikh affect
ing the Qur®an or the hadith, other than such as suppresses 
a previously valid divinely revealed imposition."

Conclusions /

1. K. al Bayan can ®usul al ®ahkam, vide Taf.II,p*535 *
Tabari incidentally in this statement informs us why it
was that the "original cidda" had to be shown to have been 
twelve months.
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Conclusions

Q.II,24-0 and Q.II,234 were never in conflict. They 
did not even treat of a common topic. No acceptable 
evidence on a disparity of revelation dates has anywhere 
been adduced. The verses are capable of simultaneous 
implementation, as Shafici himself admitted. v .234 imposed 
the cidda - the minimum period that must elapse between the 
death of one husband and valid re-marriage to another. 
v.240 declared the widow's entitlement to both financial 
provision and accommodation from the dead husband's estate, 
up to a maximum period of twelve months, a legal right the 
widow was to enjoy whether pregnant or otherwise. It was 
thus not contingent upon her being pregnant, and generous 
enough to include any normal pregnancy. The verse was 
thus general in application to all widows and allowed even 
for posthumous pregnancies.
These undeniable rights of the widow had been tampered with 
in the post-Muhammedan period and the Muslims sought to 
justify their doctrine by forcing an unwarranted connection 
between the provision for the widow and bequest in favour 
of persons other than spouses. All bequests to related 
persons had been suppressed to avoid setting up two cate
gories of beneficiary: those who benefitted both before and
after the division of the property; this included the widow, 
the parents and the nearest of kin; and single beneficiaries 
who would be satisfied only at the division of property.
Ho /



No mention is made in the arguments, that in those very 
inheritance verses which they regularly appealed to as hav
ing abrogated bequests, there occurs a four-times repeated 
refrain to the effect that the division of the estate is to 
occur only after deduction from the capital of such bequests 
as had been indicated by the decedent. Metaphysical 
arguments were exploited to suggest that a man is legally 
incapable of disposing of property after death, both since 
no man can be said to act after death, and becaiise his 
property rights terminating at death, the property is no 
longer his to dispose of after it has passed to the heirs.
A bequest is not however a posthumous, but a prehumotis 
contract legally maturing only after death. The systematic 
argument was not complete for it should logically have 
invalidated all classes of bequests not merely selected 
categories of bequests which chance to clash with the legal 
maxim: la wasiyyah li warith.i

t

An attempt was made to evade the maxim in the counter
argument that the widow's rights were not contingent upon 
the husband's act but had been conferred direct by G-od 
without reference to the husband, the owner of the property 
in life. The differing attitudes on this question had 
given rise to, and had not originated in a variant 'reading'.N
Further, such a variant could be based, not only on a \
'non- /

1. Q.IV, 11, 12 (3 times), cf. Sarakhsi's tafsir, supra p.i:8f.
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fnon-cUthmanic1 but even on the tcUthmanicf text. The 
variant doctrine had inspired an appeal beyond the consonan
tal outline of the Qur*an with reference to cUthmants

\i -contenqporary cAbdallah. The aioplication of the metaphysi
cal principle that dead men cannot act did not exclude his 
acts towards non-inheriting kin, or quite unrelated 
beneficiaries. This exposes the origin of the argument 
structure in the legal maxim that no individual may benefit 
twice over from the one estate. Not from Qur®an texts, 
but from an abstract legal principle incompatible with the 
Qur®an, all other arguments, whether tafsir-hadiths, or 
sunna-J.1 adiths were amassed to proceed inexorably to a pre
determined conclusion.
It is interesting indeed to note that the maxim itself in 
the course of prolonged disputes, and especially in the 
context of the methodological disunite as to whether the Sunna 
can or cannot be held capable of abrogating the Qur°an 
developed by modification of its form, in that it incorpora
ted expressions that fitted it for use in those circles 
which argued that only the Qur°an can abrogate the Qur°an.
It thus passed from being a naked sunna-hadith to take on 
the appearance of a bayan-hadith: "God has granted to all 
who have valid claims their legal due; there will therefore 
be no bequest to an heir." Muhammad was thus made to 
testify to the view that bequests to parents, and nearest of
kin who are also heirs, and to the widow had been abrogated, 
not /
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not by the Sunna, but by the Book of G-od.
The developed form of the hadith is post-Shafici who, as 
we have seen, was in its absence, at much greater pains than 
he need have taken had he known the hadith in this version, 
which so exactly represents his methodological principles 
011 the question of abrogation.
The inconsistencies in the various appeals to tafsir, with 
persons holding contrary views, nonetheless, appealing to 
the same verses, or remaining silent on inconvenient verses - 
a procedure facilitated by, perhaps, even dictating the 
selectivity and atomism of the tafsir, and the unnecessary 
complications imported into the discussions, by the con
founding of the regulations governing divorce, with those 
governing widowhood, the appeal to uncontrollable hadith 
materials on the frank admission that the scholars had failed 
to find in the Qur°an indications in support of the doctrine, 
all points to a conclusion that the impulse to declare one 
Qur^anic verse abrogated by another, not evidently in con
flict with it, came from outside the Qur°an. The Qur5anic 
bequests to the parents, the nearest of kin and the widow,

;i

had evidently come into conflict with the settled doctrine I
*

on inheritances. The Qur3anic verses which unequivocally 
had /

1. Both Mekki (op.cit. bab qawlihi: al wasi^ya lil walidain.)
and Saralchsi (^Usul, II, p. 70' ) employ the modified form
of the hadith to establish the abrogation of the Qur»an
by the Qur3an on this point. The former employs the mean
ing but is unaware of the wording1.
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had imposed those bequests, when urged in their favour, 
became the casualties of the clash. The exclusion of the 
pregnant widow, by appeal to a qiyas based on Q.LXV,4 was 
one device to sow the seed of the concept of abrogation 
within Q.II. This was then extended to the relation 
alleged to subsist between Q.II,240 and Q.II,234 specifi
cally. Those scholars represented by the appeal to the 
alleged opinions of cAli and ibn cAbbas that, in the event 
of pregnancy, the widow’s cidda was the later of the two 
expirations - the pregnancy or the cidda - had fought a 
hopeless rearguard action to preserve at the least a 
semblance of adherence to the text of Q.II,234 but were 
overwhelmed by references to the alleged opinion of ibn 
cTJmar which was then verified by projection from the son to 
the father, and to the father’s contemporary, cAbdallah, 
until ultimately sealed by reference to the alleged opinion 
of the prophet. It was further asserted that it had been 
the prophet in person who had declared, by reference to God, 
the original one-year cidda reduced to one of only four 
months and ten nights.
Exclusion of pregnant widows from the terms of Q.II,234 is 
the function of the Subaica hadith. deduction of Q.II,240 
is the function of the hadith from 5Umm Salama. The grand
circle of argument was completed by the Euraica hadith which 
attributed to the prophet the connection of Q.II,234 to 
Q.1XV where the words: fa la yakhrujna, cement Q.LXV to 
Q.II,240 /
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Q.II, 240 which reads : fa °in kharajna. If Q. 11,240 could 
be shown to have been abrogated, in one aspect by certain 
verses, it would thereby be made the easier to maintain, and 
with a degree of plausibility, that it had further been 
abrogated in a second aspect by other verses. Hence the 
cidda of the widow was assimilated to that of the divorced 
woman, as the bequest to the widow had been assimilated to 
the bequests to others.
Such exercises in tafsir represent a belated attempt to 
adjust the Qur3an texts to a previously settled doctrine, 
fundamentally incompatible with, because initially formulated 
in disregard of the Qur3an.
The view that the twelve-month provision had been withdrawn 
in toto was assured by arguing the reduction of an alleged 
older cidda to the later one. Jabari can report this as 
the opinion of % Qatada; Rabic; ibn cAbbas; Hahhak; ibn Zeidj 
cIkrimah and al Hasan. It was Tabari’s own view, although 
he modified it somewhat by hesitating to regard the ’older 
cidda* as ever having been obligatory. Significant for our 
purposes is his general concrusion that the statutory 
Qur°anic obligation upon the heirs to support the widow for 
any period had indeed been abrogated by the inheritance 
verses *
Q. II, 240 has thus, alternative abrogands : Q.II, 234 and/or 
Q. IV.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
The third mode of naskh - naskh al tilawa duna al hukm.

Had the Qur^an been the source of the Islamic penalty for 
fornication, the locus, it might be thought, must have been 
Q IV 15—16 : "Those of your women who commit abomination, 
seek the testimony of four of your number against them, and 
should they swear, detain the women in quarters until death 
release them, or until God appoint a procedure. Those two 
of your number who commit abomination, punish them, and if 
they repent and do good works, turn aside from them. God is 
ever relenting, merciful."

The points in these verses most subject to dispute are ; 
the meaning of *your women1; fahisha and Tthose two of your 
number1f and, since the punishments imposed by the verses 
differ, whether the persons of v 16 can be the same as those 
referred to in v 13.

For Jabari, the expression : 1 your women1 establishes 
that this is a reference to the 1muhsan*, whether they have 
a husband or not. He further makes it clear that the clause 
1 or until /

1. Taf. VIII, pp. 73 ff.
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1 or until God appoint a procedure1, marked the Qur®anic 

discussion from the outset, as a temporary measuref and he 
adduces evidence from the tradition scholars to this effect.
It is clear that 1 the procedure that was to he appointed1 was 
read as a reference to the Islamic penalty. The scholars were 
divided on the meaning of ’fahisha1, and the majority, who 
interpreted this as zina, somewhat illogically acknowledged 
v 15 to he an exclusive reference to women, reading, however, 
the following verse as a-reference to the male/female partners 
in a single act of fornication. The substitution of the 
common gender dual pronoun * lahumija1 for the Qur3an's flahunna* 
in the expression : »aw yajcal allah lahunna sabil, exhibits
the transition from the Qur3an text to the tafsir doctrine, 
attributed to both ibn cAbbas and Qatada. "Subsequently," 
is Qatada1s argument, " God appointed the way for the women; 
the muhsan was flogged one hundred strokes and stoned; the 
non-muhsan was flogged one hundred strokes and banished for 
a year." The ibn cAbbas doctrine had improved on that of 
Qatada,for the latter had read the references in both verses 
as indicating two classes of women, while the former had 
extrapolated the male component of the dual of v 16 and had 
thus extended 1 the way that was to be appointed1 to sexual 
offenders of both sexes. Such procedures show that the 
consideration /

1. The reference is to the celebrated cUbada hadith; 
vide infra p. 231 *
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consideration of the Qur3an verses was undertaken retrospect
ively by persons who knew what the post-Muh amine dan Islamic 
penalty was, and who understood that it had not originally 
been of Qur3anic origin. Thus, the view that the later 
penalties, applied to both males and females, abrogated the 
earlier situation is held indifferently by those who argue 
that v 15 refers to females and v 16 to males, and by those 
who argue that v 16 refers to the non-muhs^n, while v 15 

refers to the muhsan. The Qur3an, as we see, does not make 
this distinction, which could, therefore, be advanced only 
on non-Qur°anic grounds. There is reason to suppose also 
that Tabari failed to understand that certain earlier views 
he quarrelled with may have envisaged v 16 as a reference to 
males only, and hence to homosexual conduct; by implication, 
v 15 might therefore have been regarded as a reference to
lesbianism. Such views, however, play only a very minor part

2m  the general Muslim discussion of these two verses.
Tabari could combat the dissenting views only on linguistic 
grounds. The general opinion was that Q IV 15-16 had been 
abrogated; some say by Q XXIV 2, others, quite simply, by the 
Islamic penalties. In the statements quoted by Tabari from 
his sources a variety of views is expressed on * the later 
situation1./

1. loc, cit. p. 85* 2. cf, Baidawi, Taf., ad. loc. and
cf. Sacid al 3Ansari, Multaqat Ja.mic al Ta3wil, Calcutta, 
1340, p. 44*
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situation1* These include assertions that the later penalty
was flogging; or flogging followed by stoning; or flogging
followed by stoning for certain categories of offenders, and
flogging followed by a year’s banishment for certain other
offenders. Tabari sums up these views by concluding that
God had abrogated His verses by His later revelation of the
penalty to be applied to each of the categories of offenders
mentioned in Q IV 15-16 respectively. Deciding that the
penalty envisaged at v 15 was the harsher, which indicated
that the offence was the more heinous, he concluded that the
1 locking up for life1 had been imposed upon the fthayyibsf;
and that the lighter v 16 punishment had been imposed upon

1non-thayyibs. Such conclusions, with their mention of 
1thayyib1, non-thayyib, muhsan and non-muhsan can be reached 
only by reading back into the Qur3an the later penal situat
ion as this had evolved in the post-Muhammedan ages*
As Tabari expresses it, this must be so, since the *wayf which 
God had appointed for the thayyibs - stoning - is in fact 
harsher than that appointed for the non-thayyibs - sc. one

phundred strokes and banishment. The 'sabil1 for the non- 
thayyibs God appointed in Q XXIV 2, which abrogated Q IV 16; 
that for the thayyibs in the stoning penalty introduced by

3His prophet. This is based on the reliability of the reports 
that /

1 . p. 84• 2. ibidem 3 • p . 86#
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that the prophet had stoned without flogging, and on account 
of the unanimity of the Tradition evidence, which, so long as 
it he unanimous, is incapable of error, lapsus linguae, or 
untruth.

2The penalty for fornication in the Muwatta0 s

Malik quotes hadiths showing cUmar, cUthman and Muhammad 
stoning various persons for adultery in a variety of circum
stances. The purpose of such reports is to inculcate a 
belief in the consistency of the practice of the :>imams of the 
Medinan age. In the cases reviewed, condemnation was based 
solely upon either the confession of the culprit, or upon an 
unexplained pregnancy. Information is also adduced in support 
of the view that the self-condemnation should be four times 
repeated. The persons involved were either married, or 
described as 'muhsan1, or non-virgin. Stoning, it is here 
alleged, was the penalty imposed by Muhammad, cUmar, cUthman 
(and acknowledged by cAli) on both men and women who had been 
non-virgin at the time of committing a sexual misdemeanour. 
Yv'hat was the origin of this gruesome penalty nowhere mentioned 
in our Qur°a.n texts ?

9Abu Huraira and 2eid b. Khalid al Juhani both report that 
two men brought a dispute before Muhammad. One said : 
'Messenger /

1 . p . 80.

2. K. al Hudud•
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'Messenger of God, judge between us, according to the 

kitab allah.' The other, who was more informed on legal 
matters, said : Yes, Messenger of God, judge between us 
according to kitab allah, and permit me to speak first.
My son was a hired labourer under this fellow, but fornicated 
with the man's wife. He informed me that my son was liable 
to stoning, so I ransomed my son for one hundred sheep and 
a slave-girl I had. Subsequently I enquired of learned men 
who informed me that what my son had incurred was one hundred 
strokes and a year's banishment and that the penalty of 
stoning lay on this man's wife. The Messenger of God replied; 
By Him Who holds my soul in His hand, I will judge between 
you according to kitab allah. Your cattle and slave-girl are 
to be restored to you. He awarded the son one hundred strokes 
and banished him for a year. He then ordered 3Unais al DAslamI 
to go to the man's wife, and, in the event that she confess, 
awarded her the penalty of stoning. She did confess and he 
did stone her. ( i.e. on the strength of her confession.)

It is important to note where the prophet's alleged words 
in the above hadith end. 'What the report does, is indirectly 
borrow Muhammad's authority to support several propositions ; 
that the penalty for the married fornicator is stoning; that 
guilt may be ascertained by a confession; that the penalty 
for /

1. The purport of this detail is not clear. The reference may 
merely be to the reinforcement provided by his repetition 
of "kitab allah", unless indeed, we are to suppose that he
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for the unmarried fornicator is flogging and banishment.
Both types of penalty represent the law according to 
kitab allah. These same propositions are to be found 
summarised in a legal maxim expressed in hadith form : 
cAbdallah b. cAbbas said ; I heard cUmar b. al Khattab say : 
Stoning, in kitab allah is a rightful claim against a man or 
woman, when muhsan, and when valid proof is adduced, or 
pregnancy occurs, or a confession is offered.

The foregoing series of hadiths in K, al Iiudud had been 
offered in verification of these several principles.
But what is the meaning of this curious expression s kitab 
allah ? Many attempts have been made to answer the question; 
an analysis of these will prove most instructive ; 
cAbdallah b. clfmar said : The Jews came to the Messenger of

iGod and mentioned that a man and woman of theirs had
fornicated. The Messenger said to them : What do you find

2m  the Torah on the matter of fornication ? They replied ; 
We humiliate them and they are flogged. But cAbdallah b. 
Sallam said : You are lying, it contains the 'stoning verse' '. 
They brought the Torah and spread it out, but one of them 
put /

was familiar with the maxim : al bayan cala al muddaci »
1. min hum cf. Q IV 15-16: min nisa9ikum and minkum - i.e.

of the Muslims.
2. The text has : ' in the matter of fornicators', but cf.

Jabari, taf., X p. 328, ' concerning fornication'.
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put his hand over the 'stoning verse'. cAbdallah b. Sallam 
said to him : Lift your hand. He did so, and there was the 
'stoning verse' in the Book. The Jews said t lie spoke the 
truth, Muhammad, it does contain the 'stoning verse*. At 
this, the Messenger of G-od gave the order, and they were stoned*

Muhammad, in his capacity of hakairi to the heterogeneous 
population of Medina, when approached by non-Muslims for a 
decision, not only assumed jurisdiction, but apparently 
judged according to the code of the litigants. The Jews in 
our story were thus judged on the basis of the Torah, which 
was found to contain the stoning penalty.

Perhaps, it was alleged, kitab allah means the Torah.
The hadith is thus secondary to a source theory, and further, 
secondary to a particular tafsir. It also pre-supposes the 
arguments on the Qur3anic verses referring to the 'kitman' of 
the Jewish scholars, and exhibits only one side in a purely 
internal Muslim squabble 011 the interpretation of Q Y 42-49, 
on the question of jurisdiction. On this last, varioiis views 
had emerged, again conveniently collected by Tabari in his 
comment on v 42 : " And if they come before you, either judge 
between them, or refuse to hear them. If you refuse, they

pwill not harm you. But, if you judge, do so equitably (?) 
for /

1♦ A very naive tafsir of 'kitman'•
2. bil qist.
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for God loves the equitable*" The passage occurs in an 
address directed by God to the prophet, on the question of 
jurisdiction, in the course of which, certain Jews are very 
harshly spoken of as constantly ready to swallow any calumny 
on Muhammad’s teachings, and particularly apt to misrepresent 
his words, when he does decide issues between them*
'But how,’ asks God, ' should they ask you to judge between 
them, when they have the Torah, in which is the verdict of 
God, and they turn their backs on that ? ’

"The prophets who have submitted ( =»aslamu) have judged 
the Jews on the basis of the Torah, and the rabbis and the 
hebers have given judgment on the basis of what they have 
been entrusted to preserve of kitab allah. Jhoso does not 
judge according to what God has revealed is an unbeliever.”

God had revealed to Muhammad the Law, verifying and 
proclaiming belief in the Law which had preceded it.
"Judge therefore, between them on the basis of what has been
revealed and let not their merely human opinions divert you
from the truth that has come to you. To each party V/e have 
appointed a way and a procedure."

On what basis would Muhammad have judged the non-Muslims ? 
Everything in the subsequent Muslim discussions turns upon 
the interpretation of this last verse and particularly on 
whether v 42 is to be regarded as continuing valid. Can the
Muslim halt am claim the freedom of choice whether to ignore
or whether to hear a case involving dhimmis ? Or is this 
verse/
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verse abrogated ? Some held the verse to be still valid and 
that the Muslim hakam indeed retained his choice, as the 
prophet had had it, and had exercised it* The point of the 
Muwatta0 hadith on the Jews will, from this, now be evident.
It was urged that if the Muslim judge agreed to hear the case, 
he must render judgment on the basis of what God had revealed. 
This view is traced to cAta°; cAmr b. 3hucaib; Qatada;

-  —  ~  i°Ibrahim and 3hacbi, from which last, however, two views are 
reported : that such judgment might be rendered solely on the 
basis of Muslim Law is the view that is relevant here.
Other reports narrow the doctrine still further by insisting 
that in cases of homicide and theft specifically, there was 
no alternative to the Muslim judge but to decide on the basis 
of the Muslim Law. Here, however, there is no mention of 
sexual offences.

The reports, unfortunately, but perhaps designedly, leave 
entirely open the meaning of the ambiguous expression : 'what 
has been revealed' : and besides, make no clear reference to 
cases of fornication.

Others held that the liberty of choice of the judge had 
been abrogated, and that cases brought by dhimmis must be 
heard

cIkrimah,/

1. Tab., taf., X, pp. 329-30. 2. p. 329.
3. ibidem. 4. p. 330 foot.
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cIkrimah, Hasan, Mujahid and Suddi were reported as 

arguing that the nasikh was the imperative in: "judge
between them on the basis of what God has revealed."

cUmar b. °Abdul cAziz is said to have written a letter 
to his governor, cAdI b. cAdi, commanding him to give judg
ment, when approached by °ahl al kitab.

Zuhri's view was that, in matters of claims, or in
heritances, »ahl al kitab should be referred to their co
religionists, but that if they came to the Muslim judge on 
some penal matter, he should render judgment on the basis of 
kitab allah. Zuhri it was, who told Malik the story of the
two men who came to Muhammad.

\
Kitab allah means, at least to Mujahid, kitabu na.^

But, in view of the lack of an ^ijma® on this question, and 
the absence of an authentic statement from the prophet that
one of the two ayas is mansukh by the other, and considering

-  -  2that there is no conflict between the ayas, Jabari concludes
that there remains complete freedom of choice to the Muslim 
judge to hear or to refuse to hear cases brought by kitabis. 
If, however, he decides to hear, he must give judgment solely 
on the basis of Muslim Law, on the basis of kitab allah. 
fBut how should they ask you to judge them, when they have 
the /

1. p .332 foot.
2 . p.334.
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the Torah, in which is the verdict of God?* When a nobleman 
fornicated with a woman of lower caste, the Jews would stone

ithe woman• They would blacken the face of the nobleman, 
and put him up on a camel, facing the rear* When a low caste 
man fornicated with an aristocratic Jewess, they would stone 
the man, and put her up on the camel. The Jews brought a 
case to the prophet, and he stoned the woman. He said to the
Jews: *Who is your foremost Torah scholar?1 They indicated
so and so, the one-eyed. The prophet sent for him and when 
he came, the prophet said: *You are their foremost Torah
scholar?* *The man replied: * So the Jews say.1 The prophet
said: *1 adjure you by God and by the Torah He revealed to
Moses at Mt. Sinai: What do you find in the Torah respecting
fornicators?* He replied: * »Abu al Qasim, they stone the
low caste woman, and put the nobleman up on a camel, they 
blacken his face, and they face him towards the rear; they 
stone the low caste man when he fornicates with a high caste 
Jewess, and do to her as to the nobleman.* But the prophet 
said: *1 adjure you by God, and by the Torah which He
revealed to Moses on Mt. Sinai, what is in the Torah?* The 
man replied: *»Abul Qasim, I find in the Torah the words:
11 al sheikh wa al sheikha »ida zanaya fa r^umuhumma al battata.**1 
The Messenger of God said: *That is it* Take them and stone
them•*

The /

1. p.328.
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The authority, both for this and for Malik’s laadith on 

the Jews is ibn cUmar, and the last sentence of this and of 
Malik’s hadith, is identical. This hadith, therefore, and 
Malik’s, suggest that kitab allah = Torah. Both £adiths are 
in line with one of the tafsirs of Q.V,v.49* Each is differ
ently influenced by the Muslim doctrine on the Jewish kitman.

” ’Why should the Jews ask you to judge between them, 
Muhammad, and be content with your verdict, (if you are not 
a prophet) when they have the Torah, which I revealed to 
Moses, which they confirm to be the Truth, and assert that it 
is My kitab which I revealed to My prophet, and that the Law 
it contains is My Law* This they know; they neither 
repudiate this among themselves, nor reject it. They are 
further aware that in the Torah, My verdict on the ’muhsan* 
fornicator is stoning. Yet, knowing all this, they ignore 
it, out of bravado against Me and from disobedience.* How 
should they accept Muhammad*s verdict, when they dispute his 
prophethood, having already dared to ignore the verdict of 
Moses, whose prophethood they insist upon? ibn 0Abbas is
alleged to have said: *At this point, God informed His

1 -  1 2 prophet of His injunction in the Torah*; Suddi, Hasan and
3 -cIkrimah explain that this refers to stoning. Suddi seems

to /

1* P*337 and cf. p.314*
2. P*319, p.341.
3. p.351, P.340.
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to have explained the words: 'The prophets who have submitted,
have judged the Jews, according to the Torah': as a direct
reference to Muhammad."

-  2There is a story from ®Abu Huraira: "The Jewish hebers
assembled in the synagogue, when Muhammad first came to

—  %  —Medina* One of their number had fornicated, after ^ih^an,
with a Jewish woman, after her ^ihgan, and the Jews said:
'Take them to Muhammad, and ask him what is the rule in their 
case. Give him the right to judge them,^ and if he treats 
them according to your practice, then you may follow him, he

cis but a king* But, if he award the stoning penalty, then 
beware - he will rob you of what you enjoy (sc. religious 
leadership).' [i*e. he will be a genuine p r o p h e t ] W h e n  
they questioned the prophet, he went and consulted the 
scholars in the synagogue, the most learned of whom were 
cAbdallah b. Suriya, the one-eyed; PAbu Yasir b* »Akhtab, and 
Wahb b* Yehuda." In this version of the story, however, 
Muhammad /

1. p.338.
2. p*303* °Abu Huraira joined Muhammad only at Khaibar, year 7.
3* One of the Jews? or one of the priests?
4* i#e* the judgment given will be Mu^ammedan rather than 

pentateuchal*
5* Does the word "King" suggest anti-Umayyad propaganda?
6. Reads like a determined Muslim attempt to relate the 

Islamic penalty to a revealed source, i*e# kitab allah.
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Muhammad, far from asking the hebers for information, 
informs them: 'Do you [not] know that God has decreed ston
ing in the Torah, for him who fornicates after »ih§an?t1

2A third version shows Muhammad passing a Jew, who had 
heen flogged and had his face blackened* MuJjaammad impor
tunes the Jewish scholars upon the real penalty for fornica
tion, and, in the end, forces the Jews to admit that the 
penalty of the Torah had been abandoned, when fornication 
became so widespread among the Jewish upper classes that a 
lighter penalty had had to be agreed upon. Muhammad exclaims: 
"I am the first to revive Your commandment, oh God, after 
they had killed (suppressed) it."^

In another version, the prophet, having been approached 
by the Jews to judge a case of fornication says: fI shall
judge according to what is in the Torah.1 ̂  cf. Malik: I
shall judge according to the Book of God. (supra p.2’08)*
Tabari preserves material which illustrates an attempt to 
explain the expression kitab allah, which occurs in v .44 as 
the /

1# See previous page, note 6.
2• p.304*
3* cf. ibn Hisham, Sira, p.393 ff• f,I am the first to revive 

God's command and His kitab and put it into practice."
4. P*306 cf. p.340.
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-1the Torah, which God revealed to Moses. He quotes, in 

addition, from the Torah, the alleged actual words of the
alleged 'stoning verse's "al sheikh wa al sheikha 3ida

- V _ * 2 -zanaya fa rjumuhumma al battata." Jabari approves of and
Aaccepts all this*

Hone of the l^adith materials adduced by Jabari on these 
questions conceal their true origins in anti-Jewish (combined 
with pro-fiqh) propaganda. The underlying motive which 
unites the reports is two-fold: a. to trace the Islamic
stoning penalty to a revealed source (kitab allah); and, 
b. to counter-act the objections of the Jews: "Muhammad is
a liar - there is no stoning in the Torah, so do not believe 
him."^ The measure of Jewish perfidy is laid bare by the 
Qur3an's alleged mention of their tahrif/tabdil and kitman 
activities.^ The contents of the £adiths adduced by Tabari 
establish that Muslim scholarship did not understand the 
references in Q.V,41 and the three following verses. v.41 
speaks simply of tahrif al kalim. Tabari enlarges this:
" the /

1* pp.345-6; pp.341, 342; vide p.343: kitab allah alladi 
huwa al torah.

20 p.328 other words are quoted, vide infra p. 222;271.
3. p.312.
4* Q.V, v.41 which has been misunderstood and taken with 

childish literalness.
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*111 the meaning is the hukm of the verses. God speaks econo

mically of the tahrif of the words, confident that His hearers 
will supply the word 'hukm1 for themselves• " Perhaps it was 
important that the Muslims should misunderstand the verses, if 
they were to achieve their primary defensive objective. In 
doing so, they showed a fundamental misapprehension likewise of 
the Jewish practice. Thus, Muhammad is made to assert that 
God had decreed, in the Torah, the stoning penalty for forni
cation, after »ih^an. The Jews had kept this quiet, since 
they realised that Muhammad was a genuine prophet who would 
expose their unjustifiable substitution of a flogging penalty 
of their own devising for the revealed stoning penalty, and, 
since sexual irregularities were so common among the Jews they 
feared things would go hard with them. Even when questioned 
by this authentic prophet, the scholars of beit al midras at 
Medina had dissembled and had lied about the contents of their 
Torah. To their chagrin, Muhammad insisted on rendering 
judgment in accordance with the provisions of the Torah.
Despite the fact that he quite correctly defines this kitman 
elsewhere as the suppression of their realisation that Muhammad
was the prophet whose description they recognised in their

2 -  -Torah, Tabari persists in simultaneously approving of hadiths,
all of which refer to their suppressing the penal clauses of 
the /
1. Q.V, v.41 speaks of tahrif al Kalim - i.e. it is not a 

reference to any revealed Book.
2. p.308.
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the Torah. The materials adduced are a confused jumble of 
unhistorical &asbab al nuzul and of anti-Jewish propaganda. 
There is, however, a second hadith strain, through Qatada, 
which makes it clear that an alternative body of ^asbab 
referred none of these Qur®anic statements to the law on 
sexual misconduct, but explained them as concerned rather, 
with deviations from the regulations revealed in the Torah 
to govern feud law. The basic motivation of the materials
is once more clear. Like the other, this second train of
Dasbab is based upon indifferent tafsir setting out, not from 
v.41, but from v.45, which, at least, is a definite reference 
to the Torah verses on the talio. The opposition between 
these two strands is expressed by cUbaidallah b. cAbdullah b. 
cUtba b. Mascud who explicitly accuses "many of the Muslims 
of interpreting these verses on grounds of &asbab other than 
those which had occasioned their revelation.11 In his view, 
the verses concern inequities in the differential rates of 
blood-wit exacted by elements of the Jewish tribes at Medina. 
Only the anti-Jewish colouring is common to both views.
They vary only on the positive assignment of the verses in 
favour of this or that chapter of the fiqh. On both views,
kitab allah may be regarded as the Torah. One of Jabari's

-  2]jadiths combines both interpretations.
Hadiths /

1 . p.352.
2. pp.327-8.
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Hadiths of this sort appear here, on account of the 
procedural dispute among the Muslims as to whether the Muslim 
judge has jurisdiction over dhimmis, and if so, on the basis 
of which Law is he to render his judgment. Some say he has 
freedom of choice and may refer the dhimmis to their co
religionists. Others that the freedom of choice has been 
abrogated, and that the judge must not only hear them, but 
must render judgment on the basis of what God has revealed. 
But on the definition of this vague expression the most 
serious divergence of opinions occurs. Both Shacbi and 
Ibrahim al Taimi are credited with the following progression
of attitude: what God has revealed = kitab allah = the

3Islamic code.

°Ikrimah is credited with the opinion that Muhammad 
and his predecessors in the prophetic office judged, in 
accordance with the Torah.^* For Jabari, kitab allah, in 
certain contexts, and especially that of the stoning penalty, 
is certainly a reference to the Torah. This is also true of 
Zuhri, who is prominent in that hadith strand which concerns 
the references to the stoning penalty that is in the Torah, 
and /
1. P.329.
2 • PP.330, 335.
3. p .32 9 *
4* p.340.
5. vide pp.303; 305; 338-9. The attribution of these hadiths 

is unstable.



and who is credited with the dictum: "This verse, (sc* v.42)
iwas revealed in connection with the stoning penalty.” Thus,

we find in these Ijadiths, corresponding to Malik's: I shall
render judgment in accordance with the Book of God; I shall
render judgment in accordance with the Torah. That the
musnad is the same in both cases does not relieve our con- 

2fusion.

Two versions of the wording of the 1stoning-verse' in
the Torah are given: 'if one of your number fornicates,

3 -stone him1;' and 'al sheikh wa al sheikha °ida zanaya
farjumuhumma al battata*

Malik preserves a hadith which gives however a quite 
different interpretation of the vague expression: kitab
allah:" cUmar came back to Medina from the %.ajj, and 
addressed the people as follows:' 'Men, the precedents have 
been laid for you, the obligatory duties have been imposed 
upon you, and you have been left in absolute certainty - 
unless, that is, you stray with the people to left or to 
right.' He struck one hand against the other, saying: 
'Beware /

1 ♦ p.325.
2. See previous page, note 5»
3* p.310.
4 . p.328.
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'Beware lest you neglect, and so lose the 1 stoning-verse11 
Some says 'We do not find two penalties in the kitab allah1,- 
but the Messenger of God did stone, and we have stoned, and 
by Him, in Whose hand is my soulI but that men might say:
'cUmar has added something to kitab allah, Most High,' I

\
would have written it: "al sheikh wa al sheikha f arjumuhumma
al battata" - for we recited it*11

This confused h.adith attempts to say two things at 
once: that stoning is definitely a sunna; and that stoning
is virtually a Qur^an.

7 i\-
-Sacid b. al Musayyab added: "The month of dhul Hijja

had not quite slipped away, until cUmar was killed*"

This solicitude for the dating of an cUmar dictum is
isignificant.

The equivocal wording of the hadith makes it extremely 
difficult to know whether it conveyed to Malik the idea 
that cTJmar was asserting that the 'stoning-verse' is properly 
part of the Qur^an; but the use in the Ixadith of the terms 
'aya* and 'qara9' tends to make it virtually certain that 
this was the intent of the hadith. This impression is 
strengthened by °Umar's admonition that the 'stoning verse' 
be not lost by being neglected; and by his determined over
ruling /

1. i.e. it was among cTJmar's latest statements. The hadith
is thus influenced by naskh theory.



ruling of the protests of those who rejected the stoning 
penalty on the grounds that they do not find two penalties in 
kitab allah, by his counter assertion that he was minded to 
write it into the Book. The reason °Umar gave for not 
writing the 'stoning verse1 into the Qur5an text was his fear 
that men might accuse him of adding to the Book of God. This 
explanation of the absence of this verse from our texts will 
occupy us more fully hereafter, but it is sufficient, for the 
moment, to recall the hadiths we noted above, which offered 
other explanations of the expressions 'stoning-verse' and 
kitab allah. Further, we are almost certainly invited to 
draw from this hadith the inference that the Qur&an had already 
been collected and promulgated before cUmar's reign, for he 
hesitated even to appear to add to the text. The date of the 
Qur^an collection being material to this sort of question, 
the hadiths on the Qur^an collection cannot now be read, there
fore, in isolation from the question of stoning, or indeed 
from the whole discussion on abrogation.

1 -Another version of this same liadith is explicit that the
'stoning verse* was not part of the Qur&an, and that, moreover, 
cTJmar knew that it was not. °Umar said: "The Messenger of
God stoned, 3 Abu Bakr stoned, and I have stoned; but that I 
am not prepared to add to the kitab allah, I should have 
written it into the mu^haf, for I fear that folk will come, 
who, /

1. Baihaqi, al Sunan al Kubra, VIII, p.212 ff.



who, not finding it, will not "believe in it.11 i.e. Stoning 
is the Sunna. (There was therefore a disputed allegation that 
it had once figured in the Qur»an text.

—  iIn Tirmidhi, we read: cUmar said: 11 God sent Muhammad
with the Truth, and revealed to him the kitab, part of what 
was revealed being the 'stoning-verse'. The Messenger of 
God stoned, and we stoned after him, and I fear, lest, with 
the passing of time, some will say: 'We do not find stoning
in kitab [allah,' and will thus fall into error by abandoning 
(taraka) an obligation which God has revealed."

-  *5In Baihaqi, there is an addition to this text: after
the words, 'the stoning-verse' cUmar says: 'We recited it,
and got it by heart.' i.e. words normally reserved for 
references to the QurDan.

We have it also on the authority of those great Qur»an 
scholars, ^Ubayy b. Kacb and Zeid b. Thabit that the 'stoning- 
verse': 'al sheikh wa al sheikha ^ida zanaya f ar jumuhumina
al battata' was originally part of the Qur^an. ^Ubayy even 
recalled /

1. abwab al hudud. [Mabsut v. IX, p. 36 : part of the Qur3an.]
2. i.e. stoning is the Sunna. The Sunna must not be judged 

in the light of the Qur»an. Kitab^kllah = the revealed 
Law of God, i.e. Qur»an and Sunna. This version is a 
harmonisation.
A3. Sunan al Kubra, loc.cit.
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irecalled that it had once been part of the originally

longer version of Q.XXXIII than we now possess. Marwan
asked Zeid whether they should not add it to the text. Zeid
thought not, and explained that this had previously been

2suggested, in the presence of cTJmar, who had said: 'I1!!
solve that problem for you.1 We asked him how, and he said: 
"I'll go to the prophet, and speak about this and that, and 
when he mentions stoning, 1*11 say: 'Messenger of God, let
me write the 'stoning verse1.' " °Umar did this, but the 
prophet replied: 'I cannot let you write it.'^

In the cUmar hadith in Uisa°i,^ as quoted by ibn Hajar, 
in the version Sacid b. Ibrahim - °Ubaidallah(?) b. °Abdallah 
b. cUtba, °Umar says: "Some are saying: 'What is this
stoning? in kitab allah the penalty is flogging,' but I 
say the Messenger of God stoned etc..**" Here, indubitably, 
kitab allah = Qur»an and the flogging verse referred to, is 
Q.XXIV,2. Stoning, in cUmar's words, is the Sunna of the
prophet.

Throughout all these discussions, two questions are 
mooted /

1. vide supra p.88-9°Ubayy was opposed to suppressing what 
was once revealed.

2. But not, apparently, by cUmar himself.
3. Baihaqi, loc.cit.
4* Quoted in F.B.XII,p.123• The objection is to the stoning 

penalty.



mooted, and for the purposes of analysis, these must he 
treated separately* The first question is the bald asser
tion that Muhtammad had stoned fornicators. The second 
concerns the basis of that penalty,

DAhmed, ®Ismacili and al Tabarani have all quoted,^ 
from Hushaim, as from Shaibani that he asked: "Did the
Messenger of God ever stone?" The reply given was: "Yes,
he stoned two Jews."

Shaibani said:^ "I asked °Abdallah b. °Abi °Awfa:
*Did the Messenger of God ever stone?* He replied that he had. 
I asked: 1 Before Q.XXIV or after?1 He replied that he did
not know."

That the question of whether Muhammad had ever stoned 
had even had to be asked is extremely interesting as evidence 
that there were at least some, within Islam, who doubted 
the historicity of such a penalty. The point of the second 
question, ibn Hajar informs us, is that if the stoning had 
occurred before the revelation of Q.XXIV, then it would be 
possible to argue that the stoning penalty is mansukh 
(replaced) by the flogging penalty introduced by this Sura.
But, if the stoning occurred later than the date of the 
revelation of the sura, then this fact could be employed to 
establish /

1 . B.B.XII, p.140.
2. Muslim: bab rajm al ̂ ahud.
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establish that the flogging penalty had been nasakhed, at
least in respect of the ’muhsan1. Other versions of the
£adith, however, do not ask whether the stoning had occurred
before or after the revelation of Q.XXIV, but whether it had
occurred before or after the revelation of Q.V.1 The real
core of the dispute is from this clear: he who mentions Q.V
conceived, from the hadlth*s mention of the stoning of the
two Jews, that it was Q.V which was the deciding limit, since
it was this sura which had be en revealed on account of the
Jews questioning Muhammad about the penalty for Jews who had 

2fornicated.
*5 —  V  __"Some have found the very mention of 1 kitab j&llah1 in 

the story of the casif a difficulty, since they argued, the 
prophet never gave a decision, except on the basis of kitab
 ̂ — Apllah. For others, the problem lies in the penalty, since 
stoning is not mentioned in the Qur5an. They therefore 
explained the phrase 'kitab allah1 to mean here: what God
has decided, and imposed upon His creatures, i.e. the revealed 
Law /

1. B.B. XIIf p.140. It was Buchari himself who raised this 
question.

-  -2. i.e. the question is thus: which Kitab,,allah is the source? 
The Torah or the Qur3an? vide supra, p. 216> 6*

3. F.B.XII, p.115.
4. The °asif hadith was therefore designed to answer the 

question; On what source was the stoning penalty based?
The reply being Kitab allah - sc. a revealed source.



Law of God. Others have held that 'kitab allah1 here, does
mean the Qur»an, and this is certainly what first springs to
one's mind. But ibn Daqiq al cId has said that the first
explanation is to be preferred, since neither stoning nor
banishment is mentioned in the Qur°an, except in the general
injunction to obey the prophet. "There may be something in
this," thinks ibn Hajar, "for it is possible that the reference
is to God’s words: u»aw yajcal ̂ all&h lahunna sabil."
Subsequently, the prophet said that by this 'sabil* was meant:
the flogging and banishment of the virgin; and the stoning
of the non-virgin fornicator. On the other hand, the
reference to 'kitab allah' might well be to the Qur3an, to
that aya whose tilawa has been abrogated: "al sheikh wa al
sheikha 3ida zanaya f arjumuhum^a" - and this was the answer
returned by Baidawi to this question.2 Only, the aya does
not mention banishment. Another approach, is to argue, as
some do, that 'kitab ̂ kllah* means the Qur°an, and that the
reference is (not to the penalties but) to God's prohibition
of using up men's property without due grounds, for the man
had taken the other's cattle and slave girl without■rightful
title. This was why the prophet, judging by 'kitab 'allah*,

3returned the cattle and the slave girl. But God knows best I" 
In /

1. i.e. the celebrated °Ubada £adith. vide infra, p«231.
2. cf. Minhaj al wusul: bab al naskh.
3. cf. supra, p.208,(foot )! • This comment confirms a suspicion 

that a hadith has been extended.
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In cAmr b. Shucaib*s version, these problems do not 

arise, for there, the prophet says: *1 shall certainly
1decide between you bi al haqq.' "This," says ibn £ajar,‘

nsuggests that the best interpretation is that by 1 lcitab
^llah* is meant, not the Qur°an, but God's decision and His
injunctions*1* Another problem, occasioned by the verdict
of flogging and banishment imposed on the man's son, is
usually met, in the absence of a specific reference in the
hadith to his status, by supposing that the man's son was 

2a virgin. cAmr b. Shucaib's version again solves this 
difficulty, for he has: 'My son was this man's wife's
labourer, and he was non-muh§an.'

Both Buchari's and Malik's version of the hadith have 
been used to establish what neither, in fact states. cAmr's 
version of the hadith is formally necessary to establish the 
distinction between the two penalties laid down for the two 
categories of offenders - the 'muh§an* and the non~'muh§an'. 
That distinction is a constant factor in these ij.adiths, and we
shall have to enquire into its origin. This, inevitably, is
bound up with the whole question of the stoning penalty, and 
we have not yet reached any positive conclusion on the ques
tion /

1. loc*cit.
2. Shafi°i, Ikh, p.251 . ibn ^ajar, v.XII, p.117s Nawawi says 

that the prophet's sentence is to be interpreted in the
sense that he knew the man's son was "bakr"*
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tion of what was thought to have been its origin. Three 
alternatives have so far been proposed : that stoning was 
the Sunna of the prophet; that it is kitab/allah - by which 
is meant the Torah; that it is kitab-allah - by which is 
meant the QurDan. All three explanations have this in common, 
that a revealed ‘source had come to be demanded#

Because Shafici discusses the question of stoning in 
considerable detail, it Is worth while to spend some time 
examining his views, from which we shall be led to a 
solution to our problem#

Both the locking up and the punishment of Q IV 15-16 were 
abrogated in kitab ̂ llah - sc. Q XXIV 2* ** For Shafici, 
kitab/allah represents the Qur^an. The casif story proved 
that Q XXIV1s flogging applied only to the virgin offender.
We are informed, as from cUbada b. al §amit, that the prophet 
said i Take it from me, take it from me, God has appointed 
a way for them (lahunna) - the virgin with the virgin, one 
hundred strokes and a year's banishment; the non-virgin with 
the non-virgin, one hundred strokes and stoning.
Subsequently /

1. Ris. p. 20-21. 2. Ikh., p. 251. B.B., XII, p. 117.
3. The difficulty arises here that the cUbada hadith is 

earlier than Q XXIV: the 'endorsement' of the hundred 
strokes must therefore be conveyed by another document - 
this is the role of the casif story.
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Subsequently, the casif Sunna indicated that the Qur3an's and 
cUbada's flogging were endorsed in respect of free virgins 
only, but abrogated in respect of the non-virgin, while 
stoning alone was endorsed for the free non-virgin#

The expression : God has appointed a way introduced the I 
first penalty to be revealed, and by it were abrogated the 
locking up and the punishment. Furthermore, when the prophet 
stoned Maciz and the wife of the =>Aslami without flogging them 
he indicated the abrogation of flogging in respect of the free 
non-virgin# The non-free are excluded from these provisions, 
for God said of the slave women : 1 and when they enter under 
°ih§an, if they should commit abomination, their penalt5̂ shall 
be half that for the muh^an women*• This can refer only to 
flogging, since stoning, a capital penalty, is indivisible#
The prophet said :'If one of your slave-girls fornicates, and 
her fornication is proven, flog her.' He did not say : 'Stone 
her'# The Muslims are not disagreed that no slave incurs 
stoning#

This is only e clever debating point# The real issue here
c jis that the prophet did not say : 'when she is under 5ihsan'♦

What precluded Shafici in his discussion from drawing the 
obvious conclusion that if the slave woman's penalty is thus 
attested to be flogging then the free woman's penalty must be 
double /

1 . Q. IV 25#
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double that of the slave woman, was the for him, undeniable 
presence in the hadith of materials which purported to 
document the Sunna. The conclusion which Shafici, as 3usuli, 
might have drawn from the facts as presented in the hadith 
was that the Sunna had, on this occasion, abrogated the Qur3an. 
Such is the conclusion which his reasoning inevitably invites. 
It was not, however, the conclusion he drew, being, as he was, 
acutely conscious of the very serious consequences which must 
flow from an admission which would have had two cutting edges.

Expressly to avoid being drawn into such an admission, he 
laboriously constructed a most elaborate and highly admirable 
apparatus of quite artificial reasoning which he set out in 
detail in the Risalah and to which he consistently appeals 
throughout his other writings.

The theory consisted of three principles % None but the 
prophet embraced the entire Arabic language; there can be no 
real conflict between any two statements proceeding from God; 
any such conflict appealed to by scholars, is merely apparent 
and cannot be properly evaluated, nor satisfactorily resolved 
without a clear comprehension of the mechanism of revelation. 
That depends upon further principles which can be summed up 
in two words % takhsi§ and bayan. The first he seeks to 
establish /

1. A device to supplant linguistics as a tafsir tool by 
imposing the view that tafsir depends upon the Sunna.

2. Ris. p. 22,foot, and passim.
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establish by reference to several Qur3an verses which he 
claims are either both apparently and really general in intent, 
or only apparently so, but really particular in intent.
As its name implies, takhsi^ is a principle of harmonisation 
and has significance when two documents fail to tally exactly. 
Bayan, like takhsi§, is a device which Shafici seeks to 
justify by arguing that certain verses of the Qur^an are not 
explained precisely or fully until one considers other, more 
specific passages. The point of his three principles is that 
the elucidation of any passage may occur in the Qur3an, but 
more often in fact, occurs in the Sunna of the prophet.
Included in bayan are thus those hadiths on topics mentioned 
in the QurDan, but which being fuller in their wording than 
their Qur»anic counterparts, are held to provide the Qur3anfs 
elucidation, or even completion, since there is also a kind 
of bayan provided in the hadith on topics on which there is

p _  -  _no divine utterance* This bayan Shafici justifies by
reference to numerous verses in which the Qur3an imposed, as 
a religious obligation, the duty of implicit obedience to 
Muhammad, and unquestioning adherence to his decisions.

For Shafici, the Sunna is thus self-subsistent, sovereign 
and in principle Qur3an-based. One of the chief character
istics of the Sunna qua bayan is that it serves to indicate 
takh§i§ /

1. Ris. p. 10.
2. Ri s. p. 5 •
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takhsi§ - it operates as an instrument to exclude certain 
categories from the apparently general utterance of the Qur°an. 
God said : ’But if they 3ahsanna ( / ^uhsinna) *.... Q IV 2 5. 
Here the Qur?an alone indicated that God excluded slave women 
from the provisions of Q XXIV 2. Similarly, when the prophet 
stoned the non-virgin fornicator without flogging him, the 
Sunna alone indicated that the category of offender intended 
by Q XXIV 2 was the free virgin fornicator to the exclusion 
of all others included in the linguistic expression ’fornicator* 
Were we to decide solely in accordance with the apparent 
meaning of the Qur^an, we would flog every fornicator, free 
and unfree, virgin and non-virgin.
This clearly demonstrates the contradictions between the 
Qur°an and the settled doctrine. The apparatus of takhsis - 
bayan is merely a device - admirable in its ingenuity - for 
resolving the painful dilemma occasioned to the scholar by the 
undeniable conflict between his sources. Using it, Shafici 
was enabled to rebut those hadiths contrary to the hadiths 
he accepted, and, more important, to preserve hadiths flying 
in the face of the contents of the Qur°an.

He next turns to a series of verses in which the word 
’hikmah* occurs, in association with the word ’kitab*, to 
find in them Qur3anic justification for the primary role he 
would /

1. Ris• p. 13
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would arrogate to his Sunna principle, G-od had imposed the
obligation of obedience to both His wahy and the sunan of His
Messenger. God speaks of the kitab, which is the Qur3an, and

1He mentions the hikmah, and I have heard one whom I approve 
from among the QurDan scholars say that the hikmah means the 
Sunna of the prophet, fhis is similar to what God says, since 
He speaks of the Qur^an (sic) then follows it by speaking of 
the hikmah. When God speaks of teaching them the kitab and the 
hikmah as a divine favour, it is not possible to hold that 
hikmah here can be other than the Sunna, because the hikmah isI
joined to kitab allah (sic). Furthermore, God imposed as a
solemn religious obligation the duty of obedience to His
prophet, and insisted that men follow his command. It is not
possible to say of any source that it is enjoined upon us,
save only that of kitab allah and the Sunna of His Messenger,

*

!he Sunna is the mubayyin, on God's behalf, of the meaning
that God intended and God has not assigned such a role to any
of His creatures other than Muhammad* God advised the prophet's
contemporaries that whoever disobeyed God and His Messenger had

2gone sadly astray. Similarly, those who have survived the 
prophet are required to refer to the decision of God and of 
His prophet. God informed men that when they call upon the 
Messenger /

1. Q II 129; Q III 164? Q II 151? Q II 231? Q IV 113? Q XXXIII 
34-

2. Q XXXIII 36. 3- Q IV 59.
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Messenger of God to judge between them, they call upon the

1judgment of G-od, for the hakim is the envoy of God. when they
accept the decision of the prophet, they do so, in accordance
with God's injunctions, God having informed them that Muhammad's
verdict is God's verdict* in the sense that God has made the
acceptance of Muhammad's verdict a religious obligation, but
also in the sense that God has eternally preceding knowledge
that He will assist Muhammad with His cisma and His tawfiq.
Obedience to Muhammad is obedience to God. God further
informed His creatures that He had imposed upon Muhammad
implicit obedience to God's every command. This is supported

2'by ; "Follow what is revealed to you from your Lord."
"There is no God beside Him. Ignore the associators. We 

have set you upon a path of the affair, so follow it, not the 
whims of those who are not instructed."

God informed Muhammad of His prescience of the cisma^:
" Messenger, communicate what has been revealed to you from 
your Lord. If you do not, you have not acquitted your mission."

Muhammad has himself testified to his faithfulness to his 
mission : " I have omitted nothing of that 'wherewith God
commands you, nor anything of that which He has forbidden."

..here the Sunna is attested on matters where there is no 
hukm of God, it was by the hukm of God that the Sunna was 
established /

1.  H i s . p . 15*

3. Q XLV 17*
5 . Hi s . p. 1 3 *

2« Q VI 106.
4. Q V 71.
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established. God has left no loophole by which we can escape 
the Sunna. [ Ris. p. 15•]

The relation between the Sunna and the Book of God is 
two-folds the first is where there is a text in the Book, 
which the Messenger of God follows, as it was revealed.
The other is where the text in the Book is general, and the 
Messenger of God in his Sunna elucidates, on God!s behalf, 
what God intended by His general utterance in the QurDan.
The Sunna in all such cases, acts to provide the takhsis of? .i- *  *  •

the general Qur*an statement and to indicate any exclusions.
In both kinds of situation, the Messenger of God is following 
the Book of God. I know of no scholar who disagreed that the 
prophetic sunan fall into three categories. On two of them 
they are unanimous ;
1. Matters on which God revealed a text, and the Messenger 

laid ,down a sunna exactly on the lines of the text.
2. Matters on which God revealed a general text and the

Messenger of God provided, on God's behalf, the elucidation
of precisely what God had intended.

The third category, matters on which there is a sunna but no
1Qur^anic text, is disputed. Bor Shafici the Sunna is part of 

that with which Muhammad was inspired. Anything on which a 
kitab was sent is kitab jailah. Men stand in need of the 
prophet /

1. An increasing tendency to appeal to the Qur3an would explain 
readiness to accept the first, but hesitation on the third, 
vide K. Jamic al c_ilm,pp. 1-2.
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prophet, and when his Sunna provides the bayan, on God's
behalf, of the precise meaning that God intended in that which
He enjoined upon us, in matters where there is a text, how
much more is it the case that men need him in matters on
which there is no text.^ The Sunna thus, in ShaficI's day,
had not quite prevailed over the Qur°an, although it was well
on the way to doing so. Questions had been levelled at many
doctrines, and providing these could be linked, in however
tenuous a fashion, to some text in the Book, a case could be

2made out for their defence. It remained only to bring
into this category of matters such doctrines as had no
apparent connection with the texts of the Qur^an. Any 
alleged conflict between the QurDan and the Sunna, argued 
Shafici, was only apparent and illusory. The hukm of God
and the hukm of His Messenger are one and indivisible, pro-

3ceeding, as they do, from a single divine source.

God created His creatures in accordance with that which 
was present to His previous knowledge of what He intended by 
their creation, and what He intended for them.

He /
1. It will be observed that Prof. Schacht's statement that

on the inspired nature of the sunna Shafici showed himself 
non-committal is inaccurate, vide, Origins, p. 16.

2. vide supra, p .258 ,n. 1,
5. The Risalah reads often like a counter-blast to the slogan:

la hukm ^illa lillah, cf. Ris. p.15* Know that Muhammad's 
.Ipnkm is God's hukm.
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He revealed to His creatures the Kitab, for an explana-

tion of all things, and a guidance and a mercy* In it He
imposed certain obligations, some of which He endorsed, and
others of which He abrogated, as a mercy to His creatures, in
that in this is an alleviation and an increase added to those
blessings He had at the first bestowed upon them. He
rewarded them with His paradise, and escape from His torment,
in return for their adherence to that which He endorsed.
G-od’s mercy embraces His creatures both in that He endorses
and in that He abrogates. He has made it clear to men that
what He abrogates of the Book, He does so, solely by the
Book, and that the Sunna can never be the naslkh to the Book.
The Sunna1s function is merely to follow the Book in the like 

2of that on which there is a text and to elucidate the mean
ing of that which has been revealed in the Book in general 
terms. God says:^ “When you recite to them Our pellucid 
verses, those who do not look forward to meeting Us say: 
fBring a Qur^an other than this, or change it#* Say: !It
is not for me to change it on my own initiative, I do but 
follow what is revealed to me. I fear the punishment of a 
grievous day, should I disobey my Lord.* “

This /

1 . Q. KYI, 91 .
2. This is the guarantee of sufficient latitude that the 

hadith scholars require, cf. Q*II,106, Daw mithliha.
3. Q*X,15•
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This shows us that God had imposed upon His prophet sub
mission to what was revealed to him, and that He had not
assigned to him the right to alter it on his own initiative.
This is the bayan that the only thing that can abrogate kitab 
allah is kitab allah. Since only God originated His 
injunction, only He can remove or endorse that of it which 
He pleases. This is the prerogative of no one among His 
creatures. God has said: *God expunges what He pleases,
and records, what He pleases. With Him is the master copy.'

Some scholars have nonetheless, argued that there is, 
here, an indication that God might assign to His prophet the
right of speaking on his own initiative, but under divine
guidance, on matters concerning which God has revealed no 
kitab. But it has also been suggested that these words mean: 
fGod expunges the obligatoriness of what He pleases, and 
records what He pleases.*

God has said; *ma nansakh min ayatin ^aw nunsi ha na5ti
-  -  2bi khairin min ha 3aw mithli ha.* He anounces that the

abrogation of the QurDan, and the deferment of its revelation
can be accomplished only by means of a Qur^an. He has also

— 3said: 'When we exchange one aya for another#*

In /

1 . Q. XIII, 39.
2. Q #11,106 .
5# Q.XVI,101 .



In the same way, nothing can abrogate the Sunna of the
iMessenger of God save a sunna of the Messenger of God#

Were God to reveal to His Messenger on some matter, on which
he had already established a sunna, a new injunction, at
variance with what the Messenger had laid down, he would
establish a fresh sunna in keeping with the new revelation,
to show men that he had established a sunna which was the
nasikh of the earlier differing sunna# This is also referred

2to in his sunna*

We have already shown that the Sunna of the Messenger 
of God is accepted as from God, therefore, whoso adheres to 
the Sunna, does so by command of kitab allah. This being 
the case, there is no human utterance which is like the 
Sunna, /
1. Shafici's view here is self-contradictory* cf. p.16,-Ris. 

wakullun ja®a min nicam jailah.
2 * Unhappily Shafici does not indicate what hadith he has in 

mind# (Perhaps ibn al Bailamani? supra p. 94 )•
3* That the nasikh should be of human origin is not the point! 

Having established that the Sunna is perhaps of non-human 
origin, Shafi°i is unable to think of an astringent argu
ment against the view that, since both are of divine 
origin, the Quraan and the Sunna may abrogate each other.
He avoids the conclusion that the Qur°an, of undoubted 
divine origin, is superior to the Sunna, and hence, 
capable of abrogating it. The aicja2 doctrine plays no 
part in this theory. He is concentrating, at the same time, 
on warding off loose assertions of the abrogation of the 
.Sunna of the prophet at the hands of the sunna of the 
Companions.
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Sunna, whence it follows that nothing can abrogate it, but its 
like, and it has no like, save only another sunna. (of the 
prophet).

This is a subtle device, in its context, to prevent 
appeal from the Sunna to the Qur®an. Shafici has already 
stipulated that if G-od revealed something at variance with 
the Sunna, a fresh sunna would be established. One could
not then claim that the Qur^an was the nasikh. The new sunna
it is which is the nasikh. All sunnas handed down are there
fore either nasikh or mansukh. Some mansukh sunnas may have 
vanished, but no nasikhing sunna can be held to have vanished. 
The subordinate r61e imposed upon the Qur^an is now clear: 
the Sunna explains the Qur&an (bayan); the nasikhing sunna 
always survives, there is therefore never possible any appeal 
from any sunna back to the Qur^an. The doctrine was necessa
rily, in time, bound to impose as its corollary, the view that
some nasikhing qur^ans have failed to survive, since the
Shaficite theories broke down under analysis.

iIt is not possible he argues, that a sunna handed down 
from the prophet has been abrogated, only that its nasikh has 
not been handed down. Shafici saw very clearly that if this 
doctrine, which is an implicit demand for the primacy of the 
Qur^an source, were allowed to pass unchallenged, the Sunna 
source /

1. Ris. p.17.
, • • -x ....
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source would be swept away as redundant. He was thus much 
less seriously concerned with the argument that nothing can 
abrogate the Qur3an, except the Qur°an, than he was with 
imposing, as the logical extension of that view, the con
clusion that nothing can abrogate the Sunna except the Sunna. 
His determination to salvage the Sunna, which after all, 
vindicated so much of the doctrine against the Qur^an, from 
this threat of almost certain wholesale destruction at the 
hands of the Qur°an party, tells us all we need to know about 
the actual source of the fiqh doctrines. 11 In any case, the 
prophet never says a thing, but by God's voice. Were it 
permitted to say that the prophet had established a sunna 
which God subsequently abrogated by a qur^an, without there 
having been handed down from the prophet that sunna, which 
properly speaking, is the nasikh, it would be possible to
hold concerning, for example, those types of commercial trans

2actions which the prophet has forbidden that perhaps he had 
forbidden them before God said: 'God declares commercial
transactions lawful, but usury unlawful.' Or, concerning 
those fornicators who are stoned, perhaps Muhammad stoned 
them before God revealed Q.XXIV,2; or concerning the prac
tice of wiping boots, perhaps this was the practice before 
the /

1. Ris * p.17♦
2. sc. which the Sunna has forbidden - i.e. the Muslims have 

forbidden.
3. Q. II,276.
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-  1the revelation of the wudu=>; or one might urge that there is 

no commuting the cutting penalty in the case of one who 
stole something not under cover, or something valued at less 
than a quarter dinar, since the verse refers to all who 
steal, whether they steal much or little, and whether or 
not they "break and enter*

Every hadith from the Messenger of God could be rebutted 
by suggesting that perhaps he never said it, since we note 
that it does not happen to agree with the Qur*an. The 
entire body of the sunna could be rejected by either of the 
two considerations; thus every sunna could be abandoned 
where there already existed a general Qur*anic utterance with 
which the Sunna did not verbally agree to the letter, 
(although the Sunna cannot but agree with the Qur°an in 
spirit) in those cases where the wording of the Sunna, as 
handed down, varied to a degree from the wording of the 
revelation; or, if it were possible to show that the wording 
handed down from the prophet were fuller than the wording of 
the revelation*

Both /
1. Tayalisi, Sunan No.668: Jarir b* cAbdallah al Bajali 

reports that the prophet wiped his boots* Ibrahim says: 
“This report pleased them, since Jarir became a Muslim 
later than the revelation of Surat al Ma°ida." cf. »Abu 
Yusuf: K. al »Athar, bab: al mash cala al khuffain.
Ibrahim said: “Jarir transmits reports on the sunnas
operative at the time of the prophet’s death."
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Both kitab kllah and the Sunna indicate the contrary of

—  K —this doctrine. (The kitab jallah by referring to the function 
of the Messenger of God vis-k-vis the kitab, and the religion 
of God, as also to his adherence to it, and his role in 
providing it with bayan, on God’s behalf."

The two main achievements of ShaficI’s argument are: 
the conclusion that nothing - not even the Qur^an - can 
assert priority as a source over the Sunna; and the recog
nition of the Qur3an’s insistence upon unquestioning 
obedience to the prophet, which it imposes upon all Muhammad’s 
followers. This imposition he earlier referred to as one 
of the chief functions of the Qur3an in Muhammad’s lifetime, 
to enable him to govern, generally, on the basis of personal, 
rather than of revealed decisions. Shafici is undoubtedly 
correct in that instinct which leads him to identifying, as a 
primary source, Muhammad’s sunna, during Muhammad’s lifetime* 
As a traditionist, however, he extends this identification 
to all the materials which, during the two centuries since 
Muhammad1s death had come to be known as ’the Sunna of the 
prophet1, and shows an inclination predominantly in favour 
of regarding the ’Sunna of the prophet’ as divinely inspired* 
It is in the light of these methodological attitudes that 
he returns again and again to this question of the Islamic 
penalty /

1*i.e. all of such that he is prepared to acknowledge.
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penalty fornication, and, confronting the conflict 
between the Qur^anic statements and those-in the Sunna, con
flict, which however, he tirelessly repeats, is only 
apparent, he demonstrates the application of that special 
sort of bayan which he calls takhsls:

i"God has said: "And those of your women who commit
abomination." The penalty of the fornicators was originally

- 2*3jabs and ®adha-f: until God revealed the penalty of Q.XXIV, 2,
1.e. flogging. Concerning slave-girls, he revealed (Q.IV,25) 
that their penalty should be half that for the muhganat.

God had thus abrogated the *habs and the aadha’ and 
imposed upon the fornicators the penalties.

Q.XXIV,2 could refer to all free fornicators, or only 
to some as opposed to others. We therefore seek in the Sunna 
sure indication as to who was intended. We find in the 
l^adith the words: "Now God has appointed the procedure in
their case." The words themselves indicate that this was 
the first penalty appointed for fornicators, since in 
Q.IV,16 God said: "or until God appoint a procedure" God’s 
words /
1 . Ris. p.35.
2. i.e. Q.IV,15-16.
3. This, as an instance of °insa° - i.e. ta^khir al ^inaal - 

strictly speaking, ought to have been by means of a 
qur»an, not a hadith - vide, Ris. p.17*
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words concerning slave girls, whose penalty should be half 
that for muhi=sanat, distinguish the penalty for the free 
persons from that for the unfree. Slave girls are therefore 
excluded from the full provisions of Q.XXIV,2. The half 
penalty for slave girls can refer only to flogging, in 
connection with which a specific number was stipulated. It 
cannot refer to stoning, which involves death, and which has 
no prescribed limit other than death. The Messenger of 
God stoned Magiz without flogging him, and the wife of the 
aAslami, without flogging her. These were both muhsan 
persons. The Sunna thus indicates that the flogging men
tioned both in Q.XXIV and in the cUbada hadith is abrogated 
from the non-virgin fornicator*11

Stoning, (a sunna), in this construction, did not 
abrogate flogging, (a qur^an), but the prophet’s reported 
practice, (sunna), indicates that from the dual penalty

iappointed for thayyibs, it was the flogging that was even- 
tually dropped, (matruk).

There are some serious difficulties in this exposition. 
Shafici seems to begin by arguing that the 'habs and »adha! 
remained the penalty until abrogated by Q.XXIV,2. This is 
in a sense essential, given Shafici*s methods, if he is to 
include the slave girls, whose punishment is said, by the 
Qur°an, /

1. In the sunna.
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Qur°an, to be half that appointed for the muhsanat, the 
class which the slave girls, according to the QurDan have to

ienter before any penalty applies to them. But he seems to 
be arguing simultaneously that the first penalty to be 
prescribed following the revelation of Q.IV's *habs and ^adha* 
was that embodied in the cUbada hadith* This dating he 
derives from the words: "now God has appointed a procedure”.
Historically, ShaficI, therefore, reads the sequence:
Q.IV, 15-16; cUbada; Q.XXIV; Q.IV,25; Mâ iss; casif.

The cUbada hadith has two uses: it distinguishes for
the first time, two general categories of fornicators, and, 
as promised in Q*IV,15, it appoints the penalty for each 
category: for virgins: one hundred strokes and banishment
for a year: for non-virgins: one hundred strokes and death
by stoning* It thus apparently anticipates that part of 
the penalty revealed in Q.XXIV, and, apart from the categori
sation of fornicators into virgin, and non-virgin, on which 
the QurDan is silent, the hadith imposed, in addition to the 
Qur3anic flogging, a second penalty for each of the two 
categories of offenders,.of which again, the Qur*an makes 
no mention* Well might some of the Muslims protest that 
they do not find two penalties in the Book of God I Since 
the Qur°an cannot abrogate the Sunna, Q.XXIV may not be 
thought /
1. Otherwise their penalty must be 50 lashes and six months* 

banishment, i.e. half of the cUbada penalty for the non- 
muh§an I
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thought, by concentrating only upon flogging, to have abro
gated either the stoning, or the banishment. The suggestion 
was made, that perhaps the Islamic penalty for fornication
had been imposed in the Qur*an, at an early date, but had

2been subsequently modified by the revelation of Q.IV,15-16. 
ShaficI's reply to this is that cUbada mentioned his hadith 
as a retrospective comment upon Q.IV after it had been 
abrogated. Arguing that ÎJbada is later than Q.IV, Shafici 
assumes that Q.XXIV is later than cUbada, stressing that the 
one hundred strokes are endorsed in the case of the free 
virgin. On the basis of the Ijadith stories concerning 
Ma®iz and the ^Aslami's wife, he further concludes that 
stoning is endorsed, in the case of the free non-virgin and 
that the flogging imposed upon this class by both °TJbada and 
Q.XXIV was now abrogated (withdrawn). This is thus an 
insistence upon the historicity of a sunna which, simultan
eously, provided evidence of the abrogation of a previous 
sunna, and the bayan of a previous Qur^an.

The hadith related by Malik^ about the ^asif estab
lishes that the dual penalty of flogging and the banishment, 
for non-muh^ans, in the case of the manfs son is historically 
attested to be the Sunna* Prom the same story, and from 
ibn /

1. Umm, VII, p.76.
2 . Khaffafa.
3* His* p.36.
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ibn cUmarfs tale about the two Jews, stoning alone for 
muh§ans is likewise historically attested to be the Sunna.
If the free thayyib was originally intended to be included 
in the Qur°anic reference to fornicators at Q.XXIV,2, it 
follows from the Sunna that flogging has in his case been 
mansukh, (withdrawn). Shafici flatly states that the 
stoning of the thayyib occurred on the basis of what the 
prophet related on G-od's behalf, after the revelation of 
Q.XXIV,2. (Ris. p.56).

We must now draw attention to certain equivocal elements
in the Shaficite vocabulary: the cUbada hadith is: dawwal
- 1  -  2ma nuzzila and by it the 'habs and the &adha* were nasakhed.
(replaced)•

Ihe one hundred strokes were 'nasakhed1 (withdrawn), in
2the case of the free non-virgin. But we have seen that,

according to 3hafici's reasoning, the Sunna cannot fnaskhf 
the Qur°an, for only the Qur^an can do this; yet, both the 
!3jabsf and the strokes are Quraanic.

What then, is the implication of their 'naskh'? fo 
this query there may be one of two replies, depending upon 
whether one is a follower of ShaficI, or, if not, at least 
prepared to follow his general chronology. In this latter 
case, /

1. Umm, VI, p.119.
2 . Ris. p .21.
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case, one merely continues to repeat the old pre-Shafici 
principle that the Sunna can and does naskh the Qur»an, 
producing this very instance as one1s 'proof1: cAli said:
”1 flogged her, on the basis of the Book of God, and I stoned

iher on the basis of the Sunna#11

But, for those - and these are the majority » who 
found Shaficifs technical reasoning foreeful and unassailable, 
there was only one route forward from the dilemma into which 
Shafi°i had forced himself and the community of the scholars, 
an outcome predictable from the equivocal nature of his 
language# Takhsis, as we have said, is a form of bayan 
which operates by indicating the exclusion of categories not 
originally intended by the divine law-giver to be included 
in the apparently general terms of His injunctions• This 
function of the Sunna had been employed by Shafici to 
indicate the exclusion of certain classes of parents, off
spring or spouses from the provision of the verses on 
inheritances; to exclude certain classes of persons from 
the obligation to wash the feet before the performance of 
the ritual prayers; to exclude certain classes of thief 
from the application of the Qur°anic penalty, and now, to 
exclude certain categories of fornicators from the Qur^anic 
flogging penalty# But, what is unique in the matter of 
the Islamic penalties for fornication, is that over and 
beyond /

1• Umm, VII, p#167*
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beyond the exclusions he has argued, there are still 
additions to the Qurdanic penalties - the penalties of 
stoning and of banishment, neither of which is mentioned in 
the Book# Gan the Sunna usurp the functions of the Qur°an 
in initiating penalties, even a capital penalty, when it 
has already been established that the Sunna cannot abrogate 
the Qur^an but is held rather, to serve the Qur^an by 
elucidating its intentions? It is extremely interesting 
to note that whereas Shafici draws heavily upon Malik for 
his hadith materials in this question of penalties for for
nication, as in so many other of his studies, the one element
he has not borrowed, or at least, has not seen fit to re-

1iterate on this occasion, is the concept referred back to
cUmar b. al Khatjab that the *stoning-verse1 had once been
a part of the Qur»an revelation# Equally interesting is
that on Malik*s part, there is no reference to the cUbada
]iadith on which Shafici leans so heavily. Malik, although
he does not use it, may conceivably have known the hadith,
since he glosses the words *al sheikh wa al sheikha* as *al

2thayyib wa al thayyiba * *

The logical outcome of Shafici*s unflagging repetition 
of the divine command to render implicit obedience to the 
orders /

1* But vide Ikh, p.251*
2 * Muw. K # al Hudud•
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orders of the prophet, is to constitute the Sunna an inde
pendent authority to legislate for the Muslims* Shafici 
is unable to make this claim in its extreme form* This 
suggests that his entire defence of the Sunna, which he 
based upon selected texts of the Qur°an, had been necessi
tated, and largely conditioned, by a historical situation in 
which the Sunna had been rejected as a source, and denied any 
voice, and in which the Qur°an alone, or, possibly in asso
ciation with other factors, other than the hadith, was 
regarded as having the authority to act as source. Reacting 
in the defence of the Sunna, ShaficI took over his opponents1 
weapons, and bound up the Sunna with the Qur3an to ensure 
for it survival, and a secure anchoring place. Shafici*s 
ingenuity lies in his adoption of this takh§i§ technique, 
in an attempt to rehabilitate the impugned Sunna. But the 
method employed could not be extended to include the penalty 
of stoning, in the face of the insistence of some that ston
ing is nowhere alluded to in the Qur3an, and in the face of 
his own insistence that the Sunna cannot abrogate the Qur^an. 
Nor indeed, could the method be extended to cover any detail
of the practice not having its basis in the Qur^an texts.

2It is on these questions, as Prof# Schacht has observed, 
that Bhaficifs system breaks down. Prom the fact of his 
breakdown, /

1. vide K. Jami0 al cilm. cf. Umm, VI, pp*115-116.
2. Origins, p . 15,
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breakdown, we can gauge the strength of the pro-Qur^an argu
ment in Shafici's day, since his breakdown was occasioned 
by his attempt and failure to meet that case. He had failed 
to solve the problem of the source of the stoning penalty, 
but he had incidentally, by his skilful use of the QurDan 
texts, secured the position of the Sunna, generally, as a 
referent.

It comes, therefore, as no surprise to find that
attempts more explicit than those of Shafici himself, have
been made to give the cUbada hadith the appearance of having

-  1itself been a revelation: cUbada said: “Whenever revelation
2came upon him, the prophet became distressed, and his 

face coloured. One day, revelation came upon him, and he 
reacted in that way, and when he recovered, he said: 'Take
it from me, take it from me, God has now appointed a way for 
them•* “

This cannot, perhaps, be taken as evidence that the
attempt here, or in Shafici's argumentation, was to treat
the 01Tbada utterance as definitely Qur°anic, despite the
vocabulary employed. Shafici has said: 'The Messenger of
God never imposed any ruling, except by the operation of wahy; 
there /
1. Muslim: bab: hadd al zina. cf. Tab.taf.VIII,pp.76 ff. - 

Didha nuzzil calaihi al wahy, in some versions.
2 . ^unzila calaihi.
3. cf. F.B. v.XII,p.147: "Jabarani can cUbada: When the ston

ing verse was revealed, the prophet said, 'Now God has 
appointed a procedure.1 "
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there are two kinds of wahy - the recited, (al matlu) and

ithe non-recited on the basis of which he laid down his sunna.

It was Shafici!s technical arguments, rather than merely
his vocabulary and specifically his repeated insistence that
the Sunna cannot and does not abrogate the Qur3an which made
it easier, later, to hold that if stoning abrogated (replaced)
flogging, then stoning must have been at one time a qur3an.
Ihat stoning abrogated (replaced) flogging Shafici himself

2never actually stated.

None denies that this hukm of stoning remains valid, 
and yet it is a hukm which is nowhere represented by an aya 
in our Qur3an texts. It can only therefore be an instance 
of the historical operation of the third mode of abrogation - 
the naskh (removal/withdrawal) of the tilawa, with the survi
val in the practice of the hukm. Ihe idea that the 1stoning- 
verse1 had once stood in the Qur3an texts, and had subsequen
tly been either withdrawn, or withheld, in the sense that, 
although it had been an integral and unrepudiated element in 
the oral Qur3an texts, in the dawn of the history of the 
Book, it had not been accepted for inclusion into the written 
texts /

1. Umm, VII, p.271 *
2. As an ^u^uli his concern was with indications, vide supra 

p.247*Besides, for Shafici "abrogation” theoretically does 
not mean "to replace11 but "to suppress", vide supra,p.248. 
We have, however, in passing, shown how loose his use of 
the word actually is*
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texts when the Qur°an was edited and promulgated, but that, 
despite the disappearance of its wording from the texts, its 
ruling was widely regarded as continuing valid, is an idea, 
which as we saw, did not originate with Shafici. He was 
familiar with it, as Malik had been, and it must have been in 
circulation at least a generation before Malik. The idea 
had apparently little appeal for Shafici, otherwise one might 
have expected him to make more use of it in his voluminous 
writings. Certainly, his intervention in the discussion of 
the fornication penalties did nothing to discourage the idea, 
and the uncharacteristically vague and equivocal language he 
used, seems to have given the idea itself a new lease of life 
and to keep it positively in active circulation. What may 
finally have crystallised the idea in the minds of his succes
sors, was his discussion of the problem from quite another 
angle - under the familiar heading of jurisdiction. Some, as 
we have seen, had confronted the question: hid the prophet
ever stone? The answer was that he had indeed stoned certain 
Jews. This may, or it may not, have historically happened 
but this is not our concern. Borne believed that the prophet 
had once stoned certain Jews and, quite naturally asked on the 
basis of what Law he had done so. One perfectly sensible 
reply was that he had stoned them on the basis of Jewish Law, 
since we have evidence that he had first asked the Jewish 
doctors what provision their Law made in such cases, and,
finally, in order to be in no doubt, he had called for a copy 
of /
1. cf. Umm, VI, p.124 ff.
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of the Torah. Satisfied that this laid down the stoning 
penalty, Muhammad had not hesitated to apply the Law. An 
interesting question now arises as to how far the prophet’s 
historically attested conduct towards non-Muslims constitutes 
Sunna for the purposes of the derivation (sc. documentation) 
of the penalty for Muslims in similar cases. That Muhammad’s 
attested conduct towards Muslims constitutes Sunna in that 
sense, none would, in the end question. But that his conduct 
towards non-Muslims should be held to be binding upon later 
generations of Muslims, was a concept not so readily acquiesced 
in. We can guess that this was a view which encountered stiff 
resistance, to dispel which is undoubtedly the motive behind 
the duplication of hadiths to attest the prophet’s implemen
tation, within Islam, of this gruesome penalty. Thus, 
parallel to the exegesis of the words in Q.IV.15s min nisa- 
°ikum, as ’married women’ - since ’your women1 can have no 
other force than 'your wives', - runs another more signifi
cant tafsir, which argues that the words mean the ’women of 
the Muslims'. That this is the later interpretation is 
indicated by the consideration that it presupposes and 
supplements the other. We have also seen that parallel to 
the series of the hadiths which documented Muhammad's stoning 
of Jews, runs another series that attest his stoning of Muslim
culprits. It is in this latter case alone, that it was 
found /

1. Vide supra, p.209 for the meaning of minhum. aAbu Bakr b. 
al cArabi, op.cit* I, p.355*
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found necessary to adduce supplementary evidence from the 
practice of his successors, 3Abu Bakr, cUmar, cUthman and 
cAli. Stoning, as a Muslim penalty, was rejected by some 
scholars, later identified as among the Khawarij and certain 
elements of the Muctazila movement, on the grounds that ’we

-ido not find two penalties in the Book of God’. Of the
two schools, we are further informed that they were sceptical
in the extreme on the claims of the hadith. The former
rejected them for systematic reasons, since they insisted
on the principle of la hukma °illa lillahj the latter, for
formal reasons, since they doubted the efficacy of the isnad
safeguards against falsification, and since so much of the
hadith was contrary, not only to reason, but also to the

2express statements of the Qur°an. But a means was at hand 
to neutralise the objections of both parties and was soon 
employed by the Sunnis. This was quite simply to insist 
that there are in fact, or were at one time, two penalties in 
the Book of G-od - the flogging and the stoning. It is a

mm mmmatter of extreme intellectual puzzlement that Shafici did 
not adopt this view more whole heartedly, for, in association 
with his mechanism of takh^Is, the sunnas on Maciz b. Malik, 
and the wife of the 3Aslami might have been more satisfactor
ily exploited to provide evidence of the exclusion of the 
thayyib category of fornicators from the provisions of Q.XXIV. 
The /

1. F.B. K. al Muharabin, intro.
2. ibn Qutaiba, Ta3wil, passim.



The reason for his preferring to rely upon the °Ubada hadith
was presumably not that he had reservations about the claims
of the ’stoning verse’, for he has admitted the hadith on
this verse into his canon, but that he had further to take
account of two elements not mentioned in either the Qur3an as
we know it, nor in the 1 stoning verse1# These were the non-
Qur®anic distinction between the virgin and the non-virgin,
and, in the case of the former, the additional penalty of
banishment for a twelve-month, the origin of which is somewhat 

1obscure* His choice of procedure was further justified by
his objective - to establish, from the Sunna, not abrogation,
but bayan* His choice of locus probans, is, in the event,
doubly unfortunate, since the cUbada hadith provided him with

-  2embarrassing problems of isnad, and is, in addition, even.at 
a superficial examination, recognisable as a palpable forgery* 
The phrase: 'How God has appointed a process': is no more
than an echo of Q.IV,15, and its interpolation was dictated 
by the need to establish that the verse on which it was para
sitic had been superceded, by something other than Q.XXIV# 
Further, Q.IV,15 is not universally regarded as a divine 
statement about a promised future penalty for fornicators, 
but was seen rather, as a statement concerned exclusively with
women. That it concerns fornication, is but an assertion 
dependent /
1# Vide ibn al cArabi, op.cit. I, p.359.(cf.infra p.265,n#1.)
2. Vide TJmm, VII, p.76.
3. The same applies to °Ubada itself!
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dependent upon a particular interpretation of the term 
’fahisha', which, in the Qur^an, has a variety of applica
tions.^ cUhadafs hadith is thus dependent, not merely upon
consideration of the wording of a qur^an, but is patently

-  2secondary to a sectional tafsir. In exactly the same way,
the key words: ’take it from me1: betray their origin in a
blatantly partisan tafsir proposed by the hadith party for 
Q.LIX,7: "Whatsoever God grants as spoil from the people of
the settlements to His Messenger, is to be enjoyed by the 
Messenger, the near of kin, the orphaned, the destitute, and 
the warrior, so that it will not become a thing of contention 
among the wealthy members of the ^umma. Whatsoever the 
Messenger gives you, take it; what he denies you, desist 
from demanding."

This verse indisputably concerns the division among 
the fighters of the spoils of a defeated enemy. Nonetheless, 
one finds this aya, regardless of context, basic to Shafici*s 
ceaseless campaign to fasten upon the Muslims, and others, his 
school’s notion of the divine imposition of the religious 
obligation of implicit obedience to the prophet, in the 
technical Shafi°ite sense of unquestioning acceptance of the 
Sunna of the prophet’. "God has imposed upon us the 
religious obligation of subordinating ourselves to the com
mands /
1. Baidawi, ad.loc.
2. Note that cUbada, with the term lahunna is still a state

ment exclusively concerned with females’.



mands of the prophet, saying: 'Whatsoever the prophet gives
you, take it, and what he denies, desist from [demanding] I"**

A most profitable field for future research is offered 
in the task of replacing, in their original contexts, the 
countless scraps of phrases, and even whole verses, encounte
red throughout the Islamic polemics as props to this or that 
academic theory, (cf, the misuse of Q V 71, above, p. 237,)

There is no shortage of irony in the literature. This
aya which Shafici is fond of employing to establish the
legislative faculty of the Sunna alongside the Qur®an, is
also a favourite quotation of those who argue that the Sunna
can and does abrogate the Qur3an. "Those who hold that the
Sunna abrogates the Qur»an, employ as evidence, the verses:

2'he does not speak from fancy', and 'Whatsoever the prophet 
gives you, take it; and what he denies you, desist from.1

-  3This last aya is-general, and contains no element of khass.
We are obliged, therefore, to accept the prophet's words. 
Those who reject the abrogation of the Qur3an by the Sunna, 
interpret the verse: 'Whatsoever the prophet brings you 
(from that which has been revealed to him of the Book of G-od)
take it; he does not speak from fancy - that Qur®an which he 
brings you, comes from G-od, and has not been got up by 
Muhammad from his own imaginings/ This party further argue 
that /
1• Umm, VII, p.251.
2. Q. 1111,3.
3 . sic.
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that as the Sunna is the mubayyina of the Qur^an, it is not

— 1 its nasikh.1*

The artificiality of the cUbada hadith is further 
evident from its form, calculatingly designed to serve as a 
bridge between Q*IV,15 and Q.XXIV,2, on one hand, while, on 
the other, it unites the practice, (or at least the theory 
of the Muslims) - the banishment and the stoning of the 
extra-Qur°anic tradition - with the flogging provision of 
the Qur^an* The hadith was invented ad hoc in circles 
sympathetic to the ideas championed by scholars who held that 
the Sunna should unhesitatingly and unquestioningly be taken 
up to serve as the documentation of the contemporary view, 
with the aim of providing for it an Islamic origin, but, who 
yet, apparently had to take the contents of the Qur°an into 
account. There is some awkwardness arising from its bridge 
form, since it might be argued that it could have been abro
gated in its turn by the subsequent revelation of Q.XXIV. 
Shafi°i showed that the function of the expression: 'Now
God has appointed a process:1 was to establish that this was
the first revelation to Muhammad following the revelation of 

2  — *5Q.IV. Sarakhsi showed that it preceded Q.XXIV, since m
the hadith, Muhammad said: 'Take it from me1; whereas, had
it been later than Q.XXIV, he would have had instead to say:
1 take /
1. Mekki: op.cit. bab: ma yajus Dan yakun nasikhan.
2. Umm, VII, p.76.
5. Mab^ut, vol.IX, p.56*
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ftake it from God*. Shafici, in his argument that the 
prophet*s practice, as documented in the stories about Maci2i 
and the wife of the &Aslami, who were both thayyibs, and 
whom he stoned, but did not flog, indicated alleviation
(takhflf) places these stories in the period following the

1 -revelation of Q.XXIV, The function of the ljadith of the
casif, was to restore the doctrinal situation, created 
originally by the cUbada hadith, but, now seen by the scholars 
to be threatened by their having, initially, placed cUbada 
too early in their timetable. The casif hadith marks a 
further improvement upon cUbada, in the sense, that whereas 
the latter is merely sunna qawliyya - (it does not provide 
evidence that the prophet actually historically applied the 
dual penalties of stoning and flogging, or flogging and 
banishment, but merely states that these are the penalties) - 
the caslf story is sunna ficliyya, and provides the evidence 
that Muhammad historically inflicted the double penalty on the 
man's son, and sentenced the DAslami's wife to be stoned, but 
not flogged. This represents takhfif, and takhfif is abro
gation; this story must therefore be later than the revela
tion of Q.XXIV.^ The later naskhs the earlier situation.
The caslf story, simultaneously, verifies cUbada and supplies 
the /
1. Ris. p *56 .
2. ibn al cArabi,' op.cit. vol.I, p.559* tarak al jild ficlan fi 

ku3,li man rajam wa qawlan fi hadith al casif. The sunna 
qawliyya is stronger than the ficliyya, since less liable
to misinterpretation.

  _____________________________________
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the necessary documentary evidence for Shafici's doctrine 
that where stoning is inflicted, flogging is suspended. In 
the casif story, flogging was applied to one offender, hut 
not to the other. The penalty of Q.XXIV was thus in certaih 
conditions endorsed, in other conditions, repealed..*i,e. 
casif is the later. Ho evidence has ever been adduced that 
at any time in his career, Muhammad actually applied both 
the flogging and the stoning penalties to a single offender. 
But this omission is unimportant since only a minority of 
scholars held the doctrine that the dual penalty remained 
validly applicable, and it is clearly the doctrine that sti
mulates the production of ^adiths.

That the casif story represents the re-instatement of 
the abandoned cUbada hadith is shown by Shafici's comment 
that the man's son was a virgin, and the other's wife a 
thayyiba. Her stoning, and that of Maci2i occurred later 
than Q.XXIV, and on the basis of 'that which the prophet 
related on God's behalf. From this, the stoning penalty 
was based, by implication, upon a divine communication to 
the prophet, and at the close of the second century, when 
the primary concern was still apparently to justify the 
Sunna against those who were prepared to accept no hadiths, 
or /

1. Vide Ilch, p.251, and supra p. 230n.2 . The casif hadith 
extended the effect of the cUbada hadith by applying it 
to males, vide supra, p. 261,n.2.
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or only tafsir-hadiths, i«e. (against the Qur°an) one need 
not labour the point as to whether this me.ant that it was a 
qur^anic or a non-qurDanic imposition. The important' 
thing was that it was an Islamic imposition. The criteria 
which, had to be satisfied to achieve this result were a 
qurDanic or a sunna origin, depending upon the assumptions 
of the opposition group being addressed. The first criterion 
was in view in the Malik hadith from cUmar that stoning had 
been revealed and had once been a verse in the Qur^an texts; 
the second, in the cUbada-casIf stories.

For. Shafici the Sunna is certainly the primary source,
and it could be further argued, from the consideration that
in any conflict between the Quraan and the Sunna, it was
invariably the QurDan that had to be adjusted to the Sunna,

2and never the reverse, that it was also the historically 
prior source of the Shafi ci doctrines. That the Qur°an had 
to be seen to be capable of such adjustment to fit the doctrine, 
suggests that the QurDan, as a source, could now no longer be 
ignored. We must therefore presume that in his entire 
defence of the Sunna, based on carefully selected texts of 
the Qur5an, Shafici was responding to a contemporary demand, 
in /'

1. The Torah has been mentioned nowhere throughout this 
exposition by Shafici.

2, Except on the one question of prayer during battle, Ris. 
p. 26-7.



2b 7 i .in which the emphasis had shifted from the Sunna m  the 
direction of the primacy of the Qur°an source which must now 
always be seen to underlie the details of the doctrine. The 
consciousness of the expediency of suggesting that the ston
ing penalty had originated in the Book, and was not merely 
a non-Book sunna, is evident, not only in the Malik-cUmar 
hadith, but even also in the story of the °asif, in which the 
prophet was made to say: fI shall judge between you on the 
basis of the Book of God.1

We have already referred to ibn Hajar's comment on this 
and we have taken note of the discussions preserved by Tabari.

1. or from the Torah,
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The problem of jurisdiction s

The problem of jurisdiction is discussed by Shafici for one 
purpose only - to settle a source problem. The difficult 
term 'qist1, occurring in Q T 42, he glosses as hukm allah 
which He revealed to His prophet, who was pure and truthful,

im  His latest communication to His creatures. At Q Y 49,
he glosses the hopelessly ambiguous expression s f and judge
between them on the basis of what God has revealed1, as a
divine command to judge between them on the basis of what
God had revealed to Muhammad.

It had been reported that Muhammad had stoned Jews; some
have argued that Q Y 49 had abrogated Q Y 42, with the view
to asserting that his stoning the Jews had been on the basis
of the Torah. But, if Q Y 42 were not abrogated, then the
prophet had preserved the right to judge, and must have judged

2bil qist - i.e. on the basis of the Muslim Law.
Muhammad had imposed stoning on non-Muslims, this being 

the Sunna he had imposed on the Muslims, and concerning 
which he had declared ; ’I shall judge between you on the 
basis of the book of God.' It was by now apparently quite 
intolerable /

1 • Umm YI p. 124.
2. cf. Umm IY p. 130: by qist is meant that decree revealed 

to His prophet. The function of the word 'latest' would 
appear to be polemic. cf. Tab.,taf.,X p. 334 • judging 
on the basis of what God appointed as the Law for the 
Muslims. Both ShaficI and Jabari approve of interpolations 
which prove that v 42 was not abrogated, ibid. p. 333.
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intolerable that the stoning penalty should be held to be a 
derivative of the Jewish Law* Hence the various hadiths on 
Muhammad's stoning of Muslims*

The islamisation of the doctrine implies not merely its 
positive attribution to either the QurDan or the Sunna, but, 
in addition, its dissociation from any possible non-Islamic 
source. Shafici knows of no scholar who would dispute that

„ 1the Jews Muhammad was reported to have stoned were not dhimmis. 
We have indeed heard of not one of the four caliphs that in a 
single instance he had judged a case involving dhimmis, and 
had they done so, we had surely heard of at least some cases. 
Nor do we know of any scholar who reports Muhammad as having 
judged them. He stoned persons in treaty-relation with Islam

pwho had come to him, seeking his decision* Of the alternatives 
to hear, or to ignore, had the former been the preferable 
course, it would have been adopted by his successors.
Should however the Muslim judge choose to hear dhimmis, he 
should advise them, in advance, that he would propose to 
apply to them what he would apply to the Muslims. He ought 
further, on Qur3anic grounds, to insist on Muslim witnesses.

There is no disguising the fact that Shafici thought and 
wrote under the influence of a strongly anti-Jewish 
atmosphere /

1. Umm IY p. 129? of. F.B. XII p. 129 for Malik's view to 
the same effect.

2 . cf. T.ab ., '“jfcaf *, X p. 315#
3. Umm, loc. cit*, p. 127.
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atmosphere. It is not, however, necessary on that account, 
to read his harbs as aimed directly at the Jews themselves.

We have already become familiar with two explanations of 
Muhammad's reported condemnation of sexual offenders. 'Where 
these were specifically identified as Jews, he was thought 
to have rendered his judgment in accordance with the Torah. 
Where the impression was conveyed that the offenders were 
Muslim, Muhammad was reported as having judged them on the 
basis of kitab kllah.

For Shafici, to whom kitab allah always means the Qur3an, 
the awareness that the stoning penalty is mentioned in the 
Torah is utterly irrelevant. Muhammad's stoning of the Jews 
and his stoning of the Muslims had been in accordance with 
what God had revealed to him. To achieve this conclusion, 
Shafici had had to make two unsubstantiated assumptions t 

that the condemned Jews had been non-dhimmis; and that the
stoning of the Jews must have been later than the stoning of

“ 1 2 Muslims, whereas both Tabari and ibn Iiisham for example,
refer the Jewish-Muhammedan discussions on the question of
fornication to Muhammad's first arrival at Medina. The story
is among those reported by ibn 3Ishaq from al Zuhri which
suggests that it is part of the earliest view on this question.
Shafici's /

1. Tafh, X p. 303. 2. Sira, II,p. 156.
3. vide supra, p. 222s Zuhri connected stoning with the 

revelation of Q V 42*
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Shafici's inconsistency lies in his not having emphasised / 
that the stoning penalty must he presumed in that case, to 
have been a qur3an.

Others have made the attempt to wrestle with the part 
alleged to have been played in the history of this penalty 
by the Torah texts, and some even held that those very words 
which are quoted by countless Muslim scholars as having been 
the wording of the alleged Qur°anic 'stoning verse1 were the 
very words of the alleged 'stoning verse' to be found in the 
Torah. But other variant versions of the Torah verse are 
proposed, and the 3Abu Huraira version, instead of 1al sheikh

iwa al sheikha1 reads s 'al muhsan wa al muhsana1, and contains
t  t  •  •  7

in addition, an allusion to the term 'tarabbus',
- 2  3Jabir's version reads: 'If four men bear witness that they

have seen his penis‘in her vagina after the manner of the
kohl pencil in the kohl bottle.1  ̂ Both versions are
patently secondary to other discussions within the schools#

"The hadith on the two Jews contains several indications: 
it /

/
1. I’.B. XII p. 142; cf. lab. ̂ a f ., X p. 304.
2. ibn al cArabi, op. cit., I, p. 356#
3. cf. Q IV 15.
4. mithla al mail fil makhala? dukhul al mirwad fil makhala. 

cf. Muz. V p. 167 s kama yaghib al mirwad fil makhala wa 
al risha3 fil bi^r? cf. ibn al cArabi, op, cit, I p. 357.

5. B.B. XII p. 142; cf. Nawawi, Sharia, p. 147#
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it is an obligation to proceed against the dhimmi kafir when
he fornicates. This is the general view, although the
Shaficiyyah are divided, Neither »Ahmed, nor the Shaficiyyah
insist upon Islam as a condition of the ^ihsan status.1
This view gains confirmation from the explicit statement in
some versions of the hadith that the two Jews were both a 

2 -muh§an. The Malikiyyah and the main body of the Hanifiyyah
who insist on Islam as an indispensable constituent of °ih§san,
reply to the hadith about the stoning of the Jews that they
were stoned in accordance with the Law of the Toralr and not
in accordance with the Law of Islam. The question of their
®ihsan therefore does not arise, since stoning, in the Torah,
applies to the muhsan and the non-muhsan alike.^ They
maintain that these events occurred soon after the prophet*s
first arrival at Medina, when he was commanded to adhere to
the Law of the Torah, until its individual enactments should
be abrogated in the Islamic revelation. Muhammad thus stoned
these Jews, in accordance with the Law of the Torah, which was
subsequently abrogated by the reference in Q.17,15 to 'your
women*. That verse in its turn, was later abrogated by the
Islamic distinction between the muhsan and the non-muhsan... ..

al /

1. vide Muzani, Mukht, IY, p.15«
2. Tab.taf. X, p.303.
3. SarakhsI, Mabsut, IX, p.39.
4. Tab.'^f. X, p.304.
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al Khat^abi, refuting the Hanafi argument that the 

prophet had stoned the Jews on the basis of the Torah, pointed 
out that G-od says in the Qur°an: "Judge between them on the
basis of what God has revealed*" The Jews, according to 
the hadith, came to Muhammad enquiring what the penalty was 
in his view* He then disclosed what they had been concealing,

iby proclaiming the penalty of the Torah. The Islamic 
penalty, in Muhammad’s view, could not have been different, 
since one may not decide on the basis of a ruling that has 
been abrogated. The indication is therefore, that Muhammad 
gave his decision on the basis, not of the mansukh, but of 
the nasikh.

As for the °Abu Huraira hadith, there is, in the isnad,
a person not identified. But, supposing the hadith to be
attested, and that Muhammad had said: fI shall judge on the

2basis of what is in the Torah,' that would mean that the 
prophet had aimed at publicly exposing the Jews by disclosing 
a Torah penalty that they had concealed and which coincided 
with an Islamic penalty. In Islam, stoning abrogated flogg
ing. No scholar has held that stoning was first instituted 
and then flogging, and then stoning again. Stoning has 
remained the Islamic penalty ever since its institution.
The prophet did not stone the two Jews solely on the basis of 
the /

1* Tab.laf.X, p.306.
v.._

2. ibid.
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the Torah, hut, rather on the basis of the Islamic Law, with 
which the Torah Law happens to coincide."

This however, would interfere with the dating of Q.IV,
15"”1 b ♦ II the stoning of the Jews occurred at Muhammad’s 
first arrival at Medina, it would have occurred before the 
imposition of the Islamic penalties. If after the settle
ment of the Islamic penalties, how many Jews would have 
remained at Medina by that time?^ Flogging, (Q.XXIV,2) is 
said to have been revealed in connection with the cA°isha 
scandal, i.e. circa year b A.H. If stoning is not imposed 
in the Ohristian canon Law on marriage, then was the stoning 
of the Torah thought by the Muslims to have been abrogated 
by the Christian Law? The question was never raised.

Some have argued that the laws of the dispensations 
preceding Islam remained laws also for the Muslims, so long 
as this is attested to have been the case by the indication 
of a Qur3an or a sound hadith., and so long as the abrogation 
of the individual law had not been attested by the legislation 
of our prophet, or of another prophet before Muhammad. 
(F*B.XII,p.145)* On this basis the events described in the 
hadith might tend to indicate that Muhammad was aware that 
stoning had not been abrogated in the Torah.

The legacy that Shafici had left behind is thus; for 
those /

i maim uMirri^iiiiaT- imni ■iiini'wi iariM»PYwn r> p iiw *r« —  n m p u  i. im . i i . ih ■■ii- ^ -r r w m nm 1*1 fc a r f rmipm n *~ m n m nTnnn in i -

1. vide G. Vajda, loc.cit. [ J.A. 229 (1937) pp. 58 ff. ]
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those who accepted his reiterated technical reasoning that 
the Sunna cannot abrogate the Qur3an, only the Qur°an can do 
this; that the house-arrest and the verbal violence and the 
flogging are all Qur°anic; that Muhammad ever acted solely 
in accordance with what was revealed to him; that in certain 
cases of fornication, whether the offenders were Muslim or 
Jewish, Muhammad had stoned; that the Qur°anic flogging 
penalty had been abrogated from certain classes of offenders; 
that in all such cases the penalty was stoning alone; that no 
Muslim might decide in accordance with Jewish Law - the con
clusion was inescapable that the stoning penalty must be based 
on the Qur^an. But stoning for adultery is not mentioned in 
the Qur=>an* Therefore the hukm had remained valid, but the 
wording must have been withdrawn from the texts^

The irony of Shaficifs position is that, as the supreme 
champion of the Sunna, to guarantee the security of which, 
when faced with the demand that the Qur0an must not only be 
acknowledged to be, but must be seen to be the primary source 
of the law for the Muslims, he had argued that nothing, not 
even the Qur^an could abrogate a sunna, excepting only another 
sunna equally authenticated* To reinforce this principle, he 
balanced it with the corollary argument, drawn ostensibly 
from the Qur&an, that nothing could abrogate the Qur°an save 
only the Qur^an. While placing the Sunna, qud source, upon 
a level, which (whatever he might say as to theory), was in 
practice /
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practice, a degree higher than that occupied by the QurDan, 
he was forced, at the same time, in order to vindicate his 
insistence upon the acceptance of the Sunna, to find the 
grounds for this acceptance in the Qur*an, since his opponents 
were seemingly deaf to any other Justification - indeed there 
is no other Justification. The content of those sunnas 
which are patently in opposition to the statements of the 
Qur^an is paradoxically, to be defended by constant reference 
to the Qur^an1s verification of Muhammadfs right to rule.
Such legislation as Shafici identifies with the Sunna of the 
prophet, is defended, even where it conflicts with the Qur3an 
texts, by appeal to the principle of bayan, ostensibly 
derived from other Qursan texts. The Qursan is revealed and 
Muhammad is a prophet. Therefore, whatever is attested as 
coming from Muhammad cannot conflict with the revelation made 
to him, but has to be accepted as the elucidation of what God 
meant to say in the Book He had revealed. The Qur°an by 
bearing witness to the Sunna, is thus made to testify against 
its own contents. Shafici expMted his minor premiss: that
the Sunna cannot abrogate the Qur»an - merely as the coin he 
was prepared to pay in order to extort, in exchange, as the 
allegedly corollary argument, the material theoretical 
requirement upon which his fiqh rests, sc. that the Book be 
not permitted to tamper with the Sunna. The Book cannot 
Judge the Sunna. The Sunna can, and frequently does Judge
the Book. The rigidity of this theoretical position proved 
so /
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so successful, that for centuries after, knowing that stoning 
cannot he a sunna, since the Sunna cannot abrogate the QurDan, 
many Muslim scholars have argued that stoning must have 
originally been a qur°an. But there is no stoning verse in 
our Qur3an. A verse whose ruling has remained operative 
since Muhammad*s day could not have been omitted from the 
Qur»an if the Qur°an had been collected by the prophet. 
Therefore the prophet had not collected the Qur5an. This 
must be the work of the Companions, to allow for the omission 
of the verse.

Malik in his Muwat$aD, had of course, referred to the 
Quraan*s stoning verse before Shafici, but Malik*s thinking 
had represented a much more primitive and less formal atti
tude to sources than the systematising efforts of Shafici.
The followers of Malik, reacting to the *stoning-verse* 
hadith as to only one, and that not particularly emphasised, 
among the collection of available hadiths, all alleging the 
historicity of stoning as an Islamic penalty, and not feeling 
bound either by it, or by the Shaficite ®usul principles, were 
content to draw the conclusion that since there was evident 
conflict between the penalties established in Q.IV,15-16; in 
the cUbada and the °asif hadiths; and in Q.XXIV,2, there was 
evidence of abrogation. The Qursan*s flogging penalty had, 
they argued, replaced the penalties of Q.IV,15-16 and the 
Sunna had replaced this flogging by stoning in certain condi
tions /
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tions. Flogging represented the abrogation of the Qur°an
by the Qur5an, while the stoning penalty represented the

- 1abrogation of the Qur0an by the Sunna.

The difference between the MalikI and the Shafici 
position, can be summarised by pointing out that the situation 
faced by Malik differed essentially from that encountered by 
Shafici only one generation later. Malik was accounting for 
the contemporary view of the Islamic practice held by the 
Muslims at Medina, adducing, occasionally, as the documenta
tion of the alleged continuity of their practice, evidence 
from earlier authorities, which might in some cases involve 
reference to revealed statements. Shafici, following the 
establishment of the abstract Islamic theory of prophethood, 
is engaged in quite another situation. His r61e, as he sees 
it, is, both on the intellectual level, to identify and set 
out those principles of derivation which, it was thought; had 
governed the definition of the Islamic sharica as a unique 
system of valid religio-legal norms revealed by G-od to the 
prophet of Islam, and hence on the historical level, to 
isolate, not the statements of views by earlier Muslim 
authorities, but the uniquely certain utterances attested as 
coming from the prophet. That Shafici was consciously 
engaged in extricating Islam from its precursors in the cycle 
of /

  .

1* ibn al cArabi, op.cit. I, p.361.



of revelations, is clear from his attitude on the question of 
the stoning penalty, where no contribution from the Torah is 
to be acknowledged. His use of scathing language directed 
at those Muslims who consult the Jews and Jewish works, in 
his repetition of the earlier accusations levelled against 
the Jews of having interfered with the texts of the Torah, 
his determined refusal to accept them as trustworthy and 
reliable witnesses in court and his introduction of references 
to Islam as ’ the latest of the divine communications to Man*, 
indicate that Shafici was well aware that abrogation, as a 
science, concerns not merely internal abrogation, within the 
Islamic revelation, but also external abrogation within the 
historical series of divine revelations, and that here too, 
the later supersedes the earlier situation* Thus another 
essential difference between the tone of Malik and that of 
Shafici is the latter1s conscious rejection of the former’s 
complacency towards the alleged Jewish contribution to the 
evolution of that Islamic system of doctrines which he is 
engaged in documenting. The most surprising feature of this 
rejection is its date.

Shafici*s consistent solicitude for the discovery and the 
preservation of the Sunna of the prophet, taken together with 
his polemic against those Muslims who considered that the Book
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is sufficient guide for the Faithful, explains that particular 
insistence with which he laid emphasis upon his dual principle: 
that the Qur0an can he abrogated only by the Qur®an; and that 
the Sunna can be abrogated only by the Sunna; Only the 
latter of the two propositions however, had immediate theore
tical moment for him and he consistently invoked it to 
neutralise any qur3an which might be thought to cast doubt on 
some siinna, and thus indict the alleged historical connection 
between the doctrine and Muhammad. It cannot be sufficiently 
emphasised that the attitudes expressed by Malik and the 
Hanafis represent the pragmatic conclusions they felt en
titled, as Muslims, to draw from the materials they had 
inherited as the data of their legal systems, together with 
its then documentation. That the documentation existed 
suggests an earlier stage when the documentation had been 
called for - in the shape of proof from the Muslims1 ancestors 
and a revealed Book. This was developing before ShaficI 
into a documentation from a prophet and a revealed Book.
The demand for such ’proof indicates an earlier polemic 
stage, in which Islam, confronted by the earlier revealed 
systems, had been called upon to verify its identity. The 
evolution of the concept of ’sunna1, indicated by Schacht, 
may suggest a rough timetable for these developments, in the 
theory, which was designed to give to the doctrine the 
appearance of continuity. It was, one might imagine, much
easier for the Muslims to recognise what was asked of them 
in /
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in the demand for a revealed Book. That the Book, when 
produced, was not invariably the Qur3an, or, if the Qur3an, 
that it was so much at variance with the doctrine, provides 
another clue to the time-scale and background of these 
developments. There appears, both from the negative ibn 
6Abbas hadith, and from those hadiths concerned with tracing 
the stoning penalty to the Book of God, to have been a stage 
of uncertainty, even here, as to precisely how widely or how 
narrowly this vague expression was to be understood. There 
had clearly been a stage when to many the Book of God had 
not automatically meant the Qur3an. There was no requirement 
to upbraid Muslim scholars for consulting books other than 
the Qur3an unless they were actually seen to be doing so.
But why should they do so? They could evidently not be 
content to accept the vex'ification of the doctrine solely on 
the evidence of the Sunna of the prophet. There had, in 
addition, to be documentation from the revealed Book of God. 
Documentation was found in a revealed Book of God for the 
stoning penalty, and there is no little mystery in the quite 
extraordinary circumstance that the Muslims had a penalty 
and its documentation that coincided with those of the Kara9-v: 
itesi Responding to the objections of those among the 
Muslims who rejected the stoning penalty, on the plea that 
they /
1. cf. Baron, op.cit.V, pp.240-1. For stoning a plea of 

guilty was now accepted as sufficient evidencei
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they could not find it mentioned in the Book of God, the 
scholars, rather than refer it to the Sunna had succeeded in 
tracing it to a Book of God. Shafici’s attitude is radically 
distinguished from that of his forerunners by a peculiar 
disposition to impart not merely a normative character to the 
doctrine, a process already fairly advanced in the work of 
his predecessors, but to emphasise with a novel and self- 
conscious intensity the exclusively Islamic, as opposed simply 
to the revealed character of his sources. The ’ island, sati on 
of the fiqh* in the sense of the equipping the doctrine with 
documentary sources from Qur°an and Sunna, at the instance of 
the pious, and discussing all acts of omission or of 
commission in ethical, as opposed to legal categories of 
language, is certainly the work of scholars such as Malik and 
°Abu Hanifa. In Shafici*s case, an additional factor 
operates. The statements of ibn IJajar and of Mekki, on the 
attitude of the Malikiyyah and the Hanafiyyah on those enact
ments of Muhammad, datable to his first arrival at Medina, 
when ’he was commanded to adhere to the Torah until its indi
vidual provisions should be abrogated by Islamic laws’ and 
ibn Hajar’s report that certain of the scholars considered 
the laws of the revealed systems which preceded Islam to be 
still binding upon the Muslims, so long as that had been 
attested by the indication of the Qur°an or by a reliable 
hadith from Muhammad, and so long as the abrogation of such
laws had not been attested by the reports on the legislation 
of /
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of Muhammad, or of another prophet, before him, and that on 
this basis, Muhammad’s stoning of the Jews, tended to indi
cate his awareness that this penalty of the Torah had not 
been abrogated, the more strongly emphasise Shafici*s quite 
differing handling of the same question. He was at quite 
considerable pains to depopulate the Medinan area of dhimmi 
Jews, in a determined effort to dissociate the Islamic 
penalty from the penal law of Medinan Jewry and to make it 
plain that Muhammad’s inflicting that penalty on Jews had 
been based snlely on the law that had been revealed to him,

i —in his capacity as prophet of Islam, Shafici improves on
this by tampering with the date of the alleged events, and
arguing that Muhammad had merely applied to the Jews an
already existing penalty that had been instituted within
Islam for the Muslims. These are not conclusions based on
evidence, but a priori premisses, deriving from a mature view
of the history of the inter-relation of the successive divine

2revelations to Man. That he is defending not an inter
pretation, but a previously settled doctrine, is indicated 
by statements such as: Were one to allege that the bequest
abrogated the inheritances, is there any proof that we can

3find against his claim, other than the khabar? V/hen 
Muhammad /

1. vide Umm, IV, p.129.
2. Umm, VI, p.125*
3• Umm, VII, p .251.
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Muhammad inflicted upon the Jews the penalty of stoning he
said: I shall judge between you on the basis of the Book
of God. Some have interpreted this as a reference to the
Torah, but we learn from the scholars that the persons stoned
were not dhimmis, but persons seeking the personal decision
of Muhammad and agreeing, in advance, to abide by it. This
is the equivalent of a khabar, since the'identification of a
nasikh is dependent upon either: a report from the prophet,
or from one of his Companions, none other dissenting, or
from a matter on which the generality of the fuqaha3 are
unanimous; Shafici knows of no scholar who has reported that

— 1the prophet ever judged dhimmis. Q.V,49, requiring one to
judge has therefore, not been established as the abrogand of
Q.V,42 permitting one to judge or to refuse to hear the case.
Hence, the contemporary disputes about whether or not a
Muslim may judge dhimmis, and if he does judge, on what basis
of law he ought to judge, are not to be projected back to the
time of the prophet, and used to vindicate some theory that
Muhammad had judged Jews on the basis of the Jewish Law.
What is novel about these arguments, is the enunciation of the
principle that with the coming of Islam, the Jewish Law in any

2case had been rendered quite irrelevant. The later revela
tion of Islam had abrogated in its entirety the earlier 
revelation /

1. See previous page, n.2.
2. Umm, VI, pp. 124-9; cf. ibn al cArabi. op.cit. II, p.621.
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irevelation of Judaism,

In Q*Y,42 is the bayan that God had granted His prophet 
the faculty to choose whether to hear ^ahl al kitab, or to 
refuse to hear them, but imposed upon him was the obligation, 
in the event that he did choose to judge them, to base his 
decision upon qist, and by qist is meant that revelation that 
God had sent to Muhammad in the latest of His communications 
to Man. Stoning is the Islamic penalty. The testimony of 
dhimmis is unacceptable since we are aware that they lie 
against God Himself, and thus would have few scruples about 
lying against fellow-humans. They had cast the Book of God 
behind their backs, and altered it. God Himself informs us 
of this. By reason of their dhimma, however, we permit them 
access to their own courts of law, although we are aware that 
their judges base their decisions on considerations other 
than the revealed truth* In order to judge the dhimmis, we 
should have to question them on the sources of their law, yet 
our own Book is the latest divine communication and we Muslims 
recite it unaltered and untampered with. They have altered

2theirs, and written materials of their own devising into it. 
Considerations /

1 . ?ab. ^af. X, p.338.W.*— 1
2. (gab. l;af. X, p.352 ibn Zeid interprets Q.V,44, as:

whosoever judges by the book that he has composed, and 
ignores the Book of God.
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Considerations such as these should suffice to prevent the 
Muslims from questioning the kitabls.^
The hadiths which showed Muhammad enquiring of the Jews on 
the penalty for fornication in their law, are worked over in 
the light of the polemic doctrine of tahrlf/tabdil, in order 
to show that his motive had not been to profit from his

penquiry, but to expose publicly Jewish hypocrisy and knavery* 
How ironical it is to be soberly informed that the crime of 
the Jewish scholars contemporary with Muhammad had been their 
having substituted for the revealed stoning penalty imposed 
in their Torah their own school invention - the penalty of 
flogging.

Committed to over-rigid procedural principles, and 
enmeshed in his own logic, Shafici, the inheritor of the 
Islamic stoning penalty, failed to make his position on the 
problem of its source quite clear. His successors, left to 
draw their own conclusions, opted variously for one of the 
two possibilities: that the sunna of the stoning ’proves*
that the Sunna can abrogate the Qur»an; or where this is a 
priori rejected, then stoning must originally have been a 
qur°an which no longer happens to be recited at prayer or 
present in the texts. This latter alternative is one source 
of the third mode of abrogation naskh al tilawa duna al hukm. 

Shafici /

1 * Umm, VI, p.130*
2. cf. Tab. loc.cit. p.303; cf. ibn al cArabi, II, p.617.
3. Tab. loc.cit. pp.311, 314.
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Shafici pressed the legitimacy of this principle of 

abrogation curiously enough, not on the question of the 
stoning penalty, but on quite another doctrine. He knew, 
and himself used, the hadith about the ’stoning verse* that 
had once stood in the Qur»an, but did not emphasise it.
On another legal question which was much debated - the 
minimum definition of the term ridac - a matter of some 
social consequence, since it defined the forbidden degrees 
and thus identifies those persons who may or may not visit 
women - Shafici showed himself much more positive

”Ridac is a comprehensive term which might refer either
to one single suckling, or to more than one, right up to the

- 2complete ridac which requires two full years. Indeed, it
could still apply even after the two years. This being the 
case, it is incumbent upon scholars to seek out an indication 
as to whether any bar is set up by the minimum that would 
constitute the ridac, or whether some other minimum was 
involved.

cA®isha has said: ’There were, in what was revealed of
the Qur°an, ten attested sucklings required to set up a bar; 
these ten were abrogated by five attested sucklings. The 
prophet died and the five were still being recited in the 
Qur^an.’ /

1 * Umm, V, p.23.
2. cf. Q.II,233.
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Qui^an.1 She used to say-5 fThe Qur®an was revealed with 
ten attested sucklings setting up a bar; these became five 
to set up the bar.1 No man ever called upon cA°isha who had 
not completed the five sucklings.

t A
i/'l _cAbdallah b. al Zubeir said: ffhe prophet said: fNot

one, and not two sucklings constitute a bar; nor one nor 
two sucks * *

cUrwa reports that the prophet ordered the wife of 3Abu 
Ifudhaifa to nurse Salim five sucklings to set up the bar#
She did so, and always considered Salim a son#

Salim b. cAbdullah said that cA3isha sent him away; he 
was being suckled by her sister °Umm Kulthum who, however, 
suckled him only three times and then fell sick. She did
not suckle him more than the thrice. He added: fI could 
never visit cA°isha, since I had not completed the ten suck
lings .f

Nor, ShaficI points out, in the interests of his doctrine,
—  ihad Salim completed even the five#

Shafi°i adopted the doctrine of the five, as from the 
prophet, on the strength of cA°isha*s report that the five 
constituted the bar and were Qur°anic.

[Phi s /

1. loc.cit#
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This question is then linked with those on stealing and 

fornication. "There is a Qur0an on cutting hands hut the 
prophet laid down the Sunna of cutting in cases of a quarter 
dinar, or from a store-house. There is a Qur3an on the flog
ging of fornicators. But the prophet stoned non-virgin 
fornicators, and did not flog them in addition. We thus 
conclude, from the Sunna, that the original divine intention 
had been to cut off the hands of some thieves, to the 
exclusion of others; to flog some of the fornicators, to 
the exclusion of others. Those verses had not originally 
had reference to all persons covered by the terms 1 thief1 and 
'fornicator1. Similarly, we deduce from the Sunna that the 
meaning of the bar by reason of fosterage originally had
been intended to apply to certain persons, to the exclusion

-  1of others, although all are covered by the term ,ridacf."

He enlarged on the question of fosterage in his dispute 
with the Malikls,2 where he quotes another hadith: Hafsah
sent cAsim b. °Abdallah b. Sacd to her sister Batima to be 
nursed ten sucklings so that he might be able to visit her.
The Malikis report the CA°isha hadith that the five sucklings 
were being recited, as part of the Qur^an when the prophet 
died; they report the prophet's command to Sahla bint Suhail 
to suckle Salim; they report from two widows of the prophet; 
and /

1. Umm, V, p.24,
2. Umm, VII, p.208.



and yet, they neglect all these reports in favour of the 
doctrine of Sacid b. al Musayyab that a single suckling sets 
up a bar. They ignore both the report from cA 5isha and 
her and Hafsa's ra3y in favour of ibn al Musayyab’s rasy 
which, on other occasions, they equally ignore, in favour of 
their own opinions. They set aside what comes from the 
prophet, from cA aisha, from Hafsa, from ibn al Zubeir and 
from »Abu Huraira.(for b. Musayyab*s ra^y cf. Q IY 23 I ) 
Asked by Rabic b. Sulaiman whether ibn al Zubeir had heard 
direct from the prophet, Shafici replies: "Yes*, he pre
served material from the prophet directly, for on the day

u —the prophet died, cAbdallah was nine years old.*1

The delineation of the theoretical distinctions between 
takhsis and naskh is a popular theme for later scholars. 
Basically the distinction is summarised in the slogan: Naskh
is the bayan affecting times; takhsis is the bayan affecting 
persons. Naskh is the termination of a regulation which 
had, from the beginning applied to all individuals indicated 
in the original ordinance. Abrogation merely elucidates 
that the divine intention had always been that the ruling 
should apply only to certain portions of time, as opposed to 
applying to all sections of time.
Takhsis makes it clear that, even if the original statement 
were /

1, naskh: bayan lil °azman; al takhsis, bayan lil ®a °yan.
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were general in utterance, and was thus taken to apply to all 
individuals covered by the general terms 'thief', 'fornicator* 
and so forth, the divine intention had nevertheless been from 
the outset, that the regulation should apply only to certain 
individuals, as opposed to others. Until takhsis occurs, 
we have to regard the regulation as affecting all the indi
viduals mentioned.
Until 'naskh' occurs, we have to regard the regulation as 
affecting all times. Naskh thus removes, for the future, 
the entirety of the regulation. Takhsis removes part of an 
apparently general reference in the regulation and limits its 
application for the future to only certain individuals.
The application of this principle is thus necessarily retro
spective. Since men cannot fathom the meaning of the divine 
intentions, guidance is essential in the shape of the Sunna 
of the prophet.

Scholars regularly complain that people are continually
confounding takhsif with naskh, on account of their similarity,

2since both are bayan.
Shafici argued that the Islamic penalty for fornication, in 
the case of the non-virgin, as attested by the Sunna, had 
originally /

1. Mekki, op.cit., babs al farq baina al naskh wa al takhfis.
2. Jacbari, op.cit. fol.5* Takhsis is a snare on account of 

its similarity to naskh and owing to their both being 
bayan.
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originally been both flogging and stoning. The later Islamic 
penalty had been stoning alone, the Sunna once more attesting 
that Muhammad had dropped the flogging. Non-virgins are one 
category of fornicators. The stoning penalty Shafici would, 
•Hons, represent as takhsis-bayan of the Qur^an offered by the

on God's behalf, the elucidation 
His mention of flogging. This 

.ginally imposed as the permanent 
?gins; non-virgins are now under- 
ly excluded from the reference of 
d not, unaided have guessed this, 
tme as tabdil, alteration or sub- 
Lte the' brilliance of his arguments, 
t that Islam offers penalties 
.oned in the Qur°an - banishment over 
?gins, and stoning over and above 

If his intention, in deciding not 
.e so-called 1stoning-verse1 had 

been to represent the Islamic penalty as bayan-takhsis, rather 
than bayan-naskh, his failure on that score is clear. Stoning 
either replaced flogging, which is naskh, or was additional 
to flogging, and, according to another slogan current in the 
Hanafi school, any addition to the texts is abrogation.
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The Islamic penalty for fornication in the post-Shafici theory:

The views expressed by the post-Shafici scholars show them
selves to be almost equally divided between two distinct 
groups, according as the stoning penalty was thought to have 
been provided a) in the Sunna, or b) in the Qur0an *
Naturally, only those who considered the Sunna capable of 
abrogating the Qur®an adopted the first of these views, while 
the opponents of the view that the Sunna could be held to have 
abrogated the Qur®an on any matter, assigned equally naturally 
the origin of the penalty to the Qur®an, but to a qur®an whose 
wording had long since been v/ithdrawn, although its ruling 
was conceived to have continued valid#

Typical of the first of these views are the opinions of e.g.
*] -2 - 3 “ 4 ~ - Sibn Hazm ; Tabari ; Nahhas^s ibn al cArabi and Baidawi^•

The discussion of Taftazani^ brings out the essentials of 
the second view : [Mahbubi stated that] 1 Some of our colleagues 
have argued that the abrogation of the Qur®an is attested by 
the abrogation of the bequests to parents and nearest of kin 
by the prophet's dictum % la wasiyyah li warith. Others, on 
the /

1. op. cit. p. 169® 2* taf., VIII, p. 80*
3# op. cit. pp. 98 ff. 4* op. cit* I,pp* 334 ff*
5. vide Minhaj al Vvusul, bab al naskh.
6. K. al Tawdih, Kazan, 1884, pp. 416 ff.
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the grounds that Q IV 15 was abrogated by the prophet's words, 
in the cTJbada hadith : ’Flogging and stoning1. This view is 
wrong, since the bequest in favour of the heir was abrogated
by the inheritance verses • Moreover, cUmar has stated
that stoning was part of the Qur®an* Thus, Q IV 15 was 
abrogated, not by the cUbada hadith, but by the Qur®an, by 
'the stoning verse1 ; al sheikh wa al sheikha ... That verse 
was originally part of the recited Qur®an, but its recitation 
was subsequently abrogated, although its hukm continued valid.'

Taftazani comments % ' the observation : this was part of 
the recited Qur®an means that Q IV 15 was abrogated by the 
stoning verse, which is mansukha al tilawa duna al hukm, while 
the earlier verse, Q IV 15? is mansukha al hukm duna al tilawa* 
The stoning verse, although not a mutawatir qur®an, and hence, 
written in the mushafs* is nonetheless, considered kitab and• * f  *

not sunna. It was on this account that cUmar said : But
that I fear that it would be said that cUmar has added to 
the Qur3an something that is not Qur3an, I should have 
written : 1al sheikh wa al sheikha1 into the mushaf. '

CONCLUSIONS

. The sole outstanding and striking constant throughout all 
such discussions is the unanimity of the regions on the 
doctrine that in certain circumstances the penalty is stoning, 
and the admission that that penalty is nowhere mentioned in 
our /



our texts of the Qur®an* This agreement is only emphasised
by the parallel lack of agreement on all other related
questions. Banishment, for example, is nowhere mentioned in
the Qur®an in connection with sexual misconduct, and the
differing reception given to that alleged element in the
penalty suggests that stoning and banishment had entered the
discussions in different stages of the development of the
consideration of the sources. Banishment may have been a 

- - 1Hijazi concept . The contrasting unanimity of Bs.st and /Vest 
might indicate further that the stoning penalty may have 
formed part of an ancient stock of common doctrine originally 
constructed without direct reference to the Qur3an# Objection 
to the penalty on the grounds that 110 mention of stoning is 
to be met with in the Qur®an were posterior to the notion that 
the Qur®an was to be consulted for the details of the doctrine. 
This in turn would be posterior to settlement of the meaning 
of the expression s kitab fallah, for the parallel references 
on this question to the Pentateuch and to the Qur®an suggest 
that at the outset of the call for documentary evidence as to 
the Islamic doctrine, on this question, no particular 
exclusiveness operated against the claims of the Torah to be 
a revealed Book, in favour of similar claims made on behalf 
of the Qur®an. But it is conceded on all sides that the 
stoning penalty Is not mentioned in the transmitted texts of 
our Qur®an. We are thus, 110 nearer a solution to the question
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of the historical origin within Islam of the penalty itself, 
as distinct that is, from its documentation* Stoning, 
naturalised in Islam before the Qur®an began to be taken into 
detailed account, and firmly enough rooted to withstand the »

i
severest questioning and some resistance, is derived, not 
indeed from the Qur®an, but from what was understood to be 
in the,Torah. Some of the Muslims must have thought this, 
for otherwise, there is no accounting for the frequency of 
their attribution of that penalty to the Jewish Law and 
Scripture in those hadiths introduced to justify the practice. 
The Muslims could just as easily have defended their penalty 
on the grounds that it was the Sunna. There are thus, on the 
matter of stoning, not one, but two problems : the need,
evinced by the multiplicity of attempted rationalisations, for 
verification of the penalty; and the historical explanation 
of the presence in the Islamic doctrine of that penalty which 
then had to be verified. As for the documentation, even the 
arch-traditionist Shafici conceded that the stoning penalty 
was present in the Torah, although he was to insist that, with 
the coming of Muhammad and Islam, It was also present, and 
for different reasons, in the legislation of the prophet.
That the Islamic penalty happened to coincide with that of 
the Torah, he Insisted, was quite irrelevant to the Muslims, 
whose sole point of reference is Muhammad. But, for the 
history of those pre-Shafici endeavours to document their 
theories /
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theories, it cannot he irrelevant that the allegation that 
that penalty was present in the Torah was made* 'we shall 
have to conclude that likewise, for the very presence of that 
penalty in the Islamic sharica, the allegation that it was 
present in the legislation of the Torah was originally all- 
significant. Shafici’s insistence that the presence of the 
penalty in the Torah Is irrelevant already provides us with 
historical information of value. His determination was to 
dissociate the Islamic system, by seeing it as historically 
created all of a piece, complete and fully articulated, in 
seventh century Arabia, isolated and insulated from all 
contact with its major precursors in the cycle of the divine 
revelations. For him, Islam, independent of all external 
contributions and innocent of all borrowings, sprang from a 
special act of divine revelation direct to Muhammad. This 
view speaks volumes for the contemporary polemic situation 
out of which his particular psychology had emerged in the 
later second century. Shafici was in reaction against an 
earlier generation who, in his opinion, had attributed various 
elements of the Islamic system to the wrong origins and had 
ascribed certain of its practices and usages to the wrong 
sources. Some of these usages and practices he would reject.

Seeking to document the origin of stoning, which had, in 
the meantime, vaguely been assigned to the Book of God, some 
had seemed unhesitatingly to see in this a reference to the 
Pentateuch./
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Pentateuch* Opposition to the stoning penalty concentrated 
upon absence of any mention of it in the 'Book.of God1* This 
is ambiguous, but within Islam It determined the replyf which, 
as we have seen, passed through two phases t that the Book of 
God means the Torah; that the Book of God means the Qur®an.
This brings us back to the wording of Malik's hadith where 
Muhammad was alleged to have said s 1 will judge between you 
according to kitab 'allah. The case, like that of the Jews, 
involved sexual misconduct* The presence in the one hadith 
of the expression ' kitab allah', and the recognition that the 
other hadith involved Muhammad's alleged decision in a case 
involving Jews, emboldens one here to suggest that there had 
occiirred in a long-forgotten past a dispute concerning both 
the historical origin of the Islamic 'practice* and its 
relation to the prophet. The discussion involved methodology, 
not indeed, on detailed questions, but on general matters - 
on what basis had Muhammad rendered judgments ? It was urged 
on one side that Muhammad, as a prophet had invariably 
decided in accordance with the revealed Law* Some such 
explanation is certainly of assistance in clarifying the 
connection between the story of the casif and that of the Jews, 
especially the former's otherwise inexplicable reference to 
kitab |illah. Prom the story of the Jews, we are here able to 
detect a reference to Q V 49? as was clear also to Zuhri and 
to Buchari^. The ancient dispute had concerned the tafsir. 
Later /
— ■■■—■■ l~ ‘ ‘i n i i> iin ii 11 ............  him .... | | n n m n p i^ m m - i^ ^ w ^ n, m m [ lB i;8 w g M

1# vide supra pp. 222;228#
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Later generations of scholars are then to he seen transmitting 
hadith materials they no longer quite understood and, submit
ting them to exegesis, transmuting originally tafsir materials 
into sharica-documentation materials. They next became the 
prisoners of their own rationalisations which were to determine 
for them the future course of their developing methodologies. 
Unaware that the original dispute had concerned tafsir, a 
scholar such as Shafici accepted hadiths that Muhammad had 
stoned Jews at their face value, and under the influence of 
his Sunna-obsession, aided the further diversion of the old 
'evidence* in the direction of sharica-documentation. For 
him it was sufficient that Muhammad had stoned. Stoning was 
thus the Sunna# Technical ®usuli considerations decided other 
scholars, on the contrary, to preserve the memory that stoning 
had been in accordance with the Book of God. The extent to 
which the shari^.-documentation needs subsequently distorted 
the earlier form of the hadith materials, is shown by the 
circulation of semi-independent hadiths to document Muhammad's 
alleged stoning of Muslims. Sooner or later Islamic scholars 
had had to come to terms with the realisation that the stoning 
penalty to be applied in the quite specific conditions now 
envisaged in the sharica as attracting its award was not to 
be found in the existing Torah texts. This would be explained 
in the only possible way. Muhammad had applied it, and since, 
as a prophet, he could not have applied what he knew to have 
been /
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been abrogated, he had applied it because he knew it had not
been abrogated* Yet, it is not to be found in our Torah texts*
This must be because the Jews have since suppressed (k t m ) it*
In Malik’s hadith we saw one naive effort to document this
allegation by appeal to a misrepresented QurDanic utterance.
The same hadith, however, envisaged the wording of the Torah
’stoning verse* as still extant in Muhammad*s day. Further
efforts to justify the Islamic allegations of the divine origin
of the penalty by accusing the probity of the Jewish scholars
led to further misrepresentations of QurDanic utterances in
the appeals to tahrif/ tabdil. Individual Muslims seeking
justification of their doctrine by consulting Jewish experts,
or Jewish literature, were liable to be curtly informed that
Muhammad is a liar, there is no stoning in the Torah* The
propensity to seek justification in Jewish writings was

~  -  pdiscouraged on the strength of an ibn cAbbas hadith which 
reinforced the claim that the Jews had falsified their books* 
Finally, reference to Jewish experts or Jewish literature was

-  3made quite redundant by hadiths such as the following^: 
cIImar was walking along carrying under his arm a book with 
tattered edges. Met by Muhammad and asked what the book was, 
cUmar /

1. Tab, "taf., X p* 312.
2* Umm, VI,pp. 129-130*
3. ibn al cArabi, op* cit., I* p* 23#
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cUmar indicated that he had equipped the margin of his mushaf 
with a division of the Torah. Muhammad became very angry and 
asked cUmar whether he was unaware that if brother Moses were 
alive today he would have no option but to follow Muhammad's 
rulings *

In this light, Islam is apparently not merely a continu
ation of Judaism, as some appear to think, but a new, a later 
revelation which abrogates Judaism. Thus, Muhammad had stoned 
not on the basis of the Mosaic legislation, but solely on the 
basis of the Muhammedan revelation. This was the final 
parting of the ways in the interpretation of Q V 42-49#
One route led to the insistence that Muhammad's stoning had 
been Sunna, by which he had abrogated the provisions of 
Q IV 15; the alternative route, that stoning had been Imposed 
by Muhammad, on the basis of a QurDanic revelation which had 
abrogated Q IV 15 could only lead, on the realisation that 
our present Qur3an's contain no Islamic 'stoning verse1 to 
the conclusion that this represented therefore an undeniable 
instance of naskh al tilawa duna al hukm*9
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

The alleged Qur3anic basis of the abrogation principle#
  ............... ...m ..i.m i | rrr-TTiam-miHTUT-—~t — ~ y—■ i t  . Tf t' i i i i i h i i i i i i i h  iii w iiw n ir n iT * w < « i *r— "  1 u  in  r ■ i iIT ti r r^ lm  'i ■■ rm rj

The second century insistence on such conflict of 
evidence in the Qur3an, as we saw in the last section, might 
perhaps, have been expected to have proved a source of acute 
embarrassment in the first century to the heirs of this self- 
contradicting Islamic heritage# That it was not so, was 
explained as having been partly due to the encouragement of 
the view that a prophetic mission spread over some twenty 
years might naturally be expected to have shown signs of 
development, and even some positive changes# Universally 
acknowledged as one such change was the alteration of the 
direction of prayer from Jerusalem to Mecca, some sixteen 
months after Muhammad's arrival at Medina. Muslim equani
mity was thus principally due to the assertion that such 
embarrassment as might be provoked by these conflicts 
observable in the Qur3an, was bel' \ved to have already 
occurred, not in the earliest generation of the heirs to 
Islam, but in the lifetime of the prophet himself, and in 
circumstances which had given God the occasion for a special
revelation designed both to relieve Muhammad of his

^  #

embarrassment, and to satisfy the Muslims and others as to 
the /
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the source of and the reason for these changes. This 
special revelation, it was held, was to he found at Q*XVI,101: 
11 And when We change one aya for another - and God knows best 
what He sends down - they says 'You are only a forger*.'
But, the most of them do not know."

This verse came to be regarded by the majority of the
commentators as irrefutable and sufficient evidence from
God Himself, that the replacement of an earlier by a later
'aya* is a significant aspect of the processes of the divine
revelation. But that this point was not reached without
considerable dispute and quibbling is also clear from the
struggles within the tafsir discussion of the verse.
Protracted struggles there were, which, even in our own
day have not quite died down. It is nowhere stated in the
course of these disputes what precisely was the root of that
acute discomfort felt by certain eminent Muslim scholars,
which, although generally left unstated, is nonetheless
eloquently signalled by their unsuccessful attempts to
exclude this particular * evidence* from the loci probantes

*1of the abrogation theorising.
The others who explicitly equate this use of the notoriously 
ambiguous term 'aya* with 'a verse of the Qur°an*, and who 
further /

1. See however Sarakhsi, ®usul, II, p. 54 • It is clear that 
the discomfort was occasioned by the concept of 'tabdil',
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further equate the root ’haddala1 with the other Qur°anic

1term 'nasakha', and thus find in this Hahl verse one of the 
two props of their entire theory, have unwittingly supplied 
the clue which will enable us hereafter to pinpoint the 
source of their own unwavering certainty, and, at the same 
time, of the unease of their more cautious colleagues.
This verse was held to establish; that 'naskh1, as defined 
by the schools, is a reality? that God, in this revelation, 
had attributed to Himself 'naskh' as an activity contributory 
to, and integral with the processes of the divine activity
of self-revelation. 'Naskh' was, moreover, held to be a
divine activity, the probability of whose occurrence ceased 
to be open to question or doubt, since the day when this 
particular verse had first been revealed. The theory of 
naskh, it followed, must in that case, have been held by 
Muhammad and the Companions, and by each generation that 
succeeded them, as an article of faith, undisputed and in
disputable .
Tabari's comment is characteristic of such a view;

"God says; 'On the contrary, the majority of them do 
not know.' By this, God means; 'When We nasakh the ruling
embodied in an aya of the Qur°an, and substitute, in its
place, the ruling, embodied in another aya - 'and God knows 
best /

1. Q. 11,106; Q. XXII, 52. vide SuyutI, ItQ, II, p. 20.
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best that which He reveals' - i.e. God knows best what is 
most beneficial to His creation in such substitutions, or 
changes, as He makes in His enactments, - they say: 'You
are just a forger.' The polytheists, who would give the 
lie to His prophet, say; 'Muhammad, you are just a fraud'.' 
But God says; 'On the contrary, the majority of those who 
say to you; Muhammad, you are just a fraud, are unaware 
that that which you bring to them, (both the nasikh and the 
mansukh of the Qur^an), is all equally and genuinely from 
God. They do not realise the truth of its authenticity.1 "

All this, far from being a comment on the verse, is 
merely the rationalisation of the Muslim doctrine. The' 
fact of 'tabdil*, as a revelatory phenomenon is clearly, 
and certainly, since mentioned here in the contemporary 
Qur°an, an article of the faith of Muhammad, and must be 
taken as having formed part of the reasoning and teaching of 
the prophet to his countrymen. What exactly this implies 
is, however, not easy to come at without considerable 
examination of Qur°anic passages. That it necessarily 
implies, as the scholars insist, that Muhammad accepted and 
taught the doctrine of al nasikh wa al mansukh, is not only 
wrong, it can, and will be shown to be wrong, when we have 
completed our preliminary detailed study of these terms 
'baddala' and 'nasakha*. The most that one is justified in 
saying, at this point, as a certainty, is that it is safe to 
concede /
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concede the highest antiquity to a general, and, as yet, 
informal notion that revelation-by-substitution can, and 
does occur, and, as evidenced by the QurDan in this very 
verse, is acknowledged by God and His prophet.
But, when ibn Hazm says that one benefit of what has been 
handed down is the knowledge of 'the nasikh and the mansukh', 
and hence the capacity to make that distinction essential to 
the derivation of legal principles from the body of the 
do oilmen ts that have come down, this is no less than a clear 
assertion, based on mere words, that the hadith is the sole 
judge of the present validity of the individual revelations. 
So too, traditions used by the Muslim writers on 'the nasikh 
and the mansukh* are a projection back, into the generation 
of Islam's beginning, of definitions and principles which did 
not achieve their present formulation until the disagreements 
among the scholars who attempted the first Islamic statement 
of the law highlighted the desirability of rendering one's 
traditional position on any question at issue, immune from 
the charge that it represented nothing higher than merely 
the outcome of having applied one's own fallible human judg- 
ment to issues discussed in the documents of the revelation. 
Disputing scholars cannot, one might imagine, distinguish 
the nasikh from the mansukh, until one has first established 
what /

1 . ra»y.
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what, in practice is meant by 1naskh1, and so, settled
precisely what, in practice, can naskh what. It is clear
from hahhasT table of differing theoretical views, on the

—  1relative status, qua source, of Qur°an and Sunna, as also 
from every page of Shaficifs Risalah, that these questions 
were still far from agreed in either the practice, or the 
theory of the Muslims, as late as two hundred years after 
Muhammad and the Companions had been laid in their graves. 
The high antiquity of a generalised theory of revelation 
by substitution is doubtless defensible, not only on the 
grounds of Q.XVI,101, - (whose meaning, however, has still 
to be examined) - but, from other grounds in the QurDan, 
such as for example, the already mentioned alteration in the 
qibla, to be discussed more fully below. Being a concrete 
instance of alteration by substitution in an important 
aspect of the cult, the qibla is a surer ground for our 
discussion than the vague and more abstract reference in the 
Nahl verse, with which, however, it shares the inestimable 
advantage of Qur°anic mention. Moreover, since the qibla 
is mentioned in the Qur°an, in a documented discussion 
contemporary with the event itself, it affords us more light 
on Muhammad's thinking than the disciissions in the learned 
literature, first penned only two centuries later.
Another consideration in favour of the antiquity of a 
generalised /

1. vide supra, p. 79-80.
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generalised substitution theory is that it must presumably 
be prior, at least, In Muhammad's own thinking, and in that 
of his adherents, to his view of the relationship, one to 
the other, of the major dispensations originated in the 
prophetic cycle. His thinking on this will, of course, 
include his own view of himself, and his place in the cycle, 
as heir to the functional role played by the major prophets 
in the evolution of the religion-based communities still 
surviving in his own days. Had he, for example, considered 
himself their heir-in-full, he must presumably, it might be 
urged, have adhered in all matters to either the Christian 
or the Jewish Law. Whether Muhammad's view was conscious, 
and, if articulate, whether it was consistent, remains to 
be discussed; whether It bears much, if any relation to 
what later came to be known as 'naskh' is the most important 
question of all.
What ibn IJazm, and the others, mean by 'al nasikh wa al 
mansukh', is one or the other of the special theories of 
naskh, Y/hich evolved by theoretical retrospective selection 
of techniques to document and legitimise doctrine in the 
discussions and disputes over sources and methods in the 
scholastic age. Their function, as the term implies, is 
to determine - granted that naskh, as defined, occurs - 
precisely where it occurs.
In distinguishing the nasikh from the mansukh, the former, 
was /
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was held to be of the highest significance, for legal and 
theological purposes, while the latter, if it survived at 
all, will have no legal or theological effect, apart from 
its existence, by which, in association with the evident 
suspension of its legislative faculty, doubts that naskh 
had occurred historically could be set aside* To distin
guish the nasikh from the mansukh, in such a manner, is 
obviously, as a procedure, considerably posterior to the 
fact of conflict. The definitions of naskh, and the 
decisions as to the modes by which it has historically 
operated, the extent of its operation, and the validity, 
relative to each other of the major components of the status 
quo within 2nd century Islam - the Qur°an, the sunna of the 
prophet, the sunna of the Companions and of their successors, 
the Books and the sunnas of the previous dispensations, 
the customs and usages current in the territories brought 
under rule by the Muslims, the fiscal and administrative 
dispositions of generations of successive Islamic governors, 
the ijtihad of the earliest Muslim scholars... had first 
to be settled within the theory of sources. In all such 
discussions, it is a commonplace assumption, stated, or 
merely implied, that the special theories of naskh - and 
therefore, the general theory also - have a Qur°anic origin, 
or, at the least, a high degree of Qur°anic support, chiefly 
in the two verses most commonly adduced as Tproof-texts1 in
this connection: the verse we have seen from Q.XVI and the
verse /
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verse from Q.II, considered in detail below. Other verses, 
less frequently quoted directly, have likewise been pressed 
into contribution to the thinking on all these matters, and 
thus there has arisen a considerable comment element, in 
hadith, in fiqh and in tafsir literature. In view of this 
supposed Qur3a.nic connection, it might be expected that the 
earliest working out of the general theory would be 
presented in the exegetical literature. Unfortunately, 
however, exegetical literature is not early, and the oldest 
of the surviving major works of tafsir ~ the Jamic of 
Tabari, d.310, is already a full century later than the 
fundamental works in both jurisprudence (fiqh) and in 
sources-theory (°usul al fiqh), which already exhibit the 
practical application of the various special theories.
Tabari affords us, nonetheless, valuable glimpses of the 
earliest stages of the discussion among the 'exegetes* and 
the 'readers' of the various aspects of these questions of 
abrogation, and the modes of their operation, which we cam 
now set beside the conclusions of the practical law science, 
for comparison. Tabari, himself, it will be clear, stands 
less at the beginning of the detailed study of these matters, 
than somewhat towards the end of the theoretical stage, and 
represents, not so much pioneer contribution, in his own 
right, which might perhaps, not have been very interesting, 
given the lateness of his dates, as an interim report on the 
progress /
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progress the community had made in these questions, by the 
close of the third century. It is in his capacity of 
collector and preserver of the tradition materials still in 
circulation in his generation, and handed down from the 
dismissions alleged to have occurred in the pre-literary 
ages of the first one and a half centuries, on all aspects 
of the text of the Qur»an - the consonantal and vocalic 
'readings1 proposed, the suggested etymologies and the 
exegetical exercises attempted - both those destined to 
success, and hence, adoption, as well as those fated to 
failure, and thence rejection - that Tabari offers a treasure- 
trove of information which provides an insight into what was 
imagined to have been the gradual thinking-processes of the 
Muslims in the first experimental days, as they felt their

2way tentatively towards the finally accepted formulations. 
(Tabari's generation, it is clear, had been preceded by a 
protracted period of detailed dissection of the Qur^an texts, 
whose /

1. As to dating, we must bear in mind the warning issued by
H. Birkeland, op.cit.s ho.II, "Tabari has omitted every 
interpretation which was definitely rejected by the Dijmac 
about the year 300 A#H."

2. ibid. ho.I. Extremely few traditions in Tabari are 
marfuca. The great bulk of them has as oldest authorities, 
men living about 100 A.H. [Oslo; 1955* II Hist-Eilos 
Klasse, hos. I and II].
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vrtiose features - consonantal, vocalic, syntactical, and 
etymological - had been minutely scrutinised, analysed and 
pensively mulled over in a number of rival academies which 
had emerged in the scattered development areas of the new 
empire, in an atmosphere charged with those intense and 
keen divisions on linguistic and theological principles 
characteristic of a recently opened and still lively, be
cause yet unresolved, discussion. During the course of 
these sometimes acrimonious debates, the competing factions 
had hammered out the varied compromises which lie behind, 
and were later to be reflected in the numerous 'variant* 
readings ultimately recognised by less passionate generations 
as equally valid and orthodox. These 'readings', each 
accompanied by its critical apparatus of hadith and 
'language' proofs, do not represent, as the traditional 
accounts assume, disinterested scientific attempts by the 
'academicians' to derive, from a defective primitive script, 
the pristine text of the Qur°an, as delivered orally by the 
prophet in Mecca and in Medina, but rather, the slogans of 
competing bodies of opinion, by implication, differentiated 
by fundamental oppositions of a philosophical or theological 
character. Their importance to us, is that they parade, 
for our retrospective examination, several of the alternative 
views which, in their own day, had warred among themselves 
for the palm of recognition and adoption as the exclusive 
standard /
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standard of Islamic orthodoxy. These 'readings', 
considered together with fragments of information scattered 
through the hadith, tafsir and fiqh works, provide us with 
the documentation of these obscure ancient quarrels.
Thus, for one of the two foundation-verses on whose basis 
the Muslim theories of abrogation have been justified, and 
now rest, Baqara 106, no fewer than eleven significant 
'readings' have been recorded, each of which reflects a 
particular attitude to the nature of God's dealings with 
His creation; to the modes of the divine revelations; to 
the character and function of prophethood, and the qualities 
with which God was thought to have endowed His prophets, and 
His prophetic community, Islam, and finally, to the relation 
thought to subsist between God's Book and Man's practice.
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The Qur°anic discussion of the alteration of the qibla;

This occurs in Q II, The bulk of the chapter to this point is 
occupied with Muhammad’s address to the Jews which varies in 
tone, between appeal and polemic, v, 40 reminds them of 
God's past favours in the light of which they are now summoned 
to fulfil their ancient covenant to believe in that which is 
now revealed, in confirmation of what was revealed to them.
That truth which is with them, they are adjured not to conceal, 
and they are reminded of the fate of the Pharaoh. When the 
great law-giver's back was turned, the Jews showed their 
ingratitude by falling down and worshipping the calf. This 
senseless enormity had been forgiven* Unrepentant, they 
demanded of Moses that they be shown God corporeally* This 
grave blasphemy had likewise been forgiven. Yet, they still 
continued to treat Moses contumaciously, and had even dared 
to kill some of the prophets of the Lord. Even following 
the remarkable series of events that they had witnessed at 
Sinai, the Jews disobeyed* Some had profaned the Holy Sabbath* 
Others, today demonstrate their rebelliousness in arrogating 
to themselves the prerogative to pick and choose which of the 
articles of the Law they are prepared to adhere to. The 
prophet sent by God after Moses they rejected* They reject 
any prophet who does not suit their whims* They had hoped 
to overcome the unbelievers, yet, when the Qur3an came, this 
too they rejected, from spite and from chagrin that God 
Should /
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should reveal to whom He pleased, part of His blessing*
When invited to accept the Qur°an, they replied that they 
would accept only what had been revealed to them, yet, even 
this claim, as the history of their national conduct has 
shown, was false. Paradise, they allege, is reserved for 
Jews alone. Their enmity to Islam, proves their enmity to 
Jibril, God's great archangel, who had been entrusted with 
its delivery to Muljammad. There could be no clearer evidence 
of their hostility to God Himself Whose revelations they 
reject. They evidently prefer Babylonian magic which they 
busy themselves to propagate. Both the Jews and the un
believers resent that God should show any favour to the 
Muslims, but God selects for His blessings whom He pleases, 
and whenever He suppresses or consigns one message to obli
vion, He, the master of the Heavens and the Earth, brings in 
its place, one similar to it, or superior to it. God is 
capable of performing whatever He wishes. Or are the
contemporaries of Muhammad determined to emulate the contem
poraries of Moses, and to ask of Muhammad what these had 
asked of Moses? Many of the Jews would dearly like to see 
the believers falling back into heathenism from mere rancour 
at the realisation that what Muhammad alleges is the truth. 
Those who accept Muhammad and submit are promised their 
reward* They shall have, hereafter, no cause to regret.
Who could offer a greater affront to God than those who pre

vent /
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His worship and seek to bring them into disuse and ruin?
They themselves should not dare to enter them, except in fear
and trembling* But these shall also have their just reward,
both in this world, and in the hereafter* To God belong
both the East and the West, and in whatever direction you
turn, you will be facing God. They do more than this, they
allege that God has adopted offspring. Glory be to Him Who
is the possessor of all that is in the Heavens and the Earth,
Who, when He determines on a matter has but to say; 'Be1,

2and it comes into being. The unMormed ask why God does 
not speak to us directly or why does not a sign come to us.
This is just what those before them said. Our signs We have
made clear to those who are sure. We have sent you to
promise and to warn. But neither the Jews, nor the Chris
tians, who indulge in mutual condemnation, will accept you 
unless you fall in with their system. The only guidance is 
that provided by God, and were you to follow their imaginings, 
after this revelation which has come to you, none could 
defend you against God. Those to whom We have given the 
Book recite it, as it ought to be recited, those believe in
it. Those who reject it will be the losers.

These /
1. To make this refer to the Kacba, the scholars had to ignore, 

or explain away the plural! vide e.g. Baidawi, Q,IX,v. 17*
2. Those not in the historical mainstream of revelation (cilm)?
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These passages we elected to quote at length in order 

to counter the atomism of the traditional exegeses and to 
show the essential unity of the context which is confirmed 
by the repetition, at v.122 of the opening address of v.4-0:
"B. 5Isra3il, call to mind My favour which I bestowed upon 
you. Fulfil My covenant, and I shall fulfil My part. Me 
alone fear." The verse continues: "And fear a day when no
soul shall avail another aught, nor shall any fee be accepted, 
nor intercession profit, nor any assistance be found. The 
God of Abraham tested Abraham, and when Abraham accomplished 
the trial, God said: 'I shall make you a model for men to 
follow* Abraham said: 'And one of my seed also.' God
replied: 'My covenant does not embrace the evildoers.' "

There follows a series of references to Mecca, its 
temple and their alleged connection with the father of the 
race, °Ismacil, said, with his father, to have purified God's 
Holy temple for the performance of prayer and the pilgrimage 
rites. Their prayer that Mecca be made an asylum that would 
hereafter be the dwelling of their seed, from among whom 
would be raised up a prophet to recite to them God's signs, 
and instruct them in the Book and in the Law, and bring them 
to purity in the faith of the fathers, was granted. This 
was that which Abraham commanded of his sons, and 0Israeli 
of his: that they adhere to that religion appointed for them
by God Himself. The Muslims will not be asked to account 
for /
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for what the other descendants of the patriarch have done,
but will be guided aright if they accept what God reveals to
them and what He revealed to Abraham, to ®Ismacil, to 9Ishaq,
to Jacob, and the tribes, to Moses, to Christ and to the
prophets, making no distinctions between them. Will they
dispute with the Muslims of God? say: 'He is our God and
your God. We have our actions, you have your actions. To
Him alone are we devoted. Or will you hold that Abraham,
^Isma®!!, ^Ishaq, Jacob and the tribes, were either Jews, or
Christians? Do you know best, or does God? Who is more
heinous in deed than he who conceals a testimony from God
that is in his possession? God is not unaware of your
behaviour. They are a nation whose fee has been earned;
you shall have what you have earned, nor shall you be examined
concerning what they do. Apparently then, the era of
Christianity and of Judaism is closed, and a new stage in
revelation history is opening. The immediate cause of the

2contention was the qibla. "Ignoramuses will enquire:
'What has turned them away from the qibla they have been wont 
to observe? Say, to God belong both East and West, He guides 
whom He pleases to a valid path.' " There has been a change 
of qibla, and that change has been effected at the divine 
command. The former qibla, now abandoned, had been insti
tuted /

1. Q.II,141.
2 . ib . v . 142 .
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tuted also at the divine command and within living memory, 
which still retained awareness of the resistance that had 
been encountered on its first introduction.
11 We did not appoint the qibla that you have heretofore been
observing, save as a test of who would follow the Messenger, 
as opposed to those who would turn on their heels, and
indeed, it was a severe test, except for those whom God
guided*"^

This makes two changes: the first, when the qibla,
later to be abandoned, had been first instituted, an inno
vation which had not been acceptable to some of Muhammadfs 
followers. There would appear even to have been some 
defections from the cause. Now, the present institution of 
the Kacba qibla is introduced, a change which, has likewise 
provoked criticism. The Qur°an does not preserve the text 
of the introduction of the original qibla, now being 
abandoned, and we can therefore neither state categorically 
what was the direction originally faced, nor whether that 
observance had been based upon a qur»an revelation or upon 
a sunna. Muslim scholars, each in the light of his special 
theory of 1naskhf later either argued that this phenomenon 
served to document the abrogation of the Qur^an by the QurDan, 
fastening for the purpose, on the words: We appointed the
qibla /

1. v.143*
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1qibla that you have hitherto observed* Or, alternatively 

that it represented an instance of the abrogation of the Sunna,
by the Qur°an on the grounds that the reference in the words:

21 those who obeyed the Messenger• *•1 indicated that the Sunna 
had been the original source of the observance now abandoned*

What both opinions have in common, is, of course, the 
assumption that the passage in the Qursan establishes beyond 
question the historical occurrence of abrogation within Islam* 
This conclusion ignores, however, both the overwhelming 
weight of the evidence indicating that the Muslims themselves, 
as is seen, in the hadith literature, took the view that what 
was now being abandoned was the traditional Jewish qibla 
towards the 3?emple in Jerusalem, and the relation of Q *11,144 
to its total contextual environment in the sura* Apart from 
the very lengthy passages which had prepared the way for the 
introduction of this enactment and which, as we saw, were 
addressed to the Jews, and in the course of which the change 
in the qibla was already adumbrated some thirty verses 
earlier.^ Q.II, 144 itself continues: 11 And those who were
given the Book know that it is the truth from God and that 
God is not unaware of what they do* But, if you brought to 
those who were given the Book every sign, they would not 
follow /

1 . v*145
2* ibidem*
3 * sc. at v* 115 *
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follow your qibla, but neither shall you follow their qibla, 
nor will they follow each other*s qibla* Were you to follow 
their fancies, after the revelation that has come to you, you 
would surely be doing wrong*11
v.148 concludes: !!!ach has his direction to which he will
turn11, which elucidates v.14b: "Those to whom We gave the
Book recognise the revelation that has come to you, as they 
recognise their own sons, but a section of them wittingly 
conceal the Truth11 - sc. that Muhammad is an authentic 
prophet.

There is nothing in the entire context which might lead
us to suppose that the traditional Muslim view, that before
the institution, by these verses of the Ka°ba qibla, Muhammad
and his followers, had imitated the Jews, in facing towards
the Temple at Jerusalem, during the performance of the ritual

-  1prayers, is other than correct. According to Shafici, the 
first obligation that God had laid upon His Messenger, in the 
matter of the qibla, had been to face towards Jerusalem*
So long as that was the rule, it was not lawful for anyone to 
face in any other direction* When God abrogated the Jerusalem 
qibla, and instituted the Kacba qibla, it ceased to be lawful 
for Muslims to pray any one of the five ritual prayers in 
time of security in any other direction* The ICacba will, of 
course, /

1•  B i s *  p . 31 *
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course, remain the only valid qibla, for a Muslim, until the 
Last Lay. Unfortunately, Shafi°i does not discuss whether
this instance of abrogation conforms to his special theory
of abrogation. This was because he had concluded that the 
Jerusalem qibla had been a divine institution on which 
Muhammad had based his Sunna, just as he was to base his 
Kacba sunna on the divine abrogation of the earlier ruling.

Malik-Yahya b. Sacid - Sacid b. al Musayyab used to say:
"The prophet, after his arrival at Medina, prayed towards

ithe Temple at Jerusalem for a period of sixteen months."
He was directed to pray towards the Kacba two months before

2 - -Badr. Sacid also said that the 3Ansar had prayed towards
Jerusalem for three years before the prophet came to Medina. 
This last statement might tend to point to a Jewish origin 
which is explicitly claimed in a report from Hasan and 
cIkrimah: "The earliest instance of abrogation to affect the
Qur^an was concerned with the qibla. The prophet had been 
accustomed to face towards the rock of the Temple, which is 
the Jewish qibla. He did this for seventeen months, so that 
they might come to believe in him, which would also attract 
the gentile Arabs.

Rabic reports DAbu al cAliyyah as having said: The
prophet /

1. Ris. pp.19-20.
2. T a b . t I l l ,  p.134.
3. ibid. p.138*
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He elected to face the Temple, with a view to reconciling the 
Jews. This remained his qibla for sixteen months. i.e. 
it was a sunna, chosen by Muhammad as a means to attract the 
Jews, not merely imitated from them. This is a middle-of- 
the-road explanation.

There is however, a tendency in the opposite direction
which seeks to lessen the role of the Jews, even here. al

2Bara® reports: We prayed with the Messenger of God facing
towards the Temple, for eighteen months, but the qibla was 
changed to the Kacba two months after his arrival at Medina.

ibn Hajar inclines to scepticism about this last state
ment. A conscious attempt to deny entirely any role to the 
Jews, is represented in that doctrine attributed to ibn cAbbas 
that it was God who had commanded the Jerusalem qibla, 
although, since this was established after his removing to 
Medina, the majority of whose inhabitants were Jews, who were
delighted with this enactment, their role is perhaps, not

3quite extinguished.

The motives underlying these later tafsirs, are entirely 
relevant /

1. Reference to Q.II,115 enabled some to argue that this was 
an instance of the naskh of a qur®an by a qur°an.

2. ibn Maja, I, p.322.
3. Tab. loc.cit. p.138.
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relevant to the study of the development of attitudes and 
theories in the post-Muhammedan scholarship. Our immediate 
concern, however, remains the Qur®an doctrine. It is 
abundantly clear from the texts we have quoted, that the 
Qur®an holds a doctrine of abrogation, but, from our examina
tion of this question, we must conclude that, at least on the 
occasion of the crisis over the qibla, the Qur®anic doctrine 
is a doctrine of external abrogation - the replacement, in 
the later dispensation by the later prophet of an enactment 
instituted in an earlier dispensation by an earlier prophet 
(even if that abandoned qibla had not been instituted by 
Moses) . On the qibla question we cannot ignore the fact 
that the Qur®an rationalisation and justification of the 
change is directed mainly at the Jews. The references in 
Q.II do not cease here, but continue to the discussion of the 
law in the new dispensation as this modifies the Law under 
the old dispensation. Thus, the tawaf between Safa and
Merwa is countenanced. The simplified dietary laws, alluded
to in v.168, are baldly stated in v.175* The immediately 
following v.174 which continues the denunciation of the Jews 
for having concealed the revelation foretelling Muhammad’s 
mission - kitman, not tabdil/taljrif - contains an offensive 
reference to their being regarded by God as polluted. The 
qibla is mentioned agaih, at v.177, which is a celebrated 
statement /

1 . Q . I I , 1 5 8 .
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statement of the Muhammedan creed* v.178 is an announcement 
of the modification of the ancient law of the talio specifi
cally and consciously described as takhfif. vv.180-2 
institute the testamentary disposition in favour of the 
parents and the nearest kin; while v.183 opens the passage 
declaring the institution of the Muslim innovation, the Fast 
of Ramadan. All three sections carry an expressed reference 
to the previous Law, and, in addition to the takhfif of 
v.178, v.185 proclaims in another celebrated phrase: God
desires for you ease, and not that you be burdened. The 
reference therefore, in v.187 to a further alleviation of the 
Fast regulations, need not be read, as the traditional Muslim 
interpretation has viewed it, as another instance of internal 
abrogation affecting the purely Islamic legislation, the more 
so, since it is now realised that the later concentration 
upon the 'purely Islamic1 is a reflection of the later social 
situation fictitiously projected back, for excellent methodo
logical reasons, upon the contemporary Qur3anic scene in 
W. Arabia. Indeed, that v.187 is not the discussion of an 
imaginary 'purely Islamic* situation, is betrayed by the word
ing of the verse, specifically the phrases 'until the white 
thread can be clearly distinguished from the black', which is 
strongly reminiscent of Mishnah, Zer., Ber. I, 2*

The continued references in the sura, identify the 
contemporary Qur°an situation. The post-Mosaic Jews had 
demanded /
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demanded a king# When presented with Saul, they rejected 
him and argued that they had a greater right to kingship than 
one who had not "been given wealth. Their prophet admonished 
the Jews, by stating that God grants authority to whom He 
chooses. Abraham had similarly been resented. Indeed, 
rejection by the Jews is one of the marks of prophethood.
The sura closes with a reaffirmation that Muhammad is indeed 
a prophet, and the repetition of the refusal of the Muslims 
to distinguish one prophet from another, together with a 
declaration before God that, having heard they will obey, to 
which is added a prayer that God will not load upon their
backs a burden such as that He had laid upon their predeces-

2sors. Part of that load had of course, been previously 
relieved, even before the coming of Muhammad. Christ had 
also come, informing the Jews that he confirmed what had pre
ceded him in the Torah, but, declaring lawful part of what had 
been forbidden them. Muhammad likewise, was instructed to 
declare that the food that was lawful for the Muslims, was 
lawful also for the Jews.^ He had been sent by God to 
elucidate much that the Jews had hitherto concealed, but,

5likewise, to relieve much of what had been in the Law. The
Qur°an informs the Jews on most matters on which they were 

£divided. There had heen a Jewish qibla established by 
Moses /

1. v.247. 4. Q.V.5-
2. v .286. 5• Q.V.15.
3. Q.Ill,50. 6. Q.XXVII,76.
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Moses and Aaron in Egypt, "before the Israelites had even 
reached the Holy Land, let alone founded Jertxsaleml There 
was thus, no lack of instances of changes in the Law, through
out the course of the historical prophethood. The chief 
function of the practical Law was to distinguish between 
those who were genuine in their belief, and those who were 
convinced only at a superficial level, or merely for reasons 
of self-interest. Another function of the Law is the dis
play of the divine displeasure5 ”In requital of evil 
committed by the Jews, We declared unlawful to them certain 
pure things that had previously been lawful for them. Eor 
continued preventing men from the path of God, and for their
accepting usury, although forbidden to do so, and for their

2usurpation of men’s property, without grounds#11 Because 
of Gain’s homicide, God had imposed upon B • *Isra0Il the 
principle that he who kills, other than in the exercise of 
the talio, or for social retribution, is as if he had killed 
the entire race. uWe declared unlawful to the Jews all 
hooved animals, and of cattle and sheep, We forbade the fat, 
apart from the fat of the back, or the entrails, or fat 
attached to bone. This We imposed, in punishment of their 
law-breaking. HIn declaring unlawful to the Jews those 
things /

1 . Q #X,87 *
2. Q.IV,160-1.
3. Q.V,32.
4. Q.VI,146.
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things We have mentioned, We did them no wrong, they it was 
who wronged themselves*'1

In addition to some of these divine declarations, parts 
of the Jewish dietary laws had been self-imposed: "All foods
were lawful to B. ^Isra^il apart from those things which

-  -  2^Isra^il had denied himself, before the Torah was revealed*11
These, and other regulations, divinely enacted, or self- 
imposed, can be set aside by God, as a mercy, to those who 
believe in and accept his most recent prophet. "Those who 
obey the gentile prophet and law giver, whom they find 
mentioned in their Torah and in their Gospel, who commands 
generosity, and forbids meanness, declares lawful to them all 
pure things, and declares unlawful to them all polluted things, 
who relieves them of their burden, and of the shackles that 
had been laid upon them."^

There is no room for doubt that the Qur^an, and hence, 
Muhammad, held a doctrine of external abrogation: that Islam,
the latest revelation, sets aside certain of the social and 
ritual laws of the preceding systems. The very logic of 
the claim to prophethood requires that it must be so.

The /

1 . Q.XVI,118.
2. Q.Ill,93.
3. Q.VII,157.



Th.e post-Muhamme dan science of 1 al nasikh wa al mansukhf 
is concerned, however, not primarily with external, but with 
internal abrogation - the allegation that within the body of 
documents that have come down to us from the age of the 
revelation to Muhammad, are occasionally to be found state- 
ments, either within the confines of the QurDan alone, or 
within the Sunna alone, or, as between the one and the other, 
which are incapable of reconciliation, and hence, of simul
taneous implementation. In the light of the general theory 
of internal abrogation, justified on the analogy of external 
abrogation, the scholars would maintain that one of the 
Islamic statements abrogated the other, being later than it. 
In such discussions, most statements on dating are, as we 
have seen, mere assertion. Where both statements were qur^an 
the theory alleged the abrogation of the Qur°an by the wur3an 
appealing for ’proof to certain verses of the QurDan itself. 
If both statements were Sunnas, the abrogation of the Sunna 
by the Sunna was alleged, Apart from Shafici, and some of 
his followers, the scholars also argued the possibility of 
the abrogation of the Sunna by the Qur3an, and of the Qur3an 
by the Sunna. Central to all these arguments was the alleged 
revealed sanction of these principles in Q II 106.
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Q*11,106 The *variant readings*

1. ma nansakh min ayatin Daw nunsiha. cUthman.
2, ma nansakh min ayatin => aw nunsikaha. Hudhaifa.̂ •
3 * ma nunsika min ayatin 5 aw nansakh ha. cAbdallah b. Mascud.^
4. ma nansakh min ayatin 5 aw nansa ha. cAbdallah b. cAbbas,^
5. ma nansakh min ayatin °aw tansa ha. Sacd b. 5Abi Waqqas.^
6. ma nansakh min ayatin 5 aw tunsa ha. Sacid b. al Musayyab?
7. ma nansakh min ayatin * aw nansa5 ha. 5Abu °Amr.k
8. ma nunsikh min ayatin °aw nunsi ha* cAbdallah b. eAmii’.̂
9. ma nansakh min ayatin 5 aw nunassi ha. — — 8Abu Raja5.
10. ma nansakh min ayatin wa nunsi ha. cAli b. °Abi Talib.^
11 . ma nansakh min ayatin 5 aw * . 11nunsx5 ha. 10al Bahr al Muhit.* *
These /

1. Jeffery, Materials, cf. p.233.
2* ibid. p.2 7.
3, vide infra p. 368,
4- vide infra p. 366.
5. Jeffery, op.cit* p.24b.
6. ibid. p.27b; p.285; p.119*
7. Baidawi, ad.loc. cf. Tab. II, p.487.
8. ibn Khalawaihi, Mukht• p#9*
9* Jeffery, op.cit. p.185. but cf. p.119 for 3Ubayy,s 1 reading1 .
10. ad.loc.
11. A further reading nansu ha ( =>Abu cUbaida, Majaz, p.49) is too 

obscure to discuss.
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These readings can be classified as under
a. Hamza readings

nans a

b. non-Hamza
nansa

m m  si0

nunsr
nunassi

c. Single accusative
nansa ha nunsi ha _ 

nunassi ha 
nunsika

d. Double accusative
nunsika ha

e, *variant1 for nansakh
nunsikh

tansa5

tans a

tansa ha

tunsa®

tunsa

tunsa ha

The reading tunsi® in Hamza seems not to be attested. 
This table of * readings* adequately demonstrates the extent 
and the profundity of the disagreements prevailing between 
the factions, and records Blatters of even greater moment
than might appear.

Tabari * s /

1

1. Fadlul Rahman, op.cit, p.41 * **Indeed it is quite true to 
say that whatever views Muslims have wanted to project and 
advocate have taken the form of Qur5anic commentaries.*1 
In addition to *'commentaries** understand also "readings** .
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Tabari's discussion of 4,11,106

Tabari's discussion of the verse falls into three 
natural sections; the *ma nansakh* clause; the *®aw nunsi 
ha* clause, and the *na®ti bi khairin min ha ®aw mithliha* 
clause. The mere presence in the aya of this last clause,
(and as the apodosis of a condition) ought prima facie, to 
preclude any interpretation based on equating 'naskh* with 
'replacement*♦
We derive two important pieces of historical information as 
soon as we turn to Tabari's study. The first of these is 
that the scholar came to his consideration of the verse, at 
a moment when the discussion of the relation between the 
source documents - the QurDan and the Sunna - and the con
clusions of the legal sciences had reached a state of advanced 
complexity; the second is that certain of the rationalisa- 
tions represented in the abrogation theories had encountered 
powerful resistance, Tabari's discussion is seen to be 
defensive in tone, hence apologetic in purpose. One is 
immediately struck by the disproportionate brevity of the 
space he allots to the discussion of the first section, One 
might be prompted to take this as an indication that there 
had always obtained reasonable unanimity on the reading and 
the interpretation of this clause. But we have just seen 
that such appearances are misleading, masking the considerable 
variety of views on the meaning of the term 'naskh* and its
origin in the language, a variety which only widens the further 
we /
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we proceed in the consideration of the implications involved 
in the differing meanings and etymologies which have been 
proposed. TabariTs discussion is of assistance in relating 
certain of these views to the perspective of their progressive 
consideration.

Tabari1s view of the semantic burden of the term 1naskh1•

"The meaning of G-od1 s expressions ma nansakh min ayatins
is, !whatsoever regulation, derived from a verse, We

1 2transfer to another regulation, such that We replace it,
3 4alter it1 .... This means that He changes the lawful into

unlawful and the unlawful into lawful? the legally 
indifferent into proscribed ahd the proscribed into the 
legally indifferent. Such alteration can occur only in 
commands and prohibitions, in proscriptions and in declara
tions of absence of legal regulation? in forbidding actions 
and in declaring them to be legally indifferent. As for 
statements - (non-imperatives ) - there can be, in relation 
to them, neither nasikh nor mansukh."
The readings Tabari recognises only one reading; ma nansakh. 
This he relates to the roots 'Hasakha yansakhu naskhan1, the 
noun of which, he says, is fnuskhaT. The 1variant1 reading; 
nunsikh; /

1 . nanqul.
2 . nubaddil*
3. nughayyir.
4. yuhawwil.
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of the term 1 naskh1 is, he says, t!nasakha al kitaba'* t which

2means transferring it from one !nuskhaf to another- Such
too, is the meaning of the naskh of the regulation (sic) to

■5another regulation, which merely means G-od ’ s removing^ it,
2and transferring it, ~ sc. His utterance concerning it, to 

another utterance. Since such then is the meaning of the 
naskh of the aya (sic) then, when once the regulation 
expressed by the aya has been in this manner transferred and 
altered, and the obligation arising out' of the original aya, 
has been replaced - the duty of the faithful haying been re
directed from that which had been originally imposed upon 
them by the content of the original aya - it is immaterial 
whether the wording of the original aya is endorsed and left 
to stand undisturbed in the text^ or whether all trace of it 
is expunged, effaced and forgotten, since, in both cases, 
the aya is mansukh, and the new regulation, which replaces 
the original regulation, and to which now the obligation 
imposed /

1 . faf.,11, p.487.
2. naqluhu.
3 * tahwiluhu. ̂ *
4 . i.e. naskh al hukm duna al tilawa - the ’classic mode' of 

naskh.
5. i.e. naskh al hukm wa al tilawa - a mode not covered by 

his etymology1.
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—  -1imposed upon the faithful is transferred, is the nasikh.

It will he evident that Tabari, in the mufassir!s task, is 
here faced with appalling difficulties in the reconciliation, 
with this single verse, of the multiple strands of the highly 
complex contemporary theory of !naskh1 and it is our task to 
disentangle the individual elements from his ingenious skein 
of argument,

Tabarifs apparatus of ' tradition-proofs';

"al .Hasan al Basri's doctrine was similar to ours. He
commented; 'ma nansakh min ayatin 3aw nunsi ha na®ti bi
khairin min ha °aw mithli ha*: 'Your prophet would be
instructed in the recitation of a qur°an and would subse-

2quently forget it, and it would be of no effect. There 
are also parts of the Qur°an which have been abrogated, but 
which you still recite.1 "
If this is the same as Tabari's doctrine, then he accepts 
two categories of naskhs naskh al hukm wa al tilawa? and 
naskh al hukm duna al tilawa.
Of /

1. Baghdadi, MS. Pet. 555* "The doctrine of those who say that 
naskh is the turning someone from one rite to another is 
erroneous. Abrogation need not imply replacement - it 
could be simply withdrawal."

2, ^uqri3 a qur®an thumma nasiya hu: for this wording, cf.
Q.LXXXYII, 6-7.
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Of the two modes, however, Hasan accepted only one, the
latter, i.e. the situation in which two verses of our Qur5an
text appear to clash. In addition to this, Hasan conceived
of some parts of the Qur°an as having been forgotten by the
prophet. He however, says nothing about their having been
replaced. There was thus, fdr Hasan, (d. 110) only one
QurDanic phenomenon material to our enquiry - conflict of
sources, as indicated by the presence in the Qur°an of matter
that had been abrogated. Hasan's view on the forgetting of
the Qur°an by Muhammad would appear to have been based not
upon any report that such had occurred, but rather upon one

— 1exegesis of a verse of the Qur°an itself. His statement 
that the forgotten verse was of 'no effect' suggests further, 
that he conceived of verses having been forgotten before 
communication to Muhammad's contemporaries. These verses 
had never come into force. The phenomenon as such, could 
therefore be entirely ignored as devoid of any practical con
sequences. It has no effect either upon our texts, nor upon 
our practice. The verses were as if they had never existed. 
Bor all practical p̂ r̂poses there is but one 'naskh* phenomenon.

Tabari's apparatus of 'tafsir-proofs':
"The interpretation (ta°wil) scholars have disagreed 

aboiit G-od's expression; ma nansakh: some say; 'ma nansakh 
min /

1. Duqri9 a qur°an thumma nasiya hu; for this wording cf. 
Q.LXXXYII, 6-7.
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min ayatin; means: qabd, retract*. Others have said:
fma nansakh means: whatever verse We r e p l a c e * Y e t  others
say: ma nansakh means: *We reduce the verse to writing but
We replace its regulation*.

Tabari * s etymological approach:
It is unnecessary to take Tabari*s approach as 

seriously and scientifically etymological since his explana
tion of the term *naskh* is visibly arrived at only by 
straining the linguistic considerations in favour of the 
theoretical requirements of the time* His main concern has 
been to harmonise several independent lines of traditional 
tafsir. There is first, the * replacement * tafsir, represen
ted by the view ascribed to ibn cAbbas, itself a clear and 
unmistakable reference to Q*XVI,101; this can be supported 
by the three hadiths purporting to convey the views of the 
Companions of cAbdallah b. Mascud. These last have their 
own points of interest, referring, as they do, to a * reading* 
of this text at variance with that reading traditionally 
attributed to cAbdallah. Two of the hadiths consist of two 
separate statements concerned, respectively, with the writing 
of the text of the Qur°an, and with the replacement of one 
regulation by another* Each of the statements might thus, 
independently /

1. nubaddil; cf. Q.XVI, 101.
2* rather, *We endorse the written record*; nuthbit khatta ha 

wa nubaddil hukma ha* i.e. the ’classic mode*; naskh al 
hukm duna al tilawa.
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independently, serve as a definition of the term ’naskh1 -
1 2 -  the first, linguistic, the other theoretical. The hadiths

must therefore, he regarded as representing some early, 
already harmonising tendency and thus as belonging to a 
secondary stage in the discussions on 'naskh1. They also 
reveal, more clearly than the ibn cAbbas statement, the 
allegation that there occurs conflict of rulings resulting in 
the survival in the Qur*an of abrogated matter. It is 
further, by no means clear whether they, any more than the 
statement attributed to Hasan al Basri, envisage theoretically 
the replacement of the mansukh regulation as occurring 
external to the Qur°anic text, or by means of a fresh reve
lation. They make no reference to the omission from our 
texts of Qur°anic matter, once revealed. Their use of the 
term ’nubaddil1 can again confidently be taken as direct 
allusion to Q.XVT, 101. The two-fold statement in two 
versions of this haditlr is. underlined by the single state
ment of the third version. There has been an inclination, 
on the part of the modern editor to regard this third version 
as ’incomplete’. He has therefore supplied, from the other 
two versions, the ’missing1 words.^ This is a dangerous
interference /

1. cf. the use of the root ’naskh1 in the hadiths on cUthman’s 
initiative, cf. also Tabari's proposed etymology: naskh = 
to copy.

2. i.e. naskh = tabdilj tahwil; taghyir.
3* Nos# 1748, 1749, loc.cit. p.473*
4. and from ibn Kathir’s tafsir, I, pp.273-4•
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interference with written records and might have done a 
disservice to scholarship, but that he fortunately informed 
the reader in a footnote of his action.
A more interesting procedure might have been to look upon 
the ’incomplete1 version’s present condition as indicating 
the possibility of interpolation in the other two, in the 
interests of harmony.
The second theory is the ’withdrawal1 tafsir which need not, 
apparently imply that a verse is withdrawn only after the 
regulation it embodied had been replaced. As we saw, 
earlier, it can more often in the tradition imply something 
quite different: sc. the withdrawal of both the verse and
its ruling together. This seemed to be the view of al Hasan 
(or attributed to him). Tabari however, interpreted both 
Hasan’s words and the verse in quite another sense. Bor 
him, although not for Hasan, withdrawal of the words of a 
Qur°anic aya was immaterial, once the replacement of its 
ruling had been ascertained, but might occur following the 
replacement of the ruling. The forgetting tafsir, seen in 
both the hadiths we considered earlier, and now, in the Hasan 
opinion, was strenuously combatted and eventually eradicated 
from the theory, to be succeeded there by a mode of ’naskh1 
which made of the forgetting phenomenon, not a matter of 
ordinary human failure, but a divinely controlled instrument 
of abrogation. The contrary of the old forgetting theory 
is /
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is never encountered in the tradition - namely the explicit 
assertion that the prophet never forgot a verse before 
communication, or that certain verses he had forgotten had 
never formed part of the Qur^an, Yet, it may be suggested 
that the hadith affecting to record the views of the 
Companions of 'Abdallah, which tends to he regarded as 
’incomplete1, might represent, to some at least, the impli
cation that once revealed, verses are invariably recorded in 
writing. This was an end that was otherwise served by the 
voluminous literature on the amanuenses of the prophet, which 
is opposed to the tendency of the widely reported hadith 
ascribed to ibn cAbbas to the effect that many a time the 
prophet had received revelations by night which he had for- 
gotten by morning. The thought of this had caused Muhammad
such mental anguish that it was necessary for God, in order

2to console His prophet, to reveal Q.II,106. This ibn 
cAbbas hadith is of course, mere tafsir-inspired =>asbab al 
nuzul, yet it reflects a disposition to accept (but 
simultaneously neutralise), the notion that Muhammad could 
forget Qur°an, and hence is again secondary to the discussion 
of the meaning of Q.LXXXVII,6-7. ’ma nansakh = nuthbit 
khattaha’, i,e, ’whatever We record’, derived from ’nasakha 
al kitaba’, is opposed by the Suddi interpretation; ma 
nansakh /

1, ibn Kathir, loc.cit, p.150,
2, ibn Qutaiba, Mukht. p, 226 (refers to Q XXII, 52, but cf# 

Tafsir al Manar on Q II 106.)
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nansakh = qabd (withdraw) which argues the reverse of the 
other - i.e. withdraw from the record. ( vide supra p. 122).

Muhammad's consolation would have lain in his realisation 
that the promise of replacement expressed in : naDti hi 
khairin min ha 3aw mithli ha, showed his forgetting to be of 
no account, which is not the same thing as the argument that 
what he is alleged to have forgotten had been of no account.

To the scholars a third possibility had, in the meantime, 
occurred - the replacement of the ruling of a verse, without 
however, the replacement in the Qur3an of the wording of the 
superseded verse. This is also qabd - naskh al tilawa duna 
al hukm, as in the so-called 'stoning verse'.

Jabari derived from the one term ’naskh1 two concepts : 
the replacement of a regulation by a successor regulation 
with the resultant duplication of verses in the Qur°an, if 
the replaced wording continued to be recorded alongside the 
wording which superseded it; and the presence in the Book of 
the wording of the substitute ruling alone, that of the now 
superseded ruling failing to survive. Hasan's doctrine, on 
the contrary, involved both replacement and forgetting, and 
had evolved from his consideration of two terms; nansakh and 
nunsi, which conveyed to him two discrete and mutually 
independent phenomena. Certainty that any particular Qur^an 
ruling has been replaced and its replaced wording expunged 
from the record, unless it derive from clear and precise 
lexicography /
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lexicography, can otherwise be acquired in one of only two 
ways : from a second unambiguous divine revelation that this
had indeed occurred; or from traditions current in the 
community that such forgetting, erasing or expunging had, in 
fact, been seen undeniably to have occurred at some point, or 
points in the historical experience of the community.

Such traditions could have gained currency only in a 
coinnmnity that conceded, in advance, the possibility of the 
forgetting, erasing or expunging of matter revealed by God.

Tabari’s discussion of ’naskh' is, therefore, not of a
Qur5anic, but of a non-Qur°anic order. It starts out from a
point not in the ^ui°an, not from Q II 106, not even from
Q XVI 101, which, as we have seen, are each in turn explained
in terms of the other, but from outside the Qur3an, in the
theories of the schools, addressed to the explanation of the
conflict of sources. Tabari’s approach to the question of
abrogation is, in short, not that of the exegete, but that of
the faqih* As such, he intervenes between the revealed texts
and the community addressed in those texts, to impose upon,
rather than derive from the texts, that exegesis demanded by
the facts and the realities of the sharica. Bor our purposes
the significant advance has been made in the theory as
represented in Tabari’s reading into the single term ’naskh’
of the two phenomena of abrogation and of omissions from the
mushaf /• • *
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rnushaf.

[gabari's etymology :
Quite the most impressive feature of Tabari's handling

of the term ’naskh', as it occiirs in Q II 106, was his tacit
assumption of, yet complete failure, at this point, to mention
the 11 °izala" etymology of the word, which is to be found in
the literature, both before and after Tabari's dates, and
which, in the later literature, was to drive out completely
Tabari's preference for the 'transfer' etymology. A second
remarkable aspect of his tafsir is the violence of the assault
he makes upon logic by forcing his concept of the 'copying'
-'naql' - which he ostensibly accepted as the root of the
word 'naskh', into the mould of his preconceived ideas on the
modes and operation of the 'naskh' phenomena. To achieve
this, he relied on the patently artificial expedient of
assigning the 'transfer' concept to the phenomenon of the
'transfer of the faithful' from the original regulation to its
replacement. The flaw in this transfer etymology was not
hidden from other Muslim scholars : "There is," says

-Thaclabi, "the usage: nasakhtu al kitaba - but this sense 
of the meaning of 'nasakha' cannot be said to occur in the 
Qur°an. The scholars objected to Nahhas' statement that it 
did, for it was their argument that, of course, the nasikh in 
the /

1. al Jawahir al Hisan, Algiers, 1905, p* 95 ff*
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the Qur°an does not reproduce the exact wording of the
mansukh - it cannot he said in that sense to he a 'copy1 of 

•]it." The whole point and purpose in the elaboration of the 
various abrogation theories had been precisely to account 
for the occurrence, in the nasikh, of a wording at variance 
with that in the mansukh. Tha°labi makes the point more 
explicit:

A"The term 'naskaha* in Arabic has two senses: the first of
these, 'nacjl', as in: 'nasakha al kitaba min akhara': cannot

■\p-

be introduced into the consideration of this Baqara verse.
The second sense, îzala, is the meaning here."
But, already long before the birth of Tabari, the first of

■”  2the great Muslim lexicographers, al Khalil (d.170) is reported
to have defined 'naskh' in his celebrated lexicon, K. al cAin, 
as; /

1. cf. Mekkl, op.cit. fol.1: "Naskh occurs in the speech of 
the Arabs in three senses; the first derived from the 
expression; nasakhtu al kitaba - i.e. I have carried what 
it contains over into another book. This in no way alters 
the original book, but merely gives rise to a copy like 
the first in both wording and meaning; both copies continue 
in existence. This sense has no connection with the term
we are discussing, there being in the Qur=>an no verse which 
is the nasikh of another of which it reproduces the sense 
and the wording."

2. Tusi, op.cit. I, p.393*
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as: "°izalatuka Damran kana yucmalu bihi thumma tansakhuhu
bi hadithin ghairihi ka al aya fi ^amrin thumma yukhaffafu 
fa tansakhuhu bi *>ukhra: Your suppression of a command which
had been the basis of the practice; subsequently you replace 
it by a new and different command - as, for example, the aya 
concerning a command - the command is subsequently moderated 
and you replace it by means of another aya." The definition 
is evidence that, already in the middle of the second century, 
there had been completed a considerable process of thinking 
on these matters and that certain conclusions had been 
reached, in favour of which appeal was then made to a variety 
of Qur^anic 1 prooff-verses. The vocabulary of the defini
tion itself betrays its debt to the legal schools - a command 
which had been the basis of the practice - and to the attempts 
to explain the current practice in Islamic terms. 'Naskh1 
had already attracted two definitions, not interchangeable - 
'suppression* and 'replacement' - which are those same twin 
tafsirs: 'withdrawal' and 'replacement' we met with a moment
ago. There is, in the later use of the definition, no 
reference to 'copying* or to 'writing'. The emphasis being 
rather on the practice, than on the Book, an aya is mentioned 
merely as an incidental vehicle for a ruling, not as the 
exclusive field of the operation of the phenomenon being 
defined. Yet certainly the word 'aya', in the definition, 
can /

1. cf. M. Zeid, op.cit. I, p.55*
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can only mean an aya of the Qur°an. The third element in the 
definition - takhfif - we have also met with already in 
Shafici's vocabulary. It shows a tendency to rationalise the 
doctrine, and is an obvious reference to Q VIII 66.
Khalil's statement, which is more in the nature of a gloss 
than a definition of the term 'naskh', is certainly contra- 
dictory and one is aware that what is being examined is no 
mere lexical item, but a term that already has behind it a
history of service as a technical expression.

-  ~  2 To Shafici it seemed natural to oppose the term 1 5athbata'
to the terms : 'yamhu'  ̂ 'aasala* and 'nasakha'. He thus
regarded the term 'naskh' as equivalent to 'siippress'.
That the word really conveyed to Shafici something less than
'replace' emerges from his dictumA ' no duty is ever mansukh
without another being promulgated in its stead’. Nor is it
without interest to note that Shafici, who at this point in
his Risalah, evinces no interest in a hypothetical proto- 

- 6Qur&an but is solely concerned with that which has survived, 
speaks /

1. If 'naskh' = '°izala*, suppression, it cannot simultaneously 
mean 'tabdil' - replacement.

2. Ris. pp. 16-17* 3. ibid. p. 17*
4. ibid. p. 18. 5. ibid. p. 17*
6. Shafici is uninterested in 'naskh al hukm wa al tilawa', 

only once interested in 'naskh al tilawa duna al hukm'*
The Khalil definition reflects Shafici's primary concern - 
naskh al hukm duna al tilawa. The key to the Khalil, Shafici 
and Tabari definitions, is 'tabdil' - substitution.
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speaks of the 'naskh' of the obligation, or the 'naskh' of

i

the hukm, just as above, we underlined Tabari's 
departure from the Qur3anic texts ma nansakh min ayatin; 
to his own wording; ma nanqul min hukm ayatin: This was
the automatic reflex stimulated in these scholars by the 
wording of Q#II,106, given their settled view of the techni
cal meaning of the term 'naskh'.

When, however, Jabari states that it is immaterial, 
given 'naskh', whether the original wording is allowed to 
stand in the text or whether all trace of it is erased, 
expunged or forgotten, he offers no linguistic justification 
for the assertion, but seeks rather to give the impression 
that such a conclusion follows naturally from rational con
sideration of the phenomena of abrogation, if not directly 
from the inherent semantic implication of the word 'naskh1 
itself. He has in fact, by so arguing, both identified for 
us his immediate problem and in the same breath, contradicted 
his own etymology. Bor Tabari's difficulty is precisely 
that the very words of this verse challenge his tafsir of the 
verse. Consequently, what he must mean is: given that
'naskh' occurs, in the sense that the ruling is replaced, yet 
the wording of the replaced ruling stirvives in the Qur*an 
texts /

1 . Tabari has here narrowed down his problem to the co
existence in the Qur5an of two or more conflicting verses, 
which was a truism for Shafici.
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itexts to figure alongside the wording' of the substitute verse,

this is no different from those reported instances of the
occurrence of the 1naskh’ phenomenon in which the wording of

2the replaced ruling has failed to survive. In both instances, 
the earlier verse is mansukh. This is thus, not a linguistic
hut a polemic assertion, designed to impose upon the QurDan
texts what cannot he derived from those texts - sc. the view
that, in addition to the doctrine long generally accepted -
(that ^ur9an support does exist for the argument that, in 
certain cases, the acknowledged ruling is the later of a pair 
of regulations) - there are also to he found in the Qur3an 
duplicated statements on one and the same topic, hut stating 
more than a single regulation. This is the view that was

■zallegedly similar to that attributed to al Hasan,
But it had apparently long been the view of the fuqaha5 

and the 3usulis. It was certainly the view of Shafici. Y/e 
deduce therefore, that there had been a reaction from certain 
quarters, concerned about the implications of this view for 
the emerging Qur3an doctrine. In addition to his ’transfer1 
etymology, which he reinforced by his appeal to ibn cAbbas 
and /

1. i.e. naskh al hukm duna al tilawa.
2. i.e. naskh al hukm wa al tilawa.
3. vide supra p. 335 *
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and to the Companions of cAbdallah, Tabari accepted also,
although in a significantly modified form, because now linked
to abrogation, the notion of the removal of ^ur°anic matter
by forgetting#

Considerably more significant, however, must be our
observation that he then employed this principle as the base
upon which to construct his qiyas that, if that be admitted,
then it is also possible that the ruling alone of one verse
may have been abrogated by the ruling of a later revelation,
even where both verses survive in our texts of the Qur^an.
Tabari is thus arguing simultaneously for two doctrines : that
once the ruling has been replaced, the original wording may
well be expunged, erased or forgotten? or, that it may
equally well remain part of the Qur*an document - but in both
cases, the verse is fmansukh'• The first of these statements
is purely hypothetical, no 'evidence' having been adduced to
support its alleged historical occurrence# This is to be
explained by its being merely a derivative of one of the
etymologies proposed in Islam,(yet not at this point by
Tabari) for the term 'naskh' - °izala; removal? withdrawal,
which is now passing beyond its original reference to the
ruling, to apply to the wording, tfhat the hadiths adduced
in the name of al Hasan, ibn cAbbas and the Kufans are meant
to induce is acquiescence in a doctrine Tabari is the more

•L •

concerned /
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concerned to sustain and which has clearly "been attacked, 
the doctrine that is, that the QurDan contains inoperative 
verses, verses whose rulings have been ignored, on the plea 
that their rulings had been abrogated. The hadith v/e con
sidered earlier, projected the attack on this view back to 
the very moment when cUthman had been engaged in collecting 
the verses into the Qur^an. Why, he was asked, had he 
included Q.II,240, in the promulgated texts, when he knew 
its ruling to have been abrogated (replaced) by that of 
Q*II,234* cUthman had included it because he knew the word
ing to have survived, having heard the wording continue to 
be recited by the prophet. It was thus endorsed as part of 
the texts to be preserved. It was in one sense mansukh 
(replaced), in another sense it was not mansukh, (withdrawn, 
suppressed)* In a third sense it was mansukh - copied out 
into the mushaf, reduced to writing. Tabari1s argument is 
that a verse whose ruling had been replaced is as good as 
withdrawn. This he maintains on ostensibly logical grounds 
He offers no linguistic justification, nor evidence of an 
historical nature from the Tradition - the only traditional 
lore he employs in this phase of his discussion, being 
tafsir-hadiths, and those are mutually contradictory. One 
gathers that by the end of the third century, whereas there 
may have been achieved a tolerable agreement on the general 
argument in favour of abrogation within the Tradition, there
yet remained powerful resistance to the notion that so far 
as /
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as the Qur°an text was concerned, 'naskh? could be conceived 
of as having occurred by other than simple suppression of 
replaced matter. The Muslims could apparently be persuaded 
that there were instances where the wording of both the 
nasikh and the mansukh sources appear simultaneously in the 
inherited Tradition - i.e. the QurDan and the Sunna, using 
the word Tradition in its widest sense. But seemingly 
powerful resistance had been expressed to the notion that 
this could be true of the Qur°an alone, the miraculous Book 
of G-od* The sunnas in circulation were only such as 
successfully or unsuccessfully had attempted to modify the 
doctrine. Surviving, yet inoperative sunnas recognised as 
fsound1 could easily be rationalised by alleging abrogation, 
following consideration of their relative dates of supposed 
origin, or the relative dates of the conversion of their 
respective musnads. Non-surviving inoperative sunnas would 
simply not exist in the canon and hence, the ’naskh al hukm 
wa al tilawa1 mode of abrogation had never been required to 
be predicated of any element of the Sunna. The developing 
Qur°an doctrine had, however, imposed this distinction 
between the Book and the Sunnas that, of the two source 
elements, only the Qur3an had to be reckoned with as both 
source and document, and the claim made on its behalf that 
it was the mutawatir record of a revealed book of immediate 
divine authorship, inimitable alike in both ruling and 
wording /
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wording, imposed upon the scholarship implications which 
provoked delicate questions that did not arise in the handling 
of the Sunna, but which demanded to be faced in all attempts 
to define one1s terminology in the Qur»an sphere. One 
sunna, for instance, may be held to abrogate another sunna, 
since the prophet, their source, being human, may change 
his mind, or have a change of heart. Abrogation in such a 
context may satisfactorily be defined as 'replacement1 or 
'substitution1. One must, however, be immeasurably more 
circumspect in the use of words and concepts when speaking 
of the divine Law-giver. It is obvious that resistance 
must be expected to any admission that the revealed Book 
should continue-to contain both nasikh and mansukh, thus 
providing evidence of its own internal conflict. Tabari 
argues that the Qur*an's mansukh verses are as good as with
drawn. The harsh reality persists that they have not been 
withdrawn. This realisation has been the source of consi
derable disquiet and anxiety. Gan a document containing 
unmistakable contradictions be held to be a true record of 
what was of divine origin? Gan the divine knowledge be held 
capable of development, the divine will of alteration?
The vocabulary of Muslim scholarship is certainly permeated 
with avowed references to 'duplication' - Tabari's etymology - 
'nasakha', deriving from 'nasakha al kitaba* (!copyT); 'naql', 
'tahwil', 'tabdil', this last derived from the Qur°an itself, 
and /
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and suggestive of 'duplication1, (in replacement there being 
necessarily a 'mubdal* and a 'mubdal minhu') is representa
tive, and was shared by Shafici before him, whose 'tacmim/ 
takhsis's 'fard/naskh (tabdil)1; 'mujmal/mufassar1; 'mutlaq/ 
muqayyad', necessarily implied duplication of sources*
One technique of use in the resolution of these problems, 
adopted by £>hafici and followed by Tabari and later scholars, 
was to distinguish two types of revealed utterance - the 
imperative, and the non-imperative - restricting the opera
tion of 'naskh', where defined as tabdil (replacement), 
excliisively to the first. One is then free, where faced 
with statements implying the 'naskh' of utterances apparently 
non-imperative, to re-interpret these in the sense of simple 
'withdrawal' .
Prom Tabari we thus learn that there had arisen tension 
between two originally independent traditions; represented 
respectively in the 'withdrawal school' and the 'replacement 
school', each of which was ultimately based upon a different 
abstract view of the prophet-figure. Needless to say both 
views cannot be based simultaneously upon this single

urnQur&anie term. If al Hasan al Basri's reported comments 
be representative of a pre-Tabari outlook, they offered 
views of two entirely separate and independent phenomena, 
each dependent for its documentation upon independent and 
separate utterances in the revelation. The two phenomena 
were: the loss of QurDanic material by reason of Muhammad's 
forgetting^ /
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forgetting; and the co-existence in the Tradition of two or 
more statements, (one at least of which was in the Qursan) 
both dealing with one and the same topic. In Khalil's 
definition of the term 'naskh' the adjustment of the tension 
was already under way : the suppression of a command which had 
been the basis of the practice; you subsequently replace it 
by a new and different command. This, and Tabari's tafsir 
are of the highest historical significance, preserving for 
us the clue to the mystery of how two originally separate 
alleged phenomena had been brought together into a theoretical 
unity within the discussions on sources, under the aegis of 
the conclusions reached in the technical discussions on 
abrogation. Removal of the wording of the verse after the 
replacement of the regulation it had embodied, is the purely 
hypothetical basis of a harmony effected between the two 
unrelated phenomena of the substitution of later for earlier 
rulings, and the forgetting of some parts of the Qur°an such 
that they were not included in the promulgated texts. In 
the Qur^anic field, this latter view cannot be accounted for 
otherwise than by regarding it as a derivative of the former 
developed precisely to counter the rejection of the principle 
of naskh al hukm duna al tilawa. As the QurDan doctrine 
emerged, the view had been expressed that inclusion in the 
Qur3an document argued the continuing validity of the ^ur3an 
ruling. But, it was countered, this was not the case with
e.g. Q II 240 whose mere inclusion in the texts had never 
been /
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■been employed to argue the continuing validity of its ruling* 
Abandonment of a ^ur9an ruling did not imply automatic 
exclusion of its Qui°an wording,

A further protest had been raised. Exclusion from our 
QurDan texts necessarily implies abandonment of the ruling.
The by now familiar confusion of etymologies rendered Tabari 
incapable of understanding this argument. In his discussion 
of Q II 106, historical hadiths offering evidence of the loss 
of Qur^anic matter do not make their appearance until he turns 
in his latex1 discussion to the hotly debated question whether 
the prophet could have forgotten any of the Qur3an. The 
reason for theii1 introduction at that point, is Tabari's need 
of 'hujja' materials to counter the arguments of those who 
would deny that it is conceivable that any part of the Qur3an 
which had not been 'nasakhed* could have been forgotten.
The importance of this discussion is that the old 'withdrawal' 
tafsir was making difficulties, and we now learn how it was 
formalised. One is hardly prepared to meet Tabari in the role 
of its champion and there is useful historical information to 
be derived from the reflection that his failure in that role 
suggests that Tabari did not quite see the significance of the 
objections, nor that the withdrawal tafsir is incompatible 
with his 'transfer' etymology.

The prophet, his opponents conceded, might be held
capable /

1 . Taf. V p, 479#
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capable of forgetting part of the Qur5an by reason of mere 
human inadvertence, but only on one of two significant con
ditions: that such forgetting was merely momentary and did
not persist. To believe otherwise would be to canvass the 
view that the divine purpose in the revelation might be 
frustrated by human frailties and imperfections. Therefore 
anything Muhammad may have forgotten in this wise, he must 
immediately have recalled. If unable to recall by his own 
powers, it is not to be supposed that those among the 
Companions who recited the Book and had it by heart, could 
all simultaneously forget the same passage. This is the 
doctrine, familiar from the hadith, that Muhammad!s humanity 
is irrelevant to his mission. The opponents are arguing 
vehemently against the view that there exists a Qur^an out- 
with the Qur°an - anything omitted from the mushaf is 
matruk al camal. One is also minded to see in this attitude 
a defensive riposte to the objection that a person who for
gets revelations cannot be regarded as the prophet his 
followers allege him to have been. Without Islam, the 
question would concern the claims urged by the Muslims on 
behalf of Muhammad, or rather, on behalf of the Qur^an; 
within Islam, the completeness of the Qur^an text. In the 
abstraction of the discussions, the personalities of Muhammad 
and the Companions, have become shrunken to the properties of 
mere mechanical vehicles of the revelation; the revelation 
is all, and if the prophet, having communicated, forget any 
part /
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part of the Qur’an, the Companions provide the second line of 
defence in its preservation and transmission to posterity*
The entirety of the valid Qur’an is thus under constant divine

iguarantee. Whatever had been revealed must have been com
municated; whatever had been communicated, must have been 
transmitted in the Qiir’an - unless it had been abrogated#
This view of the role of the Companions has an ancient pre- 
3hafici ring about it and may well be anterior to the view 
that the prophet could forget no part of the Qur’an, which is 
a derivative of the development of the theory of prophecy, 
already far advanced in ShaficiTs day. The opponents have 
made, as we see, an important qualifications Muhammad could 
not have forgotten any of the Qur’an unless it had been abro
gated. This may represent the assertion that nothing that had 
once been revealed had been left out of the masahif that havee o

come down to us# It could also mean that the fact of some
thing's having been omitted suggested that it had been 
deliberately withdrawn# They quote, in support of their 
arguments Q.XVII,89s 'If We wished, We would remove that which 
We have revealed to you's interpreting it to mean: that G*od 
did not cause His prophet to forget any of the revelation 
(cilm) that lie had granted him# The word cilm leaves aside 
any insistence that we are here concerned solely with impera
tive statements# Tabari has little difficulty in exposing the 
unsoundness of this doctrinal tafsir, in the light of the 
cumulative /

1# cf. Q*XV,9.
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evidence of reports about the prophet and the Companions#
He quotes a historical hadith about the withdrawal (rafc) of 
the revelation describing the rewards of the Bi’r Ivlacuna 
martyrs; and another, on the withdrawal of the celebrated 
ibn Adam verse#
From this historical information, he concluded that it 
represents material whose withdrawal- was too notorious to be 
denied# That they were ever replaced is nowhere ever stated 
by Tabari. Presumably he implies that the method of their 
withdrawal was by their being forgotten, which would suffi
ciently explain their omission from the collected Qur’an# 
"There is," he says, "great store of such historical evidence 
that could be adduced to the refutation of these folk, only 
its quotation would take up too much space."

The interest of this debate is that it shows us 
Tabari using the term fnaskhf in the sense of simply to re
place and distinguishing from that phenomenon another 
consisting of simple withdrawal# "It cannot," he continues, 
"be held absurd by anyone equipped with a) sound mental 
resources (caql), and b) valid historical evidence (naql) 
that G-od should cause His prophet to forget part of what He 
had revealed to him; and, whereas it is not absurd, on the 
basis of either of these two sources of knowledge, it is 
impermissible for anyone to persist in the view that it is 
absurd. The verse which they employ in support of their 
fallacy /
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fallacy does not inform us that God will not remove part 
of what He has revealed, hut announces that, were Pie so to 
desire, He would remove all of it, which, praise God, He 
has not done." Having, to his own satisfaction, demolished 
the sophistries of the opponents, Tahari now proceeds to 
the elaboration of his own:
"What the verse does announce is that God merely removes 
that part of His revelation of which His creatures stand 
in no need. This means that that part of the revelation 
that has been 'nasakhed' is not required by Mankind, and 
may therefore be removed. God has said, "We shall instruct 
you in the reciting it, and you will not forget, save only 
what God wills." (Q.LXXXVII,6-7)• This means that God will 
cause His prophet to forget that which it pleases Him to do 
so. That which has disappeared (dhahaba) from the original 
revelation, is that which God Piere expresses by Plis use of 
the exceptive." This must mean that, for Tabari, there are 
two classes of removed Qur’an matter:
a. Bi’r Macuna and ibn Adam - removed, therefore inessential; 

and
b. certain mansukh verses - inessential and therefore 

removed.

His opponents had conceded that matter already mansukh 
(replaced) might be forgotten; what they were evidently not 
prepared to accept was the view that forgetting may itself be 
an instrument, as opposed to merely a consequence of 'naskh'.

By /
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By treating the two classes of removed matter as
separate, Tabari is certainly suggesting that there are two
distinct modes of removal: the emerging 'naskh al hukm wa
al tilawa', which was the origin of his analogically derived
'naskh al hukm duna al tilawa'. The first of these two was
for him, either a subordinate element arising consequentially
out of the replacement of the hukm, or additionally, a
second distinct mode of removal, occurring independently of
replacement and too well documented in the tradition to be
denied. This his opponents would simply have called
'forgetting' and they would roundly deny its possibility.
Tabari failed to fit this phenomenon into his system, and was
clearly embarrassed by its presence in the Tradition. He
would hesitate to call it 'naskh* , since 110 'transfer' is
seen to occur, but prefers, instead, the term 'rafct.
Tabari therefore treats of three Qur’anic phenomena: naskh
al hukm duna al tilawa; naskh al hukm wa al tilawa; and ■• 7 • 7

raf c .
Of these three, the last two have this in commons that in
each case, some part of the original Qur’an has been removed,
the mode of its removal is by forgetting, but this forgetting
occurs in strict accordance with the divine will and purpose
to make the prophet's and the Companions' forgetting the
instrument of the withdrawal# His difficulty with rafc is
that it derives from the Hadith. and cannot be fitted to his

•  *

reading of either Q.II,106, or q.XVI,101. A further com
plication /
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plication is that rafc concerns wording. There being no 
hukm involvement, it cannot be accounted for on the groimds 
of 'transfer1. To that extent, it remained outside his 
theory of 'naskh'.. What must not be overlooked is Tabari's 
isolating v.106 from its textual environment in its sura, 
and his discussing it in vacuo.

Misunderstanding the objections of the opponents, he 
makes no reference to the third mode of naskh: 'naskh al 
tilawa duna a.1 hukm.1

e



3b2

The second Qur5anic occurrence of the root ’nasakha’;

This occurs at Q-XXII,52: ’UVe have not sent before
you any messenger, or prophet but that when he ’tamanna’ the 
devil casts into his sumniya; then G-od nasakhs that which 
the devil casts, and confirms His ayas.11

The syntactical arrangement of the verse, setting down, 
in clear opposition, one to the other, the action of the 
devil and the reaction of God, permits the scholar no lati- 
tude m  defining this use of the word ’naskh’, This may 
perhaps explain why so much of the exegetical work has fast
ened on to the term' ’tamanna’ instead. Tabari, with no

O f

reference to any other Qur^anic occurrence of the term ’naskh’ 
defines it, here, as; ’removes’ (yudhib); ’brings to nought’ 
(yubtil)? or declares to be such. 11 There is no doubt that
by ayas here, is meant the ayas of the revelation, and v/e
therefore know that what the devil had insinuated into the 
revelations is precisely that which G-od declares that He has 
nasakhed from them, bringing it to nought; then He firmly 
establishes /

1* cf. Mekki; Bab bayan al nuss cala jawaz al naskh lil
QurDans ’’Some have used this verse to ”prove” the legiti
macy of naskh as a C|ur3anic phenomenon. The verse merely 
indicates the naskh of what the devil desires to insinuate 
into the prophet’s recitation. This does nothing to indi
cate naskh involving that which G-od reveals and commands.
There is thus no ’’proof” here, to indicate the legitimacy 
of the naskh of that which is the truth in G-od’s eyes.”
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establishes His own revelation by nasakhing the expressions 
insinuated by the Devil* The verse is therefore to be 
interpreted; *V/e have not sent before you a messenger, or a 
prophet, but that when he recited the Book of God, or 
repeated it, or discoursed, or spoke, the Devil insinuated 
matter into the Book of God which he was publicly reciting, 
or repeating, or into his discourse or utterances, as he 
spoke, but God nasakhs that which the devil insinuates - i.e. 
God removes that which the devil casts on to the tongue of 
His prophet, and brings it to nought; ’and confirms His ayas’, 
means; ’God purifies the ayas of His Book, ridding it of the 
vain falsehood which the devil had insinuated into the speech 
of His prophet.’ ”

That this definition differs so radically from his 
comments on Q.II,106 can only be due to deliberate conscious 
choice on the part of the author* The origin of this 
difference might perhaps have lain in the notion that what 
the devil had insinuated could, of course, for the Muslims, 
have carried no valid hukm. Shafici had defined ’naskh’ 
as; taraka fardahu..*kana haqqan fi waqtihi ... which could 
clearly not be applied in this case. To have argued here, 
that ’naskh’ meant ’transfer* would not only have conflicted 
with the two-stage wording of this verse, but would also 
have involved the psychologically unacceptable concept of 
God /

1. Ris, p.20.
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God and the devil as virtual partners in the process* The 
Q.XXII phenomenon must represent, to a Muslim, a phenomenon 
different in kind from that spoken of at Q.II,106. That it 
was so, is confirmed by a remark made by llisaburi at the end 
of his comment on this verses "this is the linguistic, as 
opposed to the legal use of the term !naskh* - the latter 
being a technical term employed in reference to religio-legal 
principles, a frank enough admission that *naskh* cannot be 
traced to the Qur9an*. Thus, Tabari’s appeal, at Q.II,106, 
to exclusively linguistic considerations is, at one blow 
demolished. Similarly, Razi, although he insists on citing 
the Q.XXII verse, in proof of his etymology of the term 
’naskh*, nevertheless, refers only to Q*II,106, to Q.XVI and 
to Q.XIII, when his aim is to establish that Islamic ’naskh* 
has indeed, occurred*

1. his Taf. ad loc.



Q.II,10b: ^abarl's comment on; »aw nunsi ha.

Adequate confirmation of the intensity of the earlier 
dehates within Islam, on the meaning of 'naskh', and, more 
especially, on its implications for the interpretation of 
historical data and for the theological theory, is afforded 
by a study of the extent of the disagreements on how to read 
and how to interpret this one clause, which is sufficiently 
reflected in the multiplicity of the 'readings* proposed and
defended by the various groups# Ifabari discusses six

1 —  •readings* of this one verbs !Ehe Medinese and the Kufans
reads *aw nunsi ha. This reading has two possible meaningss
forgetting - Qatada saids 'God used to 'naskh* one aya by a
later ayas the prophet used to recite one or more ayas,

2which would subsequently be forgotten, and withdrawn#

Qatada also saids 'God used to cause His prophet to forget
2what He pleased; God used to 'naskh* what He pleased#'

Mujahid reported «Ubaid b# ®Umair as sayings 'nunsi ha meanss 
We withdraw' it from your possession.'

'Forgetting' /

1# Taf*11,474•
2. If this is read in the passive, it is strongly reminiscent 

of Q.LXXXVII,6-7* The second statement attributed to 
Qatada settles the matter.

3# rafc. i.e. cause it to be forgotten#
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forgetting* was also the interpretation of Sacd b. *>Abi
Waqqas, but his reading was: ®aw tansa ha,
al Qasim heard Sa°d b* ®Abi Waqqa§ say:^ ®aw tansa ha, and
pointed out that Sacid b. al Musayyab read: *aw tunsa ha.
Sacd replied: The Qur*an was not revealed to Musayyab, nor

- 2to his familyI God says: sa nuqri®uka fa la tansaa and:
udhkur rabbak »idha nasita.
The general fforgetting* tafsir had clearly preceded all 
these 1 readings* and consideration of parallel Qur*an contexts 
had seemed to lend support to the *reading* advocated. The 
variations between one 1 reading* and another, as to details 
of grammatical person, or voice, depend upon and represent 
corresponding differences in the details of the theological 
possibilities worked out in the rival school of opinion.
The Sacd b. »Abi Waqqaj - Sacid b. al Musayyab hadith enables 
us to see very clearly how the theological considerations had 
preceded the adoption of the particular school-reading, which 
it was then the business of the scholars to vindicate, and 
to /

1. Curiously, yaqul rather than yaqra9.
2* This quotation is meaningless until one realises that the 

reference is to the words: dilla ma shaaallah. Sacd be
lieved Muh.ammad capable of forgetting Qur®an since he read 
the exceptive as an affirmation. Here, a tafsir is being 
imposed upon a reading. G-oldziher overlooked the subtlety 
of the active/passive alternatives. Sacd*s reference to 
Q.LXXXVII demands a second person reading for both Saed and 
Sacid. (vide: Riehtungen,p*24).These can therefore be dis
tinguished solely on the basis of voice*



1to seek to impose upon others. What the various ’readings1 
for the most part normally show, is only the end-result of 
the disputes; the detailed documentation of the step-by-step 
argumentation leading up to the adoption of this or that 
reading is seldom so clear as here, and usually has to be 
ferreted out from the Ijadith and the ’variant1 readings pre
supposed there.

The reading: »aw nunsi ha is also adopted by some, who,
however, maintain that the meaning of the root is not 
’forgetting', but, neglecting, relinquishing, leaving, from: 
•ansa yunsi = taraka. This meaning was arrived at by con
sideration of Q*IX,67s "nasu allah fa nasiya hum": which 
means: "they have abandoned God, and He has abandoned them." 
On this basis, the interpretation of aaw nunsi ha is: 
"Whatsoever verse We naskh, (altering its ljukm, and replacing
the obligation it embodied), We shall bring that which is

2better than that which We have nasakhed, or its like." i.e. 
•aw nunsi-ha = We do not alter it, and can therefore be 
ignored i 
ibn /

1. There is also isnad critique. Sacd attacks the connection 
(itti§al) of the alleged Sa«id reading, by impugning its 
raf° back to Muhammad.

2. i.e. the pronoun ha attached to both adjectives in the 
apodosis, i.e. [khair min ha »aw mithli ha] refers back to 
the object of only one verb in the protasis - sc. ma 
nansakh min aya#



1 —ibn cAbbas: »aw nansa has We leave it, We do not alter it#
Suddi : ®aw nunsi ha: We leave it, We do not naskh it#

—  -  -  2Da$jak : this verse refers to the nasikh and the mansukh#

eAbdul Rahman b. Zeidfs view was that: nunsi ha means: namhu 
ha, (sc. We expunge it. The reference is to Q#XIII,39)*

The opinion attributed to Suddi gave rise to two inter
pretations, depending on whether one understood by his use
of the word 'naskh' 'to copy' (sc# from the Heavenly Tablet)

*3or fto abrogate'. On the last interpretation, it would 
agree with the view attributed to ibn cAbbas, which, having 
opted for the explanation of the root naslya = leave, in order 
to avoid the theologically repugnant attribution of 
•forgetting* to God,^ was further obliged to re-arrange the 
syntax of Q#II,106 to read in such a way that the clause: »aw 
nansa ha: appears as a parenthesis, with the two objects in 
the apodosis: We shall bring one better than (it), or like
(it), jointly referring back to the word 'verse' in: 
'Whatsoever verse we alter*♦ A difficult expression has 
thus been merely set aside, while the logical absurdity of 
'bringing one better* than that which one has not altered 
has /

1. sic! But cf# Goldziher, Richtungen, loc.cit#
2# l#e# as an external phenomenon referred to by but not 

derived from this verse?
3. cf. Qur$ubi, n, pp.67-8.
4# cf. Goldziher, Richtungen, loc.cit#
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has simultaneously been avoided#

The second interpretation of the Suddi: “We leave it,
We do not naskh it11: represents also a flight from the 
theologically repugnant attribution of •forgetting1 to God, 
by rendering the expression: !We leave it1, as a reference
once more to the Heavenly Tablet: sc. fWe leave it in the
Heavenly Tablet, and do not reveal it#1 Both verbs of the 
apodosis must, in this reading, again, refer back to: 
•Whatsoever verse We alter1, as Jabari has pointed out#

The Heavenly Tablet is in view again, in the cAbdul 
Rahman reference to Q.XIII, and once more, theological con
siderations are apparent# Forgetting is avoided, and verses 
removed from the qurDan*s of the Muslims are removed from
the Heavenly Tablet, so that the two documents, the earthly
and the heavenly, remain in constant agreement# There is 
also in this view, a closer approximation between Q#II,106 
and Q#XXII,52, with, however, the context environment of the 
latter being quite ignored#

A more determined effort to escape from the •forgetting1 
tafsir is represented by the second principal •reading* of 
this verse: °aw nansa9 ha, from the Hamza root said to mean 
• to defer*:

“This was the reading adopted by a group of the 
Companions /
1# Jab.taf.II,p.477.
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Companions, and some of the following generation: it was
adopted also by some of the freaders' of Kufa and Bagrah# 
cA$a® said: nansa® ha means: nu®akhkhir ha#
°Mssa heard ibn ®Abi Najilj say: nansa® ha means: nurji® ha. 
Mujahid said: nansa® ha means: nu®akhkhir ha wa nurji®ha.

It is difficult to reconcile these statements with what
we have previously been told about the 1reading1 and the
tafsir of the Kufans; the present statements, attributed to

— 1the followers of ibn Mascud, illustrate the complexities of 
the attribution hadlths which are the very basis of this type 
of discussion in the literature#

The reading: ®aw nansa® ha is generally ascribed also 
to °Abdallah b* Kathir and to ®Abu cAmr b# al cAla®; the 
reading normally ascribed to ibn Mascud: ma nunsika: properly

t *belongs to the ’forgetting1 school. Jabari gives cAbdallah*s 
’reading1 separately, and without further comment, under the 
'forgetting' tafsir attributions# The confusion may have 
been caused by rival groups claiming the same companion as 
the eponym of their rival views, both projecting back to him 
their own conclusions, as having been his#

The /
v* -1. *Abdallah was alleged to read nunsika# The accusative 

suffix guarantees the absence of hamaa, unless one reads 
nunsi®ka# Both Mujahid and ibn ®Abi Najih figure both in 
this liadith series, and in that on p.473* vide supra P-337 •



“ 1The view ascribed to cA$iyya has the same ambiguity as 
that referred, above, to Suddi: ®aw nansa® ha means: 
nu®akhkhir-ha: We defer it and do not naskh it* i#e* either 
defer abrogating it, or defer copying it from the Heavenly 
fable t•

Whichever may have been intended, (and Shafi°i prefers
othe latter of the two possibilities, ) we have here the 

startling situation in which two *non-forgetting* interpre
tations coincide despite the founding of the verification of 
each, on the grounds of a different ’reading’: nunsi ha - We 
do not naskh it; nansa® ha = We do not naskh it*
There could be no clearer evidence that in such cases, the 
tafsir is the prior, the ’reading’ the posterior element in 
the scholarly process of seeking justification in the Qur®an 
for the school theories elaborated at an earlier stage, 
without initial reference to the Qur®an*

°Ubaid b* cTJmair said: nansa® ha means: ®irja®uha,
ta®khir. This is flatly contradictory to the earlier hadith,
in which cUbaid is said to have held that: nunsi ha: means:

3 -We withdraw it from your possession. Jabari further adduces 
evidence at this point^ that ^Ubaid's ’reading’ was in fact:
"hw /

-N1. fab.t^f.II,p.477* Should this read cAta® ? cf. infra p. 387.
2. Ris. p*17* ta®khir ®inzaliha.
3* vide supra, p.3 6 5* note 3. cf. infra p. 3 85.
4. p.478 top.
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âw nansa® ha* cUbaid'a authority has therefore been 
borrowed for two differing readings, arising from two 
differing interpretations, which suggests that much of the 
documentation is quite spurious, and should be handled with 
the greatest caution*

The interpretation of the reading: ®aw nansa® ha.

"Whatsoever verse, having revealed it to you, Muhammad, We 
replace, annulling its ljukm, while endorsing the wording, or 
defer, (postpone), i.e. endorsing it, not altering it, but 
re-affirming it, not anhulling its liukm, We shall bring one 
better than it, or one similar to it*11

Of the two possible interpretations of the word: naskh:
Jabarl has opted for the 'abrogation* meaning, importing
however, this meaning, not from his own comment on ma nansakh
in the present verse, but from Q*XVI,101 and Q.XXII,52,
although 'endorsing the wording of the aya* could never apply

1to the latter. His final interpretation is nonsensical, 
since /

1. If nunsi/nansa® = we do not naskh, is intended as a
reference to the co-existence of two allegedly conflicting 
verses in the Qur®an texts, naskh itself is evidently 
something different: suppression? But if the co-existence 
of two allegedly conflicting verses in the Qur®an texts 
is referred to as naskh then nunsi/nansa® refers to all 
verses on a topic which are unaccompanied by other verses 
on the same topic• Hence the apodosis must carry no back- 
reference to this particular clause.



since it would involve the replacement of the entire Qur®an.
It further implies the acceptance of only one mode of 'naskh*, 
and is the type of tafsir which points to that mode - naskh 
al laukm duna al tilawa - as the one sure, constant assertion 
in all the theorising* It is very odd and noteworthy that 
Jabari makes no reference to Shafici's tafsir of this reading: 
°aw nansa® ha: and the ta®khir etymology which accompanies
it* This for Shafici meant: the deferring of the revela
tion of a verse, ta®khir ®inzali ha; but, as 'naskh* was, 
for him, a technical term, and thus ma nansakh meant not: 
Whatsoever verse We copy (sc* reveal), Shafici must have read: 
®aw nansa®: with an interpolation of the word 'naskh* which
however, he did for the nonce interpret as: 'to copy*, sc.
"Whatsoever verse We abrogate, or defer revealing (copying)." 
The word 'naskh', as an interpolation in both interpretations 
of the phrase: ®aw nansa® [naskha] ha: thus means different
things to different men, and in the case of Shafi°i different 
things to one man, in one and the same Qur®anic sentence!
We must therefore treat also the scholars' appeal to linguis
tics with the utmost reserve* Although the 'copy* etymology 
was the,starting point of Jabari's own comment: (cf. his
statement that the noun derived from the root is 'nuskha* and 
that the origin of the term was 'nasakha al kitaba'), this is 
an /

1. Ris* p.17 naskh al qur®an wa ta®khir ®inzalihi.
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P an etymology lie nowhere further refers to. We now find him 
glossing the word ’naskh*, not once, but twice with the 
term ’nubjil’ - to nullify, borrowed from Q.XXII,52# The
origin of his ’transfer* definition was not the word

—  2 ’nasakha1 as in ’nasakha al kitaba*, but, the word ’naqala’
as in ’naqala al kitaba*# Unhappily, this word ’naqala* has 
another, related meaning - sc. ’transfer’, as in: naqala 
zawjata hu min beitin ®ila akhara - ,!he removed, or trans
ferred his wife from one dwelling to another #** One might 
recall Sijistani’s mention of ’transferring the bees and the 
honey from one hive to another#1 The need to bring the 
Qur°an texts into adjustment with the realities of the situa
tion of the doctrine, much of which was clearly not based 
upon Qur»an statements, - was often, indeed, in conflict with 
the Qur»5n statements, - led, when that stage had been reached, 
when the Qur3an was required to justify this very conflict, to 
the greatest liberties being taken with the language of the 
Qur9an itself# That the 'copying* etymology simply did not 
occur td> Jabari, once he had launched into his tafsir, might
be inferred from his rejecting out of hand the ibn cAmir 

3 *reading:^ ma nunsikh, since he could make no sense out of it, 
other /

1# p*478 top*
2# Meaning either 'copy* or 'translate1.
3. p.478.
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other than to suppose that it meant: Whatsoever We cause
you, Muhammad, to 'naskh' ... which did not fit in with any 
Qur9anic idea he was familiar with. He therefore saw no 
option but to regard it as an error, 'unfounded upon the 
traditional 'reading1 materials.'

The reading: 5aw tunsa ha, he lumps together with 9aw
-  1nunsi ha. The one is passive, the other causative, hence 

the effect is the same, the efficient agent, in either event 
beiixg God, for these readings represent the rejection of the 
active voice reading - 9aw tansa ha - attributed to ibn ®Abi 
Waqqag - and for reasons we have already enquired into.
Jabari rejects: &aw tansa ha and 9aw tunsa ha, as equally 
eccentric departures from the 'readings' attributed to the

p(acceptable) 'readers'•

Jabari declares his own preference for the reading:
9 aw nunsi ha, providing only that this be interpreted in the 
'non-forgetting' sense, as equivalent to 'natruk ha', meaning 
'to leave it unaltered'. He further insists that nansa9 and 
nunsi can be reconciled, and proposes to read both senses 
into the single term nunsi, p.479*

God /

h1. ibidem p.479* The presence or absence of Hamza is 
immaterial and irrelevant.

2. p.478*
3. i.e. the 'reading' is to that extent now irrelevant.



"God," he argues, "is advising His prophet that whatsoever 
]aukm He replaces, or alters, or does not replace or alter,
He will bring one better than it, or similar to it*" This 
reasoning, he insists, is essentially based, not on legalis
tic, nor on theological, but on purely syntactical considera
tions: The sentence is an 1 9aw* sentence* The syntax
therefore must represent the presentation of two alternatives.
Since God begins by speaking of what He will do, in the event
of His altering and replacing the hukm of an aya, and then 
uses the particle 9aw, He should logically follow this, by 
speaking of what He will do, in the event of His not alter
ing or replacing the hukm of an aya. Since this is what God
should mean, this must be what He does mean. The interpre
tation, moreover, will combine the concepts of nansa9 and 
of nunsi, on the purely logical basis that anything which is 
left (munsa, matruk) is set aside (munsa9) in that condition 
in which it was, at the moment of its being set aside 
(matruk). The reading is to that degree, for Jabarl, 
immaterial•

-  *1This interpretation, says Jabari, has been arrived at 
by enquiring into, and maintaining the logical and the 
syntactical development of the utterance, examining it on the 
basis of the orderly arrangement of the meanings, as expressed 
by /

1 • p.480.
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by the component words# It has not been prompted by any 
doctrinaire opposition to the view that God should have 
caused His prophet to forget part of what He 'nasakhed' of 
His revelation# This last, as we saw, is a view that 
Jabari holds, and defends, save that he sought to document 
it, not, as others do, by appeal to the 9aw nunsi ha clause, 
nor /

1* i.e. the formula naskh al hukm duna al tilawa is not 
founded in doctrinaire opposition to naskh al hukm wa al 
tilawa, which Jabari, as we have seen, claims to accept# 
This last of course means either to withdraw both ruling 
and wording, or to replace both# Tabari would use the 
technical term 'naskh1 for the second of these alternatives 
only, but only as a debating point# To him the first is 
simply rafc, and it eluded his theory. Tabari concentrat
ing on naskh al hukm does not accept the 'stoning-verse'. 
(a) Jasgas excludes rafc: "Naskh may operate on the wording 
and not on the ruling, which remains; or on the ruling and 
not on the wording, which remains# There is no third 
possibility#" (b) Tabari: There is no mansukh other than 
a ruling which had previously been solemnly imposed. i#e# 
rafc al £ukm [not rafc al tilawa]•
But insofar as the Muctazila attacked the theories of the 
°usulis and insisted that if the ruling be altered the 
wording must be withdrawn,^ Jabari*s defence of the duna al 
tilawa formula is doctrinaire# The tension between the 
'withdrawal1 and the 'replacement' tafsirs was thus more 
than merely verbal.

2. This explains his argument (p. 334.) that God may alter the
hukm of a verse (e.g. Q XXIV 2) yet leave the wording.

3. vide supra,p. 259; of. P.B# bab rajm al muhsan in v. XII.
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nor by appeal to hadiths, but by appeal to the alleged 
logical consequences of the 'ma nansakh clause1, read, in 
the sense of 'to replace the ruling alone1. The origin of 
the idea of this 'replacement1, if derived at all from 
Q*II,1Q6 would have originated, neither from 'ma nansakh1 nor 
from '9aw nunsi ha, both of which Jabari has examined in 
detail, but from the third clause, which he has not yet 
mentioned: *na9ti bi khairin min ha 9aw mithli ha I But,
since no one part of the Qur9an, which is all the W-ord of 
God, can be thought to be better than another part, (it is 
all mucjaz), these words were not felt capable of being 
construed as a reference to the wording of the Qur9an*
They were therefore, exploited in support of yet another 
argument. The qualification 'better than' is diverted from 
the word 'aya' and applied to its effect: one hukm can be
said to be 'better' than another $.ukm, either in the sense 
that it affords greater relief to the body of the worshipper, 
by being easier to perform, or, that it attracts greater 
reward to the soul, if more arduous to perform. If the 
replacing, and the replaced hukms were of equal difficulty or 
ease, they could be said to be 'similar'. This view of the 
matter has the virtue that it justifies the interpolation 
of the word '^ukm* in the 'ma nansakh min aya' clause.

Thus, the theological doctrine of the inimitability of 
the Qur°an (its °icjaz) has finally interfered with the 
finding /



finding of a satisfactory Qur9anic 'proof1 of naskh, and has 
forced the scholar to find his 'replacement' tafsir in an 
inappropriate part of the verse, while, at the same time, 
providing him with a useful argument in the view that since 
'better than' and 'similar to1 refer to the hukm, and not to 
the aya, the hukm that is 'better than' the £ukm of an aya, 
or 'similar* to it, and which may replace it, is not necessa
rily the ljukm embodied in another aya. It could, for example, 
be embodied in a sunna. ( vide p. 377, n. 2.)

"There is no dispute concerning the view that the 
prophet does not abrogate the Qur9an, on his own initiative - 
he does it in response to inspiration, (wahy) and the nasikh, 
in such cases will not be worded in the Qur®an style* Even 
if we consider him capable of abrogating the Qur9an by his 
ijtihad, yet the authority to employ his own ijtihad derives 
from God, Who is thus the actual abrogator, operating through 
the medium of His prophet. One ought thus to hold that the 
Qur9an may be abrogated, as to the hukm, at the hands of the 
prophet, rather than only at the hands of the Qur9an, and 
although the inspiration in such cases is not a qur9an 
inspiration, nevertheless, the Word of God is one, the Word 
of God is both the nasikh and the mansukh. God does not 
have two Words, one of which is expressed in Qur°an style, 
which we are bidden to recite and which is called "Qur9an" 
while another is not "Qur9an" . God has but one Word, which 
differs /
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differs in the method of its expression. Occasionally God 
indicates His word by the "Qur^an", and occasionally by words 
in another style, not recited, and called "Sunna". Both 
kinds are transmitted by the prophet, but in each case, the 
nasikh is God alone Who indicates naskh by the medium of His 
prophet, at whose hands, God instructs us of the abrogation 
of His Book. This, none other than the prophet is capable 
of manifesting, none other than God of initiating. Were 
God thus to abrogate a verse by the instrumentality of His 
prophet, and subsequently to bring another verse similar to 
the former, He would have made good His promise, although it 
is not necessary to consider the second verse the actual 
nasikh. He did not mean to state that He would bring a 
verse superior to the first, since no part of the Qur°an is 
superior to any other. He meant to state that He would 
bring about a practice superior to the former, in the sense 
of being easier of performance, or richer of reward.11 
Ghaz^ali, Mus. I, p.125.
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The Variant readings1 of Q.II,106 in the post-Tabari tafsir:

The ibn cAmir 'reading1 ma nunsikh, rejected by Jfabari, 
as an error, was destined to a lengthy career of discussion, 
at the hands of the exegetes and the linguists. It would

- 1appear to have been the only reading envisaged by Zamakhshari, 
who explains that: as the 'naskh* of an aya means its 
'^zala', its removal, effected by means of substituting 
another aya in its place, the »insakh of an aya would mean 
commanding another that the aya be nasakhed. Grod commands 
Jibril to declare the aya mansukh, by announcing its naskh to 
the prophet. On this interpretation, the agent of the

mm mm Q®insakh is Jibril, addressing Muhammad. It may appear to 
us extraordinary that this explanation, based, as it is, on 
the orthodox image of the mechanism of the revelation 
process, the descent of Jibril to instruct the prophet in the 
correct recitation of the revelations, and the accurate 
performance of the cult-rites, does not appear to have re-

- *5commended itself to Jabari, who gave, as his reason for 
rejecting the reading, its lack of attestation, in the 
tradition. /

1. Kash. Mu§$afa al Babi al IJalabi, Cairo, 1368/1948, vol.
I, p.232.

2. Is this intended to remove the 'forgetting* interpretation 
from Cod by ceasing to regard Him as the subject?

3* cf. however, Tabari's use of it in his comment on Q.XXII, 
52, Taf.vol.17-21, p.131s Jibril came to him, and laid 
before him the sura...
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tradition* But, having made God the agent of the *insakh, 
he was led to read the verse: 'We cause you, Muhammad, to
naskh the verse*. From this, Tabari could apparently derive 
no sense appropriate to his other exegetical susceptibilities. 
For him, Q*II,106 testified to 'naskh' as an exclusive 
activity of God the revealer.

Baidawi reinstates the 'ma nansakh' reading, mentioning
the 'ma nunsikh* incidentally, as a variant, which he

1 —explains: 'We command you, Muhammad, (or Jibril) to naskh
the verse. But 'naskh' has now achieved the following 
highly sophisticated definition: "the declaration of the 
termination of the religious obligation of the recitation of
the verse, or of the application of the hukm embodied in the

2verse, or of both recitation and ljukm together." There
could, therefore, be no difficulty in understanding the 
verse to mean: 'Whatsoever, We cause you, Muhammad, (or
Jibril) to declare mansukh'... sc. to declare the termination 
of the religious obligation to recite the verse, or to 
implement /

1. Baidawi accepts the naskh of the Qur»an by the Sunna. But 
so does Jabaril Jabari's conduct thus suggests that Q.II, 
106 was originally employed specifically to justify naskh 
al ijukm duna al tilawa. vide supra p.377, n.1.

2. There is in this a detectable move away from the concept 
'change' or 'alteration' in response to theoretical 
theological pressure. The word of God is not subject to 
change. The concept of 'termination' now moves into the 
foreground of definitions of naskh. It d&tes from Jas§as.
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implement its ruling.

Another suggestion is that this Hamza reading: ma
nunsikh: is not causative, hut estimative: We find that it
has been, or is to be nasakhed, sc. terminated. But, if the 
speaker is God, or Jibril, this can only effectively mean the 
same as nansakh, in which case, the two 'readings1 amount to 
the same sense, even if their vowelling is different.

If, on the other hand, 'naskh' means 'to copy, trans
cribe', it is not possible to use °ansakha with the same 
meaning as the unaugmented form, since the hamza introduces 
causation: 'What We cause you, Muhammad, to copy.' His
causing him to copy can only refer to their being revealed, 
and the meaning would be: 'Whatsoever verse We reveal to
you, or cause you to forget, We shall bring one better than 
it, or one similar to it.' This would mean that He would 
bring one better than or similar to every single verse 
revealed - the entire Qur»an would be mansukh, which is not
possible, since only very little of the Qur°an has been

2 -  nasakhed. The entire Qursan is of course mansukh if naskh =
to copy, sc. from the Heavenly Tablet.

Zamakhshari reads: 1°aw nansa® ha', recording °aw nunsi
ha /

1. cf. Qur$ubi, II, p.67.
2 . ibid. but, vide p, 377,n.2.
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ha as a 'variant'* Yet the meanings he assigns to these 
two different roots, are again so close, as virtually to 
coincide. The existence of 'variant readings' need there
fore, cause no difficulty in the interpretation: nasaDuha
means: ta»khiruha, which he explains as physical, rather
than temporal: to keep off, drive off, 3idhabu ha, la °ila

i „  _badl, sc. non-replacement. ®insaI>uha means: removing the
2memory of them from the minds, causing them to be forgotten.

— 3The whole verse is to be interpreted: "Every aya which
God removes, on the grounds that human welfare requires its 
removal, both as to its wording and its hukm, or as to 
either the one or the other of them, whether in favour of a 
substitute verse, or not, He will bring one better than it,^ 
for Mankind, the practice of which will be either more fruit
ful of heavenly reward, or productive of a similar reward."

Whether one reads nanaa^/mu^si, Zamakhshari, unlike 
Tabari /

1• This guarantees the benefits without however the theore
tical embarrassments of the old forgetting theory, the 
subject being God. Forgetting is now under effective 
divine control♦

2. cf. fab.II,479* Tabari isolated the same two concepts, 
but insisted that the second is derived from the principle 
of 'to abandon' rather than that of 'to forget'. For 
Zamakhshari, the subject once more is God.

3. i.e. of the Qur°an.
4 . This expression is tautological.
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Tabari, has derived the •withdrawal1 tafsir from this clause. 
Again, unlike Tabari, he asserts that ’naskh1 means ’®izalaf, 
but adds that this is effected by the revelation of a sub-

-  istitute aya. On this reading, there is ’badl’; on the 
nansa/nunsi reading, there is no badl. The old ’withdrawal’ 
and ’replacement’ tafslrs, once harmonised by Tabari, are 
once again separated, and are now derived separately from 
different Qur®anic statements. The vocabulary used enables 
us to perceive the source of their resuscitation in another 
quarrel on the theory of naskh and the meaning of the term,
based this time, on concrete instances of ’naskh’ adduced,

2 —in the course of the disputes. Thus: naskh °ila badl
means: replacement, following withdrawal. ®insakh means
ordering Jibril to announce this. nansa®/nunsi means 
removal of Qur®anic matter without replacement, i.e. la ®ila 
badl, simple withdrawal. What is removed may be either:
both the wording and the hukm = naskh al hukm wa al tilawa.
the wording alone = naskh al tilawa duna al hukm.
the ]jukm alone = naskh al hukm duna al tilawa.
Zamakhshari, has, however, quite failed to explain the origin 
of the ’replacement’ concept, and ignored the relation to the
rest of this verse of the clause: na®ti bi khairin min ha

-  ^  -®aw mithli-ha. Thus we find represented in Zamakhshari’s
tafsir, /

1. A linguistic absurdity.
2. See infra, p. 398.
3* vide supra, p. 7R , note 1„



tafsir, all three categories of naskh, as these had developed 
in the classical ®u§ul theory during the period since Shafi°i 
and £abari.

<4For Baidawi, 'naskh* means quite simply 'removal1 and 
the three categories of 'naskh* are somewhat less logically 
all extracted from the single term 'naskh* which has 
recovered both its aspects of withdrawal and replacement* 
®insa® means removing the ayas from men's memories, and 
appears to be a separate phenomenon, which reminds one of 
Jabari's rafc.

nasa®, in the readings of ®Abu cAmr, and ibn Kathir, is
defined in the Shafi°ite sense: ta®khir ®inzaliha. This

- 2was an interpretation which puzzled Tusi: ..."this is a weak 
doctrine, for what is the point of deferring something the 
creature knows not, has not learned, and has not heard?
Unless it means: 'We defer it until a future time, revealing,
instead, something, which, in the meantime, will take its 
place*.11 This is exactly, as we shall see, what it does 
mean to ShaficI. ( e.g. 5aw yajcal allah lahunna sabil.)

Both Zamakhshari, and after him, Baidawi, mention yet 
another 'reading', absent in Tabari: aw nunassiha. (p.33o,no9)
fabari's /

1 * Taf. ad loc.
2. op.cit. pp.396-7.
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Tabari's silence, one is tempted to see as evidence that he

i
ihad never heard of it. Whether this can safely be regarded 

as suggestive that the reading gained currency only between 
the years 300 and 460, which seems a strong presumption, in 
view of his normal assiduity in amassing readings, if only 
to reject them, or whether it found its way into the 'readings1 
literature from the related Ijadlth discussions, and hence 
is not strictly a 'reading' as Tabari understood the term, 
it is probable that, unless he uncharacteristically ignored 
it, as unfounded in the 'reading* tradition, Jabarl would 
have treated it as a 'variant* of nunsi which he finally 
accepted as the most likely reading.

The problem of the 'readings' continued to exercise the
- 2  -scholars: Qur$ubi, ascribing the reading ®aw nansa® ha to

®Abu °Amr and ibn Kathir, states roundly that it was also 
the 'reading' of: cUmar;^ ibn 0Abbas; cA$a®; Mujahid;
®Ubayy; cUbaid; al Uakhaci and Muhaisin. For °Ata, cUbaid, 
Mujahid, see Jabari.^ The others do not figure in Jabari, 
with the exception of ibn cAbbas, who is credited with the 
meaning /

1. Unless its meaning is restricted to "causing to forget" 
as opposed to "causing to abandon". |abari is not un
familiar with the musnad of 'nunassi' vide Jaf.II,p.21b.

2. loc.cit.
3. cf. Bucharl, K.al Tafsir, Surat al Baqara, bab: ma nansakh 

min aya.
4 . cf. above, pp. 365; 371.
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meaning of, although not, however, the reading of; ma nansa®. 
This reading, Qurjubi states, derives from the idea of 
ta®khir, and he mentions the two views, both of which were 
also mentioned by Tusi above. A third view of ta®khir, he 
says, is ’We remove it from you, so that you neither recite 
it, nor recollect it.1 This is the old withdrawal tafsir, 
encountered also in Zamakhshari. Both ®Abu Hatim and ®Abu 
cUbaid he says, adopted the reading: ®aw nunsi ha, taking this 
to mean: taraka = ’leaving1, as opposed to 'forgetting1.
This reading, and meaning he ascribes also to Suddi and ibn 
cAbbas. ®Abu ©Ubaid adduced, in favour of this opinion, the 
evidence of ®Abu Nucaim, the 'Header', who had checked his 
reading with the prophet, whom he had met in the course of a 
dream. Muhammad preferred the ®aw nunsi ha to the ®aw nansa®

-  iha reading*. There are, however, grammatical objections to
be raised against this reading: one does not use the hamza
form: ®ansa yunsi to mean 'taraka*. Nasitu al shai®a means:
I left it. ®ansaitu al shai®a means: I ordered (another)
to leave it. Zajjaj, on this account, was inclined to be
sceptical about the ibn ®Abi £alha hadith, ascribing to ibn
cAbbas the doctrine that the reading is; ®aw nunsi ha, with
the meaning of natruk ha, la nubaddil ha. ®aw nunsi ha

2should mean: 'We declare it lawful that you leave it.'
The /

1. Qurljubi, loc.cit. p.68.
2. But the ibn °Abbas reading apud Tabari ®aw nansa-ha was as 

Goldziher saw, even more objectionable, cf. Richtungen,p24.
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The scholars are divided on the question of whether 

cAli b. ®AbI Jalha had been in contact with ibn cAbbas:
"They say that he is trustworthy, although some have questioned 
his reliability, perhaps on account of his Shlci leanings* 
ibn ®Abi Hatim in his K. al Marasil, relates from Duhaim:
' °Ali did not acquire his tafsir from ibn cAbbas directly.'
He also relates from his father, ®Abu Hatim, a statement to 
the same effect. jLbn Hibban, in his Thiqat says; '®Ali

-  irelated from ibn cAbbas, but he never met him.1"

Thus, a variety of meanings have been applied to this
extrinsic term 'taraka', of which it is said that it means
either: to leave the verse unaltered, sc. unabrogated; or
that it means to leave the verse unrevealed but to reveal a
substitute interim ruling; or, to leave the verse, sc. to

2leave off basing one's practice on it* To the extent that 
such freedom of 'reading' and interpretation can be claimed 
by the scholars, it is reasonable to assert that for the 
purposes of derivation of doctrines, the Qur®an text was 
irrelevant* Its function was obviously not to serve as the 
original source for that derivation, but as a post factum 
prop for the verification of whatever doctrine had found 
favour in the various circles*

Further /
1. Tabari, editor's foot-note, vol*11,p*5^7• SuyutI was of 

the contrary opinion, Itq. I, p. 197.
2. Junaid in Qast. vide vol^IXp* 289.



Further indication of the quite exceptional confusion 
clouding all that is said or written about this particular 
verse is the statement by Qur$ubi that the majority of 
linguists and investigators take the view that 5aw nunsi ha 
means: 'We declare it lawful that you leave (taraka) it.'
For, Razi asserts the direct opposite: 'The majority of the
scholars interpret the ®aw nunsi ha reading to mean: for
getting, (which, curiously, he finds necessary to gloss): i.e.

2 -  —the opposite of remembering* Forgetting, says Razi, in
the sense of 'leaving* is figurative, and hence, secondary; 
that which is forgotten, will come, in time to be left, and 
since being left is one of the concomitants of being for
gotten, some of them transfer the effect to the cause. But,
in kalam, we must base our discussion upon the primary mean

'sings of words, not upon the secondary usage♦
The /

1. Qur^ubi, tafsir, ad loc.
2. ad loc*
3* cf. Jagga§ op.cit*I,p.67: “ma nansakh min aya: some say 

'naskh' means '®izala'; others that it means ®ibdal* from 
'fa yansakh allah ma yulqi al shaijan' (Q.XXII,52) i.e.
yuzll, yub^il, wa yubaddil makanahu ayyatin muhkamatin; 
some say 'naskh' means 'naql' as in: ®inna kunna nastansikh 
ma kuntum tacmalun' (Q.XLV,28). Their disagreement con
cerns the original invention of the word in the develop
ment of the language. But whatever the circumstances of its 
linguistic genesis, its meaning as a technical term is the 
proclaiming the termination of the ruling and the wording* 
Uaskh /
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The following table can be constructed on the basi§ of 

Razl's examination of all the various views proposed:

ma nansakh•
if 'naskh1 » '®izalaf, i.e. to suppress, 
ma nansakh = naskh al ]jukm alone, i.e. replacement of the 
ruling alone, and ®aw nunsi-ha - naskh al ]jukm wa al tilawa, 
i.e. forgetting; withdrawal - we suppress both wording and 
ruling.

if 'naskh1 = tabdil, i.e. to replace,
ma nansakh = tabdil (replace) the ruling; or replace the 
wording; or replace both wording and ruling; and °aw nunsi-ha 
= la nubaddilha, i.e. taraka, therefore, leave the verse 
(unaltered) where it is, in the Qur®an.

if naskh = rafc, i.e. to withdraw,
®aw nansa® ha = we defer the rafc - therefore we leave the 
verse where it is, in the Qur®an.

if naskh = 'copy', i.e. reveal,
®aw nansa® ha = we defer the copying, i.e. we leave the verse 
out of the Qur®an; or, we reveal, but defer the abrogation, 
therefore taraka, sc. we leave the verse where it is in the 
Qur®an.

In other words, there are as many possible tafsirs of 
Q.II,106 as there are theories of abrogation, and the role 
of the Qur®an in the discussions is limited only by the 
extent of the disputes.

Uaskh can apply to either the wording alone, with the 
survival of the ruling, or to the ruling with the survival 
of the wording. There is no third sort."
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There had apparently grown, since the time of Shafici, some 
resistance to the notion that certain of the present contents 
of the Qur°an are inoperative, Tabari, committing himself to 
the 'transfer' etymology had had to bring his tafsir into 
relation to the facts of the practice of the scholars of the 
previous generations who had already derived the main lines 
of the °usul. For the appearance of consistency, he had 
spoken of 'the transfer of the faithful from one ruling to 
another, whereas the Qur°an had spoken, not of the regulation 
but of the aya. Tabari further had sought to reconcile the 
two traditional doctrines - the withdrawal and the replace
ment - by apparently giving main emphasis to the Shaficite 
view that whatever has been 'nasakhed' has necessarily, and 
by definition been replaced. He thus read into the single 
term 'naskh' what, for Khalil and for Shafici had been a 
two-stage process of : suppression followed by replacement. 
His predecessors had been more concerned with the practice; 
Jabari, being here concerned with a book, 'naskh' became for 
him, replacement followed, only on occasion by suppression. 
The difference is not merely one of emphasis* logically, if 
not historically, suppression followed by replacement, and 
replacement followed by suppression amount to the same sort 
of result, providing only that one is discussing the doctrine 
and hence, the Qur°an source. The mufassir, however, must 
attempt to discuss the Qur®an document,

Shafici had defined naskh as 'taraka1 - i.e. to leave
off/
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off, to abandon. In doing so, he was less concerned with 
the Qur®an as a document, than with verifying the practice 
negatively from the.,QurDan source. But the verb 'taraka1, 
to leave, can also be understood in the sense of 'to leave 
something where it is1, not to remove, suppress, or replace.
In the inherited Book God had left His verses. There was 
thus provoked a pro-Qur^an counter-doctrine vHiich sought to 
maintain that what had been left where it was, had, by that 
token, not been abandoned. The arguments of the protagonists 
of the 'replacement' etymology of the term 'naskh' were thus 
designed to counteract the propaganda that whatever verse 
has not been suppressed ha„s not been abandoned. We saw 
this attitude represented in those views attributed to cAli 
and ibn 0Abbas on the question of the cidda of widowhood and 
based on the implementation of 'all the verses'. If it is 
true that 'replacement' is a counter-etymology, then the 
earlier definition of 'naskh' must have been 'to suppress'. 
This is in line with Q,XXII,52. That that was the case is
borne out by the Khalil definition and by Tabari's difficul
ties with the view that whatever verse has been 'taraka' in 
the Qur°an, i.e. not suppressed, has not been 'taraka*, i.e. 
abandoned. It next became essential for those using the 
Qur°an to separate the wording of an aya from the ruling of 
that aya, so that they could distinguish between the verses 
which were matruk al °amal, (abandoned Qur®an-based practice) 
and yet matruk al tilawa. The last is ambiguous, meaning, 
(depending /
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(depending upon the argument), either that the recital of the 
wording has been suppressed, and therefore the wording does 
not figure in our texts; or the direct opposite - the 
wording has not been suppressed, but left where it was, and 
thus figures in our texts. This proceeding had several 
advantages; there was visible conflict between the sources - 
the QurDan and the sharica (Sunna); perceiving the grave 
danger which the Qur°an represented for the Sunna, Shafici 
forebore from ever explicitly arguing for the occurrence of 
the abrogation of the Qur°an by the Sunna, lest the greater 
ease with which, in the dialectic, the Qur°an could be shown 
to be 'superior' (Q,II,106) to the Sunna would lead to the 
sweeping aside of the entire Sunna, in his day not yet 
collected, on the grounds that it did not agree totally with 
the QurDan* He therefore derived from the Qur°an, i.e. 
from Q.II,106, a rationale which would not only preserve the 
Sunna, but by reference to other verses, give it the appea
rance, as bayan to the Qur®an, of being consistently 
posterior to the QurDan in date, not, however, as its nasikh, 
so much as its elucidation, and hence indispensable to our 
understanding of the Qur°an. The Qur3an is general in its 
utterances; the Sunna specific. The Qur°an is vague; the 
Sunna explicit. The two sources are thus inseparable, 
mutually interdependent, and from the interpretation of their 
interplay, the scholar derives the valid camal. Shafici
is not concerned with the Qur®hn as document. For the 
mufassir, /
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mufassir, Tabari, the situation has altered. His business 
is simultaneously with the our®an document and the Qur°an 
source. By his day the position of the Sunna as source had 
been secured. Beginning from the sharica he can, therefore, 
afford, in cases .of apparent conflict between the Sunna and 
the Book, to be more sanguine in the assumption of the 
occasional abrogation of the Qur®an by the Sunna ruling, even 
where the wording of the original ruling survives in the Book. 
Unlike Shafici, now that the Sunna collection is far advanced, 
he need not fear reprisals against the Sunna from those who 
would argue its occasional abrogation at the hands of the 
Qur°an. Where the shari0a points to the practice a.s being 
different from that adumbrated in the verses of the Book, 
Tabari can, and does conclude that the Qur®an-based camal has 
been matruk (abandoned). His belief cannot be shaken by the 
consideration that the wording of the Book has not been 
matruk, in the same sense of abandoned, but has been matruk, 
in the s ense of having been left to stand where it was, in 
the text. The decisive criterion is always the doctrine - 
the sharica. Where the camal of a verse has been replaced, 
mansukh, it is immaterial whether the wording of the verse 
has been mansukh - withdrawn, suppressed, or mansukh - dupli
cated, not withdrawn, nor suppressed. The separation of the 
concept of the wording of the aya from that of its ruling was 
further essential in the light of the ®icjaz doctrine, if the 
Sunna (sharica) were to prevail in any given instance of 
conflict./
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conflict. This ensured that the notion of the abrogation 
of a Qur°an-based camal by a Sunna-based camal offended 110 

theological-postulate; this neutralised the objection that 
the muejaz cannot be abrogated by the non-mucjaz. The 
separation of the non-imperative wording from the imperative 
wording was further desirable to avoid yet other theologi
cally repugnant conclusions that either the divine knowledge 
or the divine will had altered* Such conclusions might 
always be anticipated, as long as the concept of 'naskh* is 
bound up with that of 'tabdil' alteration. Hence, both the 
imperative and the non-imperative may be withdrawn, but only 
the former may be replaced. The divine Lawgiver had there
fore to be projected as unpredictably arbitrary, imposing 
such obligations as He pleased, and replacing such obligations 
as He pleased* He must also appear unpredictably com
passionate, vouchsaving alleviation. In another phase of 
the discussions, the 'suppression1 etymology(also derived 
from the Qur®an) (Q.XXII,52) and the oldest of the etymolo
gies, was exploited in accounting for certain assertions made 
concerning the history of the text of the Qur®an, e.g. to 
'explain' the disappearance of the 'variant' codices of the 
Companions - whose existence might be merely an allegation 
perhaps originally linked to the 'duplication' (nuskha) 
etymology of 'naskh' (copy), Tabari now uses the same 
etymology to explain the survival (duplication) of the wording
of certain mansukh Qur®an verses. ^Ubayy was alleged to be 
opposed /
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opposed to the Tsuppression* etymology, and refused to 
suppress anything he had had direct from the prophet. The 
story is useful, since his alleged two extra suras can he 
accepted as having been in reality revealed, only not con
sidered by the Companions as destined to be included in the 
mushaf on that account alone. They were thought of as 
having been abandoned. This could be reinforced by

v\ »  ^cAbdallahf s alleged argument that the Fatiha and the 
Mucawwidhatani had been revealed, but not destined, on that 
account to be included in the mushaf. In that case, 
however, the contrary unanimity of the major Companions pre
vailed. When cUthman drew up the promulgated text, all 
other nusakh were mansukh, suppressed, abandoned. °Ubayy, 
°Urnar and Zeid were further to testify to the authenticity 
of certain 1 versesT that had been matruk (left out) of the 
Qur0an although not matruk al camal. Their exclusion from 
the mushaf by cUthman does not indicate that they had not 
been revealed, only that having been revealed, they were not 
understood by the Companions, on that account alone, to have 
been destined for inclusion in the Book* Their exclusion
referred however, only to their wording. The rulings
continued valid. The wording had been matruk (left out) the 
practice matruk (left unaltered). A further stage in the 
growth of the Qur0an source doctrine, deriving only from the 
methodological arguments of those who could never reconcile
themselves to the notion that the non-mucjaz Sunna could ever 
have /
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have abrogated the mucjaz Qur0an - i.e. only for those who 
accepted the ’replacement’ etymology of the term ’naskh1 - 
is represented in the necessary postulation of a Qur0an 
outwith the Qur0an to account for elements of the doctrine 
in conflict with statements in the Qur0an texts as we possess 
them. Shafici had already reached this position on the 
matter of the ridac « But the main development of this 
doctrine, represented in the rubrics naskh al tilawa duna 
al hukm! occurred in the post-Shafici period. Those on 
the contrary, and those alone, who accepted the doctrine of 
the abrogation of the Qur0an by the Sunna - i.e. those who 
accepted the ’replacement’ etymology of the term ’naskh’, 
but, by separating the concept of the wording of a source 
from its ruling, and hence distinguished the mucjaz wording 
of the Qur0an from its non-mu0jaz ruling, which could be 
replaced by the non-mu°jaz ruling of the Sunna, expressed in 
non~mucjaz wording, did not require to postulate the 
existence of a 'shadow Qur0an’ outwith the Qur°an.

The ’replacement’ etymology thus emerged finally as the 
victorious doctrine satisfying two entirely opposed parties 
within the scholarship, and it is most significant to note 
how many of the etymological studies in the °usul and tafsir 
literatures, close with the frank confession that the 
technical vocabulary of the Muslims does not in any ca.se 
depend upon the linguistic value in the language of the 
individual terms. (cf. Ja§sas, op.cit., I, p.67.)
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PART THREE 

CHAPTER NINE

The Qur®an documents
1 * The officially promulgated Qur®an text s The hadiths 
adduced by the Muslims on the question of the date of the 
first official promulgation of a Qur®an text are familiar to 
all, having been closely analysed by Noldeke » Several 
points remain to be added to his study* Of these, by far the 
most significant, not hitherto properly evaluated by v/estern 
scholarship is that none of those hadiths leaves any room for 
a Qur®an collection by Muhammad* It is proposed to argue here 
that the argument that Mub.ammad had not collected the Qur®an 
was consciously introduced by the Muslims for definite 
doctrinal reasons*

Two major issues have dominated both Muslim and non-Muslim 
discussions of the Qur®an document s Qur®anic ’variants*, and 
the date and circumstances of the first Qur®an collection*
The ’variants’ noticed in the literature are of three kinds:
1. Vocalic/consonantal? 2* synonyms; 3* interpolations *
One point to be emphasised at the outset, is that insufficient 
attention has hitherto been paid to the advisability of 
keeping /

1 . CrdQ II pp* 11-27 v
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keeping separate notices of Qur3anic 'variants' which purport 
to refer to the period before the cUthmanic recension, from 
those purporting to relate to the period following its 
promulgation.
The Muslim discussion on the ^ur5an collection was provoked 
by the 'variants', which it deals with, generally under the 
influence of the abrogation theories. It has frequently 
been observed that the Qur3an collection hadiths clash.
They clash, indeed, with one another, and what is much more 
interesting, they clash as a body with another view s that 
the prophet, as prophet, had himself undertaken while yet 
alive, to prepare a collected edition of all that he, as 
recipient of the revelations, regarded as genuinely from G-od. 
That Muhammad had not himself personally supervised a Qur°an 
edition is no mere inference to be drawn from the Qur^an 
collection hadiths but, in certain celebrated versions of 
those hadiths, is not merely explicitly asserted, but most
emphatically repeated. Zeid b. Thabit, the key figure in

™ 2 these hadiths reports elsewhere ; ' The prophet died at a
time when the Qur^an had not been collected into a single
place.' This assertion was interpreted as meaning that the
prophet had never assembled the Qur^an revelations into a
single volume. This view is not felt by scholars to be
controverted /

1. Buchari, K. hada^il al Qur°ans babs jamc al Qur^an. 
cf,

2. Itq., I p. 98* ibidem.
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controverted by the well-known hadith : *1)0 not write, as being

— 1from me, other than the Qur3an' for this was held to refer 
to the individual written fragments. The entire Qur^an 
existed in written form in the lifetime of the prophet, hut
distributed in fragments of varying sixe among the population

-  2 -  of Medina. It was, thus, not arranged in its present sura-
order. Zeid further reports that they had Organised* the
Qur°an in the prophet's presence. This referred, we are told,
to the arrangement of the scattered ayas and allotting them
to their appropriate chapters. That the order of the verses
was the work of Muhammad is documented in an cUthman hadith ^• .
which clearly however, did not originate until the officially 
promulgated text had been criticised, not only for contain
ing the allegedly abrogated Q II 240, but for placing it
later in the text than its alleged abrogand, Q II 234.
Such concessions to Muhammad's contribution to our text leave 
little initiative to the Companion-compilers.

vVhy then, was such stress laid upon their alleged labours? 
cUthman again informs us^ that he omitted the 'bismillah' of
Q IX because ' the prophet died without explaining that it

~ 6 belonged to it'* Malik explains its omission otherwise %
1 Mhen the beginning of Q IX dropped out, its 'bismillah'
dropped /

1. Mas p. 4* 2. Itq. I pp. 98-9.
3. nu^allif. 4. Itq. loc. cit. p. 112#
5. Mas. p. 32. 5* Itq. loc. cit.
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dropped out.

Qur^anic variants i 1. the synonym theory.

Within Islam, two quite disparate attitudes to QurDanic 
variants are found reflected in the sources ; the first is 
the expression of reprobation and reprehension, conveying a 
concern not apparently derived from merely internal Islamic 
considerations. The second, intended, perhaps, for internal 
Islamic consumption, showed an inclination to harmonise, to 
rationalise and to justify variations. This attitude is 
expressed in the postulation of an ancient indifference to 
details of the reading, so long as the meaning remained

-  iunaffected. 3Abu Huraira reports the prophet as saying s 
'The Qur3an was revealed in seven versions and contention
about the Qur^an is disbelief.' This would justify school

— oikhtilaf, only public contention being prohibited. The
dangers that might be apprehended for Islam lie, not in the
fact of, but in the results of such differences if the Muslims
should behave in this regard like the Christians and the Jews.
Zeid b. °Arqam reports : ’ A man went to the prophet and said;
cAbdallah b. Mascud taught me to recite a sura; Zeid b. Thabit
taught me the same sura, and then so too did 3Ubayy. The
recitations of all three differ. Whose reading ought I to
adopt ? The prophet remained silent. cAli, at his side, said;
Every man should recite as he was taught. Each of the
recitations /

1. Tab.,taf.,I p. 22 2. ibid. p. 52.
3. ibid. p. 24.
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recitations is acceptable, valid**

1 -Hudhaifa said : 'The people of ICufa say s the reading of
t . '  _cAbdallah; the people of Basrah says the reading of °Abu Musa# 

By God, if I reach the Commander of the faithful, I will order 
him to drown these readings#* [var# masahif#] 
cAbdallah said s By God, if you do, God will drown you in a 
liquid other than water.

2al DAcmash reports that DAnas recited ; hiya ^ashaddu
watcan wa °aswabu qrlan. tfhen someone pointed out that the
* correct* reading was °aqwamu, 3 Anas retorted ; 3aqwamu
3a§wabu 3ahya0u - they are all one#
2# The dialect theory s

An alternative explanation of the reported * variants*
derived from and rationalised further the first explanation#
Alleging linguistic differences, scholars drew up more or
less arbitrary lists of Arab dialects arguing that the Qur°an
had been revealed in seven dialects, although conveying but
one single meaning. Typical of such a view is the assertion
that the Qur3an had been revealed in five Hawazin-type
dialects and in each of Quraish and Khuzaca. This odd view

-  zwas fathered on ibn cAbbas. The argument runs that in the
early days of Islam, the dispensation to recite the substance 
of the Qur^an in the several dialects had been motivated by 
the concern to make the duty of Qur^an recitation as light as 
possible /

1# Mas p. 13 2. Tabo,taf.,I p. 52.
3* ibid. p. 66#
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possible. To have insisted upon Qur3an recitation solely in 
one single vocabulary would have been to impose avoidable 
difficulties upon those attracted to Islam, but unfamiliar 
with the speech habits of Mecca. Solecisms might, further, 
involve bad theology. The dialect theory received several
blows. cUmar reported a quarrel with Hisham b. Hukaim over

-  -  1 -the wording of surat al Burqan. But cUmar and Hisham were
not merely fellow-tribesmen, but fellow-tribesmen of the
prophet to boot. There grew up a series of documentary
hadiths modelled upon the account of the imposition of the
five daily prayers during Muhammad's heavenly journey, and
influenced, like the dialect theory and the prayers-hadith,

-  2by notions of takhfif* Muhammad was made to inform cUmar
3and ^Ubayy that 'all the recitations are correct, so long 

as you do not turn a statement of mercy into a threat'. 
e.g. as you would say : Let us go, or let's be off.^

The reports we have thus far considered, express the view 
that the principal consideration in the recitation of the 
QurDan is that it should accurately reflect the meaning of 
the revelation, and that providing the meaning is conveyed 
faithfully, without any distortion, the vocabulary employed 
to clothe the meaning is immaterial. This view acquires 
confirmation in a statement from Zuhri y : I have heard that 
these /

1. Tab., taf., I p. 24. 2. ibid. p. 35*
3 . ibid. p. 2 5. 4 , ibid. p. 4 3.
5. ibid. p. 29.
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these are the seven forms and that they express hut a single 
matter with no disagreement as to what is permitted and what 
forbidden* ibn Sirin states^; The -1 readings' do not differ 
as to what is permitted and what prohibited; what commanded 
and what forbidden* You might say s tacal halumma or °aqbil# 
v/e, for instance, read; Din kanat ®illa saiha wahida, whereas 
cAbdallah recited it ; în kanat 3illa zaqya wahida.

The view that transmission of the Qur°an fbil macnar had 
once been legitimate was to be anathematised and had to be 
abandoned generally on the emergence of another doctrine - 
that of the °icjaz of the QurDan, especially after this term 
had come to be misrepresented as the Qur°anfs stylistic and 
linguistic inimitability in the strictest literary sense. 
Surviving hadiths were then re-interpreted to refer to seven 
literary constructions, quite arbitrary lists of which were 
once more drawn up. A typical list would enumerate ; 
commands; prohibitions; promises; threats; logical arguments;

pnarratives and parables.
The breakdown of the dialect theory on consideration of 

cUmar's report provokes a reserve rationalisation ; the 
origin of the difference was that cUmar had memorised the 
sura at an earlier date and was unaware of later additions 
to it. Hisham became a Muslim only at the conquest of Mecca. 
He /

1. Tab., taf., I pp 53-4 • 2* ibid. p. 52.
3. H.B, IX p. 21.
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I-Ie would have learned the sura in its later form,

Phis shows consideration of the isnad, as does the followings
_  -i ~Hudhaifa said to °Abu Musa s cAbdallah b. Qais, you were sent 

to the Basrans as governor and teacher and they have adopted 
from you your 3adab, your dialect and your reading. He said 
to cAbdallah ; You were sent to the Kufans as their teacher, 
and they have adopted your 5adab, and dialect and reading.

f f

’In that case,' replied cAbdallah, 'I have not led them astray. 
There is no verse in the Book of God, but that I know where 
and in what connection it was revealed. Bid I know of anyone 
more learned in the Book of God than myself, to whom camels 
would bring me, I should ride out to him.*

1 Dialect’ and ’reading1 are not the same thing. The mere 
mention of 3asbab al nuzul leads to the following equation: 
by 'reading' is meant tafsir; and by Dadab is meant camal, 
practice, fiqh,
' wabtaghu ma kataba all ah lakum' : ibn c Abbas said*: ma kataba 
means 'lailat al qadr'; °Abu Hisham al RufacI said : This is 
how Mucadh read it. The word qara3 here can mean nothing

3other than interpreted. 'One qira°a is the tafsir of another’. 
This brings out a fresh nuance of the word ’reading1 which 

it must be remembered, refers both to the time before and to 
that /

1. Mas p. 14* 2. vide Tab,,taf.,III,p. 507
5# Zurqani, Manahil, p. 162.
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following the promulgation of the alleged official collection, 
hut - and this has hitherto been overlooked - not with the 
same meaning. European scholars in approaching the problem 
of the Qur°anic 'variants’ by considering the Qur°an as, 
primarily a document, have missed the point# To the Muslim 
scholars, the Qur3an document is of little interest# To 
consider it, as they do, as primarily a source, leads to very 
different conclusions* Orientalists have noted at length the 
fact of the alleged differences between the alleged codices 
of the Companions. But it is the nature of these differences 
which is the crucial datum and these can only properly be 
understood when examined as references to the post-cUthmanic 
age* It is here essential to repeat once more that the Muslims 
insist that Muhammad did not leave an edition of the collected 
Qur3an, for that would̂  'contradict the hadiths on the Qur^an 
collections of 3Abu Bakr and cUthman ... Muhammad did not 
leave out of the Qur°an any verse which ought to be recited. 
There are reports from several Companions mentioning Qur°anic 
materials revealed, but subsequently abrogated in respect of 
their recitation alone, without prejudice to the continuing 
validity of those rulings embodied in the original wording.
An example of the kind would be cUmar's hadith on the verse: 
al sheikh wa al sheikha; other qur3an matter was abrogated 
in /

1 . B.B. IX p. 53.
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in both wording and ruling. Examples include °Anas' hadith
on the Qur9an reference to the Bi5r Macuna martyrs; DUbayy’s
report that surat al ?Ahzab had originally been as long as
Baqara; Hudhaifa's remark t They don’t recite a quarter of
Bara°a; these are all sahih hadiths. ibn cUmar disapproved of
one’s saying s I have recited the whole Qur°an, observing,
’There are parts of it which have been vvithdrawn' [rufica].
Hone of these hadiths controverts Buchari’s assertion that
the prophet did not leave more than is ’between the two covers'
since these all report on verses whose wording was abrogated
during the prophet’s lifetime.’

Only isolated attempts have ever been made to argue that
Muhammad had personally undertaken the collection of the
Qur°an texts which we have in our hands today. ./here made,
such assertions have been countered by considerations of a
technical nature, deriving from the abrogation theories.
Thus, Muhammad’s failure to collect the Qur3an is accounted
for by ’’the prophet's expectation that a nasikh might be

1revealed which would affect either the wording, or the rulings
2of some of the verses." With the prophet's death, revelation 

stopped absolutely and this disadvantage was finally removed 
The overwhelming inclination among the Muslims proved to be to 
credit one or other of the Companions with the merit of having 
been the first to collect and preserve the valid revealed 
word /

1. i.e. naskh al tilawa duna al hukm.
3* Itq.,I.p.58 *

2. i.e. naskh al hukrn duna al tilawa.
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of God. This leaves no room for possible doubt that, whatever 
their other disagreements, the Muslims are agreed that the 
prophet is not to be thought to have done so.

We have already drawn attention to Zeid's repetition of the 
emphatic assertion that Muhammad had not collected the ^ur9an. 
One's suspicion that that is likely to be untrue is less 
important than curiosity as to why the statement had had to be 
made. It was pointed out that the prophet forebore from 
collecting and promulgating the texts since, so long as he 
remained alive, abrogation remained possible and thus any 
collection made before his death must lead to confusion and 
uncertainty. That this rationalisation is itself absurd is 
sufficiently shown by the consideration that the 'classic1 
instances of abrogation consist in the simultaneous presence 
in the ^ur8an documents of statements held to be seriously at 
variance one with another. Sometimes so serious is this 
supposed discrepancy that the scholars saw no option but to 
assert that only one of the statements had been intended to 
be acted upon, while the other had remained a dead letter* 
Muhammad had to be removed from the history of the formation 
of the Qur5an canon to permit of the reconciliation of the 
post-Muhammedan doctrine with the pre-Islamic Qur^an*

In the discussions on the Islamic sotirce of, e.g. the 
stoning penalty, where the Qur»an said one thing and the 
doctrine another, the scholars attempted a solution. Their 
problem could be resolved only by appeal either to the alleged 
repeal /
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repeal by the Burma of the awkward Quraan ruling, or to the
alleged existence, outwith the Qur*an we now have, of another
Qur3an statement on the question,, containing the repeal of the
unobliging text we are faced with. This gives two conditions:
on the former, the Qur°an which gainsays the doctrine is seen
to have been replaced by another source - the Sunna. This is
a very problematic solution and proved quite unacceptable to
many. The repeal must for them, have been effected by another
qur°an. This brings us to the second condition s this
repealing qur^an is not present in our texts. It must have
been omitted vhien the texts were first assembled. A qur^an
which still allegedly operates on the doctrine could scarcely
have been omitted while the prophet was still alive. The
Qur°an texts could therefore have been first collected only
after Muhammad1s d e ath.

♦

^Tbn 5Abi Da/ud ascribes to 3Ubayy the following version of 
1 ̂IV 24 t fa~-ma stamtactum bihi minhunna ^ila Dajalin musamman; 

for Q V 89: fa siyama thalathati 3aiyamin mutatabicatin.
These both are not 'variant1 readings but represent, relative 
to the "cUthmann recension, additions to the text.

Ghaz^ali ̂  argues that the fast in expiation of an
i/unfulfilled oath need not be consecutive, even if cAbdallah 

did/
Mwtin n n i w n m * » w t i ijU n a iin i.tiu j M ii| i k i min i mi.■ m n w i m i i

1 * has p. 5 3 *
2. Mus. I p. 102.
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did read ; three consecutive days, since this interpolation 
is not mutawatir, and hence, is not part of the Qur®an.
5 Abu Hanifa, who conceded that this interpolation is not 
Qur^anic, nevertheless, accepted it as a hadith. hut the 
practice should he based exclusively on what is explicitly 
attributed to the prophet.

i.e. cAbdallahTs mushaf is part of his sunna.
It matters not a jot to the revealed status of the Qur3an 
whether one reads % °aswabu; Daqwamu or aahya°u; saiha or 
zaqya. On the contrary, it is of the highest significance 
in the incessant school polemic, once the Qur°an achieves 
soiirce status whether one reads Q IV 24 with or without the 
interpolation attributed to 3Ubayy. v/ith it, the verse 
provides a Qur9anic base for a doctrine whose rejection was 
being founded upon materials currently circulating in the 
Sunna. The Qur^an, as an element in the 1’radition was thus 
playing the role of a counter-sunna, less open to objection, 
perhaps, than a hadith-sunna. On this particular instance of 
ikhtilaf, ibn °Abi Da°ud holds that 'v/e do not permit the use 
of a Qur°an other than the cUthman text which the Companions 
all accepted1. This principle, however, applies only to the 
use of the gur5an at prayer.

Jabari makes it clear that no 1pre-cUthman' variants had
™ psurvived the promulgation of the cUthman text.

The /

1» Mas, loc. cit *
2. Taf., v. I p. 64.
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The ikhtilaf he illustrated affects the Qur®an when used as
a source of the fiqh, and this latter role of the Qur°an it
was, that gave rise to the extensive disputes, in which
'variants* were not regarded as 'trivial or insignificant *.
The subtlety of ascribing a 'variant reading* to °TJbayy is
seen in the existence of a series of hadiths designed to
inform us that ^Ubayy stoutly refused to abandon (taraka)
any of the Qur&an he had heard from the very mouth of the
prophet. DUbayy would have none of the doctrine of the
abrogation of the wording of the Book. cUmar, on the other
hand, who is credited with the prohibition of the usage
documented in the above * DUbayy reading1 figures in those
hadiths attempting to convince 5Ubayy, from the QurDan

2itself, of the reality of the phenomenon. The represen
tation of °Ubayy's insistence"'on the quranicity of the words 
for the sake of establishing the quranicity of the practice 
is the reverse of the classical theory's insistence on the
quranicity of the rule on account of the quranicity of the
words. The mutca doctrine was upheld by insufficient 
numbers of Sunni Muslims to acquire probative roots verified 
by mention in all the accepted sources. It was admitted, 
in view of certain hadiths, to have once been acceptable, 
then /

1. Shafici, Umm, VII, p.219.
2. Bu. K. al Tafsir, Baqara: ma nansakh min aya.
3. i.e. of those using 3Ubayy's name.
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then alleged to have been abrogated in both Qur5an and Sunna 
Other doctrines, being widely acquiesced in, had no diffi
culty in acquiring documentation in both Sunna and Qur°an. 
Although nowhere explicitly mentioned in the cUthmanic 
recension, mutca could appeal to that convenient refusal of 
°Ubayy's to abandoned 'revealed matter'. Other doctrines 
made this appeal with more avail than the unsuccessful 
attempt made on behalf of the mutca. Rejection techniques 
open to the divided scholarship thus include; for the Sunna 
isnad critique, and counting of hadiths. For both Qur5an 
and Sunna, acceptance of both conflicting 'documents', with 
alleged abrogation of one of the two, affecting either the 
ruling alone, or, in the case of the QurDan only, abrogation 
affecting the wording alone, or alternatively, both wording 
and ruling. The last was the ground for the rejection of 
mutca, ^Ubayy's 'reading' notwithstanding.

The variations between the.information on the Qur®an
provided by the Companions thus correspond exactly to the
variations on the information they provide for the Sunna,
for which, as for Qur°an, they are the common eponyms.
Yet, there is a different degree or quality as between sunna
variations and Qur3an-variations which is reflected in their
respective developments. From the quarrels over the 

-  u — -hadith of °Abdallah and the hadith of another there was to

emerge the 'Sunna of the prophet', parts of which can never
theless /



theless be shown to be ad hoc forgery, designed to document 
local opinion.
From the qurDan of °Abdallah, of °Ubayy, of 9 Abu Musa et 
alii, there did not emerge a qurDan of the prophet. That 
there are qurDan forgeries will be shown. It is interest
ing to note that they never achieved acceptance into the 
text. At best, they were forced to remain the 'variant1 
of their Companion-sponsor, or, if more widely accepted, 
qur°an's outwith the Qur5an. (e.g. the 'stoning verse'.)
The suggestion that the cUthmanic and the non-cUthmanic

— r-\ ««. ■']qur°an^s drew upon a common underlying Quraan tradition 
tends to direct one's thinking towards an ancient Qur^anic 
heritage, flowing upwards since the days of Muhammad, and 
ultimately breaking surface at a point in time, when some 
imperious necessity was felt to call upon the QurDan to 
provide documentary evidence to buttress specific positions 
in the intense competition between the regional practices 
and doctrines. But when this occurred, certain things, 
(possible for the Sunna) did not occur. In the light of 
the doctrine on the Sunna-source, the sunna documents proved 
extremely malleable in the hands of the scholars. With 
the Qur°an on the contrary, any departure from the '°Uthmanic' 
was always identified as the variant of some individual, and 
never merely referred to as the 'Qur°an' in that loose 
fashion in which the word 'Sunna' is bandied about.
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A QurDan text, in other words, associated with a Head of 
State and Church, is always set apart from the variant 
QurDan texts attributed to the individual Companions. A 
text, distinguishable from 'variant1 texts has always 
retained an objective historical identity, and as to pre
cisely what that was, there is no sign in the literature of 
any ambiguity. It was that text with no interpolations. 
Prof. Schacht's doubts as to the extent to which the Qursan 
was taken into account in the earliest period cannot be 
taken to mean that before this, the Qur°an document did not 
exist# What is implied is that the Qur°an source did not# 
For the earliest period, the contents of the Qur5an, at 
least for certain topics, were quite irrelevant for the 
elaboration and the documentation of the doctrine. The 
QurDan, (Q.II,228 ff; LXV, 1 ff and XXXIII,48), says Schacht,2 
introduced the cidda, a waiting period, during which a 
divorced woman and a widow were barred from re-marrying.
This rule was still disregarded in the middle of the Umayyad 
period, as Agh.,XI,140 shows. The legal maxim; 'al walad 
lil firash' was intended to decide disputes about the 
paternity of a child which were likely to happen in condi
tions of frequent divorce with immediate re-marriage, but 
which /

1. Origins, p.191, 224 ff.
2 . ibid . p.181♦
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which could hardly arise under the Qur»anic rule regarding 
cidda. The maxim is, strictly speaking, incompatible with 
the Qur°an and it had not yet asserted itself in the time 
of the dispute recorded in the Aghani.
Tabari also has a hadith which suggests some unevenness in
basing the practice upon the QurDan owing to lack of

1 -knowledge of its full contents. But it is also Tabari
who subjects the statement; 'Contention concerning the

- 2 QurDan is disbelief to exegesis.

The function of the hadith - to document the Sunna - 
once the demand for Islamic documentation had arisen, is 
significant and it has been amply shown that this had 
important effects for the flexibility of the individual 
hadiths. It was this very flexibility which provided 
G-oldziher with his clue to the basic inauthenticity of the 
hadith in general. The Qur°an, on the contrary, proves, 
once it takes its place alongside the hadith for purposes 
of documentation, considerably more intractable material, 
since it is flexible only within very narrow limits indeed. 
Variety being possible solely within the range demonstrated 
by the alleged 'variant readings' of the agreed consonantal 
framework /

1. Tab. '(taf. I, p.22.
2, ibid. p.65.
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framework, scholars are for the most part forced to seek the 
wider liberties they crave, not in the text, but in despite 
of the text, in the ingenious but obvious taDwil they 
resort to, in their determined efforts to circumvent a 
basically unyielding Book. This very unhelpfulness of the 
Qur°an as a source, and, as we shall see, the occasional 
grave.embarrassment it caused the scholars, both speak 
strongly for its authenticity as a document, at least in 
this narrow sense, that it does not have the appearance of 
having been concocted posterior to the settlement of the 
doctrine with the aim of providing its documentation.
The QurDan frequently contradicts the doctrine, "und da ist 
es Sache der spitzfindigen Theologen und Harmonistiker sich 
zurecht zu finden."

1. From the practice of the scholars it would appear that 
the distinguishing characteristic of ta°wil is broadly 
the insertion of words not occurring in the texts - the 
words supplied are, of course, held to be 'understood1. 
Tafsir, on the other hand, consists in interpreting what 
is in the text by glossing the words. cf„ supra, p. 191.
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We have seen 'sj.bn °Abi Da*ud's distinction between ’reciting1 
and ’reading’. The former referred to prayer, therefore to
the Qur°an document; the latter to the QurDan fiqh source*
The QurDan collection hadiths are of a non-historical 
character and the numerous harmonising and rationalising 
tendencies they exhibit, betray their successive origins in 
a progressing controversy* Hadiths which assert that the 
Qur°an existed in collected form since the days of the prophet 
are framed, not in reply to the questions when precisely was 
the Qur3an first collected? but to the quite different 
question, which was basic for internal arguments : is our 
present text of the ^ur5an complete ?

The isnad of the QurDan %
The cUthman collection tradition confronts yet 

another question s which QurDan tradition is the more 
authentic? the Medinese-Hijazi tradition, tracing itself 
bach to Zeid b* Thabit; or the Kufan Qur®an tradition claim
ing to descend from cAbdallah b Masc-ud; or the Ba§ran, from 
9Abu Musa, or the Syrian tradition, attributed to 3Ubayy and 
to Miqdad (or Mucadh) ? The wrangle concerns the isnad*

The =>Abu Bakr-cUmar tradition may be an attempt as 
Holdeke /
    -i i m I  ........ i r  im i  n i mimi i an mi i   m u m  ■ibi» i hi * mi» i mm i 1 ■! i m t  rrmw rim

1* cf. Tayalasi, op* cit., p. 76; Darimi, Sunan, I, p* 55?
Tab., Ibaf *, III, p. 507*
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** i —*Boldeke suggested, to arrogate the credit to °Abu Bakr -
cUmar. It could equally represent on the Medinese-Hijazi 
side a deliberate effort to pre-date the other traditions 
by projecting the alleged cUthman recension further back 
into the pre-diaspora Islam of Medina, and hence nearer to 
the prophet, under the aegis of the isnad Zeid b. Thabit- 
cUmar.
Recalling the other dispute abô lt who among the friends of
Muhammad had been the first convert to Islam, and thus the
longest in terms of association with the prophet, we might
connect with it the dispute about the first to collect the
Qur°an. Was it °Abu Bakr, cUmar or cAli? If there were
such a stage in this field, then the cUthman could well
represent, on the contrary, the later theoretical phase,
when earliness of conversion had been dislodged by lateness
of conversion. It would then post-date the work of cAbdal-
lah, °Ubayy and 5Abu Musa et alii. That the °Uthman is
connected with the °Abu Bakr-cUmar initiative is attested
by the role of the suhuf of Hafsa. It is also profitable
to think (instead of the 3Abu Bakr-cUmar-°Uthman Qur°an
collection) in terms of the Zeid b. Thabit codex, opposed to

2that of the older Companions. For the choice of Zeid as 
eponyrn of that tradition is the chief outstanding feature 
of /

1. G-dQ., II, p. 22. 2 o vide pp. 402,423.
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of that particular group of hadiths.
In view of what we have already said, and of what we shall
say hereafter, about isnad-construction, there can be no
questioning that Zeid's attachment to the 'cUthman' codex
reports was later than the attribution of other codices to
other Companions. When cAbdallah was made to say that he had
learnt his Qur9an from the prophet before Zeid had reached 

1puberty or that he had become a Muslim before Zeid was even 
2born, this had doubtless originally been intended to seek

i i

to pre-empt the primacy in codex matters in cAbdallah's
favour. The effort rebounded, in later theories, to the
disadvantage of cAbdlallah's and in favour of Zeid's 'mushaf',
owing to Zeidfs undenied lateness. Considerably younger than 

qcAbdallah and surviving, as he did, the major Companions,
Zeid serves as the inusnad of the latest Qur°an tradition and 
that recension to which his name is attached is the 'nasikh' 
of all earlier recensions and codices. The cUthman tradition 
was thus, opposed on occasion for doctrine documentation by 
the 'variant* codices, which, as we have seen, were also 
used to counter the Sunna, on the occasions when this was at 
variance with 'the QurDan'.
The qur0an counter-attacked in the cUthman QurDan isnad 
by co-opting Zeid b. Thabit, precisely on account of his 
youth and thus the lateness of his conversion to Islam.
A /

1. Mas p. H. 2. ibid. p. 17*
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A third explanation of reported differences in 'reading1 was 
a variation of the 'seven acceptable versions' theory which 
postulated that a number of qur^an texts represented parallel 
revelations. The major Companions had been in the presence 
of the prophet at different times, and each learning his 
Qur5an recitation direct from the prophet at such times, the 
individual versions might differ slightly in the wording. 
Hudhaifa and cIIthman were both shown as alarmed at the 
'reading' disputes which seemed to them to threaten the 
Muslims of Iraq, as of Medina, with those divisions which 
had already afflicted Judaism and Christianity. The solution 
of that party lurking behind this attitude, was to throw 
back to the first generation their own recommendation that 
the Muslims be united on the basis of a single mushaf.

It would be hazardous to doubt that what is behind the 
attribution to this or that Companion of a mushaf is iden
tical with what lies behind the ascription to a Companion 
of this or that sunna. There would seem to be 110 better 
reason for a willing suspension of disbelief in regard to 
the 'reading of cAbdallah' or the ' reading of 5Abu Musa' or 
the 'reading of 5Ubayy' than there is in relation to 
'haddathana cAbdallah1 and 'haddathana °Ubayy'. If we still 
accept the qurDan's of the Companions, as historical, we 
ought in the same logic to accept also their sunnas» If we 
reject these, however, we ought also in logic to reject those. 
Buchari /
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Buchari quotes from Muhammad’s daughter? Fatima, that the
prophet informed her secretly that Gabriel checked the v;iur3an

texts with him annually, but that in that particular year,
Gabriel had checked them twice# Muhammad concluded that his

%

death was approaching*
This concept of ’the annual review1 was the starting-point

2of considerable speculation s Bid the review involve the 
checking of the numerous permitted !:>ahruf*, or was it 
concentrated upon only one harf ? If so, which was that harf? 
Was it on the basis of this one harf that cUthman had united 
the Muslims? 0Ahmed, ibn ^Abi BaDud and Tabari are credited 
with the view that the cUthmanic codex was based upon the 
text examined by Gabriel in his final meeting with Muhammad 
during the latter’s final year of life* In an ibn Sirin 
version of the hadith on ’the annual review1 it is reported 
that: ’they are of the opinion that our present text is the 
latest of all texts, having figured in the final review»’

Mujahid reports ibn cAbbas as having asked : 1 Which of the 
two texts do you consider the later?’ They replied the 
Zeid b* Thabit text* ’I\To, 1 said ibn cAbbas,’the prophet 
reviewed the QurDan annually with Gabriel; twice in the year 
of /

1. Buchari: K« lada^il al Qur°an, babs kana Jibril yacrid 
al QurDan*

2. I'.B. IS pp. 35-36.
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of his death, and the 'reading1 of cAbdallah was the later 
of the two final review texts. ^Ibrahim tells us that 
ibn cAbbas heard a man refer to 'the former QurDan text'* 
lie asked him what he meant • The man replied % ' cUmar sent
ibn Mascud to Kufa as instructor and the people there 
adopted his 'reading'. Then cUthman altered the text and 
so they refer to cAbdallah's as the 'former' text. 'But it 
is the later,' replied ibn cAbbas, 'based on the final review.'

Elsewhere^ ibn cAbbas reports that cAbdallah attended
the final review and learned what had been abrogated (nusikha)
and what altered (buddila).

V/e find also a hadith that Zeid was present at the
~ 2annual review of the ffur ân and another report that 3Abu

3Bakr had witnessed the revelation. He heard G-abriel's 
voice, although he did not see him.

The 'annual review* and especially 'the final review' 
motif had been deliberately introduced by those using 
cAbdullah's name to overcome the recognised difficulty that 
Zeid was younger than cAbdallah. That difficulty was to 
become Zeid's strength and his choice as musnad of the 
cUthman recension must have represented the implication 
that /
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that his 'reading' [mushaf] was later than, and abrogated 
that of the older Companions* The restricted reference in 
one of the hadiths to the 1 two readings' is suggestive*
The codices referred to other Companions have their source 
in the attribution to cAbdallah of a codex at variance with 
the 1cUthmanic'•

ial Baghawi in 1Sharh al Sunna1 sayss "The mushaf 
which was finally settled represents the final review text. 
This cUthman commanded to be copied into the masahif and on 
its basis united the Muslims. He destroyed all other 
versions of the texts, in order to render impossible any 
variation* Thus, whatever 'reading' does not coincide with 
the consonantal base of the cUthmanic codex is to be regarded 
as abrogated, like any other matter once in the QurDan, but 
subsequently abrogated and withdrawn. Hone may now go beyond 
what is in the text, to what is a departure from its 
accepted consonantal outline." - i.e. at prayer.

Islam, following the death of the prophet, and more 
particularly following its export from the Arabian peninsula 
into the surrounding territories, among peoples familiar for 
centuries with the presumptions of revealed °ummas required a 
Qur°an - a Book of G-od - to establish its credentials and to 
authenticate /

1. B.B. IX p. 25.
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authenticate its claims, on behalf of its system of doctrine, 
to be a divine revelation, over against the older dispensations. 
This need represents one aspect of the solicitude of the 
Muslim scholarship on the question of the early dating of the 
collection of the Book discernible in the Hudhaifa hadiths 
on the cTJthman, even more in the Zeid hadiths on the 3Abu Bakr 
initiative.

What more nearly interests us, however, in the context of 
our present enquiry is the need felt in the various regions 
to authenticate their local traditions, internally within 
Islam, by appeal to the authority of a major Companion, 
Ultimately, once Sunna had been defined as the Sunna of the 
prophet, the appeal was to the authority of Muhammad.
Bart and parcel of these same activities was the provision 
of the genealogy of those elements within the doctrine, at 
the local level, which apparently had to be made to appear to 
derive from the Qur^anic component of that Tradition. Qur5an 
verses, which might be urged against any element of the local 
doctrine, could be 'proved1 to have been abrogated. Equally, 
'lacunae' in the inherited texts could be supplied by appeal 
to the mushaf of the local Companion-eponym.

But a doctrine, such as the stoning penalty, urged almost 
universally was not referred to a Companion mushaf, but to 
the demonstrable abrogation of the wording of "the Qur^an".

The Companion mushafs clearly served a specialised need.
The local and the non-local appeals to the Qur3an suggest 

very /
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very forcibly a stage in the development of Islamic science
when scholars were unable to ignore a demand that a primary
source of the sharica must be seen to be traceable in the
Qur3an, the Book of Cod. When precisely this principle
triumphed is difficult to ascertain, but it must have been
part product of a complex situation facing that generation
out of whose reaction to pressures emerged the traditions on
the Qur5an collections. The BXidhaifa hadiths, with their
mention of the troubles that might be anticipated in Iraq,
may serve to suggest, linking up, as they do, with Schacht's
suggestion of the priority of Iraq in the processes of the
desecularisation of the doctrine, the locale in which these
pressures might first have begun to be felt acutely.
Those hadiths referring to the ^Abu Bakr~cUmar endeavours on
the Qur^an's behalf alei*t our minds to the possible role
played by a particular class in these responses to the pressure-
the corporations of the qurra5 - who might, for example, have
felt their interests threatened by the growing recognition of
both speculation and hadiths. We perhaps can read some of this
in the fabrication of hadiths on the necessity to familiarise

*“ 2oneself with the Qur°an. We must consider, in addition, the 
influence of the conversion of untold numbers of former 
adherents of the older religions, importing with them into 
Islam their more highly developed theories on revelation and 
on prophets, hor should the role of external Muslim-Christian 
and /

1. Origins, p._223.
2 o ibn al Jawzi, Mawducat al hadith, fol,41.
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and Muslim-Jewish polemic he ignored as a factor for the 
developments in both the Qur°an and the Sunna doctrines.

Appeal to the alleged ’reading' of the scholars’ local 
Companion-eponym could continue to be a technique available 
in disputes, thanks to the alleged ' deficiencies of the 
script' and to the absence of punctuation indicators, (although 
again, this is not restricted in its use to merely local

'j
questions) long after the Muslims had been 'united on the 
basis of an agreed consonantal reading' of the ^urDan.
Extra-Qur°anic assistance could also be sought in the &asbab 
al nuzul hadiths. Of all the techniques of scholarship the 
most intriguing is the reference to "the Qur3an" of doctrines 
which might as well, ( in some cases, better) have rested 
their documentation in the Sunna* The duplication, especially 
In those instances where the ^ur3an source is no longer 
present in the texts, certainly argues a stage at which the 
reference to the Sunna was rejected as insufficient. As a 
self-proclaiming divine revelation, Islam would be expected 
to ftirnish evidence of its origins from what its contemporaries 
regarded as the indispensable founts of a divinely-revealed 
Book and a divinely-sent prophet. The internal dispute 
between speculation and hadith had predated, since it had 
conditioned /

1• Both tampering with the punctuation and ^asbab al nuzul
enabled the scholar to trace salat al khawf and salat al

* •

safar to one and the same Qur^anic verse. Itq.,I p.92.



conditioned the emergence of the concept of 'the Sunna of the 
prophet* * It thus predated the dispute on the primacy of the 
Qur^an, relative to the Sunna in the records of which the ‘ 
concept of 'the Sunna of the prophet' is already mature.
The QurDan source is thus younger than the Sunna source and 
arose partly in opposition to it. The Muslims had verified 
their claims that Islam was a revelation by reference to a 
prophet-figure. Out of this stage had emerged the concept of 
a revealed Boole of God, vouchsaved to this prophet.
The opponents of individual appeals to the Sunna we have seen 
appeal to the cur°an. For the purposes of internal polemic, 
the insistence that the prophet had not collected the Qur3an 
gave scholars the necessary leverage to introduce allegations 
of abrogation of wording, in reconciling the doctrine with the 
known contents of the Book. The credentials of Islam could 
be safe-guarded by assigning the earliest possible date to the 
collecting of the texts; the doctrine, by assigning that 
collection to anyone but the prophet. In the collection, the 
Companions of Muhammad, like those of Christ, were inspired - 
some say they were infallible.

In the field of the Sunna, the competition between 
conflicting doctrines easily fell into the habit of asserting 
the abrogation of the rival doctrine's hadith documentation.
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We now know that the same technique was employed in regard to 
the rival Qur°an traditions. When both the Sunna and the 
Qur^an pass beyond the Companions to the prophet, precisely 
the same isnad considerations continue to be applied. For in 
both spheres, account is taken of the dates of the musnads.

One takes note only of the. later actions of the prophet, 
according to Buchari,^ while, according to Malik, the Muslims 
adopted the latest situation to be reported from the prophet. 
These are both 3usuli statements of technique and are based 
upon the harmonisation of the available hadiths.

In the entire field of the divine revelatory activity, one 
takes note of and adheres to the latest reported situation*

The QurDanic 'variants's

The QurDan enters into the methodological discussions 
at that stage when the appeal to the sunna of the Companions 
is about to be replaced by appeal to the 'Sunna of the prophet*, 
and the alleged Companion-codices are a product of that 
transition under the influence of the emerging demand for 
appeal to the Qur3an, as opposed to appeal to the sunna.
Behind the appeal to the 'variant codices' is the common 
assumption that the Qur^an comes from the prophet via a musnad. 
That /

1 * Bu. K. al salats babs °innama jucil al °imam.
2. Muw., K. al siyams babs ma ja=>a fil siyam fil safar.
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That the 'variant1 readings appealed to continue to be 
associated with individuals among the Companion generation, 
further suggests that they had always been recognised as 
differing from the generally accepted text. The suggestion 
that the cUthmanic and the non-cUthmanic Cur3an traditions 
were directly and independently drawing upon an underlying 
store of oral tradition is complicated by the consideration 
that, so far as these have been examined to date, all Curran

_  pMSS. exhibit throughout the cUthmanic text.
One might have expected, as so often happens in literary 
history, that some hard evidence of the existence of non- 
cUthmanic ( or of pre-cUthmanic) 'codices' would have survived
in some quarter of the Islamic world, especially since some

3 -traditions argue that ibn Mascud ordered his followers to
lay up their Qur3an's in hiding and withhold them from the
government agents allegedly charged with their destruction.
The scholars were pre-occupied, not with the QurDan document,
but with the Qur3an source. Hence its attribution to the
Companions t 5Ubayy; Miqdad; *>Abu Musa; cAbdallah and Zeid;
to the prophet's widows; Hafsa; cA°isha and ̂ Umm Salama;
to his successors; 5Abu Bakr; cUmar; cUthman and cAli.

The par^an text, in short, like any other sunna in the
canon /

1. GdQ. Ill, pp 77-80. 2. ibid. p. 97*
3. wrongly 1 The hadith rationalises the continued habit of 

appealing to a mushaf that survived cUthman's command.
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canon of the Tradition was equipped with its isnad, preferably 
an isnad high enough to produce a marfuc muttasal matn.
A useful by-product of these attributions is that those who 
allege that in no circumstances can a prophet forget any part 
of the revelation, but who yet hold that the Cur3an is 
incomplete, by transferring its collection from the prophet 
to the Companions, likewise transfer to them any alleged 
omissions. The Qur3an is become none other than a sunna 
mutawatira to which will be attached the highest degree of 
credibility due to its spread and to which will be accorded, 
in some schools, that same consideration and treatment which 
is extended to any other sunna of the same class.

Ikhtilaf and the ^ur3an ;

One would be immeasurably more impressed with that 
achievement which the cUthman collection hadiths seek 
additionally to ascribe to him - his having thereby 'united 
the Muslims on the basis of a single text* to be read in a 
single dialect and thus having rendered ikhtilaf ( at least 
on textual matters) impossible - if, in fact, such ikhtilaf 
were seen to have become impossible after his reign. But 
that the initiative was, in this direction, a complete failure 
is admitted by other hadiths which show cIIthman either 
permitting,^ or himself using^ 'readings' at variance with those 
enshrined /

1. Richtungen p. 33? cf. Mas p„ 39.
2 . 1\las p . 36 •
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enshrined in that mushaf which is his sole proud memorial.
"I prohibited the 'readings1 becatise I feared ikhtilaf,11 
said cUthman, "but now, read it as you will."

"Hide your Qur3an!s," cried cAbdallah. "How can you order 
me to read in the 'reading' of Zeid, when I recited from the 
very lips of the Messenger of God seventy odd suras."

Htidhaifa and °Abdallah were with DAbti Musa. They had a 
mushaf which cUthman had sent, ordering them to make their 
Qur^an's conform with it. °Abu Musa declared that anything 
in his mushaf that was not in the cUthman text should not be 
omitted; anything in the cTJthman and lacking in his, should 
be added. IJudhaifa said ; ' What is the point of our work ?' 
Nobody in this region will give up the 'reading' of cAbdallah, 
and nobody of Yemani extraction will give up the 'reading' of 
3Abu Musa.' It was Hudhaifa who had advised cUthman to unite 
the mushafs [jam0 al masahif] on the basis of one mushaf.

Not only is there absolutely no evidence that reading 
uniformity prevailed after cUthman there is, on the contrary, 
in every work of fiqh every indication that the exact opposite 
was increasingly the case. cUthman was assassinated and laid 
in his grave and the heyday of ikhtilaf was yet to come.
What, then, if any, is that historic achievement with which 
the /

1. Mas p. 15. Here, cAbdallah is apparently addressing the 
authorities, rather than, as traditionally supposed, his 
own followers. The former is the better tafsir.

2o Mas. p. 35#



the memory of cUthman is to he glorified ? To understand the 
traditions, it is necessary to reconsider the conditions 
against which the activity ascribed to cUthman was thought to 
have occurred. The Iraqis and the Syrians, the ICufans and the 
Basrans were all said to have indulged in mutual recriminations 
and to have exchanged accusations of heresy and error in 
regard to their respective 'readings'. This runs parallel 
with their mutual indictment of the other's sunnas and hadiths* 
Any mention of the alternative dialect rationalisation is 
merely the acknowledgment that the linguistic sciences had 
not yet been developed in cb'thman's day. But we have met too, 
with hadiths which distinguished dialect from 'reading'*
Neither the dialect problem had been overcome by the very work

—  iascribed to cUthman, nor the reading problem settled by his
supposed provision of a uniform consonantal base*

2G-oldziher has signalled a disputed vocalic reading for the
very Q IX verse which Zeid is said to have re-instated:
'There has come to you a prophet from your own number...'
'There has come to you a prophet from the most precious
among you... ' This reading is ascribed not only to Fatima
and cA°isha, but even to Muhammad.* ©

It was possible after cUthman's death for scholars to 
explain the origins of the Muslim sciences as centring upon 
solicitude/

1. Mas p. 32
2. Richtungen, p. 35*
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solicitude for the avoidance of incorrect doctrine occasioned
by incorrect reading of the QurDan texts. The consonantal
base was envisaged as having been fixed, but not the vocal- 

■\isation. Mere even this the case, liberty would be little 
affected as there would yet remain to the scholars such scope 
for ’variant readings' that it is not possible to understand 
why cAbdallah was conceived as so violently opposed to the 
obvious good sense shown by cIJthman.
When we have considered the 'variant readings' projected to 
the ancient authorities to whom appeal is constantly made 
in the course of undignified squabbles over the texts, by 
the rival groupings, it is exceedingly difficult for us to 
comprehend what could have given rise to such widespread fuss. 
For no major differences of doctrine could be constructed on 
the parallel 'readings' ascribed to mushafs other than the 
cUthmanic. Basically the so-called rival 'readings' represent 
unquestionably one and the same text and, indeed, are agreed 
substantially in what they transmit, varying from each other 
to the extent of their occasional respective preference for 
one of a number of possible synonyms, inflections and the use 
or non-use of conjunctives. The 'variant' codices are further 
differentiated by a limited number of interpolations relative 
to the so-called cIJthman text. A detailed comparison of the 
use made of the so-called "cAbdallah codex" against the 
so-called /

1. Fihrist p. 66*



so-called "cUthman mushaf" leads us to conclude that the 
traditional accounts of the actions and motives of cUthman 
cannot possibly be correct* If pre-cUthmanic ikhtilaf did 
not provoke the promulgation of the l!cuthman recension", since 
his supposed work did not put a stop to ikhtilaf - ( and the 
hadiths, as we have seen do not attempt to disguise this 
failure) - the probability is that neither the pre-cUthmanic 
codices, nor the cTJthmanic codex itself ever existed.

" The 3umma abandoned (tarakat) recitation after the six 
forms which their just °irnam had insisted they abandon. . , 
until they lost all knowledge of them, and all trace of them 
was quite obliterated* There is today no possibility of 
reciting them, on account of their having vanished without a 
trace, and on account of the Muslims' agreement to reject 
recitation on their basis, without however, any reflection 
upon their correctness, nor on that of any fraction of them.
No recitation is today possible for the Muslims other than on 
the basis of that one consonantal text which their solicitous

— i°imam had selected for them."
The connection through Ijudhaifa to the 'variant' wurDan

r / „traditions of cAbd3allah, 3Abu Musa et alii, is not so much 
quite broken, but rather, duplicated in this way of seeing 
things. It was inevitable that where alleged their 'readings' 
should appear as mere 'variants' of the cTJthman text# In 
truth /
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truth that is what they are* Yet this is not the impression 
one derives from the tafsirs, with their frequent reference to 
the mushaf of cAbdallah and the rest* Indeed, thei’e was to 
develop a whole literature devoted to the science of the 
masahif. Tabari means that the recital of the entire Qur°an 
after the six abandoned readings became soon after cUthman’s 
time quite impossible# With no mention at this point of the 
subsequent fate of the alleged Companion codices, his formula 
is revealed as an abstract rationalisation of the implications 
of certain classes of hadith. His statement underlines again 
the fact of the unique position occupied by the so-called 
cUthman text, in the general Qur3an tradition.

By the end of the third century all trace of six of the 
original seven readings had quite vanished* Like the Torah,

— -ithe Qur3an had lost six-sevenths of its original bulk*
Had they ever existed, the total disappearance of this entire 
mass of the lost six-sevenths would be improbable, if only for 
reasons of human curiosity. Considerations of this sort led

' I
to the insertion into the cUthman collection-hadiths of the
detail of his commanding the wholesale destruction of all other 

~ 2Qur5an records. Further, their quite total eclipse leaves 
us entirely dependent upon reports for any knowledge that they 
had ever existed, and, as Iviekki says, God knows best how 
s ound /

1. Itq. I p. 72. The seven ’readings' must not be confused 
with the 'seven readers', F.B.IX p.25.

2. This must now cover dialect and Companion codices.
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sound those are*

The Muslim apparatus on the various Qur°an collections 
is hut one attempt to cover all the acknowledged (undeniable) 
facts, and to combine a rationalisation of the visible ikhtilaf 
with the equally undeniable non-survival of alternative QurDan 
codices on which the mukhtalafat could be see to rest#
What of the mushafs of cAbdallah, of 3Ubayy and the others ?

In Tabari's day, ikhtilaf could operate only within the 
limits provided by the single consonantal base*. But the 
examples of 'readings' which he quotes, pre-suppose multiple 
consonantal bases, and thus did not derive from the deficiency 
of the script* It being unthinkable to a Muslim that the 
differing qurpan*s had represented, or even adumbrated 
differing laws, even on detailed questions,, the only rational 
conclusion to be drawn from the reported differences among 
the Companions was that these had taken the form of synonyms• 
The dialect theory had been able to exploit the reports on the
heterogeneous tribal origins of the major Companions*

A - _ _ _cAbdallah was of Hudhail; DAbu Musa of the Yemen; Zeid and
°Ubayy were of Medinese origin# A more interesting class of 
alleged 'variants* is again, here quite overlooked, without
consideration of which it is impossible to suggest a single
satisfactory all-embracing explanation of the reports on the 
Companion mushafs, as an alternative to the Muslim view*
These are those interpolations whose motivation was patently 
doctrinal and which offer not alternatives to the Cl)thmanic 
consonantal /
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consonantal base, but represent additions to it, because, 
indeed adumbrating details on various legal questions not 
derivable from the cUthman text* That was therefore, doubt
less their sole function and sole raison d'etre*
These interpolation-'variants' must be kept entirely insulated 
from the synonym-'variants'• This done, the following picture 
emerges ; the really significant differences between the 
regions were doctrinal; each school, when the QurDan had 
begun to be demanded as the primary source, employs the 
QurDan to document its teachings, which had been, for the 
purposes of sunna-documentation traced to the alleged °adab 
of a prominent Companion* The technique was, by analogy 
extended to the Qur3an, a 'variant1 reading being projected 
to the Companion witness. The local doctrine can occasion
ally be fitted to the Qur5an texts only by means of resort 
to interpolation* Words would be inserted and ascribed to 
the alleged codex of the school's Companion-sponsor. At a 
stage when scholars, bent on 'proving' the authenticity of 
all and sundry hadiths which had outlived their utility came 
to the exposition of the 'seven forms' hadiths some had 
tried to make these comprehensible by interpreting them in 
the sense of references to synonym-1 readings'. The 'readings' 
which have now 'vanished' - the synonym-'readings' are those 
concerning which the prophet is alleged to have taught that 
to argue about them or to reject one of them is an act of 
unbelief; a statement originally no doubt circulated with 
the /
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the aim of justifying interpolation-1 readingsT by reference
to the Sunna of the prophet. But the pre-cUthmanic ’variants' 
are not to be confused with thepost- cUthmanic ’variants’,

idisputing about which has never been regarded as unbelief.
The former were possible owing to the multiplicity of the 
consonantal bases; the latter, in spite of the uniqueness of 
the consonantal base, owing to the unvowelled and unpointed 
nature of the script in cUthman's day. Following the settle
ment of clfthman's textus receptus scholars remain nonetheless 
quite free to select that pointing and vocalisation which 
more nearly correspond to their opinions. Naturally, they 
continue to verify 'variants' of this kind by reference to 
the 'readings' of the Companions. No reading is now however 
permissible at prayer which does not conform to that mushaf 
on the basis of which the pious cUthman had united the Nuslims. 
Providing always, that they base themselves upon the rudiment
ary consonantal skeleton, and providing they can adduce 
evidence from the Tradition for their ’reading’, which must 
also be defensible from the point of its cArabiyya, scholars 
may differ to their hearts’ content and none may legitimately 
call them halt.^ Sunna. again has triumphed over the Qur^an.
All these 'variants’ were revealed and the astonishing 
concision /

1. Tab.,' taf., I p. 65 «
2. Jtq. I pp. 139-40.
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concision achieved by the Qur3an, in which a single verse, if
variously read gives rise to various rulings, all equally
valid, is the hallmark of the divine solicitude for Islam
especially, since no other religion received a Book which can
be read in more than one way* It provided also a divine
precaution against the possibility of tahrif/tabdil in Islam.

2Thus, if read in the accusative, wa °arjulakum was revealed 
to institute the wudu0, while, in the genitive, wa ^arjulikum, 
it sanctions the wiping the boots doctrine of others. Both 
parties can be justified, as both have the sanction of the 
Qur°an* The brevity of the Qur°an is one element in its =>icjaz. 
In °Abu cUbaid's view, the readings of the Companions are

— pthe elucidation of the cUthmanic.mushaf• The alleged 
unanimity of the Companions in the welcome they gave to the 
text settled by cITthman remains a reference to the undenied 
common consonantal base of the universally accepted text.

Apart from interpolations, ikhtilaf remained possible for 
scholars who continued to seek documentary support from the 
Qur°an by exploiting the 'deficiencies of the script*. The 
appeal to alleged 'ancient readings' remained residually 
possible, even.for the purpose of secondary theoretical 
polemic in their latter-day reversion to the technique of 
appeal to synonymous or nearly synonymous 'readings' ascribed 
to /

1 . Itq. I p. 141.
2. ibidem.
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to cAbdallah and others in the search for a Qur^anic support 
for the theories of abrogation. The origin of those 'readings1 
in tendentious tafsir would be no argument against their 
authenticity, since the view that the Companion 'readings' 
are one source of tafsir had become part of the doctrine.

hone of the reports on the 'variant' Qur°an codices, 
prepared for their personal use by the Companions and by them 
bequeathed to their followers and to the schools founded on 
their names, could for one moment have been acknowledged had 
the prophet been generally admitted to have recorded the 
revelations in a mushaf of the prophet, hor would this have 
been the case, had the Qur3an texts, in the early days been 
known on a massive scale, Mould, it may be argued, the 
Muslim scholars have even considered circulating reports 
that Muhammad had not bequeathed to his nation an official 
record of his revelations, unless they were certain that he 
had not done so ? Could they, on the other hand, have 
avoided doing precisely this, given the conflict between the 
doctrine and the ^ur5an, when they it was who insisted that 
Islam was a divine revelation, founded in the Quran and the 
prophet, and when the accumulating logic of their successive 
arguments ineluctably drove them to reliance upon the only 
one consequential conclusion ? The ikhtilaf-based and 
conflicting /

1* vide supra, pp. 530 ff.



conflicting reports on the various stages in the collection 
of the Qur^an raised questions as to its completeness#
=>Abu Bakr's achievement had been to pursue the Qiir̂ an before 
much of it had vanished; to track it down in all surviving 
written scraps and in the memories of those still alive who 
had heard it from Muhammad. The sources are somewhat vague 
as to the precise role conceived to have been played by the 
memories - whether this was one of many repositories of the 
Word, or subsidiary to, and useful for the control of the 
writing down of that which was yet recoverable • This trenches 
on the suspect question of the dialect of the Qur^an and, 
given the 'inadequacies of the script', it is far from clear 
what degree of certainty could have been imparted to what was 
being recorded. One is, of course, concerned chiefly with 
the extent of the Qur3an, rather than with its detailed 
phonetics - and those, as we also see, should not be too 
rigorously determined. The same considerations must apply 
to the reports that the most careful thought had been given 
to who should actually dictate and who write and that any 
disputed pronunciation should be settled by opting for the 
Quraish pronunciation, since this was the language in which 
it had been originally revealed# References to the casting



vote of the caliph on phonetic questions, and hence on the 
choice of script to reflect this, normally have in view the 
activities of cUthman, to account for his even appearing in 
the history of the text. Precisely the ’inadequacy of the 
script’ had however, applied as much in his day, as it had 
some dozen years earlier. This thought considerably limits 
the usefulness of his supposed achievement - opens it, indeed, 
to questions of fact. The role played by -the memories must 
therefore be to serve as one of a number of alternative 
sources for the text - which would imply that not everything 
that had been revealed had achieved in Muhammad's days even 
the allegedly limited security of written record, or, if once 
recorded, that the records had perished. Alternatively, the 
memories may have played the more negative role of guarantee
ing that what matter was included in the recension had been 
authentically acquired from the prophet’s mouth. The 
implication would then be that nothing had been included that 
was not properly of the Qur^an. This end was further 
envisaged as having been achieved by yet another control 
mechanism ™ the acceptance into the text only of what can be 
attested by reference to the testimony of two Muslim witnesses. 
This detail, however, like the choice of who should dictate 
and who write is borrowed from the Qur*an text and hence 
suspect /
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suspect. When the worse came to the worst, and reports
persisted that acceptance had appeared in one case to rest
upon the evidence of only one witness, the scholars could
still apply this control by adducing satisfactory evidence
that Muhammad had declared a certain individual’s testimony
the equal of that of any two Muslims. These scholars had,

2however, read the earlier reports carelessly. Thus was 
discipline of a kind imposed upon a welter of apparently 
conflicting, confused, or simply misunderstood reports, 
bo assurance had yet been given that everything that was 
properly of the QurDan had been included in the promulgated 
texts. The ’two witnesses1 theory applies only to material 
that does appear today in the QurDan. It thus continues to 
be of use to the scholars faced with reports that there are 
authentic Qur°an verses that have remained outside the 
promulgated mushaf. Their absence is now to be. explained 
on the assertion that these are verses which were withheld 
because the Qur°an commissions had failed to find two 
witnesses to vouch for their authenticity• The witnesses had 
unhappily perished in Islam’s earliest wars/ The local 
doctrines /

 1 —  — TTTTTTTHT̂Jin ■rt»#iin̂ l̂||l|||IIIBWm

1. His name appears as dhul Shahadatain.
2. vide Mas p.6; p. 30#
3. Itq.II p. 26#
4# Mas p. 29. He was killed, according to Zuhri,at Siffin# 
haj i, op 0 cit. fol. 14: cAli re port s stoning as Muhammad’s 
Sunna. The man who memorised ayat al ra;jm died at Yemama.
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doctrines requiring verification appealed to the Companion 
mushafs for the documentation of interpolations relative to 
the cUthman text. The non-local Islamic doctrines that 
required Qur^anic verification appealed either to vocalic or 
consonantal ’readings' arguably derivable from cUthman, or 
made their appeal beyond cUthman to the pre-cUthmanic 
condition of the Qur^an in the postulation of a hypothetical 
proto-Qur°an whose texts, for technical reasons deriving from 
the lav/ of evidence had not all been recorded in writing#

There thus emerges the following schema t 
3 Abu Bakr, at the instigation of cUmar, who feared possible 
considerable loss of QurDan materials, commissioned Zeid to 
pursue the texts and to collect them into a single volume, 
having first overcome his initial scruples to undertake 
something which the prophet had neither done, nor requested# 
DAbu Bakr’s scruples were those of one who preferred to 
follow the Bunna of the prophet, rather than to innovate# 
There is, as a result, the =>Abu Bakr - cUmar - Zeid b. Thabit 
Qur°an initiative, resulting in a Qur3an recension, at most, 
about a year and a half after the prophet’s demise.
Other reports tending to conflict with this, suggest that 
the /

1 . R.B* IX p. 9*



the Qur^an in the hands of the successor generations was 
a debt to the initiative undertaken by the Hudhaifa - 
cUthman - Zeid group, but these can be harmonised by 
postulating different collections, differently motivated 
in the prevailing circumstances. Poverty of materials 
had become embarrassing riches within the space of a dozen 
years. °Abu Bakr - cUmar - Zeid had feared loss.
Hudhaifa - cUthman - Zeid feared disunity. The admission 
of continued ikhtilaf either makes nonsense of the 
scrupulous care taken at first by Zeid, as does also the 
report on the re-instatement of the ’missing’ verse, on 
the occasion of the second collection, or more probably, 
represents the earlier collection as having been incomplete. 
This it would have been, in the sense of cUmar's having 
died before completion, or in the sense that, on the earlier 
occasion, the fair copy prepared by Zeid had been a unique 
copy, retained in the possession of the caliph and passing,
at cUmar's death to his daughter Hafsa.

** * 1 .Holdeke has observed the implicit contradiction. Nor is
it anywhere explained in the sources why it should be that 
the °Abu Bakr - cUmar - Zeid - Hafsa codex, allegedly 
motivated by fear of loss, should have so long remained in 
an unproductive single copy, jealously guarded in the hands 
of a single person, and that only some dozen years later, 
when /
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when the original loss, whose fear had motivated their 
activity, might have been expected to have been widely 
realised, the idea of disseminating the Word of G-od and 
the blue-print of the God-founded society should belatedly 
occur 'to His prophet's third successor. That apprehended 
loss had apparently not materialised, since cUthman's 
motives were to reduce, not to supplement the masses of 
Qur°anic information now alleged to have been in circula
tion.
Owing to the zeal of some of the senior Companions, each 
of whom had apparently laid down the foundations of a 
widespread knowledge of the sunna of the Muslims, and the 
Book of G-od, among the populations of the developing Muslim 
colonies in the lands outside, and away from the cradle of 
the revelation, there was no lack of information about the 
Book, which might redound to the discredit of cUthman's 
predecessors, in spite of their having kept the Book to 
themselves, and making no visible effort to publish it. 
Quite the contrary, there was, if anything, rather too 
much information, in the sense that there were, not one, 
but several Qur=>an's. But, if, as Islam so strenuously 
insists, there is but one G-od, and there has recently been 
but one prophet, how can there justifiably be multiple 
Qur°an's?
Is there then more than one Qur°an, more than one divine 
revelation? /
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revelation?
Not so, is the traditional reply, there is but one
revelation, one law, one Book. The multiplicity of
Qur9an's points to the existence of a loving and lenient
God, and His loving and understanding prophet, solicitous
for the weakness of the Arabs, the pride they take in
their local languages, and their total inexperience in

2revelation matters* God and Muhammad had jointly per™ 
mitted the revelations to be rehearsed in all the rich and
eloquent variety of the Arab dialects, which, variously as
they might clothe the revelation in the beauties and wealth 
of their individual tribal vocabularies, are nonetheless, 
but the vehicles of a single undifferentiated divine 
message. The curious fact that none of the great first 
generation 'readers1 is a representative of the prophet's 
tribe of Quraish lies doubtless behind the various suggest
ions of Qur°an commissions appointed by °Uthman, which 
comprised a majority of Qurashi members;" and doubtless 
partly accounts for the presence of the Qurashi caliphs in 
the /

1. Tab., taf., I, p. 56: How can there be ikhtilaf when 
there is but one Teacher? Tabari insists that the
meaning, not the language is the crucial issue.

2. ibid* 64“5» Note the use in the Qur^anie passage 
referring to Muhammad of words normally reserved in the 
Qur^an vocabulary for references to God.
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the various stages of the collection. The task of the
commissioners would have been to control the text of the
non-Meccan Zeid. But, since the caliph is a Qurashi, the
commissioners are redundant. Besides, the dialect theory
survived even the cIIthman collection. Noldeke, in his
review of the conflicting collection hadiths, inclined to
the opinion that the one solid unvarying factor was the
sulmf of Hafsa - the surest dakurn of the entire report,
figuring not only in the first, the DAbu Bakr - cUmar - Zeid
initiative, but persisting in the Hudhaifa - cTJthman - Zeid
decision, although the reports on this latter appeared to
him to have been originally independent of those on the 

1former. Prom this coincidence, he constructed his view 
of the actual historical evolution of the reports;

2Nachdern die C-laubigen sich mit der bitteren Wahrheit
abfinden mussten d.ass ein so unfahiger und missliebiger
Herrscher wie Uthman der Vater der kanonischen Rezension
geworden war, mochte es ihnen als ein Gebot der ausglei-
chenden Gerechtigkeit erscheinen, deffi jenen soweit
uberragenden Vorganger wenigstens an der Yorarbeit su
dieser Rezension einen Anteil beizumessen. Auf keinem 

* *  #*Pall fuhrt ein Weg von Umar zuruck zu Abu Bakr so dass,
**wenn uberhaupt ein Chalife als Urheber in Betracht kommt, 

es nur Umar gewesen sein kann. Auf diesen weist ja auch 
der ausdruckliche Wortlaut einer der abweichenden Tradi- 
tionen und die Iiauptuberlieferung wenigstens insofern als 
sie /

1 • GdQ, II, p * 21 .
2* ibid. p.22.



sie diesen Clialifen als die treibende Kraft des 
Unternehmens hinstellt. Die Auffassung von dem Mitwirken 
Abu Bakrs ist durch die andere von der wirkliclien oder 
angeblichen Urheberschaft seines Yorgangers bedingt. War 
Umar der geistesgewaltigste unter den ersten Clialifen so 
hatte Abu Bakr den Yorzug einer der ersten G-laubigen und 
der nachste Freund Mubainmads gewesen zu sein. Da mochte 
es vielen verwunderlicli erscheinen dass ein soldier Mann 
nicht ebenfalls bereits die Schaffung der QurDan - sammlung 
betrieben hatte und dieser frormne Wunsch sicli allmahlich 
zu einer geschichtlichen Aussage verdichten.

*«Following such penetrating observations, Holdeke 
failed to perceive that, equally persistent throughout all 
the reports of the kind, is that role assigned to Zeid b* 
Thabit. Perhaps this is the surest datum of all? There 
may be after all, some significance in the absence from 
certain of the reports on the cUthman collection of a 
specific reference to Zeid's alleged earlier connection 
with the suhuf of Hafsa, a circumstance which seems to 
underline the difference between ’the broken thread1 of 
Hafsa*s suhuf and that unbroken thread of Zeid's partici
pation in all the official Qur3an collections. Zeid, and 
not Hafsa, is the constant factor, from the lifetime ofo • * “
the prophet, up to the days of Marwan b. al Hakam's gover- 
norate. If analysis enables us to establish that the 
attribution of a Qur^an collection to 5Abu Bakr - cUmar is



a projection back to a revered and semi-legendary generation 
of that merit that must otherwise accrue grudgingly to the 
unpopular cUthman, further research may yet enable us to 
regard the attribution of a collection to cTJthman, who was, 
at least, one of the 'four rightly-guided ones', as a 
parallel retrojection into the golden age of peninsular 
Islam of the merits which faction and hatred could not 
bring themselves to attribute to some 'godless' Umayyad.

Casanova,' failing to perceive the political objective 
of Muhammad's warnings of the Last Lay and its dread judg
ment, accepted these as the statements of a genuine 
religious concern for the Apocalypse. The prophet, and 
his followers, solicitous for their fate, in the imminent 
collapse of the universe, could not be expected to spend 
their time on literary labours. Only the gradual awakening 
of the Companions, after the death of Muhammad, to the 
truth that the Final Lay must be postponed to an indefinite 
future, created the perspective in which the assembling of 
the revealed Scriptures would not be inappropriate. The 
thesis proposed here, is that, not only the Companions, but 
more significantly, the first generations of the scholars, 
evinced no consciousness of the suspicion that the Qur5anf -
was either the primary, or indeed a necessary source.
This /

1, Muhammad et la. Fin du Monde, Paris, 1911, p. 105*
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This suggestion will be substantiated when we turn to the 
consideration of certain aspects of the doctrine. Polemic 
pressures, exerted upon the Muslims, forced them to adopt 
the slogan that the doctrine had been derived from the 
prophet and from the Book of God. Internal pressure was 
to reverse this to reads from the Book of God and from the 
prophet. But, when it became evident that this form of 
the claims for the origin of the doctrine could not be 
verified from the documents we now possess, elaborate 
structures of hadith were erected, to show, with reference 
to the date and circumstances of the collection, and the 
collation of the documents, how the visible gap had arisen.

Referring to Oaetani's analysis of the casualty lists
-  ifor the Yemarna wars, Noldeke noted that these tended to

cast doubt on the 'fear motives' inspiring the earliest
reported collection, and reminded us that the traditions
on that collection laid emphasis on Zeid's almost complete

• •dependence upon written sources. Noldeke has however been 
guilty of distorting the emphasis, for what the sources 
speak of, is Zeid's alleged reliance upon both written 
materials and the memories of men. Theoretical considera
tions forced the commentators to read the 'and' at this 
point, as a reference to a secondary, as opposed to an 
alteimative /

1. GdQ, II, p.20.
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1 **alternative source. Our concern is not witli Holdelte and

Caetani, with the historicity of the reports, hut with the 
fact of their existence, in so far as this can he held to 
document the.doctrine, held hy many of the Muslims, to the 
effect that our present Qur^an texts are incomplete. In 
a review of the Muslim discussions on the principles of 
abrogation, what they hold to he true is of primary 
importance. Whether it happens to he factually true in 
the historical sense, or historically false, is of course, 
relevant to our study, hut, for the present, of secondary 
moment•

By the principle of the abrogation of both the Qur°an
ruling and the Qur*an wording that had once embodied it,
what the Muslim scholarship means is precisely that in their
view, parts of the Qur»an text, as originally revealed to
the prophet, had not come down to them in writing. Such
loss as they envisaged, they accounted for in one of two
wayss either that the verse had been revealed to Muhammad
and went no further, whether because he forgot it, before
communicating it to his followers, and 011 this line of
thought, two further views are possible - that he forgot

2by reason simply of being a human, or, more popularly with 
the /

1 * F.B. IX, p.11 .
2. ibn Kathir, taf., I, p.15G.
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tlie scholars, that he forgot, because G-od had willed that
he should forget and had caused him to forget, so that the

**verse should not form part of the collected Book, Holdeke 
asserts the likelihood of loss of Qur°anic matter in the 
earliest days, when Muhammad had little or no following,

1and hence 110 incentive to record the verses in book-form. 
The suggestion is inherently probable, but it is not the 
view of the Muslims.
Incoming, and the development of native ideas, tend to 
minimise the humanity of prophets. Alternatively, the 
verse might have been revealed to Muhammad and by him 
transmitted to the Companions, some of whom wrote them 
down in the records they were privately keeping of the 
revelations. At some subsequent point in time, G-od, not 
willing that the verse should continue to be recited and 
not willing that the ruling it embodied should remain the 
basis of the Muslim practice, supernaturally intervened to 
spirit the verse away, both from the memories of Muhammad 
and his adherents, and from their private records, leaving 
the page, at that point blank. Another, but for obvious 
reasons, less appealing view, was that the prophet having 
died, without leaving the revelations collected in a single 
volume, was survived by his Companions, some of whom 
carried /

1. GdQ, I, p.45*
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carried the treasured verses in their capacious memories. 
Shortly after the death of Muhammad, many of the tribes 
who had given lipservice allegiance to him, as sheikh of 
the Muslims, considered their reluctant allegiance 
determined by his decease. Such was not however the view 
of the legal position taken by Muhammadfs successor, 3 Abu 
Bakr, who declared war upon the defaulters. In the course 
of the wars, many were killed who had been the repositories 
of sections of the revelations. The dangers of this 
situation were brought home painfully to °TJmar b. al 
Khattab, who enquired about a particular verse, only to be 
informed that he who had been in sole mental possession of 
it had just been killed. Seeking an immediate audience 
with the Head of State, °Umar urged upon him the necessity 
of collecting, without delay, all that yet remained of the 
Qur°an before further battles against the apostates should 
remove more of the faithful, whose memories alone were the 
guarantors of much of the Qur3an. It is not a little 
shocking to the impartial western observer to appreciate 
that the idea that our Qur^an texts are incomplete is 
advanced, not by some ill-educated western missionary of 
to-day, nor by one equally hostile oriental Christian or 
Jewish dignitary of the middle ages, but by sober Muslim 
scholars, who have not hesitated to ascribe their opinion, 
not indeed only to revered fathers of the magnitude of 
Zuhri, /
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Zuhri,^ or Companions such as cAbdallah, ibn cAbbas or ibn 
cUmar, but even more, have affected to trace it back, not 
merely to the prophet, but to God Himself 1 That highly 
artificial distinction erected between Muhammad's forgetting 
by reason of his humanity - and hence his fallibility - 
and his forgetting by reason of the divine will that he 
should forget - and hence his infallibility - does nothing 
but reinforce the unanimity.that forget he did. The 
unanimity perhaps is a pointer to the antiquity of the view 
that the Qur°an is, to that extent, incomplete and, since 
it is inconceivable that the Muslims would spontaneously 
bruit abroad such a potentially damaging judgment on their 
own credentials, unless there had been some compelling 
motive, not disconnected with the r61e of the Qur°an as 
their credentials, that viev/ itself is likely to prove 
secondary to some other precedent link in a chain of sound 
logical reasoning. Muslims enough there are who argue 
that the doctrine of abrogation has to be accepted because 
it is mentioned in the Qur°an* This assertion will not
go /

1. One is forcibly struck by the observation that so much 
of the hadith on the history of the text of the Qur°an 
converges upon the authority of this second century 
source. Zuhri figures in both of Buchari's hadiths and 
in all five hadiths in Mas. He concentrates upon Zeid's 
role and his isnad is somewhat doubtful. It is in any 
ca.se isolate.
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go unchallenged hereafter. But one has already sufficient 
experience of the Muslim hermeneutics to appreciate that, 
had they had no prior need to find abrogation verified 
by the QurPan, the scholars would never have seen it there. 
Since the Qur°an does not precede doctrine, but functions 
rather to vindicate doctrines, previously established 
external to the Qur®an, then it is safe to hold the reverse™ 
that what the majority of the scholars wish to find veri- 
fied there, they have all the skill to find. A minority 
of scholars, embarrassed by the abrogation doctrine, read 
the same 'proof-verses1 adduced by the majority and find a 
comforting solution. Abrogation can indeed be shown to 
be mentioned in the Qur^an, but as we shall see further, 
solely because it had to be found there. The origins of 
abrogation, as a central doctrine in the Islamic methodo
logies, must be sought elsewhere. To suppose otherwise, 
would be to adopt a much too naive view of the nature and 
business of the sciences of tafsir and ta5wil.

It is therefore suggested at this point, that the 
Muslims hold the surprising doctrine that the Qur3an, as 
we come to know it in history, was already incomplete, 
because, in the interests of another fundamental doctrine, 
it was imperative that it be seen to be so. This is what 
was meant by our saying that whether the Qur°an is, as a 
matter of historical fact, complete or incomplete is quite 
immaterial /
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immaterial to our study, concerned as we are, with the 
settled majority view, that as a matter of doctrinal fact, 
the Qur3an is incomplete. Here is the central issue, 
beside which, concern for the veracity or the tendency of 
the various reports which assign various dates to the 
collection of the Qur^an texts, and the varying circum
stances against the background of which the decision to 
collect was taken, and by whom, is of minor academic 
importance, once assent is given to the major premissi 
that it was not the prophet who took that decision.

The masses of hadith material which surround the 
various versions of the Qur°an collection, some of which 
only, we have considered, are merely the consequential 
garnishing around the central and significant assertion 
that Muhammad did not leave an edited Qur5an text to his 
successors. The assertion is, of course, contradictory, 
since, given all the work that has gone into the principle 
that God would cause His prophet to forget that which was 
not destined, in the divine purpose, to form part of the 
Muslim Scripture, or of the Muslim praxis, God could still 
have permitted Muhammad, in the final stages of his life, 
to promulgate the revelations in their divinely intended 
final form. This could reflect the text of the 'final 
review' and would have reconciled that doctrine with the 
'forgetting' motif. The contradiction was inescapable 
since /
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since the reports had been designed to account for two 
incompatibles; the allegation that the doctrine was 
derived from the Qur°an and the prophet to whom it had 
been revealed; and the demonstrable break between the 
contents of the Qur^an and the historical Muhammad on the 
one hand, and the post-Muhammedan doctrine on the other. 
Heither of the two could be abandoned. The contradiction 
between the two claims is perhaps due to the fact that 
each was of a separate ultimate origin, the one a response 
to internal, the other to external pressure. We shall 
have to conclude that the Muslims could not afford to be 
seen in the possession of a QurDan that had been approved 
by Muhammad. His 'final review' text would have sufficed 
to explain the absence from the Qur^an texts of matter 
that had been revealed in conformity with the divine 
intention that such verses should not form part of the 
final promulgated texts - 'naskh al liukin wa al tilawa' .
It would fail however to account for, indeed, it would 
render impossible, the omission from the officially pro
mulgated text, of verses which it was not the divine 
intention to omit. Even such omission had however, it is 
alleged, historically occurred, since certain elements of 
the doctrine, verified by reference to the Qur5an, are 
quite unmentioned in the Qur°an. These are instances of 
rulings of the type 'naskh al tilawa duna al hukm', the 
justification of which is impossible except on the hypo
thesis /
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— 4thesis that our Qur°an texts are post-Muhammedan. tfhere

such doctrines were universally held, appeal to Companion- 
mushafs clearly would have served, hut that it would not 
have served further argues that the Companion mushafs 
served a more specialised need.

Close examination of the materials collected by 
scholars, Muslim and non-Muslim alike, far from leading to 
a conviction in favour of the authenticity of the 
Companion mushafs, tends rather, to inspire a wholesome 
reserve and even scepticism toward the historical value 
of the reports of the very existence of independent pre™ 
°Uthmanic codices. One is most strongly minded to treat 
with the utmost caution the historicity of ’independent* 
mushafs, entirely dependent upon the familiar !cUthmanf 
codex for their very description. Thus, as to content,

LA.we are informed that cAhdalla.hts QurDan lacked three of the 
suras in 1cUthmanl; whilst ^Ubayy’s contained two suras 
lacking in ,cTJthman!. This type of statement raises 
serious questions for the doctrine of the tawatur of the 
Qur&an, which had to he examined by al Rakhr al Razi*
As to sura-order, in the supposedly independent codices, 
one scholar, struck by the curious circumstance that the 
order in both cAbdallah and ^Ubayy agreed more closely with 
the arrangement in cUthman, than with each other, supposed 
that behind the extraordinary organisation of the contents 
of /
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of all three there must lie some literary convention long

■]since forgotten - a circumstance, which, like the first, 
might more easily be explained by recognising that ’cUthman’ 
provided the model 011 which the description of all ficti
tious recensions was based, The alleged pre-cUthmanic 
codices share with the celebrated suhuf of Hafsa the dis-• « d o

tinetion of having been condignly dealt with, following 
the triumph of the officially promulgated text. Unfor
tunately, this means that since the beginning of the history 
of the Qur°an text itself, they have been beyond the reach 
of scientific historical examination. Reports on the 
alleged concealment and preservation of ’cAbdallahf are 
uniformly /

1 . CrdQ, II, p.43 .
2, Mas. p.21: When Marwan became governor of Medina, he

sent to Hafsa, to ask for her suhuf, in order to burn
•  0 * *  0 *• '

them, since he feared that some parts of the Book might 
conflict with others. She did not comply with his request. 
Zuhri reports that when Hafsa. died, Marwan sent to ibn 
cUmar, demanding the suhuf. The moment they returned from 
her funeral, cAbdallah sent the sheets to Marwan, who 
opened them out and burned them, in case they should 
contain matter at variance with ,cUthman!. But cUthman 
merely copied the suhufI Marwan offered an alternative 
explanation: Some questions as to these §uhuf might be 
raised in future; or someone might argue that part had 
not been copied, ef. p.25, °Ubayy's son is unable to 
produce DUbayyfs mushaf. cUthman was said to have seized 
it,
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uniformly based upon an ignorant tafsir of Q.Ill,161, the 
minatory context of which has been quite overlooked.
The alleged destruction of these codices has not prevented 
scholarship from adducing in abundance materials on the 
1 variant' readings supposed to have been preserved by the 
Companions in their recensions, which were apparently still 
in circulation and familiar enough to be regularly employed 
as illustrations in the tafsir and fiqh works, or offered 
in explanation of 'variant opinions', generations later than 
that point in time when they were alleged to have been 
rooted out. One is also familiar with the reports of the 
scholars that seldom are two copies of the mushaf of the 
Companion to be found to be in agreement, even on the ques
tion of the order of the chapters.
It is a curious circumstance that the personalities invar
iably called upon in the traditions to testify to the 
historical occurrence of the phenomenon of the retracting 
(rafc) of Qur°anic material, whether by the normal processes 
of human forgetting, or the supernormal intervention of the 
deity, coincide with those personalities involved in one 
or other of the various stages in the collection of the 
Qur3an texts; and that it is the same personalities that 
once more appear, in the guise of eponyms for the local 
doctrines, particularly in view of their not infrequent 
conflict;/

1, vide Mas. p•18.
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conflict\ and that these doctrines are said to have 
derived, either from the sponsors’ store of sunna materials, 
or from the ’variant’ Qur°an readings. We may perhaps he 
pardoned for suspecting that here is another of the 
’unbroken threads’. For, apart from °TJbayy, who has not 
been successfully fitted to his dual r6le, the others, °Umar 
cAbdafllah; ®Abu Musa and Zeid are called upon to contribute 
to the documentation of both the collection of, and the 
diminution of the divine revelations. cA°isha, like Hafsa, 
a widow of the prophet, whom we have seen providing 
material information, from the QurDan, on the forbidden 
degrees, is not only a name to appeal to in the Sunna, but 
is also credited with her own mushaf, which on occasion, is• e 7 *

laid under tribute in the settlement of some point of dis
agreement in the fiqh and sometimes in direct opposition to

1 2Zeid. Npldeke speculated that cADisha, prominent in the
Sunna documentation, may also perhaps, be seen as acting by
proxy in the history of the Qur3an, in the mention of her
father, °Abu Bakr, as Hafsa seems to be represented by her
father, cUmar. We noted that the suhuf of cADisha are7 o »

mentioned in one hadith, in place of the suhuf of Hafsa.ft ? ■+- 9 0 6 S

*k>9 H W  PP»cAbdallah, °Abu Musa, et alii, are likewise prominent in 
both /
" ■ ■ i ii ii in rim  ir 11 1 i r li~ii m  n fcn i~i— i— irm~»rn— r n  ~~r~ ~ iifi i i i n  i m i in h i n  i> i.m .  m i ii m i  “  i ih t m i i

1. cf. for salat al wustas Tab., taf., V, pp.167 ff. on 
Q . II, 238.

2. GrdQ, II, p.23. 3# Itq. I. p. 314.
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both fields, while, Zeid, important in both spheres, alone 
of all these personalities, appears consistently in all 
phases of Qur°an text development from the revelation of 
the verses to the prophet, through all the 3Abu Bakr, cUmar, 
cUthman initiatives up to and including a vague Qur3an 
initiative in Umayyad times. In the light provided by 
such striking coincidences a coherent pattern at the back 
of all traditions on Qur3an codices and collections begins 
to emerge. The ’variant’ mushafs of the eminent Companions 
and the widows are the Qur°anic pole of the symbolic roles 
played by them (imposed upon them) by which Qur3anic evi
dences are adduced in their names by the rival schools of 
opinion in scholastic disputes, and thus correspond to the 
variant hadiths ascribed to them in the same way, and to the 
same end, as a device to furnish the documents from the 
Sunna for the school views.

That the ’readings' adduced as evidence in the disputes, 
are not to be found in the Qur°an is an objection easily 
countered by appeal to the personal mushafs of the Companion 
school-patrons. That their mushafs are not available for 
examination is answered by alleging their suppression. The 
conclusion follows that the demand for Qur°anic evidence 
arose at a point in time later than the origination of the 
fashion /

1. vide especially Tabari on Q.II,238 loc.cit.
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fashion of adducing Sunna evidence from Companions* With 
the development of the concept of the Sunna of the prophet, 
one finds evidence of originally Companion-hadiths evolving 
into prophet-sunnas. One does not find similar evidence 
of the Companion-readings, where these go against the con” 
sonantal outline of the texts, evolving into prophet™ 
readings• This suggests that here there existed conditions 
absent in the Sunna. Scholars were confronted with a 
vigorous Qur°an text independent of all the schools, and not 
amenable to manipulation. Its very inflexibility suggests, 
indeed, that the reverse of the Sunna situation obtained 
for the Qur^an - namely, that as a document it existed and 
was to some extent known before it was called upon to behave 
as a source. It may even be pertinent now to wonder how 
far that degree of flexibility that the QurDan does exhibit 
owing to the alleged 'deficiencies of the script1 and such as 
comes so often to the aid of the sectional doctrines, may 
not itself have gradually been imposed upon the texts, of a 
purpose to render them the more supple. This as will be 
shown was a technique still open to scholars after the rise 
of ®usul al fiqh. If synonym 'variants' can be used to 
give greater verisimiltude to alleged non™synonym 'variants', 
could not the reports of the flat stones, stripped palm- 
fronds and other primitive materials on which the QurDan is 
supposed to have been recorded in apostolic days and which 
might /
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might he regarded as a deliberate attempt to exaggerate 
the simple and backward conditions of life in the generation 
of Muhammad and the Saints, have been used to suggest, by 
extension, the primitive condition of the written language 
devoid of diacritics and vowelling? There seems to be a 
contradiction here, too between the highly sophisticated 
commercial and banking skills developed at Mecca, in which 
Muhammad and his major Companions were themselves at one 
time involved, not to mention the level of Jewish scholar
ship which flourished at Medina. One recalls the doctrinal 
polemic necessity of holding the prophet to have been 
illiterate in the double sense. Perhaps one ought also to 
bear in mind the desirability to the scholars of greater 
liberties than a fully pointed and vowelled text would have 
afforded.

If we now separate Sunna-hadiths from Qur°an-ha-diths, 
we find the following positions Sunna-hadiths can become 
marfuc their isnads growing backwards to find the prophet.
The contents of conflicting reports on the praxis attributed, 
at one point to Successors, acquire attribution to the 
Companions, /
1, Abul Khair Muhd. al Jaaari, IC. al Itfashr, I, p .7 * The infal

lible 3umma are unanimous on the contents of these mushafs 
and have abandoned any variants, whether seen as additions 
as omissions, or alternate wording. The mushafs were de
void of pointing and punctuation in order to allow for 
anything whose transmission was sound and whose use by the
prophet had been ascertained.
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Companions, and finally to the prophet. It follows that 
Sunna-hadiths from the prophet are frequently to he found 
in conflict. Doctrines traced to the QurDan in the 
Companions mushafs, also occasionally clash, yet Qur3an- 
readings seldom advance their attribution beyond the 
Companions„ Their attribution to the Companions provides 
only a vague, general and unspoken implication that they 
necessarily derive ultimately from Muhammad. 'Variant1 
readings which depart from the cUthmanic consonantal base, 
are, however, never referred explicitly to the prophet.
Both tafsir, and reading hadiths thus remain generally 
mawquf. In this sense, Qur3an-hadiths stop short of that 
free development which was open to the Sunna-hadiths.
Such a distinction is unlikely voluntarily to have been 
imposed upon themselves by the scholars in a universal self- 
denying ordinance. We have seen, and shall see further, 
how imaginative they can prove on matters not mentioned in 
the Qur®an. That on matters, which however, are to be 
found in the Qur°an their fancies were more rigorously 
restricted, leads to the conclusion that the major obstacle 
to their inventive capacities was just the existing Qur3an 
document itself.
Bor Sunna purposes, such figures as ibn cAbbas, ibn cUmar 
and ibn al Zubeir are regarded as technically Companions, 
for Qur3an text purposes, however, they are technically 
Successors, /
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Successors, deriving their texts from the Companions.
Bor tafsir-hadith purposes they recover their status as 
Companions* One of the Qursan sciences (qiraDa) is thus 
at first sight, technically more backward than the other 
Sunna sciences to which, rather than to the Qur^an sciences, 
tafsir properly belongs. If Schacht*s brilliant develop
ment of G-oldsiher's original thesis be accepted, hadiths 
from a Companion are later than Traditions from a Successor 
and earlier than hadiths from the prophet* The thesis 
has now to be further modified in the light of the theories 
of abrogation with their stated preference for the tradi
tions from the younger Companions, Hadiths from a younger 
Companion are later than hadiths from an older Companion.
By extension, the Qur5an 'reading* of a younger Companion 
is later than the QurDan * reading* of an older Companion. 
Given conflicting Sunna-traditions from the prophet, those 
whose isnads are traced through the younger Companions are 
later than, and were intended to supersede those reported 
from the older Companions, The conflict in the Sunna was 
thus partially resolved, The Qixr3anic science, apparently 
technically more backward than the Sunna sciences, in fact 
derives from the latest stage of the latter. Hence the 
paradox that ibn cAbbas and his generation derive their 
Qur^an texts from the Companions. In the ca.se of ibn cAbbas 
himself, there would appear to have been a shift in the 
isnad /
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isnad of his mushaf, for it seems at one point to have been
attributed to °Abdallah b, Iviascud. But this attribution
concerns the ’variants’ referred to ibn cAbbas, who thus
offered a second lease of life to the cAbdallah mushaf when

0 *

this had been superseded by the mushaf attributed to Zeid*
The isnad is the instrument with which to counter hadiths.ft

ibn cAbbas’ mushaf is now traced, like the tcUthman! mushaf,
•  •  /  * .  /

and doubtless for the same reasons, to Zeid b. Thabit, the 
youngest of the major collectors. The primary object of 
the collection-had!ths was to propagate and verify the notion 
that the prophet had not collected the Qur5an, The 
Companions thus move to the forefront and the time-gap 
created renders it plausible that certain Qur°an materials 
might have dropped away from the body of the original 
revelations. There is an intimate relation between hadiths 
on the QurDan as a document and one of the meanings of the 
term ’naskh1 (suppress/withdraw). A further relation to a 
second meaning of the same term ’naskh’ (supersession) must 
be read into the prominence conferred by modifications of 
the same hadiths upon Zeid, one of the youngest, and longest- 
surviving of the Companions. The lateness of his Islam 
implies the lateness of his information for both the Sunna 
and the Qur3an as a source. Zeid's mushaf can therefore be 
represented as the ’nasikh* of the mushafs of the older 
Companions. cUthman was not only one of the ’rightly- 
guided /
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guided ones1 but the last of the caliphatefs links with the 
Medina of Muhammad .
ibn cAbbas - Zeid is a doubly late isnad. Hamadhani^ 
decides for an ibh cAbbas report against an *>Abu Huraira 
version. °Abu Huraira1s Islam dates from Khaibar, and is 
very late; but ibn cAbbas’ is even later, dating from the
conquest of Mecca.

- 2 "The hadith to be preferred is related by the younger
Companions, such as Sahl b, Sacd and ibn 0Abbas. It is
also related by transmitters whose Islam was late. The
°Ubada hadith reflects the situation in early Islam and
between the two situations reported in the two hadiths there
was a considerable period of time. It may therefore be
confidently relied upon that the hadith of the others
abrogated the cUbada hadith."

"Tahawi related'" sound hadiths on one question and 
then a single hadith from 5 Abu Huraira, which was, however, 
rnawquf. He nevertheless relied upon it, and abandoned 
(taraka) the other reliable hadiths, on the grounds of their 
abrogation, since he held °Abu Huraira in high regard and 
argued that he was never at variance with the reported 
practice /

1. op.cit. p.140-141. of. p.171.
2. Hamadhani, op .cit. p.202.
3. ibid. p.8.
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practice of the prophet, save where he was certain that it 
had been abrogated.
The transition between two points of view is shown by two 
contrasting hadiths reported by Tayalasi:^ The ̂ imam should 
be he whose acquaintance with the Book of G-od, and whose 
1 reading1 is the most ancient,

-  ~  2 ~ -Ibrahim said: 'This hadith they welcomed since Jarir’s
conversion occurred later than the revelation of Surat al 
Ma Dida.’

Under the terms of the earlier principle, 3 Abu Bakr 
or cUmar would be preferable to cUthman or to cAli as Quraan 
compilers, less preferable under the terms of the second. 
cUthman-Zeid provides a doubly late isnad. It is notor
iously hazardous to attempt to date hadiths from their 
isnads5 but as to the timing of the interest in the isnad 
of the Qur3an one is forcibly struck by the ubiquity of 
Zuhri in the"hadiths on the various collections. He 
appears in both the Buchari hadiths and in the five i.lasahif 
hadiths on the collection of the texts, and in all hadiths4 7 6

he is concentrated solely on the activities of Zeid. In 
both the Buchari, and in five out of six hadiths in the 
Masahify /

1 . op .cit. p.95 *
2 . ibid , p.86.



Masahif, Zuhri reports from cUbaid b* al Sabbaq* There is 
some doubt as to whether cUbaid was in contact with Zeid*
Some versions have can, others merely Dan„ ibn Ha;jar knows 
of no hadith from cllbaid from any person earlier than Sahl b*

»  iITunaif, who died in cAll’s caliphate* He adds that this is 
cUbaid1s sole hadith in the entire Buchari collection*
Hadiths on cUthman1s alleged collection of the Qur9an are thus 
unlikely to have originated earlier than the second quarter of 
the second century - in the midst of the very heyday of school 
ikhtilaf«

Qur°an interpolations:

There are two classes of Qur°an interpolation : those 
documenting regional differences* These are interpolations 
relative to the 1cUthman1 recension* There are also the 
interpolations documenting universally held doctrines, such 
as stoning* Shaficifs ridac doctrine falls between the two, 
for his appeal was not to a Companion-mu§haf, but developed 
from appeal to the ’mushaf of cA0isha to appeal to the 
pre-cIJthmanic proto-Qur°an revealed to Muhammad* Those who 
refused to admit that the Sunna can abrogate the Qur!>an made 
precisely the same appeal*

The cUthman*-Zeid isnad had been designed to counter appeals 
to the alleged Companion-mushafs* The alleged 1cUthman1 
recension /
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recension could thus very well be as fictitious as the 
Companion-mushafs which it was called into being to counter*
In the case of other doctrines, the ’cUthman’ recension was 
consciously designed to ’explain’ the absence from out Qur3an 
texts of the ’relevant’ Qur3an wording* But, here the appeal 
to the fictitious fcUthman’ recension is counter to the 
attribution of a Qur3an recension to the prophet*

If, as we have suggested, the ’cUthman' recension is a 
fiction, then the conclusion we shall have to draw from all 
that has gone before is that the Qur3an texts we have in our 
hands today have come down to us from Muhammad*

Muhammad had had to be excluded from the history of the
text of the Qur5an to allow for the theories of abrogation,
in particular, for those which envisaged ’gaps’ in our texts -
’naskh al hukm wa al tilawa’ and ’naskh al tilawa duna al hukm1* * ♦
The first of these justified the latter, and in addition, the 
analogically derived ’naskh al hukm duna al tilawa’ which, 
together with ’naskh al tilawa duna al hukm’ originated in 
the scholars’ attempts to rationalise the conflict clear to all 
between the doctrine and its alleged source in the Qur'an*


